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This thesis has been called forth by the debate about the 

concept soul which has been pursued in many fields: in 

theology by Oscar Cullmann and many oth~rs; in philosophy 

by Gilbert Ryle, amon.g others. In psychology, we find 

that as early a.s 1925, c..t an International Psychological 

Conference, Pavlov declared that we must abandon the 

misleading term 'soul 9
• He stated that, in his opinion, 

"the proper study of psychology is physiology" 1 • 

!n 1972 there lt1as a r:.e1.vs iterr. in the Swedish newspaper 

of the Harvard School of Divinity, U.S.Ae, and his prediction 

that "the long and illustrious tradition to talk about the 

immortality of the soul" was now approaching its end
2

• 

In this connection it is interesting to note what Dr Steiner 

wrote as ea.rly a.s 1917, "the development of the modern 

- scientific outlook •••• has contributed to the abolition of 

the SO\l1e .... It will not be long before ••••• those who 

take seriously the extstence of the soul are not of sound 

mind, and only those will be regarded of sound mind who 

recognise the 'truth', namely, that thinking, feeling and 

willing are necessary by-products of certain physiological 
3 processes" • 

We are not here er~ering into a debate a~ to who is right 

or wrong, but we are asking what concepts were available 

on the idea of the soul at the beginning of our Christian 

era .. 

Th8re is nQ. doubt that our modern concepts are very far 

removed from what our forebears thought. That this is 

so can be shown $imply by looking at the English word 'soul' 

and its semantic development. 

The English word 'soul' derives from the Anglo-Saxon ~ .:~·JOl.' 

When the early Christian missionaries had 

to translate into Anglo-Saxon their word for that something 

which God at the creation blew into the nostrils of man~ and 



which may or may not be that same something which through 

the grace of God survived death, they chose the word sawol. 

It seems probable that sa.wol had developed along the same 

lines among the Germanic tribes ·as had psych§. among the 

Greeks, i.e., the word conveyed a b~sic feeling of the 

something which is LIFE. 

Onians, who has done intensive research into the origins of 

European thought, tries to trace the origin in primitive 

thought of the relation;:;hip between the beliefs about "the 

body and the immortal soul" on the one hand 7 · 2:ild beliefs 
l.t 

about a 'life-liquid' on the other. ·· ~ In this connection 

he is interested in the Greek concept aion, a word associated 

with .£..~~ a11d traceable back to the same root as the modern 

English word 'soul'. 

According to Onians it is generally accepted that for Homer 

aion meant "period of existence", as_ well as, sometimes, 

'spinal marrow'. The latter meaning, howevers may be the 

earliest as it is not ''difficult to see how a word designating 

the life 'fluid' might come to mean the life which the fluid 
i::: 

represents and the lifetime dependent on .it"_,• It seems 

that the early Greeks believed there was a fluid, §i.Q!l, which 

filled and formed the flesh and which could come out of it 

and be lost. "The earliest evidence implies that this 

liquid in the flesh was one with the cerebro-spinal fluid 

and the seed 116 ; tears a.nd swea.t were manifestations of the 

same ''liquid '.7 or liquefiable element,, in the body" t which .in 

fact a.ppeared to be 11 th.e stock cf life, vitality, and 

strength 117 " We read in the Od_y£.§...~ that Penelope's 
8 "fair cheeks melted as she· shed tea.rs" and, no doubt, in 

serious illness "wasting with sweating ar~ loss of vitality 
Cl 

go together"J., 

Among the early Greeks 

peoples the young were 

the aged lost liquid, 

a note with regard to 

as well as among the early Germanic 

said to "abound in liquid 11
, whereas 

10 "dried up" Onians remarks in 

earlier English er:pressions, "see e.g., 

the old terms 'sappy', 'saphead'?etcoy for the young and 
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., 

foolish, (but 'sapless age', I ~enry IV, iv: 5), and the 

belief that the marrow was the seed of life and that with 

e:ge it shrunk and with c!eath it disappeared" o 

Thus, when HornE;r uses aion meaning 'life-time', the develop

ment is natural: the amount of life, i.e. the fluid (ai;n) 

in the body diminishes as time passes on - it can be compared 

with "the diminishing sand in a glass"11 • When Homer speaks 

of f'the aion is slain therefrom", or of the "aion leaving" 

a man, it seems we may find here a transition "from the 

meaning 'life-fluid' to that of the 'life' which the fluid 
12 contains and represents" • Onians points to the similarity 

in the development of osvche, which, "from its concrete meaning 

'soul' comes to mean not that entity but the life which it 

f 
,, 13 c:on ers ..... · ., 

-Related to a ion. is Modern English 
from Anglo-Saxon 
from Gothic 

as well as Gothic 

Sanskrit 

Sanskrit 

SOUL 
SAWOL 
SA I WALA 
SAIWS = 
~ 

AYUH = 
/ -AYUH ·-

'a body of 
water' 

'mobile, 
living' 

'vital element, 
life, ... 11 

lifetime' l.....Z. 

In Onians's op.inion there is in this connection another 

important and related word, viz. the Latin verb ~apere = 
to be wise. If its original meaning was 'to have sap, 

native juice' it would be related to the Italian .§C1.!2£., the 

French seve, the Anglo-Saxon S~J.2., the Old Icelandic safi, 

t. h G f+- ( f r. ~ • k ' 15 0 . . t ' e erman sa ,_ c . .11.rri aans ~~' • n::.ans poin s cue 

that the Greeks (and the Romans) related consciousness and 

intelligence to the native Juice in the chest (blood) and to 

the vapour exhaled from it (breath) 16 • In old Germanic 

beliefs we find likewise "the concious self., ••• in the chest. 

d . .i..h . ' - . th h d ti '1. 7 Th 1· - ~ an ~ .e surviving soui •••• in .e ea • e \ngLo-~axon 

poet of IL?..9W_\~1..:.t says nin his hreder"'fast, in mind-bonds, a 

secret longing burned in his blocd"18 • 

• hreder =heart, breast, mind (perhaps also lungs). 
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Onians points to the difficulties in establishing .J- .. ... ne 

original. connotations of sa'ir;!_2l 1,1ithout a thorough study 

of the Germanic evidence, but suggests that it may have 

begun 11 as the conscious self, breath in relation to blood 

centred in the chest, and that it was later, with a growing 

belief in the continuance of the conscious self, identified 
19 with the Surviving ghost'' He arrives at this assumption 

through analogy with the development among Greeks and Romans. 

At an early stage in Greek thought there was a· fusion of 
•; 

122.Y~ and thymos: in Roman thm;ght there appears (according 

to Onians) to have been confusion as to the role of .filli..121~~ 

h t . t. f . b . tJ . b t . j t . . 20 
some c arac eris ·ics o .fill~- eing a cr1. u ec o ~~lP-ill.§.. e 

Inboth cases an original duality deve1oped into the concept 

of a single indwelling spirit of life and consciousness. 

In order fully to understand this development we shall have 

to trace primitive thinking and the concepts of soul much 

further back in time. 

It is now clear that, in feeling our way back, it is no good 

simply going back to the New Testament. We cannot know 

what the word 'soul' meant for the New Testament writers if 

we do not know what concepts were available to them. When 

we tackle the question we shall haVe to find out what was 

available, within that world, to the New Testament, to the 

Old Testament, or ~o the Greek writers with regard to those 

very basic concepts of the soul, concepts which form the 

sources of the chief understanding of our Western concepts 

of soul~ 
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When tracing tl:-1e o:cigin of the concept 1 ~;oul' among prehistoric, 

as well as among today 1 s primitive peoples, it is interesting 

to note how primitive lcgic arrives at very much the same 

conclusions all over the world~ 

Nyman assumes that ideas about a body-soul and/or an organ-soul 

are the oldest of the soul concepts. The primitive mind 

finds no clear distinction between body and soul. These 

will eventually decay together, unless the body is dried, 

stuffed, or embalmed in order to preserve it nfor ever'' .. 

Certain organs 1 such as the heart, kidneys, liver, as well 
'" as 6ertain parts of the body, had preference over others as 

being the seat of the soul(s) 1 • 

Wheeler Robinson draws slightly different conclusions though 

he, toes emphasises the body-soul oneness in primitive thought~ 

As regards the religion of the ancient Egyptians, he writes: 

"The continuance of life beyond death is intimately connected 

with the preservation of the corpses!12 • Wheeler Robinson 

then refers to Budge a.nd the latter 1 s conclusion that "all 

the available evidence shows that the Egyptians of dynastic 

times mummified the dead body because they believed that a 

spiritual body would 'germinate' or develop itself in it •••• 

A mummy consists of little more than the skeleton, covered 

by the skin, the fat being destroyed by chemical agents, 
" and the intestines being preserved in jars with the mummy •• ~ 

These details are to the point", according to Wheeler 

Robinson, "because it was precise:Ly through the preservation 

of the body and its principal parts that the personality 

became immortal. All this is but an impressive example 

of the ideas as to the body indicated above; the body, 

down to its very details, has a psychical as well as a 
. . 1 . . f. 113 pnysica s1gn1 icance • 

On.ians emphasises that 11 in the Egyptian ritual of embalming, 

the decid who had bee?1 dried up, was, in the oils a.nd aroma.tic 

exudations that were used, b~lieved to receive life and 

renewal of his body!i
4 (cf p 2 above 9 and p25 below). 
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On a higher cultural level, th~ primitive mind draws more 

advanced conclusions and regards the red blood-fluid as 

the residence cf life and soul (blood-sbul). But this 

view also changes and instead it is the warm vapour from the 

blood which is regarded as the soul (vapour-soul). 

According to Nyman the idea of a vapour-soul seems to have 

been contemporary with, or earlier or later than the idea 

of a distinct 'breath-soul' 5
o 

A point of connection between the breath-soul and the blood

s oul may have been the throat and/or the neck as being 

especially vulnerable parts of the bodyo The throbbing 

pulse could have given the impression of a life force (cf 

.~hesh, p736 below). Another possible explanation to 

the view of seeing blood and breath as "the residence of 

life and soul", an explanation which must have seemed quite 

natural to primitive minds, follows from the fact that 1) 

life sustaining blood is pumped in and out of the embryo 

through the umbilical cord, and 2) as the new born child 

5s brought into the world it has to breathe in 'life' with 

its first breath. 

Nyman points out that "the two souls gradually fuse and 

give way to a new understanding of the soul. It is still 

substance, but of a finer, thinner, more volatile matter than 

that of which our body consists. It seems rather to have 

the same characteristic as air,, 6 .. 

Th~ breath-soul still lives on in our day. Nyman refers 

to 11 curious practices in the stone-age", but why not add -

and curious practices today. . ' ,,.,,. 
Kissing~ for instance, 

and nose-rubbing, and the blowing on of wounds~ There: 

is an old Mexican painting depicting a marriage ceremony 

between a god and a goddess, the god politely holding his 

bride's arm .. Between the~ connecting their mouths, is 

a red vapour-like cloud, their souls. 'i'he orig ina1 , 

p.rofot..:.nd mea.ning of kissing would sc:em to be a ''commu.ni.on 

of souls" .. Nose-rubbing, which is still used as a 

greeting among many primitive tribes, may, according to 
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The Indians ascribe a 

vi t:ul power to .flf.ari&, the life-force, which is in breath .. 

When blowing on a wound we are unknowin~ly using the healing 

and curative power of the breath-soul. 

In this connection, Jung's description of his visit to the 

Elgonyi tribe in East Africa and his attempts to understand 

their religious customs is interesting. An old man 

describes how in the morning when the sun rises they leave 

their huts~ hold their hands before their mouths and spit 

or blow into them. Jung interprets this as1, an offering 

to the rising sun, which for these natives is mu!29o (mo.na), 

or divine, at the moment of rising8 

J"ung draws the fo1low1ng conclusion: 0 If they have spittle 

on their hands, this is the substance which, according to 

primitive belief, contains the personal ~' the force that 

cures, conjures and sustains life. If they breathe upon 

their hands, breath is wind and spirit - it is roho, in 

Arabic Ell.£.b., in Hebrew T:J:!?S:.h, and in Greek .Qn~. The 

action means: I offer my living spirit to God. It is a 

wordless, acted prayer, ~iliich could equally well be spoken; 

'Lord, into thy hands I commend my spirit 111
o And Jung 

ends: "Does this merely happen so, or was this thought already 

incubated and purposed before man existed? I mu.st leave 
' 9 this question unanswered" • 

When Malinowski, one of the pioneers in the anthropological 

field, discusses sacred traditions and compulsory rites among 

primitive peoples, he emphasises that "a. society which makes . 
its t;radi ti,.~n sacred has g.ained by it an inestimable advantage 

of power and permanence.... There is a creative element 

in the rites of reli9ious nature" 'lO When pointing to 
11 the dogma of continuity after death", he finds that "the 

difficulty of facing oners own annihilation or that of a 

near and beloved per.::;on ~~~.could become socially destructive". 

Religion, howevt:r, can remove 1 t 0 only by its negation in 

ritual" 11 ., 
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,, 
Malinowski ends with same type of que~tion as did Jung: 

"Whether this is achieved by .a Providence directly guiding 

human history, or by a process of natural selection in which 

a culture which evolves a belief and a ritual of immortality 

will survive and spread - this is a problem of theology and 

metaphysics. The anthropologist has done enough when he 

has shown the value of a certain phenomenon for social 

integrity and for the continuity of cult.ure1112 • 

Nathan SBderblom, former archbishop of Sweden, ascertains, 

ttin the superstitious rites and the confused animism of the 

Savage you will discover the .sense of the inffriite1113 • 

Returning to Nyman, we are told that soul conception.s among 

prirni tive peoples show the same "development whet.her we study 

the breath-soul amongst the Zulus, the a.ncient Aztecs, the 

primitive Germanics, or the Greeks: they all look upon the 

soul as a thin 1 fine breath-like sub~tance, its presence 

making the body alive and movable, its absence bringing 
14 unconsciousness and death'' • According to Nyman we shall 

furthermore find that "the error of these views is that they 

confuse a condition for life with life itself s and later with 

the sou1 1115 • 

In addition to the above views and probably running parallel 

with them, there a~ose another notion of the soulj namely, 

that it could and did at times exist outside the living body, 

tc return again unharmed. Ny@an traces this idea to 

primitive man's belief in the reality of his dream life. 

Dreams have always had a profound influence on the.human mind. 
' 

But it seems certain that primitive man is much more defence

less against his dream experiences than is modern man. 

He easily believes that there may be a being inside him, 

the sleeper, a being who can experience the world on its 

own, unbound by time and space16 • 

Herbert Spencer~· the philosopher o:f the theory of evolution f. 

has the merit of being the first to assume that to believe 

in a second life Can alter ego, a little man within the big 
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man~ a sh::ldow-soul or :Lr.i21gr:~'.""'·sou1) is a characteristic tra.it 

of all primitive thinking. Research in many fields has 

proved Spencer 1 s theory to be correct, ~nd it has been found 

that primitive peoples in many parts of the world regard any 

representation of a man (picture, photograph, reflected image, 
i. • ) h . 1 . . D 1 " ·J. 7 1· h • · · , S11aaow as • is sou , nis _..QJ2.2e __ g§...!_1£er • _n t e.1.r origin~ .... 

significance the Fra_~ of the Persians and the Ka of the 

Egyptians may have been the same kind of 0 second selves", 

duplicating thc: visible bodily nse1ves 018 .. 

Nyman's theory about primitive mentality seems a fitting 

introduction to the vast literature dealing with this subject. 

Many are the writers and researchers within different fields 

(philosophers, psychologists, scciologists, anthropologists, 

historians, students of religion and the humanities) who have 

attempted to explain the life and thought patterns of primitive 

man, from different angles and with different aims in view~ 

There seems to be an almost unanimous opinion about one thing, 

namely, that man of pre-scientific consciousness does not 

separate the spiritual and the material, nor the ethical and 

the physical, in the way we do. For him there is no clear-

cut difference between the familiar and the strange, soul and 

body, life and death, an inner and an outer world. 

"Tile thinking of primitive peoples is predominantly synthetic'~, 

says A R Johnston,' "and it is characterised in larg-e measure 

by what has been called the grasping of a totality. Pheno-

mena are readily perceived as being in some kind of relation

shi~; they are readily found to participate in some sort of 
'.l9 whole'' - • Jung describes primitive man as unpsychological: 

"Psychic happenings take place outside him in an objective 

We find that van Peursen thinks along the same 

lines: he presumes that for primitive man "the world around 

is thus implict:1ted in what we would nowadays call the ~.12.n'2£. 

life" f and that: the soul is "nevt~r simply immaterial~ because 

ih l' · n .~i1r.•r,·1v 1~a.~er_ia.1" 21 ~ e wor a is .ever __ ~ ~ 11 _ _ Frequently a soul 

wa.s attributed to 'inanimate' objects \o:hich led to the worship 

of nature (animism). 
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Both Nyman and van Peursen describe :::ir.imitive man as . ' 

experiencing his surroundings as full of mystical powers and 

influences; the soul is also felt as a· force of this kindo 

In a mystical way it is both part of man and alien to him. 

Not only can the soul leave man in his sleep, b~t it can 

happen to be located completely outside him, for instance, 
. t . . 122 in a ree or in an anirna • 

Levy-Briihl, the French sociologist and ethnographer, who 

studied primitive tribes in many parts of the world, has 

given interesting examples of their beliefs in an 1 exterior' 

soul~ He describes the world of primitive man as a world 

of pre-logical mysticism and calls the curious relationships 

between visible and invisible man ".11:.n~_'Q..<l.Lt.i-_dQ.filQ.tL.filYS.:ti9..11.£" 0 

Jung objects to the word mystico.l which Levy-Bruhl emphasi.ses 

but which Jung does not find well chosen, for in his opinion 

'
1 pr:.l.miti VC:! man does not see anything mystical in these matters, 

but considers them perfectly natucal.m •• even the things he 

dreams about seem to him real"~ Jung also relates how 

some native tribes firmly believe that their souls may 

emigrate, and that the medicine-man can catch them in cages 

like birds; also that other strange souls may come from far 

away places and cause disease in the village they visit. 

Jung tells a story of a white man who, having shot a crocodile~ 

found himself surrounded by excited villagers dernandi.ng 

cornpensationG A certain old woman in the nearest village 

had died at the moment when the shot was fired. Therefore, 

the· crocodile was obviously the old woman, or rather, her 

b . 1 tl h t . d. v . . , ·1 • ... 'h 2 3 usn-sou : · -:ie .un er na ... :i._ __ e:o. ~:ior. o 

In "The Teachings of Dona Juan", Carlos Castaneda asks a 

Sonoran Indian woman whether she knew a.ny pi.abler£§_.. She 

replies by telling him about a woman who used to turn into a 

dog and who was killed when stealing cheese. 

man killed the dog with a shotgun, d . t' an at .ne 

u'l'he white 

very moment the 

dog died in the ho~se of the white man, the woman died in her 

own hut. Her kin got together and went to the white man 

and demanded payment. 
having killed her1t24 

The white man paid good money for 
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We, of course, would call this' way of accounting for events 
1 pre-logical' 1 or simply 'illogical', b'1t, says Jung, 

"it only st.rikes us in this way because· we start from 

assumptions wholly different from those of primitive man. 

It is not that primitive man is more or less logical than we 

are; on the contrary, he behaves exactly as we when he does 

t . \.. ,__~ u25 H • no_ examine ,us assump>.:;..t.ons • e is Just as su.r-e about 

the causes of disease and other ills as we are; he would no 

more attribute them to natural causes than we to spirits and 

witch-crafto The reason why we have 11 the feeling of 

something prodigiously strange" when approaching the world of 

a.rchaic man is that he does live in "a different world",. 

Only by knowing his presuppositions can we understand him, or, 

says the psychologist Jung, "we might equally well say that 

primitive man ceases to be a riddle when we have come to know 
• • • ti 26 our own presuppositions 

In his encyclopaedic study of primit~ve myth, Frazer discusses 

vnrious forms of the external soul in folk tales. In this 

case too the external soul is necessary to life, its destruction 

means death to its owner. In the Greek saga about Meleager, 

it is told how his life was exactly correlated with that of 

a piece of wood and how it came rapidly to an end when the 

wood was burnt9 

In an essay about the Kiwai-Papuans, Landtman describes how 

a savage, when tricked into looking at himself in a mirror, 

wculd shrink back~ showing a panicky fear of punishment for 

having improperly looked into the world of spirits. 'I'his 

tribe uses the same word for 'soul 1
, 'shadow 1

, and 'image' 
- . 127 or a person in genera. 

Leenhardt asked an old Caledcnian Islander whether it was 
11 the notion of spirit that the West had brought to themn, but 

w~s told that they already knew about 

to them was the idea of the body. 

the peculiarity of not separating the 

.t.:1.crt. ,, 
Their 

first 

What was new 

language had shown 

and the third 

pe~scns: the 'l' was defined as something definite, but could 

be located 9 out 
20 

there', in a tree, for instance u. 
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.. ~ . 
van Peursen is interested in Leenhardt's research, as the 

conclusions he draws from it strengthens his own main theory, 

namely~ that we should look on man as a· unity of soul and 

body: "man as mind 1..§. man as body1129 • Therefore, wi'"ien 

discussing these peoples and how they were formerly "living 

in an indeterminate atmosphere in which their very bodies 

were activated by spirit-forces; how all this changed through 

confrontation with Western thinking'', and how the old man 

now says 1 I', van Peursen concludes that man discovers his 

own bodiliness as he discovers his ind~i..vidual personal.ity 

d . i · f 30 an inner 1 e • 

It is interesting to compare the above with what Tyrrell 

says about selfhood and otherness from self: "In the personaJ.it}·, 
I 

the rnidlevel centres possess in some degree both the qualities 

of selfhood ancJ. of otherness from self; and .it looks as if 

the higher we go in the personal hierarchy, the more selfhood 

we find and the less otherness 1131 .. 1'he Islanders had to 

go through a development involving the process of different

iati.ng themselves "from their rnythico-soc:i.al wcrld 11 in order 

to be aware of being individuals with private souls and 

inalienable bodies. In van Peursen's words, "soul and 

b .d d • , ' 'I.- • t\., L " •< 3 2 o y are J..SCLOsea eac11 in 11e o-::::ner'' a 

From another field of experience William Reich describes 

his attempts, in d~aling with schizophrenic patients, to 

establish a relationship between what is expressed as ego 

and what is experienced as external world. He writes, 

"We· are all simply a complicated 1 E:lectric' machine which 

has a structure of its own and is in interaction with the 

energy of the universe. At any rate, I had to assume a 

harmony of outer world and ego; no other assumption seemed 

possible .. Today I know that mental patients experience 

this harmony without any boundary between ego and the outer 

worldo And that 1 the Babbits' have no idea of this 

harmonyt feeling their beloved egos~ sharp1.y circumscribed, 
33 to be the centre of the universe" 

van Peursen also discusses the works of the anthropologist 



A C Kruyt who, through his fieldworky found that a distinction 

must be made between two main categories of souls: 1) the 

central life-soul, the life principle; · 2) the shadowy phantom-

soul~ the death sou1 34 • This may be so among certain 

t~ibes and even certain civilisations, but it seems that it 

should not be made a general rule~ for there is too much 

cverlappingo We shall find in Homer's thinking that the 
' life principle seems involved in both 'life-souls 1 and 

'death-souls'Q 

In connection with the phantom-soulr we may note how Tyrrell 

explains apparitions. He suggests that ghosts in all 

forms are hallucinations, and that as such they are "the 

sensory expressions of dramatic constructst creat~d in the 

regions of the personality outside the field of normal 
~i:; 

consciousness 11 -""ft 

Apparitions have two characteristics: 1) a life like 

resemblance to human beings, and 2) a somnambulistic or 

automatic behaviouro They therefore present an incongruity. 

According to Tyriell, ghosts have been known from earliest 

times and have always 'shown' these two contradictory 

attributes., "The first characteristicco• .. J.ed t:o the 

apparition being identified with a human being in a naive 

and literal wayc Yet at the same time, the intangible, 

evanescent, and tehuous nature of the apparition led to its 

being regarded as a 'spirit'•••••obut if a.n apparation i.§.t 

literally 9 a human being, and at the same time is so~ething 

immatl~rial, it must. be the immaterial. part of a human beinq .. 

Thus 'spirit' came to mean the i.mmq.teria1 self, or essence 

of·selfhood, as_ well~. an apparition .. The· second 

characteristic •••• led to the quite incompatible view that 

they were mere empty simulacra or 'shades'. 1'he two beliefs 

together, thus gave rise to the idea, so prevalent in antiquity, 

that the dea.d became ghosts who, in losing the bcdy, lose 

their hold on 

cons c1<.Yu.sn1:.~ss 

M'a.linowski 's 

real life and wander in a state of semi
''6 through a 9loorny unclerworldr' _.,, • 

approach to the origin the bel.ief in spirits 
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is a.lrncst t.he opposite of ·the above. He suggests that 
11 the belief in f,;pir.its is the 1:esu.lt of the belief in 

immortality~ 'rhe substance of wh.i.ch· the spirits are made 

is the full-blooded pa3sion and ·desire for life, rather than 

the shadowy stuff which haunts his dreams and illusions. 

Religion saves man from a surrender to death and destruction, 

and in doing this it merely makes use of the observations of 

dreams 1 shadows and visionso The real nucleus of animism 

lies in the deepest emotional fact of human nature, the 
• • ,"J.7 

desire for life' - • 

Quite possibly Tyrrell and Malinowski are equally right. 

The development of primitive thinking about souls, ghosts, 

and spirits did undoubtedly follow different paths arriving 

at somewhat different conclusions. Sumerians and 

Babylonians believed that the death-souls led a mournful 

after life in the bowels of the earth. They were worried 
. 38 

and gloomy peoples .who feared death, whereas the Egyptians 

were generally more cheerful and confident and their attitude 

towards the life after death was optimistic$ They regarded 

it as a happy continuation of this lifeo Perhaps one 

could say that they expected their death-souls to behave as 

life--souls,·ioe., to enjoy the same kinds of pleasures as had 

their living bodies. 

' The primitive Greeks too, had at an early stage, believed in 

the survival of body/soul as an entire entity and had symbol-

ised this belief by embalming their dead. But later in 

their beliefs a separation takes place between body and soul, 

and to Homer's heroes nothing was as hateful as death.. 11 Do 

not try to explain away death to me"j says the shadowy death-

soul of Achi.lles when Odysseus meets h.im in Hades. "I 

ld t l., b 1 t• '-h k.. . H d H 
39 wou ra 11er ea save on earn ~.an a ~ing in a es • 

Here the similarity between Hades and Sheol is very striking. 

No doubt 1 the early Israelite view of the after-life "was 
.-, . tl + :..114() g .... oorny J.n .1e ex . .reme • 

"A History of Ci vilisation 11 points to the fact that the Greeks 

did not deny that death was inevitable, and they suffered ~he 
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fears and anxieties common to the hu~an lot. With rega.rd 

to earthly life 1 however, they had no feeling of hopelessness 

but found it rewarding to engage :in tackl.i.ng its manifold 

problems 41 • Kitto also describes their almost fierce 

joy in life 9 their exultation in human achievement and human 

personality. ttThe tragic note which we hear in the 

'Iliad' 2.nd in most of Greek literature was produced by the 

tension between these two forces, passionate delight in 
4·ri 

life and clear apprehension of its unalterable framework" L• 

' 
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"To men of his own ti.me a.nd ra.ce? ~;;hr.• .. r;-ing his environment and 

his beliefs, Homer's picture was clear", but for us his world 
1 

is "that strange, different world'1 ..... Numerous scholars 

have tried to explain the concept ~f the soul in Homer. 

Some have gone so far as to say that nothing survives death; 

that the Homeric poems show the belief that death is the end 

of everything, but as Rohde says, "in any case it is 'no mere 
2 nothing' that can enter the gloomy depths" • 

Homer's ViE;!w on this subject probably reflects centuries of 

Greek popular beliefs 'Defore approximately 800 BC, and wha 1;: 

concerns the Greeks after Homer was that they were educated 

on the 'Iliad' and the 'Odyssey' to such a degree that they 

accepted, it seems almost without questioning, the Homeric 

interpretation of life and death which became the prevailing 

one in Greece for centuries to come, "satisfying the.:i.r needs 
~ 

and governing their actions" .... 

Even in the first period of Greek philosophical thinking 1 

sometimes called the. 'a.rcha.ic period', "stretching more or 

less from the beginning of the sixth century BC into the 
4 first half of the fifth century" 1 we are dea.ling with 

Homeric concepts of the soul- At this time, Homer's poems 

were sometimes attacked and criticised, and we find that they 

undergo some changes. They are still realities ~n the 
' discussions of both Plato and Aristotler who found that 

Homer's stories encouraged immorality ~nd gave a false account 

of the soul; even so Homer remained "the educator of Bellas". 

Stacey points out that even though there is nof course, no 

direct relationship between Homer and St Paul, •••• Paul was 

influenced more by popular thought than by the great teachers, 

and Homer played a leading part in shaping popular thought" 5 

Is there a specific Homeric concept of the soul? 

In Homeric thinking "there is no room within man for an 
h 

individual, personal sou1n- answers van P.:;ursen.. Bohme's 

opinion is that "what we have here is a nuff<ber of l:Lfe-·s,::;uls 

and a death-·shade" 7 , and SnE;ll f.i.nds 11 a. batch of' orqc: .. rns 
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composed of spirit-matter, whic~ together comprise the area 

of the psych.ic07 ~ 

When us inq the word 'psychic' we are alrea.dy on shaky ground .. 

It is derived from ~l§.. which, in later G:-eek, is generally 

speaking the comprehensive term for soul~ but in Homer it 

seems at first sight to be only that 'almost nothing' which 

flutters around in Hades. In the Homeric "area of the 

soul"~ however~ the words thy~ and nous are also important., 

Snell suggests that Homeric man splits what we usually call 

'soul' into three parts and that he defines each of these 

"by the analogy of physical organs". But here again, when 

we want to grasp Homer's meaning without any doubt 11 we encounter 

terminological difficulties". The idea of souJ./s is 

intimately connected with the "whole character and orientation" 
8 of the Homeric language 

The ancient Greeks did not use concepts in the way we do 

because they did not think as we doc "'l'o a certain degree 

a man felt that he could not help his own actions. An idea, 

an emotion, an impulse came to him; he acted and presently 

rejoiced or lamented. Some god had inspired or blinded 
Q 

him"-'. "The gods play an intimate part in the affairs of 

the mortals" 10 • Homeric man did not have our sharp 

distinction between thinking and feeling and acting, nor 

bet.ween our <:3.bstra'ct and concrete o Rohde suggests that 

"the activities of willing, feeling or thinking were regarded 

as the manifestations of something which lives and wills 

inside the visible man. It may be concealed in one of 

t i • •· · · •t 1'""11 11mh t '\-. • De organs or in tne Dody 1 se r • ~ e me ap11or1c use 

of words for. organs, which may be interpreted as abstraction", 

says Snell, 0 has its place on the most primitive level of 

speech, for it is precisely on that level that the organ is 

~egarded, not aa dead and concrete 7 but as participating in 

its function 1112 • 

f.'.§YCt'•e, and i-.llY!PO§.. leave the body at death; the former to lead 

<::i. ghost·-like existence in the underworld as an imaqe, q,:i.dqJ~D.., 

the latter to vanish without trace. The aion, in fluid 

form, also leaves the dying man (cf p 2 above). 
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Homer writes: "The son of Tydeus deprived them of thvmos 

d ' d t . t• . 1 • II 13 A d an psycne an :ooK av.ray · neJ.r g ... orious arms • n 

Ach:i.lles says after Patroklos 's short a·ppearance: "Ah! me!, 

then there is even in the halls of Hades a psyche and 

ei_dolon, but B.rrer~£:~ there are not therein at al 1" 14 .,. 

When Odysseus meets the Q§..y_Ch§. of his mother in Hades, she 

explains why she cannot be grasped, though he tries to clasp 

her Rsyche three times: "This is the way with mortals when 

one dies. For no longer do the sinews hold the flesh and 

the bones, but the mighty energy of burning fire overcomes 

these (as soon as the thymo§_ has left the white bones) a.nd 

the .Q.syche like a dream-phantom flies away hovering 11 1- 5 .. 

The .12.~.sha:i. will be allowed into Hades only when the corpses 

which they have left behind are burnt; until this has been 

done, they retain ~onsciousness and memory, and can communicate 

with the living in their sleep. Not to be burned, but to 

have to remain as a restless phantom amongst the living, 

would, however, be a fate worse than the shadowy existence 

in Hades. It seems that in this wish to see the disembodied 

souls safely and unreturnably settled in Hades the Greeks 

projected their own fear of them. 

world ot the unseen. 

Hades is the inaccessible 

In the "Vcyages of Oh there and Wul fstan 11
, attributed to the 

English King Alfred ( 848-·900}, we read the following: 11 and 

among the Ests it is the custom that a man of whatever tribe 

must be cremated and if a sinqle bone is found unburneds 

the·n they (his rE~latives) mus~ pay heavily for it 1116 (See 

here Onians cf St Paul + seed + resu:crection ..... ) 

Rohde writes about the early Greek custom of cremation, that 

although "intended to benefit the dead" it still more benefits 

the living "for they will not be troubled by ghosts that are 

Sf:!CUr(:O:l y confined to the depth of the earth" 17 • "Al together 

the soul in Hades was a witless, joyless thing~ incapable of 

appreciating its own misfortunes. It had no vitality~ nc 

reason, no moral sense, no other reality than that of an 
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apparition a man might see in 
. . . ,.18 

a, ctream· • (Cf. here what 

was said about apparitions earlier 

the shades in Sheol, pJ41 below)~ 

p 13 above; and cf also 

Some prophets and heroes are exceptions, howevero The 

prophet 'feiresias :ceta.ined his "consciousness and intelligence" 

even in Hades; his lungs were still full of blood. As 

regards the other Q.Sychai, Odysseus has to offer blood to them 

before they can remember their former lives. van Peursen 

remarks that it seems· as though in this manner the "death

souls •••• appropriate in som~ degree the substance of a life
·10 

soul ( i. e ~ the !.b.:c:!J .. ~) 11 
... ~ o 

Charlesj however, finds that these very books (X and XI of 

the Odyssey), which describe Odysseus 1 visit in Hades, attest 

to !!belated survivals of Ancestor Worship 11 (cf p 28 below). 

"In these books the poet attributes the restoration of the 

consc.iousn..:~ss of the shades to the.tr. enjoyment of the blood 

of the slaughtered animals; but this is pure misapprehens~on 

of the poet, who lived in.an age that had forgotten the 

original significance of these riteE''· These books 

describe the shad_es as possessing a certain degree of 

"consciousness, thought and vitality" even before dri.nkj_ng 
. 2''. 

the blood .v. 

We said that Snel~ suggested that, for what we usually call 

soul, there are for Homer "three parts of soul" (cf p 17 above) .. 

Snell, however, does not call .t.b.Y..IT~ and nO.ll,.§.. independent 

souls. Rohde criticises "the belief in the existence of 

more than one soiJl in the same person" referring to the 

follow:i_ng statement by Gornperz: 11 Homer r.ecognises in the 

:~.hY.m2.:~~ a word supposed to be derived from the steam rising 

from freshJ.y shed and still warm blood - a second soul in 

a.ddi tion tc.i th'~ .1?..§.Y..Ci~~£; a 'smoke-soul' s:Lde by side with the 
. . 21 
~breath--soul 11 ~ - ... ., 

Rohde qu:Lte dec.i.s.lvc:ly si:a.tes that the Homeric thy..2.Q.§. should 

not be ca.J.:te,j a soul·~ or a double to the g§.Y.£12§..t ';i:f by soul 

a 'something' is meant - as it mu~t be in popular psychology -
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which is added independently to the body and its faculties, 

something which lives separately in the body and after the 

death of the body (with which it is not indissolubly united) 

di.ssociates itself and goes off independently1122 • Rohde 

emphasises that ibxm~, like ~~' nou~, meti~. and .£9ule, 

is a special faculty of the living body: "either thinking~ 

or willing, or merely feeling is conducted by its means 1123 

But to acquire life, the body must be supplemented by the 

psyche.. In fact~ Homer "several times, quite unmistak:l .. ngly, 
r>3 

uses the word nsvche when we should say 'life'" 4 
• 

When we translate J2Syt.:he with 'life' we are not giving it. its 

true meaning, according to Snell, but he admits that it is 

"' h f h. h k J..h h b . 1. " 24 St ~ae orce w 1c1 .eeps ~ e uman eing a.ive • . acey 

finds that for Homer vitality was largely physical and wholly 

dependent on Qsych~1125 • Both Snell and Stacey po.int out 

th +. h h \ . th k. t. . t. f 26 . . a~ ESYC ~ as no snare in e wa ing ac 1v1 ies o man • 

Of course, in ~11 these discussions we return again and again 

to the task of clarifying our concepts. No doubt, Rohde 

uses a different language from Snell, or from van Peursen, 

or even from Stacey, when he defines his concept of the soul. 

It seems, however, that Reeves is on his wave-length when she 

writes: 11 In referring to the £?...Y,.Che ~ as distinct from the 

lb.x!!222.., we have introduced the early Greeks' j_mmortal soul 

in contrast to thelr mortal mind or sp.i.rit" 27 Onians 

explains l?~J1e as having "served many of the purposes which 

the concept of the unconscious serves for us", whereas S..b..Y!I!S2.~-t 

on the other. hand, may perhaps be 11 closest referred to as 
. 1128 awareness or consciousness • 

The third part of the soul, in accordance with Snell's theory, 

the n2.~s is' like .th_Y,!J1.2§.., also a. word for the mind; whereas 

.tt!Y.m2.§.. is .the organ of motion and emotion alike, ~~ is the 
2" 11 cause of ideas and in1agesH ';J · All mental phenomena are 

in one way or other distributed in such a way as to fall 

within the sphere of either of the two organs. 

often referred to as the reason or intellect and seems to 

h b 1 t d I' ] t . . J • d" 29 ave een re a :0r ·pure ... y o spir.1. c: or min .. As such 
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it no doubt played an important.role in later philosophy 

(cf. Aristotle, p 121 below)o 

Onians, too 1. discusses the nar.tow relati.onship between .£.QY.mQ§.. 
and nous, relating both to consciousness. Wh er e as .!;b vrn o_§. 

has to do with man~s uncontrolled motions and emotions, with 

his 11 fierceness, energys and couragest, n2u§.. expresses the 

pu.rpos ing consciousness: !}_ot~s. (unlike _thvmo15_) does not 

express a permanent o:r:ga.n of the body (cf p 121 below); r~u.2.. 

may rather be said to define ~)1YI!!os, or to be a current 

controlling it; po~?- is "dynamic and emotional" 3o. This 

would explain why the early Greek philosopher Anaxagoras 

regarded .D.S?l!.§. as the~ dynamic ordering factor of the universe 

(cf pp 67/8 below). 

The early Greeks' concept of consciousness is discussed by 

Reeves, whose book is an approach to modern psychology. 

She points to the fact that "thymo!?s the stuff of mind o.::

consciousness 11 is sa.id to be contained in the ~'2hI .. §l~.2. 1 and 

that J2hrene~ 1 which later came to mean diaphragm, in Homer's 

times meant lungs, as Onianis research very clearJ.y shows. 

Reeves finds that 1twe a.re thus led to realise that ir:. its 

turn !..b.YFo~ connoted breath., 

with the heart, were organs of mind, the quality of the mind 

was related to their quality. . Also, 1 thought 1
1 

1 breath 1 

and 1 words ' were i;1t.-:Lrria.te 1y ass oc:iat2d" 31 .. 

As we have already seen the idea of breath as life principle 
. . 

has deep roots in the human mind. Onians gives us many 

examples of how in Homeric thinking, the water vapour condens

ing from the breath was ide~tified with the vapour from the 

bloodo f1The cognates of .t1J.YI~- sugqest that .:i.t should 

mean vapour o Whence? .f.'rom what liquid but blood, 

the hot liquid which is in fact concentrated in the heart 

and around it in the lungs~ Cp..t~.UP.nes)p 'l'he latter are 

filled with blood and breath that .i .. nteract v g:i.ving and tak:l.ng 

f v \.. ~h II 32 
_ro~ eac11 c~ er • 
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is of great importance~ and it seems. according to Reeves, 

a "rrucia 1 poi"nt-" ir' under,..t~nc'11·~.r· Homer · .... • ..... ~ · • -~ • .i. .,, ·..,. .... :.>. a : _,._1.,.-:;; -·~" _¥\ ... , in particular his 

emotional expressiveness. Phrenes has been a bone of 

contention among·scholars for more than· a century, and many 

have written, as Nyman does, that it is very difficult to 

get "a feeling of what this terms stands for" 33 • Perhaps 

Onians has this feeling? 

Onians seems to base his statements on very thorough studies 

of his material. It is interesting to follow his line of 

thought with regard to 'inspiration'~ "What conception 

could be more natural, when feeling and thought are the work 

of the lungs'? 11
, he askss ''Time and again ... ~. we read how 

a god or a goddess 'breathed' fil...~D..Q.[. into a hero or heroes or 

into horses or mules •• o. At the stage of thoughts when 

these beliefs emerged there was difficulty in conceiving 

anything except material entities o .!".l§I.l£§.. is apparentlye ~ •• 

conceived as itself something, fluid or gaseous 5 which for 

convenience we may translate 'energy', and which was felt 

inwardly much as we fe:el what we so name. It was thought 

to be more pa.rticularly with the thy~ :in the f>.b.Ee~ti...§..~· 

Hence he, who has it~ 'breathes' it, and the god, who gives 

it, 'inspires' or 'breathes it into' him, and alternatively 

is said to 'place it in his thy~"f!OS' or 'in his ~I!.~..§.'" 34 ~ 
Thus, inspiration happans in a very literal sense. 

_Ph.E_~n.~, with J:h~os, being ass urned to be organs of the mind, 

breath and all psychic activities were felt to be related~ 

'Words' need 'brE:a.th 1 .2n£ 'tho\Jgrits' to be expressible, and 

th~re was felt to be an intimate relationship between these 

three concepts. 11 Thoughts ar.1:? words and words are breath, 

§-12~.2..' aris_". as :..;appho seAms to have called them", and, says 

Onians r "this conception of \·;ords would be natural, inevilabJ.e 

among men unfamiliar with writing'135 • Homer's Greeks, as 

many other primitive peoples, thought that words or thoughts 

were kept in the lungs (seep 3 above). The reference 

of consciousness to breath also explains why the Athenians 

were thought to be intelligent and the Boeotians dull - cwing 

to the clear air of Athens and the thick atmosphere in 

Boeotia 
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Onj_ans • s explanation of the original meaning of the verb 

12..12.f.one:i.n leads to interesting conclusions .. In later Greek 

Pl!.£.9.:'"1E2J .. D. has primarily c.n intellectual ·sense, 'to think 9 , i to 

have understanding 137
o In Homer's sense it carries a more 

comprehensive meaning, it conveys "an understanding of 

undifferentiated psychic acti vi ty 11 38 
o There is a totality 

of response in Homer 1 s heroes, they give free bodily 

expression to all feelings: weep copiously and publicly, 

and refrain from nothing in their rage, even to the dashing 

of children to death, which to our mind is quite incongruous 

with their acclaimed nobility and status far above mere 

savages. For them, thinking and willing 11 form a complete 
' t . ' . . . l 1 ' ' '' 3 9 ., ' T ,_ ' ' ff -'-uni ·y wnicn is t: 1e rea i r.y • · o Knmv means in e ec-c 

'to have seen'.o•e'to understand something' is 'to be able to 

do it'", and no forth 40 
o Phrases such as ·'to see her is 

to love her' and 'I shuddered at the thought' carry the same 

implications (cf p 75 below)~ 

Horse-riding seems to prove the same point: where there is 

a right relationship between horse and rider the latter need 

only to think about the next move, perhaps even without knowing 

that he is thinking about it, and the horse will react 

accordingly. An idea passing through the rider's mind will 

cause an invisible movement, fully understandable to the horsee 

"All mental sta.tes" 1 says William ,James, 11 are followed by 

bodily activity of' .some sort .. They lead to inconspicuous 

changes in breathing, circulation, general muscular tension~ 

and glandular and other visceral activity~ even if they do not 

lead to conspicuous movements of the muscles of voluntary 

life.... All states of mind, even mere thoughts and 
.11 

feelings, are motor in their consequences 11
- ~ Jung ~odi~ies . . 

the above statement slightly when l1e remarks tha.t ,;the psychic 

feeling and the bodily change are two sides of a unity "eo.ch 

of which has a cumulative reciprocal effect upon the other. 1142 .. 

In this connection, Onians concJ.udes that "for the Homeric 

Greeks the thymes is the 'spirit' (somehow living and willing 

inside man, seep 17 above), the breath that is consciousnessr 

variable, dynamic, coming and going, changing as feeling 
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The connection between Teiresias (see page 19 above) having 

his lungs still full of blood and retaining his consciousness 

and intelligence becomes much clearer after Onian~'s 

explanations. The vaporous thymes, iooted in the breath 

and blood of the J2.~r~£._~, feels, thinks and wills only for as 

long as man is alive (Teiresias being the exception). 

Thymo~- is rightly referred to as the breath-soul, or rather 
. . . th ,. 1 ., 1 . . t r- • 44 tne orea 10 ooo-sou , accoraing ·o unians 

P§_ychein means 1 to blow'~ but al though P§.Y.Che was thought to 

b 
45 · · · t . ' 11 th b -'-h 1 L t e gaseous , 1~ is no origina y · e rea~.-sou. a·er 

there is a fusion of 1:2.s_ych_Q and th~os. Onians produces 

a variety of evidence which suggests that "Psyche was not 

simply the 'life' but was the living strength which s~stains 

the body giving it vital tone 'and movement 1145 • 

Onians states, somewhat shockingly, that procreation and 

sneezing seem to have been the two most distinctive manifesta

tions of the Q~Y,cD.£,, though any one "movement, quivering, 

throbbing, itching, flushing, etc. of a part of the body 

without any· apparent influence from the conscious self was 
46 a warning of some happening" and ascribed to the osvche • 

Even toda~ we view warily a shudder down the spine as a 

premonition of death. Perhaps this may be explained "by 

an criginal belief that there was the life and the life-
. 47 

soul" .. For Homer; s Greeks ".2...S..Y£h.§. wa.s especially in 

'the seed' and this 'seed' was enclosed i~ the skull and 
J. h . ,,48 c e spine .. 

The particular importance attached to sneezing in Homer's 

thinking would thus, according to Onians~ have to do with 

the belief that J2§_ys:hg was situated in the head. "A 

sneeze was a strange happening and would naturally be traced 

to something inside the head; it would be regarded ·as a 

spontaneous expression of that something independent of the 

body and the conscious will. It was regarded as prophetic, 

a sign from a power with other powero £.§..Y..Chq_ was the power 
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with just such superior knowledge, such relations to the 

body, and such independence of the conscious self1149 ~ A 

sneeze could also mean some serious disturbance of the soul 

and it was therefore wise to say "Zeus save me" when sneezing~ 

It is interesting to note how long-lived and widespread this 

custom has been~ 

A nod was a peculiarly binding and sacred form of promise in 

Homer's thinking. Onians traces its importance to the 

belief that "the holy life-soul and the executive power was 

involved in the promise"D A 'nod' was ch~racteristic of 

QSY,che, whereas 'speech' would be the sign of !Ji~ {in our 
50 

terms: 'unconscious' and 'conscious' self) • 

We discussed earlier (pp2/3 above) Onians theories with regard 

to aion a.s the liquid or liquefiable stuff of life and stren9th v 

The conclusions that Onians draws are thus that the Greeks 

identified the liquid noticed in the brain (the c<=rebro-spinal 

fluid) with the seminal fluid. For them it seemed to be 

the same fluid, th~ (generative) marrow, which was found in 

the head, the spfne, the thigh bones and the knees, and as 

tears and sweat in the flesh, and wlth this they identified 

2s:ys::he as the life principle., They saw in ~~ the 

life which is transmitted in procreation. This new life, 

says Onians, "was regarded as the greatest miracle, the 
51 holiest mystery" '., (cf p 120 bel01r,:). · 

.~§.Y_~he hc.d its habi ta.t in the head and so the head was 

peculiarly sacred. To sanctify the head in some way or 

other has been a custom among numerous peoples and civilisa-
. 52 tions • "Laurel wreaths, haloes, diadems, anointings~ 

crownings, and innumerable other signs of respect for the 
c:.., 

head may probably be associated with the same line of thought 11 J~. 

Onians's conclusions seem very far reaching .. He suggests 

that, through his research into the beliefs about .aion_, we 

should now be better able to understand why U:e Nubians, for 

instance, "suppose it will give the:-m ::;trength to apply the 
54 

sweat of their horses to their own bcdiesn or why "anointing, 
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the application to the body of oily liquids or unguents, (was) 

practised from the Homeric age onwards~ usually after the 

bath 11
• The reason for these different kinds of anointings 

were 11 that it was thought to feed, to introduce into the body 

through the pores, the stuff of life and strength, which 
55 

appears to come out through the pores in the form of sweat" 

(cf the use of oil etc. in the Egyptian embalming ritual, 

p 5 above - oil was thought to be s~ed). 

The belief that the ,P..sych.£_ was in the seed gave rise to the 

idea that it was the father who provided the soul, and, 

therefore, the life of the new being; the role of the mother 

was merely to clothe it with a body. We meet this belief 

in the myth about Zeus wh6, when he wished to have a child 

without the mediation of a woman, gave birth to Athena 

directly from his head. And in Aristotle we read that the 

12:.~..Y..<;l~~ is contributed by the seed of the male and that the 

woman cannot provide it (cf p 119 below). Consequently, 
r: 6 

it was widely believed that a woman had no soul!~ ~ 

The Romans, in their early poetry, had a phr2.se which has 

puzzled translators a great deal: 11 caput lima.r:e cum aliqua 

(or, a1iquo)H; 'to diminish one's hea.d with someone'~ This 

has been taken to mean 'to kiss', 

means to have sexual intercourse. 

but according to Onians 

The idea behind the 

phrase seems to b~ that the soul in the head is used up to 

.."i .,_ ......... 

. ' . t•~ h - . d 5 7 
the same degree as the seed stereo 1n ·.1e ,ead l.s use up ~ 

This joins up with Onians's explanation of how n 1 hairy 1 men 

were believed_ to have the str·:inger.t sexual bent - and loss 

of hair, b~~dness 1 was believed to be dependent upon loss of 
. 58 . 

seedn .. 

in Sweden hearing whispers about bald-headed men and 

insinuations about what their baldness indicated. 

da).'S 

It is 

certainly ama.zing to notice what e. s1: .. ort time ln folk lore 

2 000 years are .. 

Now~ as we have seen, the souJ., the .c.;--:_ydl,~':_, we . .s the l:.i.ving 

strength which qave the:'! body Hvj_t;;;;.J.. tone a.nd •f1ov2nH?.nt"" 
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In this connection, the idea of n celibate priesthood is also 

discussed by Onians. At first i~ may seem far-fetched 

to relate this rule to primitive ideas about the soul. But 

th es~~ V.1.ews Hfacili.tated 11 , as 

attitude to 
r- a 

Ci.,a~i-;{-y 1':)_J -=-·s ~ J..i ~ \,.. __ ~... ~ 1.:4 ....... 

vitality and immortal soul. 

Reeves puts it, "a positive 

means of conserving a man's 

Homeric ps_y.che was thus thought: of as "vitality unencumbered 

and unassociated with any of the usual psychological functions 

which at time!:~ have been attributed to the mind", says Reeves! 

(cf p 66 ) ; she con cl uc~es tha.t "such elegant simpJ.i city wa.s 

not to remain". Instead, we have to face the consequences 

cf the graduo.l. fusion of .J2.:.'iYCh£ and .tJ.2yBQ.2.! "the attributes, 

funtions, and locations of the original thyrr.q..§_ anci those of 

the immortal a.nd creative .12.§...y_che becomi:1g confused a.nd 

intermingled 1160 • 

The Homeric concept of soul w~s in itself an attempt to embrace 

and unite elders primitive views with newer, more ~ational 

views, the latter having grown up among the refugees from old 

Greece who found~d th~ maritime cities of New Greece on the 

Asiatic coast. From about 1200BC, a great wave of 

destruction had overcome the Greek islands. Scholars used 

to attribute to the Dorian invaders this great catastrophe 

which destroyed the Mycenaean culture and ushered in the 

'Dark Age' (ca 1'10DBC -- 800BC) ~ but there had probably beer'). 

much destruction going on already, a fact which facilitated 
54 

the Dorian conquest -. 

During this so-called 1 Dark Age', Greek refugees, Ionians, 

and others, had swarmed eastward across the Aegean Sea to 

Asia Minor. 

called Ionia& 

The central region of this coast was later 

It was here in Ionia that Greek culture 

emerged again into the daylight, and where 7 in about BOOBCr 

the Homeric poems were wr.itt8n clown. This first colonisa-

tion had been more or less involuntary, but it had scattered 

the Greeks from the motherland to the Aegean Islands and to 

Asia. Minor~ The transparent clarity of the Homeric creed 

is a fruit of the detached sophistication of the aristocrats 
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in these city-·.statc-::s ~ •,,;ho had left the "dark powers of the 

earth" behind them when departing from Greece .. 

thinking was surprisingly free of super~tition61 
Homer's 

At about 750BC, great new organised colonising movements began 

in which both Greece proper and the earlier colonies took part. 

From this time onward the Roleis_ of Ion:i.a became very rich 

and highly civilised. Miletus, the most ptominent among 

them, later became the birth-place and the cradle of a new 

way of thinking, of Greek science-philosophy. 

It has always been a great temptation for scholars to 

reconstruct the Mycenaean society from Homer. 

was writing 500 years after the Trojan War. 

But Homer 

There.are 

many contradictions in Homer's works. as if strata represent

ing various stages in man's deyelopment had been arbitrarily 

interposed and mingl2d above and between ea.ch other: there 

are traces of many ancient conceptions which refused to die 
6".1. merely because something new had emerged o 

The old Mycenaean reJ.igion remains a puzzle, but Rohde 

assures us that rudiments of a once vigorous soul.-worship are 

not hard to find in Homer. In the Iliad, the funeral of 

Patroklos gives us a p1cture which '~in the solemnity and 

ceremoniousness of its elaborate detail is in striking conflict 
' with the normal Home~ic conception of ti1e nothingness of the 

. .62 soul after its s epar a·~:ion from the Dod:l'' ~ The whole 

episode is fuJ.1 of primeval savage ideas, down to the 

slaughter of human beings~ and the offerings are certainly 

sacrificial in character 1 sacrifices to a powerful soul. 

From a.nothc~r source we get~ what Rohde cc,1.ls 1 °the most 

important information about the deveiopment of Greek belief 

in the soul". In Greece itself, in the land of Boeotia, 

we find Hesiod~ the earliest of the Greek didactic poets, 

writing ''Works and Days n, and prob2bly also a Theogony. 

Among thf:O!Se Boeotian pee::iso.nts has 11 survi ved a religious 

worship paid to the souls of ceri.:.ain dep;:::.rted classes of 

men"·~ 
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tradition~ a belief which Home~ic thinking had interrupted, 

but not quite succeeded in eliminating. Hesiod tells us 

about ''a form of ancestor-worship based' upon the once living 

belief in the elevation of dise~bodied and immaterial ·souls 

to the rank of powerful, consciously activE~ spirits 1162 • 

As we have seen, according to Homeric beliefs in general, the 

dead in Hades possessed no consciousness. '11he Hesiodian 

'souls's however, were consciously and independently active 

in their lives after death, and Charles points out that such 

vj_ews 11 were undoubtedly helps to the formation of a doctrine 
63 of immortality" • 

According to Hesiod there were several classes of men, among 

which were Men of the Golden Age, of the Silver Age, and of 

the Bronze Age. After death, the first mentioned became 

"~£.12.i.£bJ.onioi, watchers over mankind in a good sense, 

and endowed with large powers. Similarly, men of the 

Silver Age became Q.ai.lli.QI~J2.P..QChtho!1ioi (not in Hades)" 

Men of the Bronze Age (namely of Hesiod~s own time) became 

h 'd , .:n Fao''"'sv163 C'l 1 \.. · th +-p an toms, r::-J. o ... a, .;. . -· o::. ~ • ·1ar es emp11as1s es .a_ 

from these views that only the earlier generations are exalted 

into a higher l:l. fe, we see clearly "that in Hesiod's age the 
6~ 

Homeric doctrine had become ~~upreme 11 
..; .. 

Hesiod may have been partly under the influence of the Delphic 

Oracles a mount2.in' shrin 1::= of the SU!).-god Apollo, and particul~ 

arly sponsored by the invading Dorians. The oracle "took 

under its protection everything that could promote and 
64 strengthen the cult of souls 11 ~ ApoJ.J.o became the patron 

of the cult of Heroes and a patron of the Heroes themselves. 

Originally the 'Hero' had been the mythological.ancestor and 

patron of the city--;::; tat:E:, j_ ~ e., each c:i. ty-state worshipped 

their own part:lcular 'Hero'. The 'Heroes' represent 

soul/spir.i ts which have entered \;.pen a higher 

existence, but 11 thE-)Y a.re :no more 1;1'.Jrtals, nor 

stage of 

:l 
.,65 yet goes• • 

They are, however, not same kind of inferior deities or 
. 65 demi-·gods, and 'ch<:"':Y .::!I(' qu.ite c~.:Lst:.:i..nct from the daimones • 
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After the Persian Wars_(490-449BC) 1 wars of freedom which had 

aroused the deepest and most religious feelings in the 

Greeks 9 "it di.d not seem too muci·1 wh2n whole companies of 

those who had fallen for freedom were raised to the rank of 
66 Heroes'' • Rohde describes how, even at a later period, 

there were annual solemn processions to honour the Greeks 

who had died for their country~ and also how the archon of 

the city would call upon the "brave men who had laid down 

their lives fer Greece" and invite them to a m0al and 

satisfaction of blood
66

• 

However, to come back to the Homeric time {c~ 300 years before 
67 

the Persian Wars), there is an episode in the Odyssey which 

describes Menelaos's 'translation', which 1 though it may seem 

foreign to Homeric thought, is still not completely out of 

the range + (i.J. its ideas~ is carried off, soul 

and body, by the power of the gods, to the country of the 

blest, the Elysian Plains. We have said trw.t. ".)nee the 

soul descended ir.to H.:ldes it could never return.. The 

gods could however give a. man imi;iort.ali ty through trans latlng 

him when still living into Elysiuma To the Homeric poet 

•god' and 1 immortal' are interchangeable terms. When, 

a.s in the case of Men.elaos ~ his £.SY.~h-~ is never again to be 

separated from his visible self~ he will be imrnorta:~ and a 

god, immortal being identified with 'divine', but not, however, 

with 'immaterial' br 'spiritual'. 

Stacey describes as bodily the J.ife of the Immortals. 

joys of Elysium were bodily joys and the punishment of 

"The 

unfortunates bodily p~ins. Immortality lay in possessing 

a body, that unlike the human one, was_ free from corruption. 

Disembodied immortality, if that word be given its full 
• • •. 1 , H . tt 6 8 meaning, was never envisageG cv cmer ~ 

It seems thus that the gods pc.1ssessed a ttmatcx:ial immortality" Y 

but perhaps we should ilSk whether this so-~alled materiality 

of the imperishable bodies of the gods was the same as that 

of what we thi.nk when we are confronted with the concept 
1 materia.lity 1 .. 
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Oni.aas 1 s res ear ch" I-k compares j.1.~bf~r.., b~ and bro_tQ.~~A 

"Homer 1 s g()ds 11
, he says r "have no ~blood' that is mortal, 

only ·a counterpcir.t th.;:J-\: :Ls 'irnmort<:-".1', 1 ... e. icho.£., v-:hich i.s 
60 

why they are known as 'immortal; 0 ·"' •. This liquid issues 

when any of them are wounaed. 

On the ot~er hand, we have seen that the divine and im~ortal 

in man is the life-soul~ the psyche 1 whereas _'\;;hyn).?£. is mortal, 

"destroyed crncl shattered by death 11 • 

the breath and the blood of thE~ J?.hF_§.:.1.£:'?..11 ~ as we said earlier 

(p24above). OnJ..a.ns finds that this direct relation of 

"j:hymos, the mortal fa:=.:tor 1 to blood may help us 

]2,r~, 'gore', (blood that has run from a wound 

apparently), i.e. that it is in origin one with 

related to I!l9£.§. and meaning 'mortal 1 or 1 dead 1
• 

to explain 

has been destroyed, a.nd it is ·parted from the 

and is 

bro'-~c• Lv.::.1_!" 

drv .. 

The fact that the gods were thought to have had an immortal 

liquid in their bodies instead of blood, naturally leads to 

the question whether or not· their bodies too were made up of 

a quite different immortal 'matter 1 compared with the 'matter' 

of human bodies .. The gods were generally invisiblet but 

could make themselves visible to the human eyei · they moved 

through the air; they changed into any shape, human or animal. 

It seems probable that in the view 0
.(-" 
.~ rromer ts 1istenc~rs the 

' bodies of the gods were made of some immortal stuff, which 

we would cal 1 irr.mater L;.l, and that this was the reason why 

they were 11 free from corruption n (cf p 30 . ' c.oove / o 

But we return to the phenomenon of •translation'. Rohde 

finds that the verses abcut Menelaosvs translati.on "allow us 

a glimpse into a world about which the Homeric poems are 

otherwise silent 117 '.l." 1'he Elysian Field.s are no new 

invention, they belong to that old tradition which was 

interrupted through the violent upheavals and migrations 

connected with the Dorian i~vasion. Rohde relates another 

instance i.n wr:ich ti:iis ancient beJ.ic:f in the vtranslation~ of 

an .individual, body and soul 9 into j_rmno.rtal life was confirmed 

by the Oracle at Delphi as late as 186BC. This pecuJ.iar 
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case was that of a certain Klegmede~, who, in what seems to 

have been somewhat dubious circumstances, had killed his 

opponent. in the boxing match at the 71st Olympic festival, 

and who then completely disappeared. The Oracle declared 

that he had been 'carried away' and he was then officially 
~') 

raised to the rank of Hero'~. It seems that the title of 
1 Hero 0 given to Kleomedes would witness to the fa.ct that 

the original meaning of 'translation' had been confused~ 

A 'Hero' was a £Syche (soul/spirit) and was not visualised 

as possessing a body. 

When reading about these 'translations' we are no doubt 

reminded of 'resurrection' in the Bible. Rohde anticipates 

this, finding that little would be gained by believeing that 

these Greek 'translation legends 1 were borrowed from Semitic 

tradition instead of having an independent origin in Greece 

itself73 • Charles sees an "infinite gulf between the o1d 

Greek conception of the translation of Heroes to the Isles 

of the Blessed and that of the translation of Enoch and 

Elijah in Israel. For the translation of the Greek Heroes 

was due, not to their moral character or merits of any kind, 

god ~,,74 ~ but to their 12.11.Y..§if..9.:l. relationship to some of the ::::. . 

Somehow the above two conclusions do not seem to reach the 

heart of the matter. In this connection, it is interesting 

to read what the authors of 11A History o:f Ci vilisationl! have 

to say when comparing the Homeric poems with the Bible. 

"'I'ogether with the Cld Testament, some of. which was being 

committed to writing at about the same time, these two poems 

form the grea~est literary and cultural and spiritual legacy 

of ancient man. ·Indeed, cert21in modern scholars would .. 
maintain that both Homeric and Hebrew civilisation grew 

directly from a common eastern Mediterranean background, and 

they point to many parallels in action and attitude. In 

many respects archaeological evidence serves to suggest that. 

this viewpoint probably deserves a wider acceptance than it 

has yet won1175 ., 
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One of these modern scholars is Cyrus H. Gordon whos when 

discussing the prevai.ling attitude, describes this as the 

"tacit assumption that ancient Israel and Greece are two 

water-tight compartments, totally different from each other. 

One . . ' lS Sal.O to be uc.cred~ the other profane; one, Semitic, 

the other Inda-European. One, Asiatic and Oriental; the 

other Eurcipean and Occidental. But the fact is that both 

flourished during the same centuries, in the same east 

Mediterranean corner of the globe, with both ethnic groups 
76 in contact with each other from the staxt 11 

.. 

In a later book, Gordon states with regarc to ~he Ugaritic 

epics, that these have 11 unmistakc>.ble and organic parallels 

that link the pre-prophetic Hebrews with the pre-philosophical 
77 

Greeks 11 
• 

' 
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In Chapter I we discussed the fusion of thoughts, feelings 

and sensations among Homer's Greeks. Reeves finds that 

"in this respect they did their best to serv~ us we11n. 

But it was not long before philosophers began to draw a 

sharp distinction between thought and feeling. 'l'his 

kind of theorising created problems which are closely 

interwoven with the "paradoxical problem" of locating the 

non-spatial sou1 1
• 

Onians traces the 11 g.r.eat d:tspute between subsequent th.inkers 

as to whether the head or the chest is the seat of the ruling 

part" to the breakdown of the original duality of .£.S_y;.::!_~.~ and 

,tJiy_m.Q§_, and their fusion into a more complex £S)~clJ.~9 He 

adds in a note that "Plato favoured the head, Aristotle the 
. . t d E . th ' t l . 1 +- h c 1... i ~ .J ~ • d ~ti 2 near an ... p1curus .e cnes w 11 e _ e .::> ,_o_cs wer.e ci.,_ V.1. e\..• ., 

Reeves maintains that the "el.~gant: simplicity" of the Q~LY£.t~£. 

as 11 vita.lity unencumbered'' was not to remain 3 ,. A very 

gradual development must have taken place over several 

centuries, .22...Y..CJ1§.. assuming morE~ and more of thf.~' function of 

the _t.hvmQ.2._. 

As this Homeric duality of 12.!? X,che ar:d ~~Q.§. dis:3ol ves, it 

seems that another duality, that of body and soul, emerges. 

This could mean, as we have already noticed (p12 above) that 

m~n had to feel the unity of an inner life before he could be 
' aware of having a body. We must ask whether this duality 

of soul and body was still unknmvn. in Homer's time and t as 

van Peursen ascertains, in the time of the earliest Greek 

philosophers. On the thought of this latter period 1 van 

Peursen emphasises that 11 soul and body are sti11 knit so 

comp~etely~ogether that not only is the soul so far unseparated 

from the body, but the concept 'body~, as partner to that of 

'soul' is unknownu 4 • 

It is generally accepter} the the Greek word fer body, soi]:!.~ 9 
in Homer~ s time, stood for 'co:cps e 1 ~ There were different 

words usecl for ~body'; .QC:f!l~~ r:><::c::.n.i.ng 1 :frar.1e ~ 1 o:r.: I.!!£2£.?.. and 

9u.ia meaning 1 member.s' ~ It s eE:ms tha.t neither J2§.Y.,..<;,h~ no.t: 

.~ was the rr=al ma.:1, or ratber 1 ther2 :Ls a contra(~iction ln 
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Homer's way of talking about the person, so that we are in 

doubt wherein the personality consists. Sometimes the 

corpse left on the battlefield is refer~ed to by the proper 

name of the . . .. 5 person as ·himself' , another time it is the 

escaping soul which is 11 invested with the name and value of 

the complete personality~ tht'? 'self' of the man 116
0 

Snell believes that the early Greeks did not 11 grasp the body 

as a unit" and that one can see proof of this in their langua.ge 

ae well as in their visual arts. According to his theory, 

only gradually does the language discover the body, and he 

describes the process as follows~ 11 In the early period a 

speaker when faced by another person, was apparently satisfied 

to call out his name. e •• or to say this is a. ma.n., As a. next 

steps the most conspicuous elements of his appearance a.re 

described, namely his limbs as existing side by side; their 

functional correlation is not apprehended in its full importance 

until somewhat later. True enough, the function is a 

concrete fact, but its objective existence does not manifest 

itself so clearly as the presence of the individual corporeal 

limbs~ and its prior significance e~capes even the owner of 

the limbs himself. With the discovery of this hidden 

unity, of course, it is at once appreciated as an immediate 

and self-explanatory truth. This objective truth, it 

must be admitted, does not exist for man until it is seen and 

known and designat~d by a word; until, thereby 9 it has 
·? 

become a. n .9..!2.i£ c -t;._£.L t h~Q.~9..b.t." ' • 

This very elaborate explanation differs from A R Johnson's 

assumptionso We said earlier (p 9 above) that he finds 

that the thinking of primitive peoples is characterised by 

"the grasping of a tctality11
., Snell maintains that the 

totality is grasped only at a later stage. Somehow, it 

seems that Snell does not draw the logical conclusions of 

what he himself states above. If 'the speaker' says 

iJ:hLLi~.L.!I.@12.', the speaker 1m1st have indc;.ed grasped a 

tota1i ty, i Qi:::. 9 11 ths prior signi ficancell of the "ind.i. vi dual 

limbs,, r It seems that Johnson 1 s vietl is the generally 

accepted one: p~imitive peoples perceive phenomena as being 
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We have s ai.d th2.t Horner had no w:)rd for· the li v:Lng body. 

Then v:hy did he have the word _s;6.,D!.£ for the ccrpse? When 
9 

he writ<:.s: HQuickly 01.1t of he:c limb::: fled the .thx,:1os 11 
j one 

gets the trrp:cession of the limbs losing their moving force. 

Perhaps one may sa.y tha.t somehow primitive ma.n, in the manner 

in which he sees the physical body as functioning teleo-

logicallyJ is not so wrong after all. If he pre~;umes that 

there is a unifying principle in the form of invisible forces 

holding all things together~ it is quite natural t~at he should 

explain everything to fit in with these preconceived ideas. 

It may seem that the early Greeks did net need a. separab? 

word for 1 bcdy 1 because the·y already used the word :tb.Y£!..OS_ 7 

the life-force, which in the process of moving each and every 

limb~ united them into or.e livin9 whole. We described the 

functions attributed to ib.YlJ}_Q.§.. earlier (pp 2'1/2above) r 

is easy to understand that for the early Greeks when 

T' -- t. 

th,yms;~§. le:ft the dying man only a. corpse remainecL. It may 

thus be assumed that as the J.?.§...Y.!)1£ took over rr1ore cH!d more 

of the full persorwl:L ty of the 1 real' :nan, the word for 

'corpse' seemed a logical one for living as weJ.l as for dead 

bodies, a.t least in t.h:i.nkin9 infl.uence::l by Orph:l.sm (cf pp 39, 54 

below) .. 

' 

It was pointed out earlier (p 17 above) that Homeric man 

thought he felt an action taking place within him, an action 

he could not help or explain" In this connection Snell 

sta.tes tha<.:: when 11 the riction of sou1 and boc~y is a.:-> vague 

and almost incoherently for@ulated as 

form a neccssa:ry comp1cmcmt to it 111·0 
is here, the gods 

Or, in van Peursen's 

words j 
11 Everythi .. n.<;i th~:. t r.c;.ppen::; sudc1 r-=nl y to a man 9 such as 

an unlooked-for access of valour Cmenos), a sudden recollec-

tion t a fJ..ash of insight ·- these t~-iings are not to be explained 

in terms of man hirnseJ i' ~ but as hc:.vi.ng theL~ grou.nd a:id 
.~ .., 

origin in divine i;;t:<~rv,2nticn:i 1 -'·. 

This last sentence seems to 2trlke a fareiliar note, well-known 
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message comes through: Sit ba~k, relax and allow the Lord, 

or the Divine in you, to talk to you, to advise you, to run 

your life for you~ Listen to the 's~all voicet and all 

your problems will be solved or wilJ. simply dissolve. 

Snell sees this point and writes, "If we take this noti.on~ 

that o. thought 'came 1 to us, and give it a rel igicus twist, 

we come fairly close to the Homeric attitude"12 • 

It is interesting to note the similarity between Phemius 

in the Odyssey (22: 347): who states$ "No one has taught me 

but myself, and the God has put into my heart all kind of 

songs", and the Anglo·-S axcn poet Caedmon of the second half 

of the 7th century AD, about whom the following is said by 

Bede-;~ "thereforE-? he w~1s not ta.ught by men, or learned the~ 

art of poetry through the medium of a manr but he was divinely 

aided and acquired the a.rt of poetry through the gift of God~ 

•• a.and they all said just as it was, that a heavenly gift 

• ' b t d 1 • 1 t' T. ·Ord h • - 1 f-!1 13 
nao een gran e 11m JY -ne - im~e. . • 

The:re is a chapter in Catherine Marshall 1 s book !!Beyond 

Ourselves n ~ (a sentimental c-:.nd certainly not very academic 

personal account of "a woman 1 s pilgrimage in fai th 11
), about 

how to find God's guidance., She 1..rr:Ltes, "Chr:Lstianit::{ from 

the first has taught us that a better wo.y for making deci~d.ons 

is available: the direct guidance of God to the individual. 

The promise that Gbd can guide us is the clear teaching of 

Scripture 5 both in its total sweep and in its specific 

promises •••••• Apparently the 1st century Christians, expected 

to receive their marching orders from God~ regarded this kind 

of inner guid_ance as the rule rather tliar~ the exception" 14 .. 

.. 
Marshall then admits that." it mj_ght be argued that it is not 

unusual for a solution to be served up in :toto from the 

subcons cicus mind when the mind i.s ::-el axed. People 

experienc~ this constantly. Then how can I justify 

conne::cting God with it? 11 .. Shs answers her own question 

by quoting what C G ,Jung says &bout: the unconscious: 11 In so 

far as anything is unconscious it is ~ot definable. 

we cannot possibly know the limi~ations of Gomething unknown 
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limits to the selfo•••"n 

position 
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to set any 

Marshall continues: 11 .Si.nce a scientific rnan like ,Jung admits 

that we cannot set limits to the self, the Christian may be 

permitted to wonder whethe.r. somewhere i.n the depths of 

personality - still beyond the reach of our scientific 

probing and measuring - there is not a place where the Spirit 

that is God can impress upon the spirit that is man a thought, 

a direction~ a soJ.ution. Certainly it is neither plausible 

nor scienti fie to say that such th1n9 s ~ j us i.: happen' n 
15 

Perhaps primitive man, as typified by Homer, did, somehow, 

know something very important. Something which we do not 

always want to acknowledge, but which is always there: The 

possibility of God communicating with man. As Schilling 

emph0.sises, "we are not j_n a posi +...:ion to assert the falsity 

of a proposition or opinion because the 

f 1 1 b . . b t , .. 1.6 rom ow~y egJ.nnings c:an c ·rc.ceCJ" • 

process of its growth 

Along the same 

lines Carrington maintains that "anthropologists as a c:tass 

refuse to acknowledge the reality cf any genuine psychic 

phenomena believed in by 'savages 1 ~ despite the absurdity 

of such an attitude~ as pointed out by Andrew Lang and other 

competent critics. The general attitude seems to be that 

just because primitive p2oples believe in certain unusual 
' phenomena, these beliefs are erxoneous, and such phenomena 

do not occur ! 117 • 

Sn~ll, in following his particular line of thought, states 

that the 'life of the soul' "was first. understood a.s the 

interventipn of a god 11
, and concludes that this shows that 

nHomeric man has not yet awakened to the fact that he 

possesses in his own soul the source of his powers; a ••• he 

has not yet roused himself to ati ~wareness of his own freedom. 

The G.reeks were the first to break tlirough this barri(~r, and 

t ·"j11ic +'ounrieo' Ol't" W'-"Si··;::.,~,-1 r•-iui·· J ~"~,.J.-j '"'n 1118 
• C• ~~ .L. ..,.,, u .. :.....t c oJ ~L. .l ,,.......... • . • .J~·- i __ L~- \..) . d> 

Van Peursen points to a phrase wl1ich is often used i~ writings 

from this time of transiticns, "eJther some divinity put the 
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ideo"" -in~co °"11..·~ l1e::.ic1 ·o~· (',·!:~.(:> -.',_t .t'.·~,ni.--. :--1·.-t:!e. •- 11·.t.r .. '.i-'.n h1'·,·n"'L-elf1119 _ - ·-->· •.. ., ._,, .. .;... ----- ---'~ - '"' .•• -· ~ 

However, to come back to the emerging d~ality of body and 

souJ.~ we find that the Greeks gradually sinqled out the two 

words p_§,Y_~ a.nd .§...9~, words which used to refer to the 

'corpse' and also (among their different meanings) to the 

'phantom' in Hadesf to stand for their new concepts. van 

Peursen finds 11 the process by which the 'she.de' comes to be 

the soul" quite logical because it is closely connected with 

t11e "sense cf guilt t.ha.t burdens hum.:;.n existence and the 

yearning for deliverance, for salvation, which found widespread 

expression in 

1 1, 20 
examp e 

the many religious cults, - in Orphism, for 

The process by which the 'corpse' came to be 

the body may be seen as an equally logical. one as we remarked 

(cf p 36 above). In Orphism (see pp 46, 53 below) the body 

was anyhow regarded as a corpses whether living or dead. 

As we said earlier (cf p 28 above),. the old cults of the 

soul had been overshadowed and partly changed by the Homeric 

view. Gradually, howevers times seem to have become more 

religious, at least on the Greek mainlandt even if not in 

Ionia. In Greece proper, in the the Gth century BC, we 

find that cults began developing "in vJhi.ch more primitive but 

deeper religious feelings found exp.ression'' e A:::·mstrong is 

referring to fertility cults, mysteries, and the worship of 
'h d . . 11 •t' ~ 21 ~ e eao in a i·s rorms • 

As we saw earlier (p 29 above) 5 the Oracle of Delphi was 

deeply involved in all manner of soul-worship, sponsored 

by the Dorians. These tribes were still very primitive 

w.hen, from about the 1.1 th century~ they i.nvad.ed Greece. 

11hey 11ad brougfyt the5.r ancient c.1J.lt ()f ances~tor v1orsf1i_~) wj_·i:11 

them, they were still very much anchored within the clan, and 

needed the security of tradition. The Delphic Oracle was 

the authority in the details of purification and expiation 

after murder-trials. The judicial procedure seems to 

have aimed at pacifying and satisfying invisible powers more 

than the state and its living members, and was therefore 

pr:i.ncipa.lly of relig:i.ous importa.nc<::•g 
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The souls of murdere~ men were regarded as particularly 

power fuJ.. F~r back in prehistoric times these souls 

would have h81ped th~mselves to revenge, especially in c~ses 

where mu.rder h.:~d been committed within the family, when the 

murdcrf;~r h2.d 11 ~:::lr.:~in the very persc;n whom he would have been 

called upon to .ceven9e 11
•· Later ages •instructed' the 

Curse-gocklesses, the Er:Lnyes, to take over "the ~age of the 
') 2 

dead man's soul!!"--., The judicial office in Athens, as 

wel1 as in other GreE:·k _pcleis, was closely bound up with the 

services of the Erinyes, and it is interesting to note that 

Plato is fol.lowing the old custom of Greek cities when, in 
t 'Th I I ( o r 5 pr \ e ~aWS 00 U~11 he explains that his state shall take 

its regulations for purification and propitiation from Delphi. 

That the cult of the dead and, above all, this belief in a 

powerful after-life for murdered men 5 greatly influenced 

the general belief in a life ~eyond the grave (see p 29 above) 

seems to be proved by nn episode described by Xenophon and 

referrinq to the dying Cyrus. 

in an s.fl:er-life for all so\1ls. 

The King had strong hope 

This hope was founded on 

'facts' about the souls of those "who have suffer.ed i.njustice 11
1 

and he found these facts to be unquestioned and admitted by 

all., Cyrus ~lso argued that if the souls of the dead 

had no active power in their new existence, the worship 
~) ') 

of the dead would not have been preserved until his own timesL~. 

' 

We find that the early Greeks did not really question that 

something_ invisible cont:i.nuc~d so~r.e kind of existence after 

the death of the visibJ.e persone Whu.t they quest.5_oned, 

and at different tirr1es had var:i.0d opinions on, i,.1as hg~} 

wbei:_~~ and with £io~J:!.1l~b.~r>oh1~~ over the living the souls 

lived on. No doubt, even at an early date we find 

occasional E:xpressJ.ons of the view tha.t nothing survJ.ves 

d2ath, and later there are many unbelievers. But it 

seems a fact that many unbelievers did 7 in their last wills 5 

provide for a serious and 11 pe.i.-pet<..la1 cult o:f their r;ouls 11
; 

nobody could be quit•::: sure of the future. It might be i;:;ise 

to cling to tradition and o1d··estab1ished c:ustc·ms ~ 24 ~ 
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We do not know much c'.b.::u.t. t.he decl2lqp;·;ient of religious thinking 

in Greece during the important 8th and 7th centuries BC, but 

it seems that a desire for a more perfe~t and hopeful prospect 

of the life to come gradually grew stronger and that a means 

of satisfaction was created with the Eleusin.i.an Mysteries~ 

They arose from an agrarian festival peculiar to certain 

families in Eleusis. The goddesses of the kingdom of the 

souls beyond the earth, Demeter and her daughter Persephone, 

stood in a special relationship to four princes of Eleusis, 

who erected a temple to them. The princes and their 

families were promised a priviliged fate after death
25

• 

Kitto has an interesting explanation in this connection, ~~ich 

has to do with the assumption that Greek culture derives from 

a mixture of two incongruous older cul.tures. This is why 

we find cults based on the mysterious life-giving powers 

nature, with mother-goddesses existing side by side with and 

in sharp contrast to the Olympian cultsc The latter were 

based on social organism, the father being the head of the 

family. Kitto finds that the mystery cults appealed to 

the individual; these cults admitted anyonej bond or free, 

and taught doctrines of rebirth, regenera.tion, and immortality~ 

The Olympian cults~ on the other hand, admitted only members 

of the group~ were not interested in any further teaching, and 

concerned themselves mainly with paying the honours due to 

the immortal and unseen members of the community, the souls 

of t.he departed. "The god-conception is European •••• the 

goddess-conception Mediterranean, the latter coming down in 

straight descent from Minoan Crete 11 ?.
6 . 

The Eleusinian Mysteries had begun as an exclusive society 1 

but later, probably frcm that time onwards when Eleusj.s had 

been united with Athens (ca 7th century), welcomed within 

its doors 0 every womc:i.n, yes even f~E:?t_?ir-9,..~-' and children and 
27 slaves" o You could <.:1.lmcst say that this openness to 

everyone became its principle and distinguishing characteristic. 

No doubtr the Mysteries contributed to give the picture o~ 

Hades more colour. and di.stinct.i. vcne:E;s 7 and oecous e of the 
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gre;:~.t nutnbers "the more li velv conce«::ition of the state of .. ...,, . r.: .... ' 

the sou1 in the hereafter may have bscome the co;nmon property 

f G 1 • • t . 'l 2 8 . Jh o 2ree~ imagina ion· • r at must have drawn the masses 

was the 'assured' promise of a real, joyful life after death 

for the 'pure 1
, whereas an evil fate in Hades would necessarily 

befall all 'the others'. 

Everyman's 'Classical Dictionary' writes: "Today the initiates 

might be accused of hypocrisy in seeking ritual putification 

rather than moral perfection. But it must be remembered 

that the mysteries kept alive the ideal of a more perfect 

life hereafter and, no doubt, made their contribution to the 

idea of union with the godhead 

Christian ideal of everlasting 

and thus to 
~,9 

the specifically 

l • + nL 1 ... e • 

Rohde, who wrot:e much earller, at the beginning of our 

centuryj has another point of view. He says: "Indeed 

we must not look to the Eleusinian Mysteries for the ecstatic 

exaltation of the soul to the reccgnif ion of its own godhead -

thougl1 such exaltation was the motive force and the essential 

core of Greek mysticism, as of all mysticism and mystic 

religion 11 30 • The religious beliefs advocated by the 

above Mysteries were held and believed in by the Greek 

populace, and according to Rohde 7 "the bare idea ••• a that 

actually in the order of nature 1 the 

man, belonged to the realm of gods; 

inner ·-man, 

that as a 

trie SOUL of 

di-vine beinq 

it had everlasting life - such an idea would involve further 

consequences about which no one can be in any doubt: it 

would have cbntradicted every single idea of Greek popular 

1
. . ,. 31 re igion" ~ 

kohde is thus making a sharp division between the Elcusinian 

Mysteries ~.nd Or:phisrn? refer ring to the la.t ter as "Greek 

More often, Orphism is classed together with 

the Eleusinian as another of the Mysteries. One must, 

however, remember that, as Rohde points out, in i {- (' .... _,,;:) origin 

nothing to do 

with any feeling of personal guilt or responsibiJ.ity, or with 

morality in general. The 'stain 1 which was wiped out by 
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these mysterious reli.gi0us, but. rit~&l, means is not "within 

the heart of man 11 
.. It clin~~~ ~0 ·t~~n ~~ ~ornethi·r~g hnct1·1° ~ ~~ ~ •4~ •J - - •• .J~) ··--··"'' 

and from without, and it can bs opread from him to others 

J • k . f t. d. 32 
.J. -e an J.n ec ·ious J.sease • 

Up to a certain point Rohdeis division may be applicable. 

The Greeks in general, the so-called populace, kept their 

customary beliefs and cults, probably often joining the 

Eleusinian Mysteries because these were officially recognised. 

"At the height of Athenian power (ca 440BC), a decree of the 

people was passed which required the yenrly offering of first 

fruits of the fields to the Eleusinian t2mple from Athenian 

citizens and allies, and invited si.rnilar offerings from all 
'.\ 3 

Greek states"~ • 

On the other hand~ as was pointed out above (p 42), Greek 

imagination was, through the Eleusinian Mysteries, again 

directed to the SOUL, to the pos::.dbility that to care for 

the soul in this life might be important to the state of the 

soul in the hereafter~ These Mysteries also underwent 

gradual changes. In the Hellenistic Age they are no 

doubt rightly classed under 11 Greek Myst.icism 11
e 

' 
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That there were many different _strands in early Greek 

religion is a fact. the Homeric 

view-of th2 soul was in contradiction to the cult of souls. 

As we have said, the Iliad and the Odyssey were written down 

Cea BOOBC) among the Ionian Greeks who, having fled from 

their homeland (ca 11th century BC), had c~eated new traditions 
, 

and customsc They had to bieak with their traditional 

ancestor vJo.r.ship and a.s c'. consequence the "surviving shades 11 

had been safely d~pcsed in Hades~ The Dorian tribes, 

however, were still firmlv anchored in the cult of souls. 

As Homer 1 s poems began gradually to influence the whole of 

the Greek worJ.d, we finc-J beliefs in 9....A..itl}QP.e~, and Heroes 1 

and 'translations', side by side with more sophisticated 

beliefs abovt the non-reh.i.rn of the banished nsy_s:hai from 
~ 

Hades., 

Not only the Do:rians 1 but especially c.!le original inhabitants 

of Greece (who had been subjugated by the first Greek tribes 

from the North, from ca 2000BC onwards), had been carrying 

on w:i.th tbe:!.1~ sacrifices to th(:: chthonic powers of the 

Netherworld and to the dead. These ancient religious 

rites and conceptions refused to die and seem to have grown 

stronger during the 6th C8nt~ry BCc 

' 

We have seen already how Kitto divides his Greeks as regards 

rel:i.gion :Lnto thoE~e who conce:L ved of the gods in the Olympic 

hierarchical fashion and into those who felt the mystery 

of birth and death in all life, human, animal or vegetable~ 

Or, in Ferguson's vJOrds ~ 11 In fact there a.re two strands in 

Greek religious thought! which need c;::i.reful identification,, 

One is the strand whereby it is thought possible to become 

one with God~ The other is the strand whereby there is 

a fixed and rigid gulf between God and man. To seek to 

b 'd f-1"' "f .. - . 112 L1. g e ,. -u_ s g u l. - is £1}LQ.f..d-.§. c ~ o ·- • 

Boman 5 too~ remarks that in th•3 01 ymp:Lan religion nthe sharp 

boundary between god and man was never overstepped as in the 
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Mysteriesn~ Th ~~ ·f-r'- .i..h-'- h. · 1··" ! . ..._ _ ...... c;. . ..,._1 ... :_ id.l ... i. _l.tn.,,.:.n pride was considered the 

greatest 

reli.gior.. 

the Old 

.:;in demonst.:::2.tes "that ~-Je c:.re dealing with a genuine 

which in this respect may be compared with that of 
3 

Testament •.•• n • !:!.Y.br i.s. is the at tempt to put 

oneself in the place of the gods, and Ferguson asks whether 

this is "so very different from the Chr.istian concept of sin 

to put self, or some aspects of self, in the place where 

God should be"'•'
4 

•. In. this discussion we must, however, 

take note of that fact which Stumpf points out, namely, that 

"it is not that Homer:s gods are moral and require goodness, 

they are merely stronger than man and exact obedience" 5 • 

The crux of the matter seems to be in the different conceptions 

of osvche • ..s. • .. We have said that the early Greeks did not 

question the existence of an invisible 'someth.ingto But 

is this 'something' in man akin to the gods, is it forever 

striving to reach a union with its ground of Being? Or 

must man, in his humanity, completely know and hold his 

distance from the divine on earth as well as in Hades? 

Fergusons' paper is a protest against the rift between 

classical and theological studies. He points tc the 

fact that Christianity in origin must be seen in context, 

which is 11 Judaea a..s pa.rt of the Hellenistic world under the 

rule of Rome 11
, and that none of the parts of this context 

can be ignored. ' He refers also to Clement of Alexandria, 

who was prepared to see the pagan authors as 11 p1~ecursors of 

Christ for the GreE:k.s in exactly the sarn 12 way a.s the Old 
• • r•\. • t ,. tl ., ii 6 'l'estament writers were precursors of •-.i.l~J.s: ror .1e Jews • 

In actual fac:t, 11 At · the ti111e of Jesus, PalestinE=-.: had a.l ready 

been under 'Hellenistic' rule and its resultant cultural 
.. ., . '7 

influence for some 360 years" .. 

Ferguson's criticism of the so-called 'dehellenisers' is 

interesting. The latter are indeed biased and typical 

of one strain of thought prevai1inq i.n our contemporary 

society .. Perhaps this type of thinking is already on the 

way out again; its con cl usicms wer~ 0xa.ggcra.ted to such a 

deg:ree that 1 in some cases~ they became .cidiculouso 



Owen sets his heart on clearing the field for a right. 

und.2rstand.ina of the :'Christian faith bc:..scd on Biblical 
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8 ·' 
sourcesrt 9 wl1Jch includes throwi!l.g out "the alien accretions 

of •religion''' t :i. o e~ the doctrL:1es of :ibody-·soul dualism, 

exaltation of the .soul and the immaterial in general as 

divine and eternal 1 denigration of the li.fe and this world, 

and suspicion of the physical appetites•9
• He calls this 

set of ideas 'Orphism' or ireligious anthrcpolngy', and finds 

that i.t seems apparent that this was of "early origin ln 

Greek culture and was widespread throughbut the fifth and 
.~o 

fourth centuries" 1 
• In Owen's opinion, most Greeks from 

the sixth century onwards were hopelessly influenced by 

other-worldly views, making this worldly existence a 
. :t 1 d t t . ' t' .L . .. f h - ·1 11 "misera.J_e an unfor una e epJ.sode in ne . i:l:e o_ t e sou.L' .. 

That there could have been another strand of Greek religious 

thinking seems almost completely to have escaped Owen's notice. 

We can here compare the following passage from Charles. 
11 Despite all the teac11i:.-igs of individual poets, philosophers 

and schools, the popular beliefs of the Greeks remained from 

century to century in the main unaffectedo The irnmorta.J.i ty 

of the soul never became part of the national creed, but 

remained the peculiar property of individual theologians and 

philosophers. This is conclusively established by the 

evidence of Greek epitaphs" 12 • 
' 

Owen would certain1y not agree with 11A History of Civilisaticn", 

which states that t
1The Greeks were. less otl1er··.,worldly than 

1 ~ 
the other peoples; ••••• fa= more interested in life on earth 11 -~. 
Neither would he agree with Kitto, who writes: 11 The sharp 

distinction which the Christian and the Oriental world has 

normally drawn between the body and the soul~ the physical 

a.nd the spiritual, was foreign to the Greek; • ., •• to h.irn th er 2 

was simply the whole man. That the body is the tomb of 

the soul is indeed an idea which we meet in certain Greek 

mystery-religions, and Plato, with his doctrine of immortality, 

necessarily distinguishes sharply between body and soul; but 
-; r~ ,~·i 1114 for all that, it is not a typical Greek -U~~ • 



That the Greeks were fortunately preserved by their own 

gc:nius from "thr;;; glocmy sever.ity" of peoples like the 

Etruscans and the Egyptians, is pointed· out by Rohde~ 

The Etruscans depicted .scenes of tcrrnent in the Underworld, 

and the Egyptians eL1bora.ted in picture and in wri t:'Lng details 

o:f the trial of the dead on the day of judgment .. "The 

Greeks were not very susceptible during their best centuries 

to the infectious malady of a sick consciencet••••it is 

(however) true that even such d3rk fancies of the Christian 

hell as Dante 1 s are i!"1 part derived from Greek sources" .. 

Rohde refers these fancies to 11 particl.llar :i.sola.t 12d s~?.cts 11 

which "recommended tLemsslves to a philosophic speculation 

which in its wor$t excesses violently contradicted all the 
1 •. +- f" d ,_ l r .• ri" 1. - f-· ,....y·..-.:i:'I)' >1 t·· tt ~ mos~ .un amen~a ~rin~-P e~ o u-~e~ c~~ ure The 

quote made above about common Gr2ek traditional views seeing 

"simply the whole man" seemingly cord:radicts what was said 

on pp 36,39 above, where it was pointed out that Orphism 

(in which the 1 body 1 may indeed be cpmpared to a 'corpse~) 

may have influ.enc2c' the riew mean.in<;; of the word .§.~· But 

'common man' often uses new concepts which are abroad without 

being aware of their real meaning. 

It has been suggested! according to Owen, that those ideas 

which he calls Orphis:n appear so eurly and are so prevalent 

in India that Greece actually derived its inspiration from 

th::J.t. quarter 6 f2.nds 11 that it :ts probably 

c:Joser to the truth to hold that these doctrines are 

charclctcristically 'religious' and 

. -''f'" t l 016 H th in :J1. reren p. aces · • e : .en 

turn up spontaneously 

stBtes that even though 

these ideas were common in both India and Greece as early as 

the 6th century BC,., it was ·1n India that they exerted their 

quietistic and world···dcnying infJ.'...lcnce on the whole of hu;-nan 

life~ The West, 

of Christianit:y11
c 

however, was saved through "the .inspj_ration 

Because the Christian faith was not 

Orphic in its views on hum~n life, the West h~s been able to 

add 11 enormous1y to man 1 s material we:J.l--bein.9 11 
o During 

certa.in periods, Ch:::-ist~ianity v1as nin danger of being 

corrupted by these Greek ideas,u~•··(but) the this-worldly 

emphasis CJ.no the t.::-ue n.aturoli.srn of the Biblical faith have 
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t.riumpl1ed ove:c the \·:oi:ld-.. cJenying spi.ritual.ism of 're1.igion 1 11
17 

9 

There are, hov:evc.r: 1 many "terrible misuncle1:-s tandin9s" in 

Christianity 1 anc.l Ow(=n cl r:::s crib es· wi tb ho!:' ro;::- how 11 relig1o:..Js 

a.n.th;::opolo(;iy 11 turns up "even more oft:c~n and more object:Lon::i.bly 
• ~ 'I • ,.,. • t . h in many so-caLi0C ~nris ian ymns~ prayers, 

E~xamples, he quote.::; the openin9 sentenc8 of the prayer of 

committaJ. in the 11 B'Jri,:.:i.l Office of the Book o.r: Common Prayer!'~ 

and also John Donne (1572-1631)~ the Christian poet~ who 

wrote: 

"V"lht::r1 °t)CJdies Jco tl11..1i_.t .. g1:·l:tVes, 
sonls f.1:om (;heir graves rem.even., 

Owen re.mar:ks that llma.ny 0f our hymns are not:rd_nq but thinly 
1?:'. disguised O;cp11ic: poems 11 ~o 

But to rf~turn to l:he "oi.fferent strands", we shall surn up .,.,,hat 

has been said so far~ this time in Stacey's words: "The 

first strand stems from Hom8r and glorifies the living man, 

holdinq out no hope i<_1r l:.he fuL.ure d.n<.J showinq l:i.tt.:1e intei:e.:.d.: 

in t:he ~:oul .. The second is the: r~~li.gious vicvi c,f OrphL;m, 

th.:i.t the soul is a d:i.. v:i.nE.' cx:·e2.U.on tempora.rily E:nc-un:b<?red 

w:l.th a. body as p:.nishrn.-:nt ~ !t would be difficult to 

imagine a greatei contrast than between these two•i, ~0YS Stacey 

who points to the obviou~,~ fact t:ha.t 11 !.:he un.i.t.::y of bcdy and 

soul which wa~ life in Homer's view was death to th2 soul in 

Orph.ism"~ St.a<::ey also ·0ivE~s us ti1c.: third st.rand, which 

is the theory expresse~ by some early philosophe!·s ''that 

there is a permarience :i.n the nat-...u::al order of whi:::h th(;; humon 

being partakes, the grain of pcrma~encc that rests in ~an 

being his sou1u 19 , or tL:.t the .?~'Ll'.9:2.~. is the pr.imal ~ i:ripersona.~. 
force holdi.ng eve..rytl:5.n-:_; Lc.>:3<.:Lhe:::.:- ,. 

Greece had no sacred caste rule as had most other ancient 

civilisations~ Priests were citizens who had other 

~ctivities in civi~ J.ife. It ha~ been 53id that the 

absence of a pro:f2ssion2l. rriesthood c::J_1m¥w3 mobility in 
. . 20 personal tnough.t ('n the wi·1c<:. e, tr:J s type 0£' .t eJig 1.ous 

thinkinq 11 oid not set 

appetite and rea.~3on·1 ~ In 

C:·.ncJ soul, 

Ov1ens 1 5 as.suinptions tu l:i"e i.:ori'u.::_..·,·:;1 .. 5.t" is <11~0 (;'.-.. ne.ra.J.ly 



acknowledged to have been a nat.uralistic, well-rounded 

interpretation of human nature and happiness~ 
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Thus the conditions in Magna Graeca facilitated personal 

thought and led to a n sear ch fo:::: tr1;.th 11 ~ Armstrong points 

out that this search could have been undertaken for different 

reasons, and that actually the philsophy of the West has a 

"twofold beginning in different quarters of the Greek world 

and under the influence of diffe.t·eni:: desi.r:es" 22 ., We 

encounter a first beginning in Ionia at about 600BC, and here 

the motive wa.s "to know and understand fo:.= the sake of knovii.ng 

and understanding", 

having its roots in 

as Aristotle 
23 

wonder" c The Ionian philosophers 

asked Y "What is th 12 explana.tion of the world? Why are 

things as they are? Why do they change?", and they never 

doubted that the universe obeys LAWS and is capable of 
. 24 explanation • 

Kitto sug9ests that "behind the 9oc1s (though somet.1.mes 

identified with them) is a shadowy power that Homer calls 

~nke, Necessity, an Order of 'l'hings w:-d.ch even the 9ods 

. cann-:it infringe1125 • 1'his idea of the universe a.s a rational 

order was behind the attempts made by Thales, Anaximander, 

and Anaximenes to explain 11 tne impersonal. force controlling 

the structure of the universe and regulating its powers o~ 

changes 11
• Thes~ philosophers can perhaps be said to show 

"the temperament of science1126 • 

On the other hand what Armstrong calls "the second beginning" 

must be des er ibed as sho1r.iing "the temperament of rnysti.cism 11 
e 

this second beginning took place in the Greek cities of South 

Italy during the second half of the 6th century BC. Here 

th13 desire was for the union of the hurnc:.n with the Divine 

Spirit .. 'ILe Pythagcrean philc:.:;ophers asked, 11 How may I 

deliver myself from the body of this death, from the sbrrow-
27 ful weary whc,el of morta1 existence a.nd become again a aod?" 

Behind Pythagoras's philosophy li~s the mystical cult known 

as Orphism ... It has been assumerl that the two movements 
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had a more or less cont~mpbrary b~ginning and were based on 

the same origin, the pre-Hellenic cult of Dionysius Zagreus 

which was preserved in secret societies in Greece and more 

openly in Thracia. In the 6th century BC the Greek and 

Thracian ri~es were blended and this resulted iri a widespread 

religious revival centered round a new conception of soul and 
. t l•t 28 immor a i. y .. 

Charles describes the Dionysiac cult in Thrace as giving the 

first real contribution towards the doctrine of immortality 

because of its presuppositions of ntbe original kinshj_p of 

God and man" and that tt:r.an could through certain ritual 

ceremonies and ecstasies become one with the gods". However, 

ua. full and di vine life apart frorn the body for men in general 

was still inconceivable~ (and) hence the doctrine of the 

transmigration of souls was of necessity a factor in this 

belief. The soul could maintain its immortality only 
. ".)9 

throuc:;rh successj_ve incarnations 11 c. • 

In the books ascribed to Orpheus, the legenda~y prophet of 

the Orphics, we read about the myth of Dionysius$ As. a 

.child the god had- been torn to pieces and devoured by the 

Titans who, through this act 9 gathered something divine into 

their own bodies. The heart of Dionysius was saved and 

was used by Zeus to r~-create the young god. 
' 

In hi3.ra.ge~ 

Zeus then destroyed tne Tj_tans thrm.ir]h 

thej.r ashes he created the human rQce. 

li9htning <~nd 

'I'his mytb 

f rorn 
' . exp.La:i.ns 

allegorically the mixture of good and evil in man in the form 

of a d~1alism between t:he godlike irnrr:ortal scul and the soJ.led 

morta.l body. 

It is generally assumed that the Orphic view of the soul· 

has grown out of the practice of religious ecstasy. In 

this connection Rohde devotes an interesting chapter to the 

Thracian worship of Dionysiuss gJving elaborate details. 

The movement seems to have appealed particularly to women. 

In religious 'madness' they wandered up into the mountains, 

waving torches, 6ancinq themselves into a frenzy~ The 

god hims~lf, sorn2times in the shape of a bull~ would seem to 
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appear amongst them. .St the. h2i.ght of the ecstasy the 

.rn.s..~.ds tore asunder every livir:g thing that crossed their 

path, and consumed the raw flesh as thobgh it were the god 

himself or animals sacrificed to him that they were devouring. 

In their wild Excitement ti1ey would feel themselves "bursting 

th t.., • 1 b . f. t" . - " 30 . e p11ys1ca arriers o- neir souls • 

In early Greece, when extraordinary phenomena occurred which 

seemed to transcend all normal experience these would be 

explained 11by sayinq that the sol}.l of a. person thus ~possessed 1 

was no longer 'at home' but 'abroad'~ having left its body 

behind"., "'l . !I th 1 ' t l d . . . . . .i.. 11s was ·,, e .1. er ~L an prirni 1:1.ve meaning 

understood by the Greek when he spoke of the ek~"l:.§.§is_ of the 

soul in such vmadness', just as madness is a prolonged 

However, with regard to the Dionysiac cults 

"the temporary 11J.ien2.t).o _1!!_911!;:is" of the IQ§~S was thought 

of as a "hi e_romani a, a. s acreci madness in which the soul, 

leaving the body, wingeo its way to uni.on with the god 11
• 

According to Rohde, the soul was thc;n '1 wj_tll and in the god 1 

in the condition of enthousi<-:s111os' 1 ~ trwse who were in this --··-------·-- , 

condition "live and have their being in the god. While 

still retaining the finite Ego, they feel and enjoy to the 

full the infinite powers of all life" 31 ~ 

Hohde emphasises that ':Y·.:be mystic.ism of hic3hly cult:Lva.ted 
' and talented peoples and the emotional religion of primitive 

's·a.vi3ges' have in common this impulse to union with a. god or 

G d . tl ~. . . ~ ~· . '. . ' 1 . t" d. . ti 32 0 , i~es - H:'.: E!XL.lDCtlOfl 0.L L.ne 1.nClVJ.GUa ... ln l'le J.<l.1.ne ., 

11 TYiis tendency towards ecstasy and its. violent exp::es[.;ions 

(which) exist in many persons' souls and now and then, for 

reasons unknown, breaks out and spreads with wild speed •••• 

is infecti()US 11 , says N:Llson, "a fa.ct which plainly appears ir.: 

myths concerning the Dionysiac orgies. It reminds us of 

the epidemics of dancing in the Middle Ages and similar 

phenomena in more recent . . 33 time·s ~j Ct 

In ; Bacchae 1 
, ':!. tra9e<Jy bv 

-'· 
Euri~idcs, produced posthumously 

by his son in 405BC~ we are confronted with the mystic worship 

by women, their contagibus ecstasy and their terrible deeds cf 
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strength. In her frenzy,_ Ag2ve, together with the other 

women, kills her own son Pentheus without recognising him~ 

It seems that Pentheus should be seen as an example of human 

reason which is limited and closed to the mysteries beyond the 

material world. Euripides condemned the extravagances 

of the Dionysiac religiont but appeared to have been attracted 

by its mystical side. Under the influence of Apollo the 

orgies were gradually toned down and Dionysius is found 

associated with Apollo at Delphi. 

It is interesting to note, as Rohde points out 1 that wherever 

there are cul ts of this k.i.nd, ba.s ed on "ecs tat:tc raptures rr, 
we find also a "peculiarly vital belief in the life and pot.-.rer 

of the soul of man after its SE·pa.ration from the bodyi! 34 • 

Mystical union with U1e di vine has been sought 3.nd achj.t.c;ved 

in many different ways. Rohde suggests that the Thracians 

were addicted to certain intoxicating drinks and that these 

"may have increased the excitement; perhaps they even used 

the fumes derived from certain seeds, with which the Scythians 
~5 

and Massagetai knew how to intoxicate themselves"- • "OnJ.y 

when thus possessed did the Bacchai drink milk and honey out 

of the rivers; their power ceased when they came to themselves 

. '' 't Pl t . th d' 1 .,-- 1136 '"'''d bl again , wri es a·o J.n · e ia ague ·Lon · • ~o er om 

too discusses the importance of intoxicating beverages· for 

primitive man; they w·ere regarded as sacred and, together 

with tobacco and dancing, were the means "\,hereby medicine

men and shamans got into a state of ecsta.sy 1137 ~ 

It seems that in our contemporary society, we are not far 

removed from the 7 problems' of those times 

of ~obacco, alcohol, and especially drugs. 

with our misuse 

Ne doubt, drugs 

lead to "ecstatic raptures" and have been said to cause 

mystical experiences, even if many object to these being in 

any way called religious or exalted. Parrinders when 

writing about mysticisms says that "thE; 'p.rofane 1 mystj_cism 

of drugsr drinks or madness, illustrated in Aldous Huxley!s 

'Doors of Percepti.on 1 
J is beyond 01J.r subject here 1138 ., 

Zaehner finds that it is peculiar that even i.:bough Huxley 
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did in fact rec,1j_se n·the c~)nnection between the effects of 

mescalin and schi~op!'i.cerd.a, yet he seems to have refused to 

face the fact that what he calls religion is simply another 

word for the maniac-depressive psychosis. If religion 

really boils down to this, then Huxley deserves much credit 

for having brcught this important :Ee.ct to the public . 39 not:ice" a 

We do not know ta what degree the Thracian women were filled 

with drugs, drink or madness when they performed their 

ecstatic rites in their attempt to become one with the god, 

to participate in his divine flesh. 3ut from these rites 

Orphism developed and, in the myth, Orpheus himself was torn 

to pieces by the Thra.ci.an rn~enads. This shows that the 

blending of Thracian and Greek elements did not take place 

~ithout opposition. In the end, what had been the height 

of ecstasy fo1:- the !P.2~~9_g_~ was trans:fcrmed by the Orphics 

into "the original sinH, i..e@ in Orph:Ls:n, the Tj_tans 1 cruel 

act of tearing to pieces and consuming the body of the child 

D . . d d , h . . , . 40 J_onysnls was rcga.::- e as c, e origina.c sin • 

Stacey suggests that Orphism is the origin of the following 

four ideas (we would add 'in Western thinking'): 

1. The transmigration of souls 

2. The body being the tomb, or pr~son, of the soul; 

the S:..~.:-S,£rru?:. doctr in~:: .. 
3~ The soul having moral value; ritual purity lead~ng 

to moral purity .. 
. . 41 4 ~ Disincarna.te J.mrnortali ty. 

All· those beliefs which Owen rejects .5.n Chris.tian1ty are no 

doubt found in Orphism,, .There is a thorough-going dualism~ 

the soul and body being entirely different, even antagonistic 

to each other; the soul is ~~ t r:ugg1 inq to be fr 2e again.,, To 

be born into this world is punishment, to die is a release. 

The soul is immortal and divine, two concepts which, as we 

have seen, belong together, und thus the soul is in fact a 

This world and this life, with its senses and 

physical a.ppetites a.::-<:: vncJe:c :·,e:Jve ~:;u;:;.picion ~ for they c] oq 

the soul and.(though this 2s no 

teaching) chain it to the ~~eel 

1onge~ p<:;.rt ·of the Christian 
/! ·) 

of ceincarnationr' 



Actually, until 553AD, the doctri.ne of reincarnation had been 

a part of some of the Christian teachings$ But v1hen the 

Emperor Justinian issued his anathemas ~gainst Origen at the 

Fifth Ecumenical Council of Constantinople: this doctrine, 

along with other teachings of Origen, was declared anathema. 

It is a fact, however~ tha.t there wa.s no. representative of 

Rome present at this meeting, so the editors of the book 

'Reincarnation 1 find that the Catholic Church was mistaken 

when it believed that Origen had been condemned by the whole 

Church. In the opinion of J Head and S L Cranston (the 

editors just referre<i to) "the one disastrous result of the 

mistake (was) that the teaching of the pre-existence of the 

soul and, by implication! of rei~ca~nation was excluded from 
4 ., 

the Christian creed" .),, It should be noted that what has 

been said above about the Fifth Council at Constantinople 

is correct~ but the proceedin9s of this Council were 

subsequently ratified by the reigning Pope Vigilius on the 

23rd February 554 in a Constitution "Dominus nester et Salva.tor" 

and consequently the anathemas against Origen were condemned 

by the whole Catholic Church. 

We have seen that according to Charles the Dionysian cult 

preached the incarnations of the 1 "I • ..t-SOU i oecause i~ was felt 

that only in a living body could the soul maintain its 

immortality~ Charles point~ to a new stage of development 
' in the Orphic teaching. He wriL· cs~ 11 the tenet of tra·ns-

migration changes of necessity its character. It is no 

longer the means whereby the sou! preserves its vitality, 

as the Dionysiac r-eliqior.. conce]_uecl it, but has become a 

spiritual ~unishment and discipline the soul and the soul 

does not attain to it!:. h.Lghcst till it is freed from this 

1 f ·t f .. ·i. '"'. . t l" . G ' 1144 eye e c.: necessJ. -y o·· .~·e.0J.rt11s •• ~ ;ino .J..:L ves e erna LY in -ou • 

At this stage in religious thinking Hades seems to become an 

intermediate abode where the soul is judged and must pay for 

evil deeds. The initiated and the purified live there with 

the gods of the lower wcrld till the time comes for their 

return to the upper life. 

To help the soul towards salvation, use was made of ritual 
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purification~ and asceticism. Rohde sees in these dealings 

mysticism entering into the closest alliance with kathartic 

pr acti.ces o In true human manner, th~ initiates 1 kn~w 1 that 

they alone would enjoy a blessed after-life; all others would 

be exposed to torments beyond the grave, and to an endless 

round of births, deaths, rebirths, until the end of time. 

Orphism, with its other-worldliness and asceticism, had an 

effect of the greatest importance on later Greek philosophy 

d 1
. . 45 an re igion . 

The Orphic religion became philosophic in the hands, or 

rather, minds, of the !?ytha.goreans,, They took the vision 

of Orphism and worked it out along logical and scientific 

linesc Their philosophy also shows some influence from 

the Milesians, the philosophers with a temperament of science: 

Thales, Anaximand2r, a.nd Anaximenes .. 

Bier suggests that in spite of its differences 1 the Orphic 

view did not change the basic Greek idea of the soul, iaee, 

the soul is an individual 'something 1
, temporarily situated 

in a body which it animates during occupation, but leaves to 

decay at death. The differences between the two views have 

to do with where ---
in this world or 

to lay the point of emphasis: 
.46 on the soul's in the nex~ • 

or1 man's li:f(~ 

W0 must not. 

forget, however. that in Orphism we find a kind of 'disincarn

ate', or perhaps i~ should be called 1 spiritual 1
, immortality, 

the soul being divine~ for the first time in Greek thinking .. 

According to Bier~ the- thi:::ories of the MilS§ .. ) .. rJI!. philosophers 

did. indeed change the basic Greek idea of the soul. 

The philosophers of the Milesi~n school, a school which 

·seems to have flourished in wLat was then the Ionic capital 

during the entire 6th century until the Per:sians laid it 

waste in 494, believed in Laws regulating the Universe. 

They were practical astronomers, land surveyors and 

geographers. What they wer~ searching for was the nature 

of the first principle out of ·which all thi.nqs have issued. 

They arrived at different conclusions: this elementary 

livinq stuff (l'..f*§..:t.c~~.f in German) was triought to be respectively 
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0 t> I• ' t • ' • b ... water, ·ne J.noe..:erm-1n.:lD.:.e .• Joundle.s.s '), or air; but, somehow, 

they all assumed specific forms of motion working in this 

primal matter, a primal force insolubly· combined with it47 _ 

Perhaps one should modify Bier 1 s statement and add that 

even the Milesians did not alter the concepts of the''old' 

l?syChE;,, but rather emphasised its one aspect, the immortal 

activity. The old 12.:~.D;'Ch,~ too had been unconscious, 

immortal, invisible activity; the conscious activity being 

ascribed to th_yrr~j '-Jhich, as we have saids wa.s not a.ble to 

be awakened to real life before the arrival of 12.§,Yche., and 

it perished at death 1 whereas £§~ycr2.~ somehow survived. 

"Just as the Homer i.e. G.::::eeks appear to have beli.eved that 

in t1'1e generative fluid 9 .aign, was ttie gaseous .£...Sychf2.", 

says Onia.ns, so did 'I'ha.les believe nthat the elemental 
48 

liquid and its developments were permeated by nsych€_" e 

Anaximenes too emphasises .2.§_y.s_he_. There is a fragment 

of his work which says: 11 J·ust as our ri..:syche being Q~ holds 

us together ( sug)~_€i), so do breath (or 1 air 1 .Pl!.~!!@) 

and aer_ encompass ( sun:ound, pericchei) the whole world. 

Thus the same power which our souls express, rules and 

sustains the world-all. As this force belongs to all 

substance, every smo.llest little part of ma.tter is animated 

as wel 1 i it has life because it l'ias t soul' 1149 
o It is 

interesting to note how Anaximen~::s "expressly argued from 
50 microcosm to the macrocosm" o F'or him the whole universe 

is .2l3..Y £hA.fil!. o 

The thinking pf the Milesian philosophers, according to 

Arms~rong, .,'.'is far. too pr:Lmi tj_ve to make any distinct.ion 

between spirit and matter, life and body, force and mass. 

This Hylozoism, philosophy of the 'living stuff' is not yet 

very far from primitive Animism, the belief that everything 

th<1t moves and changes or shows any sort of a.cti vi ty does so 
. . . !151 because it J.s alive . Because: they were :'attributing 

spiritual qualities to the primeval source of things, the 

physiology of tte Hylczoists naturally could not assume any 
. d . 1 • t. l t ~ . . - th J It 5 2 profound is~inc ion 0e ween cnat so~rce and · e sou. p 
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In this view, immortality, eternity, soul, and god all meant 

the same, all stood for the same life principle. The 

basic force in the basic stuff was thought of in what might 
. . . 5 3 be callee d1v1ne terms • 

In Milesian thinkino there is no auestion of an other-worldly _. ~ -
existence for an individual soul. 'L'hc soul was :1Cf)ncei-,rec1 

merely as a function of the various elemen-l::s of the body or 

as a transient individualisation of the one pri.mii:.ive sub·-

stance or forc:e, and this indiv:Lclualisation terminated a.t 

death"~ says Charh~s 54 ~ Bier explains the individual 

soul to be ti • .,Ji thout a personal exis t~nc:e ~ thus without 

self-consciousness", and it therefore automatically "returns 

to its source after death! as a drop of rain falls into a 

lake1155 • 

Diogenes, a nature philosopher in the Milesian tradition~ 

who lived in the 5th century BC, believed in "divine, 

intelligent, v1orld-a . .cr:angin.g (:,.ir~' o We breathe .in our 

own human soul and our 'r.ea.son' from thr:: greiJ.t breath, or 

air, the world-spirit. Nyman points out that here we find 

an "important. parallr::l to the relations::-.:ip in the OJd 'l'est.:2-

ment between .·C.~as:~b. and 

After Miletus ha.cl been destr1.:1 y•~-=d by the: Persians the cenU:-c 
' 

of the intellectual life of Greece shifted to Southern It~ly 

It was in thi~ area~ at Crotona, in abcut 

5 30BC, that Pythagoros founclr~d the ?ythagoceart Brotherhood. 

Armstrong asSUQ2S that 11 early Pythagorean cosmology may have 

consisted in an account of how a dark indefinite vapour 

(possibly the Milesian primal stuff) was drawn into the 

universe continually by a precess like b~eathing, and order 
r.:_ '7 

and geometrical shape imposed on .:i.tw'' Howeverj> it did 

not 'happen 1 haphazardly, as Ac;ax:J.mencs had thotH;J"1t $ The 

Pythagoreans looked for a divine reality above ~atter, shaping 

Mathematics was their 

ba.s ed on nu.mer ical proport..ions U:•::y dr e,·~ t.he concl us:l.ons t.L:;; t 
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They.assumed an opposition between FORM, the male principle, 

which was good and unchc-1nging, and JV'LATTER. j the female principle, 

which was evil and for ever changing. Order stood against 

disordere Corresponding to this was their belief that 

the soul was unchanging, good and divine, whereas the body was 

changing,_bad, and a prison for the soul, which it polluted. 

A later developmertt in Pythagoreanism would point to the 

belief that the soul was a harmony. However, the fact 

that the Pythagoreans were the first to speak unequivocally 

of the soul as the SELF, it being the same self-conscious 

subject passing from one body to the next, does not agree 

with the concept of the soul as nothing but a harmony holding 

the body together~ 

No doubt 5 the Pythagoreans have greatly influenced later 

thinking: "their cont:rj_bution, from their days to ours, . ~s 

has been richly producti,1e of both good and evil consequences 11
•·• 

One consequence which grew out of Orphism and which was helped 

on its way by the Pythagoreans was the beginning of Greek 

ethics as such. As we have already said, kat_har2i~- may 

originally have had "nothirig to do with morality or what 

we should call the voice of conscience", but the ideas about 

the reasons for purification gradually chanced. 

' 

It was the Pythagorean view that '~when death separates the 

soul from the body, the soul must after an interval of 

purification in Hades return to the upper world and be 

reborn. Its conduct in the earlier life determines the 

nature of its new incarnation. Finally, after a series of 

transmigrations, it is raised from the earthly life and 
59 restored to a. divine existence" .. Thus the idea of a 

complete immortality demanded a pure soul freed from all 

pbllutions~ from the stains cleaving to it from the outs.ide 

as well as from its own inner imperfections. For the 

first time there eme~ged somethin0 like a coherence between 

religious and ethical practices, their common aim being to 

lead the initiates to f~el some kind of responsibility for 
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their lives and morals. A sense of personal guilt and 

sinfulness began to ~evolop. 

Among the Pythagoreans this 'cook the form of asceticism., 

.Rohde calls this a purely negative system of morality, but 

a.dmi.ts that asceticism lc:.~ter be ca.me "a.n important and 

decisive spiritual movement in Greece". He also points 

out that ev·en the seven 'Wise Men', \/..'ho have been idealised 

in so many Greek legt-?nds, were represented e:~s 11 indi viduals 

not far removed from the ideal of asceticism. Nor was it 

long before an attempt was made to use these ideals as the 

basis on which to found a society" 60 ~ 

Besides the ascetic way for purifying the soul of its bodily 

contacts, Pythagoras had taught that there was also the 

aesthetic and intellectual way~ "The latter was the 

highest and the best 9 the soul was subjected to rational 

form 11 
o Owen explains further t.hc:i.t the soul thus "began 

to be associated with pure reason; its true end lay in 

escape from the body and in return to the higher heavenly 

realm which was similarly defined in terms of pure 
6-J mathematj_cal reality" . e 

' 
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An old Orphic proverb says that Zeus, Hades, Helios, and 

Dicnysius were all one god. This idea may have influenced 

Xen.££banes of CoJ;s;pho.I.!. ( 515:-490BC), who was the first to 

state in Greek philosophic thinking that 11 All .is One, 'I'he 

One is God 11
• Stace 'accuses' him of being the originator 

'1 
of nthe quarre~. between philosophy ar~d religiofl" ·"., Xeno·-

pbc.nes walked up <:rnd down Greece atte<.cking the "traditional 

mythology and preaching a sort of pan-animism", i.e. he 

declared the universe to be sustained by an immanent 

all-pervading wcrld·-sou1 2 
o Perhaps one could say that 

he applied. the thinking of the Mi.lesians to actual religio'..ls 

practices. 

Xenophanes is the reputed founder of the Eleatic School, but 

:i.t wa.s ].::_armen)==.d~;'.'..:}. .. ....9.1, .. _E::).~-~ ( ca514-?BC) who made this school 

famous with his first principle doctrine. He calls this 

sole reality BEING and declared that BEING was wholly excluded 

from all Bec6ming or Change. "BEING IS"~ BEING is 

th ,... m a"' 'I'HCfiJ,...'T'f1 : e ""a .e , ;:> • . 1.:1r •..• , for all thought is in relation to 

something that IS, that which IS forming its content. "This 

view of the correlative nature of BEING and 'consciousness' 

leads so far with Parrnenides that the two, THOUGHT and BEING, 

axe declared to be fully identicaJ." 3 . 

To a certain degree, Parmenides shares the Orphic/Pythagorean 
' 

contempt of the world, but without showing any particular 

interest for th~ care of the soul. In the Eleatic philo-

sophy 11 there is no r.c•om for the future individual existence 
4 of the soul", says Chc:i.rles .. Purely through reasoning 1 

Parmenides wants to prove that BEING is the soul source of 

Truthe Everything else is illusion. In fact he does 

not only deny the world of senses but is carried to the 

conclusion that this world is logically impossible. This 

world is not BEING, therefore it is NON-BEING, and NON-BEING 

True BEING is not known to the senses, but only 

to reason. It is interesting to see how the fundamental 

position of idealism is already established in Parmenides 1 s 
h 

distinction between sen:::;e and reason·,., 
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Parmenides, besides being regarded as the father of idealism, 

is called the father of materialism, a rather difficult 

position to hold, it may seem. This· can of course be 

explai~ed by the fact that in the thinking of the archaic 

period all matter was an~mated. Nobody ever visualised 

any substance as complete:?ly tmaterial'; the necessity of 

making a distinction between spirit and matter, in our sense, 

had not occur red to these thinkers., Some of his successors 

drew 'materialis~ic' conclusions from his theories, seeing 

in 1 matter', which was 1r.1.:Lt.hout beghrn.ing or end, the first 

principle of BEING. In modern times we find the same 

theory in what has been called !!the doctrine of the inde.struct.-
5 

ibility of matter'' • It was Plato who developed the 

idealistic aspects of Parmenides's philosophy. 

Through his reasoning and his use of logic, Parmenides was 

a great pioneer.. His philosophy, says Armstrong~ "Is the 

starting point from which Platonic d~alectic, Aristotelian 

logic, and the whole Western tradition of philosophical 

reasoning have cJE~VE'.:loped ,J3., 

Contemporary with Parmenid2s, but acclaiming BECOMING instead 

of BEING as absolute reality, was £~1::..§:.~~_i_t~~-Qf Eohe§.:~.?. (ca 

535-475BC), known as the 'Dark', or 'Obscure'. He shows 

an absolute contempt both for popular ideas and for the 

philosophy of all bthe= thinkers. He did not write his 

short, sharp prose-sentences 'for fools'; perhaps he hoped 

that most of his readers~ being unworthy anyhowt w0u.ld not 

understand him~ P.1 ato ).'."emarks in i The 1'hc·:aetetv.s t t through 

the person of Socrates, when the latter has tried to explain 

the doctrine of the disciples of HeracLi.tus; 11 'rhe maintainers 

of the doctrine have as yet not words in which to express 

themselves, and must get a new language. 

word that will suit tbem •. ~." 7 • 
I knew of no 

The Elysian Mysteries played a great role in the aristocratic 

family of which Beraci.i tus was a JJiember, and may have influenced 

his thinking, though he clecis:L ve1y stat es his own independence 

of tliouqht, hav:i_n:; "searched hi.m[;e:l..f onJ.y 11 to attain knovJl.edg<C~ 
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of the truth .. He had faith in nothing but his own intuition, 

laying great stress on the soul's ability to gain infinite 

wisdom when opening j ts elf to the m1j.vt.:.irsal Loges, the unity 

of life and rationality. 

The .122.Y.fhe is "unbounded and char<icterised by clepth 11 is one 

of Heraclitus 1 s sayings~ and van Peursen, in accord a.nee with 

hi.s own assumptions, concludes that "as man makes this 

~plendid discovery of the mystery which is his inner life, 

he learns to distinguish and to separate the sacral and the 

profane. ''rhe sou1 aU<Jrnents itself', says Heraclitusy 

and man's make-up, his very nature, is itself 'daimonic': 

the inner life takes over the function of divine intervention 

d . . . _,. . ' . . "8 an in so aoinq uiscovers i-cs own nein9 

Against Parmenides's BEING 1 Heraclitus had thus posited 

BECOMING~ but also for Heraclitus his particular TRUTH is 

known only by thought Creason), not by the sens.es. The 
. n 

senses betray us by g5-vi!1g us only 2 sho\·J of p~;rmanence·' ~ 

However, in the flux of all things there is an eternal LAW 

and 11 a HARMONY that reconciles all . , ' h II 10 ant1.L1eses • 

is what never chan9es, tile essence and proportion of the 
11 world- • Bouquet remarks that, 11 'logos 1 as a di.sti.nctly 

technical term makes its appearance in Greek •••• in the wcrks 

of Heraclitus of Ephesus, at a period when Greek and Indian 

philosophy were by .. no roeans so far apart from one anothc:::c as 

used to be thought; and it must be !:·emc~mbered that Ephesus 
1? 

is on the Asiatic shore of the Aegean" -

Logos is identical with LAW "because it is God, a lj_vint; 

all-ruling intElJ.igence which seems to be in-·sorne way 

expressed through the Ever-Living Fire which .is tl1e stuff. 

of the Universe 1113
o Bouquet attempts to explain what 

Heraclitus meant by 1 fire': "f> c;,. ~·it is not 'flaJ.ne' :Ln the 

ordinary sense", he says~ !!but much more what we should 

describe as a molten gas such as hydrogen, and •••• this 

primordial fire transformed itself by process into fluids 

and solids, and 

cyclic movement 

then by d.;:i upward 
"4 . . ;,.:t .t::·---11J.. 

""'"" .. LJ.l,~0 .i~l..l..t:.? ·u 

ro~d b2ck again - by a 

Whether Heraclitus is 



a materialist or not seems to be as questionable in his case 

as it is in the case of Parmenides. On the one hand, 

Heraclitusis pri'.Tlc~dii11 substance 11 is n:ot yet conceived as 

anything like mine or sp:i.rit 11 ; on i:he other hand Hit is hardly 

•••• 'gross matter 1
, since it is said to be the source of the 

'•t ,,_.("'( -~ 1114 world's i~ e~i~~enc=··· • 

The human soul is a spark of this eternal fire and is drawn 

into the body by breathing; though in actual fact at the 

same time it seems to be the F'IRE as SOUL which creates the 

body by turning itself into the lower elements 15 • It is 

generally assumed that Heraclitus did not believe in a personal 

survival of the soul. Rohde finds that "thcc>.re can be nc 

question of the permanent identity of the soul, of the 

spiritual personality, with itself ••••• What seems to maintain 

itself as a single person~ is in reality a series of souJ.s and 

personalities, one taking the place of another and ousting 

d b . t . . . ,. '.l.5 an .. eing o\..1.S ·ea in t:urn · • The soul is imperishabJ.~ but 

when .:i.t leaves the body at death it returns to ti~e universal 

Firee 

Heraclitus seems to have chosen fire as the fi~st principle 

because it is the most mutable of the 8lements, forever 

changing. One is struck by tl·ie similarity of a saying by 

Guatarna Buddha (563-4833C - thus living at the same time as 

Heraclitus) that ntherc is only one thing thut is eternal 

here - a.nd tha·t is cbange 11
·,, Bouquet remarks on the 

resemblances between Heraclitus~~ philosophy and the thinking 

of ''some of the Indians who have ::1poken of the AJ..1solute (or 

Brahma) as emitting, sustaining, and reabsorbing the 
16 universe'.' ~~ And further, Heri3.c:litus 's doctrine that 11 al1 

things happen according to Logos, anci the Logos is universalt 

an all pervadi.ng cosmic principle o.I. z·l::::ason" has, according 

to Bouquet, such a striking res•2mbJ..ance to 11 the Chinese 

doctrine of the Great Tao ••• that some have be2n tempted to 

deduce an actual connection between the thought of Hellas 

and that of China, especially wh~n j~ is found that Chinese 

moralists Like I'1cng-ko urge peopJ.c to live acc:or·ding to 

natures which is just what the latec Stoics like Epictetus 
,. ,ft'17 

010 • 
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Another impressive thinker who had great belief in his own 

powers wa.s f.!B2grj_r~_s:)es_qf_~q.§2_, Sici.ly, (ca 490-430BC) 9 

an ardent follower of the Orphic and Pylhagorean traditicns 18 

He was not a lone thinker like Eer acJ. i. tus, but ru.ther a kind 

of powerful and magneti.c healer, \)tlO t.:-:-i-._;mphantly travel.led 

from ci.ty to city ncrowned vJith ribbons and garlands 1 adored 

as a god, ·and questioned by thousands: whe:ce is the road to 

healing? 1119 , a question a.s relevant to-~day as it was then~ 
Many legends sprang up about hiIT; he was said to have dis

appeared without trace 9 thus gone tc the next world body and 

all. Another legend, howeve~, said that he jumped into 

the crater of Mount Etna, in order not to disappoint his 

followers whos because of his teachings$ believed him to be 

a god and not subject to human death 20 Unluckilyf one 

of his shoes was thrown out •••• 

Be this as it may, these legends show that the belief in a 

possible 'translation' of the whole oerson into the next life 

was still alive in Greece in the 5th century BC, iee. the 

idea tha.t "immortal Ji fe can only be obt2j_ned by ~ndissol ved 

union of the J2,§.:i.£b_~ \l>Jith its bod;(121 , - but they are not fai.::.· 

to Empedocles 's ()Wn teaching. , When h2 claimed to be a~ god 

who would neve.r.· die, he certainly did not mean that his .12. s y c.)"1 s;_ 

would remain forever bound to r1i.s body. For him the 

fallen, 

through 

but divine, soul had be2n imprisoned in the body; 
.. 

purifications and asceticism it would be released 
?1 

and live a disincarnate life in freedom and divinity~~. 

Act0ally, Empedocles had many sides to his personality, being 

a statesman, as well as a philosopher and a mystic. He 

united in "his own person to an astonishing degree the most 

sober attempts at a study of nature that was scientific 

according to its lights, and quite irrational beliefs and 
., . . ,,21 theological specuiations • 

Stace explains that Ernp0docles was "the oTiginator of the 

air~ 

It 

lS iJ1i.:E'XeS ting to r_::o;opa_.r!:;;; theS e fot\1: fl :COOi.:S Of al]_ H Wi t}J 



Chapter VII, verses 4-5, of the Bhagavid Gita, where Krishna 

says: "Earth, 

egois.m ·- thus 

water, fire, air, ether, mind 1 intellect and 

My Nature is divided eightfold. This is 

the inferior Naturey O mighty-armed Arjuna; know thou as 

different from it My higher Nature, the very life-element, 

by which this ",rJorld is uphelc" 23 
a 

Empedocles's classification, which was further developed 

through his younger cont~mporary, Hippocrates, .and ca 550 

years later by Galen, gave the foundation for the doctrine 

of the four humours, which still, to some degree, influence 

popular thought (melancholy, choler), and whic~ was of the 

greatest importance to mediaeval man, both in his thinking 
. ] ,:) t h. t f- ,J. • 

24 in genera_ anu o is ar o · meuicine • 

To think of the 'first principles' in terms of the four 

elements, again raises the question whether this must be 

called a mat~rialistic doctrine~ ·It seems quite clear, 

howevers that Empedocles's view of the soul cannot be 

classified as altogether materialistic. We should, in 

fact, have said 'views', as Bier suggests that Empedocles 

entertains three different views of the soul. His first 

view is still in the old tradition and shares 1) the Home;:-ic 

belief that the 1 soul 1 is located in the or-:I~.§.~ a.nd/or heart .. 

But he knows also 2) the Orphic mystic souJ.i and 3) the 
25' 

Hylozoistic soul • 

After Bier's suggestions, it is interesting to read Rohdeis 

speculation that in Empedocles's theories one can find a 

development of· the Homeric vievl that is "the conception of a 

'soul' that as an independents unique, and self-contained 

spiritual being dwells within the body, while the body does 

not receive its intellectual faculties 
r, c:· 

. h b . t ,.,.::'.:) exercises t es e y J. s own power 
26 actually the power of thought 11 
- • o 

from the soul but 
11 Th2 blood is 

Thus, 11 the office of the soul, v1;1ich is a str~3.nger in the 

world of sense, is neither percepti.on nor thought •••. but the 

p!l.ilosophic vis:l.on. into -l::he cor:1p:!.t=:b? trutri of bt:>.:'Ln9 and 



and becoming which it brings with it out of its divine 

existence in the past"~ s2.ys Charles~ and he continues, 
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"the fa.culty of thought, I!.2.Y-...2..f .:rnd the daimonic being which 

we may call soul (though EmpedocJ.es never uses this term) 

thus exist side by side in man, the former of which perishes 

with the body, while the latter is not immortal indeed, but 

long-lived~ This dualism in the inner life which appears 

in Homer thus reappears in Empedocles, and later in Plato 

and Aristotle. The doctrine of transmigration naturally 

formed a part of his system .... ., 1127
e It seems that 

Empedocles had a vision of a future time when all the 

elements, all souls, and even the godsj would be reunited 

in the divine universal spirit, not, however~ to rest there 7 

but in order to come forth again i~ individual existence in 

a newly restored world (cf. Charles, 150)0 

We quote also Stacey~s interpretation of Empedocles's 1'division 

of Jc.he metaphysical side of human na.ture". Stacey finds 

the philosopher 01:..:_ig_.ir~.fl.l because n11e differentiated between 

the soul which led a singul.ar life above the concerns of this 

world and the faculties of perceiving, feeling, willing, and 

thinking which he associated with the blood"e This 

distinction is important~ according tc Stacey, "because it 

foreshadowed the distinction bE:bveen .P.2.yche and nous which 

occurs in Aristotle and all the popular thought of the 
28 ~ 

Hellenic worJ.dtl • It seems that. Stacey is wrong in his 

conclusions about Empedocles being original when he is 

actually only following Homer's tradition. Furthermore, 

Stacey does not clearly define the changes which occurred 

with regard to the concepts .£§.Y~hs and .!122::!.§. in Aristotle• s 

handJ.ing. of· these~ For Aristotle it is .D:!222:f.. which may 

eventually lead its life "above the concerns of this wo.r.-1d •• ti~ 

but we shall have to come back to this later. 

As blood is the power: of thought j .!2~1 thinking talces place 

in the heart and it is here too that the elements and their 

psychical powers of love and hate are most intimately mixed. 

The two psychical moving causes, the principle of unification, 

love, and cf division, strife, hate, are of great importan~e 
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to the health of body and soul. When perfectly mixed 

within themselves and with the elements, they give harmony 
?9 and balance to the whole person- it is interesting 

to note, in this connection, that Empedocles speaks of tears 

and sweat as being produced when the blood goes through a 

melting procedure, when the watery liquid separates itself 

from the rest of the blood (cf. Onians, 202, n2). 

The foundation of the pl-dlsophy of ~:£la~.?,;9_9ra3 of Clazomenae, 

(500-428BC) is the SQ~e as that of Empedocles and as that 
30 

of the Atomists 1 whose philosophy we shall discuss presently 

Anaxagora.s states: 11 '.I'hE: Greeks erroneously assume origination 

and destruction, for nothing originates and nothing is 

destroyed. All is only mixed and unmixed out of pre-exist-

ent things, and it would be more correct to call the one 
')1 

•t• j th t-J ' c"t' • 11 .,;i process composJ_ .J.on anL . _e o _ ·1er process oecompo.,,i io.1 ~ 

The moving cause, doing the mixing and unmixing, is called 

nous ( 'mind' -- or 'intelligence') Anaxaqoras .. "It is 

intelligence which produces the movement in things which 

brings about the formation of the world''· Nous, an immaterial, 

incorporeal principle is here used for the first time in 

philosophy, and sa.ys, Stace , 11 on the question of the moving 

cause •••• Anaxagoras bec:ume for the first time wholly 
. . l'' 32 origina • 

' 

Anaxagoras says: nAll .D.92:i~. is a1ike 1 both the greater and 

the sma.ller''., Tlms ,Q,2US manifests i_tsclf also in the 

indi vidua.1; it is, or cons ti tute.s -~ that very thing which 

we call the 'soul' of a living being. At death, when 

the l~ody. re.turns to the elements, ~~ leaves it, but not 

as an individuel soul, rather as an indivisible principle. 

Charles finds tha.t r1 thcu.sh this mind individualised itself 

in certain material 

on the dissolutions 

co1r1bination:3, 
".) 'j 

of these".,;i_ ~ 

it retired into itself 

The living man thinks 

and displays knowlecge to the ~.:;arne degree as he has himself 

received his part 0£ the gen(~ral tvorld·-re2son, £.9_1:::1:.S?~" The 

more soul, the more he is able to i:hj_nk., But~ as 

Windelband points out .. 11 the fi:c:t: distinct ,;:,epa.ration of 



the intellectual thinking principle from the material 

substance •••. did not lead to the recognition of the 
34 

indestructibility of the individual spitit'' -

It does no:: sr:::·2m that Anaxagoras attributed to .G.<2..~S.. a. 

purposing intelligence, but thought of it in purely 

mechanical termsr and this is Plato's criticism of 

68 

Anaxagoras's philosophy in 'Phaedo'. Armstrong remnrks 

that in Anaxagoras 11 ti1e common-·sen.se attitude and reli.gious 
3~ 

indiff'erencE~ of thE~ E:ilesians reappear 11 :J ~ 

It has been interesting to note how in this early period of 

r'
0

fll
0 

1 oso··,hi s·i nri i:-' .• ~ t-' -- -.! '':.l the pendulum of thought has swung between 

the two poles, East and West, of Magna Graecia; between the 

one si.de prcv:i.ding a thesis, the other a.n anti tb(::sis" 

EmpedocJ.es rnay have t;:·ied to combine the two but the rr:yEtic 

in him dictated his conclusions. His coni:emporary 9 

Actually~ from 

tllen onw2,rr:5:, 1 the peridulum bec:F'.n to co;!.centrate :its s\..iin~f:i_n9s 

ov~r Athens, where Anaxa£oras became a dominant intellectual 

f :i.g-u.r e ~ He, and Dernocri tus 1 who 1 however s remained a11 hj ;; 

J.ifE' in his home citv o.:f Abde:i:a~ 11 were tlle 12.st tviO independent. 
3'~ 

M:i.1esian th.inke.:.:·s !t v. 

When looking at De~ocritus's system of philosophy we find 

nthat it bt:ars an 2ston.ishin9 resemblance to some 20th century 

"'"'"' t' f' . ri 1c:"37 ' . ~~~en i.ic \_e~~ • As a.successor of Leuc~ppus, 

g_emoc.ri tu_~.,..2.f.,~Abd~s_~~- (ca 4 GQ ... 3GOBC) iffi::.rod"..1ced in to West,::t"n 

thought "the nct:Lons of at.on;t5rn and cf mecha.nicaJ. princ:l.pJes 

of exp1anation 11
e 

he was the fi1:st to ad1;·ocale Htbr~ bil"L:L1rd--ball theories 

of the urd.verse, o ~ .,wh3.ch were later to trouble European 
p;iq I 

philosophers so much !t .;u ~ 

Dewoc~itus, like Plato and Aristotle, was a systematic thinker, 

did not show much interest Jn his theoI'i25 
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as an explanation of r:'.2.t7-.<r.al phe:ncffier:a., Only the 

Epicurean school took up his 'science~, but they made 

certain modifications and did not under~tand him properly. 

His system was thus fo.t:ced into the background for about 

2000 years by teleological systems. However~ this 

atomistic theory was so long-lived that it was 11 revived 

in the 16th century and held sway until the quantum theory 

and Einstein gave the 20th century a new conception of 

matter, denying the attribute of indestructibility to 
40 the atoms 11 

o 

Demo'critus a.ssumed two ultimate realities: atoms and the 

void; the plenum and the vacuum. 'True Realityi is the 

motion of the atoms 5 .. n the voicl. Atqlf_la.i meant thi!1gs 

you cannot cut any further. 'Matter' was explained by 

the shape, size and position of its atoms; except for 

solidity, and probably weight, the atoms were non-qualitative. 

"The sensible qualities of thin9s~ such as smell~ taste, 

colour 7 do not exist in the things themselves, but merely 

express the manner in 1r,;hich they affect our sense!:?, and a.re 

therefore relative to us 1141 • 

The 'soul' was an extremely pure, refined and mobile fire 

and consisted of the same kind cf small? smocth 5 round atoms 

which made up the 'fire' and air, these atoms being 11 like 

t.he motes in e:' ' 42 sunbeam 11 
• Soul··atoms were spread 

throughout the bodyr always one soul-atom between every two 

ordinary ones, and they conferred movement upon all others. 

A.rm.strong explains t:hat nthere is no cause for the movement 
- d. t. f ,.4 2 and no irec ing _orce· Everything happened by chance. 

The atmospheric pressure squeezed the soul-atoms out of the 

body and new ones were breathed in again, the air being 

filled with freely floating soul-parts. With the 'last 

breath' they were scattered; the human being died; he 

dissolved into atoms. The soul-atoms last eternally, 
43 always ready to form ne~ world phenomena 

expressly denied individual immortality. 

Democritus 

From his systemdtic thinking about the structure of matter, 
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Demo er i tus also drew~ '.::":;:1c1- us.i.ons .with. regard t.o the problem 

of knowledge and the ethical side of man's conduct. He 

distihguished between thought a~d sense ·perception as the 

two sources of knowledge, corres~onding to a 1 higher' and 
44 

a ilower 1 reality • It seems that from Pythagoras 

onwards these two 'realities' had been more er less taken for 

granted in Greek philosophic thinking. The forever 

changing things in the transient world were called phenomena 

by Democritus who assumed that they could never give true 

knowledge, only bel icf ~ ivhat he cal led 11 a bastard sort of 
. ~ . . . 1145 1nrormat1on • 

of what tru.ly_ i.§.· 
Only thought Creason) 

What 'truly is 1 was 

gave knowledge 

changeless. 

Perception occurred when 11 infird.tely small copies of the 

things", which Democritus called 'images 1
, pressed frcm the 

outside onto the soul-atoms on the inside. Windelband 

further explains that thought, for Democritus, happened in 

the same mechanistic and materialistic manner through the 

impressions made by the ttruly real' on the soul-atoms, 

thus "ideas arise through the motion of· atoms"" 'rhe 

difference between perception and thought could be expressed 

in quantitative terms. Thought leading to genuine knowledge 

was caused by the most delicate, finest and gentlest of 

motions, a movement which comes nearest to rest 46 • 

' The same quantitative contrast was also the basis of 

Democritus's ethical theory. Harmony and true happiness 

must be sought in the gentlest and quietest motion, a motion 

which accompanied right 5.nsight. False happiness, on 

the other hand, was itself violent motion and led to over-

excitement and unbalance. . . . True happiness was rest, and 

rest was secured only by knowledge. In fact 1 as ~~inde:lbancJ 

pointed out~ Democritus 1 s systematic 'materialism' culminated 
I! '7 

in a noble and lofty theory of J.ife'*'., 

.!iJ.ppoc.i;,Jlte~_Q.f.. Co.§.. {ca 460-3773C), the famous pnysic.ian ~ 

was a contemporary cf Df.mocritus- and 11 ved in Athen;3 dur inc;-J 

its 1 golden days 1 wher1 other- 1 gic;.nts' were 1nen U.ke Periclc:s, 

Sophocles, Eur-i.pides, f\..c.i stophar~es and Socrates, to na.me but 
/J '{ 

a :fewctc o According to Armstrong, the 5th century doctors 
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sho·""1ed na genuinely scientific 

Hippocrc:.tes car1 be "c=-edi ted with 
s~ 

of the history of medical psychology:' _u 

says Reeves, and point:; to his treatise 11 Sacred Disease" ( Epi-

lepsy). Hippocrates states: "I do not believe that the 

'Sacred Disease' is any more divine and sacred than any other 

disease, but bn the contrary, has specific characteristics and 

a defj_ni te cause.~ • • It :Ls my opinion that those who first 

called this disease 'sacred' were the sort of people we.now 
"I 1 . t ' d . - . . . h 1 k d h 1 t !1 51 ca-- wi en- actors, 1a1~n- ea ers, quac.~s, an c .ar a ans • 

He may not sound quite as scientific to modern ears when he 

la.ter concludes~ "As th<.::'n the brain is the first orga.n in 

the body to perceive the consciousness derived from the airi 

if the seasons cause any violent change in the air, the brain 

undergoes its greatest V5riationsc .•. 'P' -'-h. t. -nese ~ ings \l~e~ 

the things we see corne and go, the cold and the sun, too, 

the changing and inconstant winds) are divine, so that there 

is no need to regard this disease as more divine than any 

other; all are alike divine and all human •••• The majority 

of maladies may be cured by the same things as d th !152 cause , em~ o ~ 

What did Hippocrates have to say about the 'soul'? Onians 

finds that the Hippocratic school clearly shows how the 

concept l22.Y.£b.f. has changed c Life and consciousness which 

had formerly been divided, centred in head and chest 

res pecti vel y; in J?S 'l<;".J<e ei.:-:d thY!:!J.os.., are now un:i. ted 115 3 ~ 
1'he oneuma (air) taken in with the breath was "intimately .._ -
connected with thou~Jht and feel ing 11 and was there fore 

considered as bringing into the body the intellect as well 

as different ~piritual powers. The finest, purest and 

most activ~_particl~s of this soul-air was taken up and· 
.c • ., 54 

O.L reasoning' 
---- ; ·~ "'\ ., .. 
S"t".ored oy the nrc-n;i ~ ''.the principal centre 

Hippocrates seems to ha.ve placed 'most' cf the soul, as such~ 

in the brain, the 'rest' sustaining different parts of the 

body. 

Fle\v points to the 11 Hippocratic insistence that all mental 

activity and conscious experience has a physiological basis; 

and that the organ prima.riJ.y concerned is the brain". and 

concluc.lc:s thi'l.t 11 rna.t:erialistic. ideas of thj_s .sort have a much 
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longer pedigree than is often r~alised, extending back to 
c, -

t 'E· t,'me ·-·r: ~''"' I·1 r1~-..-1·- ,-.--,-1.,s a.:-:,·.: ,.. ......... 'r·i~·o~ t-,E.y<-r''111 -~ Tr~ . n _. .... LI .. v J. l. • " c "'· : "<:;·: ... ._ e • . ..; :;: " . . ] t-h:: ·'- • a._ .:::. '" .: · ·' :. t..i ., _ • 

this connection, we must point to Reeveb's ob3ervation that 

Hippocrates was 11 more cor.i.vinced that sensation and motor 

activities were associated with the brain, than he was that 
c: G 

the brain itself thought 11
--' It was the soul-air concentrated 

in the brain which was responsible for thought and feeling. 

Next in the row of thinkers stand Socrates and Plato, both 

of whom have immensely lnfl uenced 01Jr contemporary concept 

of the soul. But ~c thinking occurs in a vacuum, and 

thanks to those earl.ier philosophers who had already so 

courageously pioneered new fields of thought, a very good 

foundation had bf.:en J.a~1...d for "the intellectual life of all 

h h . 1157 w. o ave come since • Actually, wherever we look in 

the world of today we are reminded, consciously a~ sub-

consciously, of cur Greek past. It is certainly an 

eye-opener to ree1:Lse tha.t Pyt.1-ia.goras 11Jas tt1e first to 1.lse 

t '·le CQrl('Pl). t COSffi':,e:; 0 q er °"C.J ~ i .•.. ,'" J Q·()'·,c " !i ·na"'::.> ·"()Y' :-. <::: 1 , .. " _. - 1: rur-~.,.'::~.:,-;.. ' 0. - ·-· • ..:J, ~ "' .J., l,. 1,.-; :'.:.') ~ .,.,,,;".,.-~.-.wi.--',;.;;,,,~-~~· ., .r-.. . . .> ~ ;:J.. ':J _ (.). •~'' ,, . . 

These pioneers had penetrating and analysing minds even if 

they were but pseucio-·sci.entific :l!1 the:Lr a.pprcach:. 11 in.c.:J.ined 

to sweeping generalisations and jumping to conclusions on 
. .Cf" . ' . ' . "58 
insu£.1c1en~ eviaence· • Bov.1ever , i. t is i.n t.eres ting to 

remember that Empedocles 11 fsrmulatcd the principle of the 
r.:9 

survi vaJ. of the fittest w' .. 1.'oda.y 1 s scientists certainly 

have a different approach tc their probl~ms, but even sc 

we may remind ourselvesy as Reeves points out, 11 that in 

recent times, the more general· recognition that scientific 

method leads not to certainty bl1t to known chance has given 
. 6(.\ 

its role a changt'.:d emphasis 11 
• .. 
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A N Whitehead suggest~ci U:iat 11 'I'he wtiqle history of Western 

philosophy consists of footnotes to Plato'', and Flew remarks 

that though this must naturally be rega'rded as an exaggeraticn, 

"it is nowhere nearer thr.:; truth than j_n the area with which 

we are here concerned 11
, that is \d.th regard to "Body, Mind 

and Deat-11 111 • 

In most of Pl~to's dialogues Socrates is the leading character, 

and it is generally assu~ed that those without Socrates are 

later dialogues~ But otherwise scholars disagree on almost 

every point regarding the facts about Plato 1 s writings. 

Over more than 2000 years, 1 foolproof' conclusions have, time 

after time 1 changed the chronological. order of the Platonic 

dialogues. Qui t12 recently Gi .. lbe:r t Hyle in his 1 Plato 1 s 

Progress' has attempted a reshuffling and a deal which seems 

to give them an intere2ting, 

With regard to the 'Socrates' of the dialogues, we find 

assumptions about his persona1ity <.mc1 impo!·tance varying 

in every possible degree from the authentic Master speaking 

through his devoted disciple to a passive and shadowy mouth~ 

piece used to preach a philosophy he would never have approved 

or even understoodo Armstrong ±inds that, even if we 

assume that Plato was deliberately prodl1c:.L:ng an 11 origina.1 

metaphysics of hi.s own" ·\",ihen at.tributing j_ t to his ma.s ter, 

"the literary cust'on: of the timej and the convent.ions of 

the 'socratic Con~ersation' in particular, would probably 

ha.Ve De ,...mi· t•· ,:;:,j· i-. i·,..,. •-o (10 ·-· o" 3 
_t- .L.. l I 1,....,,__, J.1. Ill \... _,i. ~ e 

To separate and distingu5sh a specific Socratic 1 soul 1 

from. an .eq1},al1y sped.fie Platonic one would thus be a 

formidable, perhaps iffiposiible, task, a task in no way 

a.ttempted heree Wbf:n discussj_ng the concept soul e;.s fot.~nd 

in Plato's writings, we shall take the easy approach of 

assuming him to give a fair account of Socrates' views in 

the presumably earlier dialogues 1, c-s.s wel 1 as of his own 

thinking in the later ones, being well aware that other 

interpretations of U1(~ .r.:elat:Lon.sbip beb·1een the two may be 

better founded~ 
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It seems that no one doubts that Socrates and Plato would 

have been on the same mind with regard to the answer on the 

important question: What matters most, body or soul?. For 

both philosophers it is the soul which makes the man. A 

healthy soul knows what is right and acts accordingly to 

the benefit of the body. No man intentionally does wrong, 

says Socrates t and thus ignorance is .~ obstacle to be over-

come. Stumpf attempts to interpret Socrates' emphasis 

on the role of ignorance as follows: nwrongdoing, t.)-1en ~ is 

the product of ignorance~ simply because it is done with the 

hope that it will do what it cannot do'', and that is, produce 
" true happiness <i. 

As it is possible, in Socrates' viev.,;, to knmv the T,C\'TJ'I'Hj 

knowledge of the Jtruth' must be found and taught. Only 

when the soul has true knowledge h~ a. man truly good 1 truly 

just, and truly happy. In this connection RandaJl and 

Buchler point out tha.t "Socrates, intensely preoccupied 

with the problem cf those human excellences that make up 

the good life for men and cities, taught generations that 

if one could only find the right way of getting the right 

kind of knowledge, the problem of Living well would be solvedn. 

And, the above 3.Uthors concJ. ud e 5 n for un1es s a man can know 

~he is just1fied .in being confident tL2.t he knows~ how 

can he be sure tba t he knows what. :Ls best 7 !I 
5

• 

' 

Can we, as Socrates does, relate virtue to knowledge? The 

first to criticise him was Aristotle who pointed to the 

obvious fact tha.t Socrates had fo.1:-gotten 11 that the ma.j ori ty 

of men's actions are governed by pr:-..ssions and ~:rr.otions" '.' and 

not by reasone Stace believes Socrates to have been 

"above human weakness.~ ..• if he knew v.:ha:t was ri9ht he did 
• t" "7 l .. 

Reichenbach remarks that when identifying virtue and knowledge. 

Plato and Socrates established the ethico-coanativc oaralleli~m. -----· .... ~---·_, ... - .... -~J .. ..., ............... ~--_, ........ ,,_...,, ____ .... , ___ ~_ ... " 
the theory that ethical insight is a form of cogtd.U.cn, Ui0.t 

is, of knowledge. "If a man commits irrii:ioral actions he is 

ignorant in the same sense tha.t <'1 rnan who m;,ke::: rnist:al-::::;.s in 
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he is unable to perform the act of 

vis ion which s ho•:Js him the good~ a vi..sion of the s arne kind 

a.s ·the one t:ha.t s110\-;s him geometrical tr·uth 118 • 

Onians also refers to Aristotle's criticism of Socrates• 

manner of relating virtue to knowledge. As we saw 

earlj.er when referring to Homer's heroes and their physical 

c:xpression of their emotions, Or-d.a.ns md.i.ntains tbat ':where 

cognition and thought are so bound up with feeling and tendency 

to act, the rel&tion of moral character, of virtue, to know

ledge, is closer than \vhere cognition is more ipure' •• ~ •• 

Gre~ks like Aristotle and we today have apparently attained 

too•eGa sharper discrimination and definition of the aspects 

d "h ] • ' .,,,,..t-1'u;·tyn9 an paiases of tie mind s Q~- v_ • 

Socrates was wholehec:rtedly one wi.t.:h his KNOWLEDGEy a.nd this 

ability he wanted to share with everyone. When hE: said 

that "all men .seek th2 good, but the.many do not know what 
. 10 . the good is 11 

, he rne2ti':: tri:,?t. GOOD 1:,1hich \\ICJUld make all 

souls into happy soulsc F.'or Socrates, the ncare of the 

soul" was the most important thing given to us in this life. 

Socrates knew that he was on a Divine mission when he tried 

to open his fellow men's eyes to this fact. He affirms 

in the "Apologyn: "This has been laid upon me by the god 

(God) through the orac1e·0 Word and dreams and i.n every way 
' whereby a divine provide.nee has evt°=r: enjoined upon a t.urnan 

. ., 1 
being to do any kind of things '1 

'· ·· Q 

Th.is task led hirn to his famous· method and irony, that is, 

his sidewalk talks at the market place and his professed 

ignoranceo He had to find an objectively real Truth 

and an equally objectively real moral Law in order to giVe 

mankind rknowledge i and thus Si3.Ve their souls. Devotin9 

his life to this taskt he made a great impact on the thinking 

of his own age, as well as on future thinking, up to and 
. 1 J' t• '12 inc. ucing our own iroe • 

Armstrong emphasises that ''aft~r Socrates, the conception 

of the soul as personality and 0f the care of the soul as 
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the most important fhing in life becomes pretty well universal 

among thinking Greeks. It is one of the most important 

and decisive changes in the whole history of human thought, 

and it did more than any other development in Greek philo

sophy to prepare the way for Christian.::_ ty" '.t 3 • nsocro.tes 

gave to the word .P.SJ.'S..11.£ those moral and religious overtones 

that 'soul' has for Christian minds", says John T McNeilly 

who points to Socrates' reply to young Hippocrates when the 

latter excitedly reports "the arrival of Protagorc:is, the 

Sophist, whose pupil he proposes to become!t. "Are you 

aware of the danger to which you are about to expose your 

soul ••• ~on which all depends? 1114 ~ 

The Sophists had already put man, instead of cosmos, into 

the centre of philosophic and 'scientific' thinking, but 

Socrates wanted to prove the falseness of their subjectivism 

and relativism., When laying the emphasis on the ethical 

side of man, he became the fo~nder cf a scientific system 

of ethics, of ethics based on experience ond arising out of 

life's problems which he tried to explain~ In genera.l ~ 

we have only confused ideas about goodness and justice, 

but Socrates attempted, jn his dialogue with his fellow men, 

to find the real essence within E:omething abstract such c-1s 

'virtue', 'justice', :goodness', 'beauty'. He formed his 

concepts by comparing numerous ~x~mples of each class, 

' 

To draw parallels between the 20th century AD and the 5th 

century BC is quite easy and interesting. Sta.ce points 

to this age as becoming one of negative, critical and 

destructive t.hought o i
1 Dernccracy had ~mdermined the old 

aristocrat~~ instit~tions of the State, and science had 
' . 1 c:, 

undermined religious orthodoxy''-~~ As we have seen, 

the Greeks had "no author .ised body of theologians''~ no 

Church as institution. 11 l<eJ.igion lacked the support and 
.1 I; 

restraint of dogma 11 ~· as it was based on custom and tradition. 

It therefore did not have much defence against attacks in tl1e 

form of new thoughts. 

After the end of the Persian Wars, durin~ the 1 Great Fifty 
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Years'~ when Athens.was the poiitical, economic, and 

intellectual leader cf a powerful and prosperous Greece, we 

encounter both in Greece in general and· in Athens in 

particular a magnificent intellectual upheaval. It was 

the peak time of what hns been called the Greek Aufklaruna --....... ---·---'~ 

( ·~ 't t'17 eni~gn enmen J • It is in periods such as thEse that 

new ideas-break dcwn old prejudices and established ideas 1 

and from having been positive and constructive in the 

beginning they become 1 ~l-radually, c>T!1ong the masses, destructive. 

We encounter scepticism, atheism~ and, sometimes., complete 

nihilism .. Humanism becomes the new religion, the emphasis 

being on the indivi.dual. "Man is the measure of all 

things''s said Protagoras, one of the best known Sophists. 

All values become subjective and all knowledge dependent on 

the sensations and impressions of each individual. 

With their emphasis on individual perception, the Sophists 

showed a new approach to the question of knowledge, leading 

to the denial of the possibility of real 1 universal knowledge. 

Earlier thinkers had never doubted a) that there is an 

objective truth, and b) that man ca.n know it v They had 

all agreed on the fact that thinking, reason, is necessary 

for this process, and they had differed only in their belief 

of the role of the senses - the Orphistically influenced 

phJ.losophers havJng called all kr~owlE~dge tJ:·irough the senses 

illusionary .. · 

Bringing their subjectivi.sm to be<:u:.- upon ethics, the Sophists 

con~equently identified morality with the feelings of the 

individual: 'goodness', for instance, invariably differs 

from individual to inrlivjdual, changes from time to tifue. 

This was impossible for Socrates to accept, as ~is whole 

view of life depend Ed on the obj .::-:c:t:L vi ty of a truth that 

could be taught, a truth 11 which the soul must see ancJ realise 

in order to be itself gcod 1118 " The concept of 'goodness 1 

had to be unchanging and universal, not the creation of the 

mind. And D.s !1.rr7,strong points \)t:t, in this "insistence 

that the definition of goodness is universQlly and always 

true~ the lnlivcrsal concept crnergE"S ~-:1earJ.y for the first 
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time in the history of European philosophy, a development 

of the very greatest importance1118
e 

Arisi.:otle says of Socrates: "Two thin9s ought rightly to be 

imputed to Socrates, viz. 

minations of concepts 1119 .. 

induction and the general deter

In this connection, SBderblom 

remarks that though Aristotle gave to Socrates "his place 

of honour in the history of thought, there is not a word in 

Aristotle about what is equally re~arkable, viz~ his place 
. t1 h. t 1 . . !I 20 in ~e is ory of re_1g1on • When defending Plato 

{and Socrates) against the accusations in Popper's book 

'Th~ Open Society and its Enemiesv, Levinsohn points to the 
l'lf' l" . ~ ·.1-1 1121 .. . h "t 11 T· same J.rrn re igious :cai L. 1 ~ Lev1nso1 n wr.i es: .nere 

is, unmistakingly, his sense of the divine guidance of his 

own life, first by the .9.?ii:I!.2..QioJ.l v;hich would always halt 

him if he approached any evil, and secondly by the command 

of the god of Delphi; co-ordinate with this is his unshakeable 

faith in the cosmic grounding of human good; and it seems 

to me necessary to add his serene belief in the certainty, 

h , k. f . t J • t 1122 
.uman~y spearing, o. immor a.i:y • 

The above sentence may be said to expose all those ingredients 

that made Socrates tick, those different aspects of his deep 

religious faith. It seems reasonable to believe that 

Socrates was~ :Ln Kierkegaa.rd 's words, '.'an irnmed.i.ate possessor 

of the divine 11
, that he had achieved the "unity of ideal and 

' 23 
life, of theory and practice'' • In an almost na!ve 

manner he was blissfully certain that a) the divine purpose 

was· behind everything, b) his own vocation was divinel.y 

ordained, c) the divine voice helped him, and d) that the 
""'' ~ 

soul was immortal. Of course it must be added that 

although many scholars agree with the above, all the points 

have been more or less completely rejected by others. I . ,-
·~ 

is, for instance~ 

(b) and (c) 
' 

and 

his own i:hec,.r·i(-::s 

ass urned that Pl2to 

that a.s regards (a) 

to s(_,crates 0 

incorrectly emphasised 

and (d), Plato attributed 

Beginning with (a), it is interesting to note that when piety 

is grounded in reason 1 as Socrates' piety was, the corresponding 
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world view is necessarily teleological. 11 By discovering 

the essential 

he could also 

nature of everything, Socrates believed that 
24 

discover the intelli,;;H:.le: orc5E::r in everything" - , 

an order that had as its goal absolute perfection. The 

end being perfection, it was the end that caused the beginning 1 

for mechanical causes never ~xplain perfection. No doubt, 

Greek and; later, all European thought has been immensely 

influenced by this theory as propounded in Plato's and, 

later, in Aristotle's writings (cf. the mechanical view 

of Democritus, p 68 above). 

With regard to point (b), Socrates took the answer given by 

the Delphic Oracle very serJ.ously. The Oracle had declared 

him to be the wisest man in Greece and in attempting to find 

out wQy, he discovered that the reason was that he d.id, Jr:~.1.Y 1 

know his own ignorance. 

of their ignorance. 

The others were ignorant even 

The beginning of wisdom is to know· 

that you do not know, the beginning of wisdom and the beginning 

Of TH\;" KN0l•1LFDC-'? ,eao'~r··r,· to 1 --i,,.·t· 1 'P· 1 
4-i "\. ~- "" 'J~ .• ~ ..L ,,. .L -'':1 v ----- . \.J. --~· " It seems that in 

this discovery of Socratcs 1
, there is a strong parallel to 

Jesus' words in John IX 41: "If you were blind, you would 

have no guilt; but now that you say 'We see', your guilt 

remains 11
• For Socrates, as fo.r: .Jesus i RF.AL KNOWLEDGE J 

real seeing, does indeed change a person, it is the same 

as being born anew. But false knowledge, pretending 'to 
' see', is that kind of -- 'ignorance' which is identical to sin. 

Armstrong finch; that this Socratic concJusion shows his "deep 

and ·direct piety more effectively than the famous 'super

natural sign', which does not indicate any belief on Socrates 1 

part that he was in spetial communication with the divine 

world, and amounted to no more in spite of the mystifications 

of later writers, than a sort of uncanny anticipation of 

b ' ] k"25 ao .uc ~ • 

This leads us to point Cc), and one may wonder why Armstrong 

is so sure of the \.."!.nimp0rtetnce oi." Socr0t~::s1 sJaimon~...Q.l:}.? Why 

is it so beyond questio~ that Socr2tes believed himself to be 

ln special c:omrnunic.i.:.1t.:lon w:i.th ti-";e dlv:i.n2 ':Jo:r·l.d? Soderblom 
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devotes many 
"' •11!126 

pages to 1 .. !l"'iat hE-~ c.alls "the mystery of Socrates' 

t-:>Ot.. .., '!The daimonion sianified for him intercourse with _.,..__ .. ___ , ___ ,_ ~ 

the divinity. It was the 'si~;n of God 11127 , says this 

authors and he alsc finds that "thi~; secret of his soul and 

life was manifest in the certainty that the power experienced 

by himf the fri~ndly guidance or prov.idence, was the central 

power of life in which his unconditional confidence was 

1 .,,28 p aced • 

It is interesting to study the different theories which have 

been proposed regarding Socrates 1 .d~:dmcpion. Lately, 

however, its role has been belittled as one of utter insig-

nificance& Is this, as SBderblom suggests, "because som(2 

1 ' r tl • • • ~, 11 29 peop~e nave no room ror -~e extra-ordinary: We discussed 

ea~lier the disbelief, so characteristic of the 'scientific' 

attitude of todays in the possibility of God's direct guidance 

of the individual. It seems worthwhile to repeat that 

one may wonder at this rejection of what seems a quite 

coherent e:;~plana Lion of many human exp er J. ences, inc1 uding 

Socrates' 'inner: voice'. 

J T McNeill finds that 11 the 2.£l:l.Q2D wu.s distinct from consc:Lence 

which for Socrates was linked with reason. In Xenophon 1 s 

report of his defence it is ca~led the 'voice of God'. -· + .L .: 

represented a direct brea.kirH; L1 f;:·om a supernatural rea.lm ~ and 
., ' . -· .. 30 was wholly persona~ t:o h.l.!Tlsel:t" ~ On the other hand i 

some scholars have gone so far as to suggest that Socrates 

was 'mad', and suffered from auditcry.hallucinations .and 
')., 

other weaknesses~~.. The most general theory, however? 

has been that what Socrates experiences is h:Ls conscience 

speaking tQ. him, or rather~ in him. Stacey does not 

unduly stress the point bu:t says tha.t 11 .sc~crc.tes ce.rtainJ.y 

was aware of unwritten laws, perceived only inwardly, which 

must be obeyed even though the laws of the state contradict 
32 them" • 

Windelband assumes that Socrates had to admit that there 

were condi ticns in wh.ich knowledge j_s insuff:i.ci<..:nt for 

certain ~ecision, and where feeling entered upon its rights. 
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Under such conditions,_Socrates believ@d that he heard within 

himself the g_&rnonion., a counse·l U.nS:1 and, for the mo.st pa.rt, 

warning voice .. He thus believed that the gods warned him 

of evil when his own knowledge proved insufficient. And 

so, says Windelband, "the wise man of Athens set fa.:i.th and 
3 r, 

feeling beside ethical science" ~. 

Stacey 1 as we saw earlier, pointed to three different strands 

in the early Greek view on man, and he gives in connection 

with these strands an elucidatory explanation of the Socratic 

Sou.l. We shall let him lead us on to point (d). As 

we have seen, for Socrates the individual soul was of infinite 

value: "All sense of rno:ralt intellectual and spiritual worth 

was contained in it. It was the true self, the most noble 

part of man .. To preserve it pure was life 1 s highest duty. 

This is an advance on all the three positicns we have already 

noticed. The ordinary consciousness of man, his normal 

thoughts and judgments were now included within the scope 

of the soul, so that any doctrine of immortality which may 

rest on the Socratic view would involve, not the subsistence 

of a shadowy gho~t, nor the release of a divine prisoner, 

nor the re-absorption of a seed of primary reality, but the 

continuation of the real man". In Stacey's opinion, 

Socrates added to the 11 bJ:-eadth and depth of the rneaninq of 

the word QSY.C_tl_~. without making imrnortali ty a cardinal 
34 

feature" • ' 

As far as (d) is concerned 1 what ir1 fact dld Socrates think 

about immortality? Having a wholehearted trust in the 

divine power of the (jood, he could sincerely sa.y: ''For a 

good man there is no evil, whether he lj_ve or die 7 and the 

gods are concerned w.i.th the business cf such a one"3 :3 

Obviously, the true Soc.rat es, that man of whom .James Adams 

says: "it is primarily as the phys:1.cic1n or healer of the 
. . ., 36 

soul - that he regards nirnse.L flt , rn'...lst have believE::d in 

some kind of future eternal 1ife for this very .soul, or 

his whole teachinr;.i wouJ ci appear nonsensical.. 

It does not seem probable that Socrates of the 'Apology' 
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one or other cf two 
. 37. . 

th:i .. ngs 11 
5 ei the.::: to be compared with 

'·" 
dreamless sleep, o.r ":Like making a journey to another land 1!Jof 

conclu.ding 9 unot only =ire the dwelle-cs J_n that world happier 

in general than we are, but for all the time to come they are 
·~q 

immortals if what we are told is -tru2 11
-'··" To prepare 

our souls for this happy, immortal existence is the goal of 

our life on ea.>:th, therefore, this life is ~of the greatest. 

importance. This is a point where it seems that the 

Socratic and the Platonic views differ. 

When Socrates used th.;:: Delphic Oracle's words: "Know thyself", 

he meant, 11 examine yourself s gain ins i9l1t into your vocation, 

know what you are doing 1140 .. Socrates was concerned with 

life here and now~ says Soderblom, ''the sor.l.: of life which 

f . ~ J . ·• · ~-1 G - 1 1141 -· 1 . B 'd .. we :ln(J _a ter .ui. l- 1e o::i pe • Kap an com par es ua nism 

with the philosophy of Socrates, the post Renaissance humanists, 

and with the contemporary existentialists, and concludes, 

"the problem vd th which the world confronts the .:Lnquiring 

mind is not a cosmological one but a moral one: not, what 

is the world made of, but what is man to make of his life 

in the world - this is the question. Although the Buddhist 

is interested in knowledge and understanding - ihdeed, in 

this above all - what he wants to understand is man, and what 

he seeks knowledge of is how to live so as to achieve the 

sup:ceme valuE~ that life affords 114 ?.Q 
' 

We shall listen to Socrates' words of warning: 11 l'-1y good 

friend, you are a citizen of Athens, a great city and highly 

renowned for. its power and wisdom: you are not ashamed then 

of seeking to acquire as much money as you can, and reputation 

and honour, but caring nothing and taking no thought for 

wisdom and truth and the perfection of your souJ.7 1143 .. 
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The central point in Sccrates' teaching is generally under-

stood to have been the identification of virtue with 

knowledge a Assuming~ as many scholars have, that Plato 

regarded this Socratic doctrine as an axiom, it may well 

have been the starting point for his own philosophic thinking. 

If knowledge of the good was all important, it would have 

seemed necessary to be able to 11 determine exactly what sort 

of reality this ~oodness was" 1 • 

Plato. had studied, and was well acquainted with, all the 

earlier philosophers, and he does indeed "gather the entire 

harvest of Greek philosophy"~ Stace writes that "all that 

was best in the Pythagoreans, the Eleatics, Heraclitus~ and 

Socrates reappears, transfigured, in the system of Plato 112 ~ 
All previous thought, however, is nothing but the foundation 

for Plato's own new and original philosophy, whj_ch was later 
? 

to become the fhll.C2..s.o12.b.Y. for the l1>J'es tern world ..1 o 

In Plato's view, Socrates had not gone far enough when 

searching for the concepts of goodness~ justice. Heraclitus 

had pointed to the continual flux within the world of appe~r-

a.nces. Knowledge of an objective r tmdwnging Truth cannot be 

found among forever changing phenomena. These latter can 
, • • I • • I 4 

on~y be tne obJect of opinion -

Parmenides's etern~l, immutable Being gave a vision of some

thing,real beyond this world of illusion, somewher~ there must 
1 exist' or rather QI, a world of timeless 2md unc:hc:1_nging 

'Forms' (Ideas)~ with the Form of Goodness as the most superior 

one. Knowledge of these Forms, of these eternal patterns 

of which the objects we see are only copiesf would indeed be 
r.: 

k ] d l 1 ' f" J ... ,::> pure now .. e ge s i<nm.; eoge o - rea .. J. •• ): ~ 

In this connection, Kaplan remarks that in the Western 

tradition, philosophers have been classified "into those 

which follow Parmenides and those which follow Heraclitus: 

the one localising reality in something fixed and unchanging, 

and the other in the ceaseless flow of events, one in substances 

and the other in precesses, .one in et:ern.:i.ty and the other 5n 
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ti . d . i .• - .', . th' t' . . . It 6 me - in a wor $ on,;; J~n. ~·H?.·1.ng·,. a.nd · .. ,.r::; -o -n-er -in oecoming • 

It is also customary in the Western tradition to speak of 

Greek thinking as static and Hebrew thiriking as dynrunic7 ~ 
In all these sweeping generalisationsv important details are 

overlooked~ 

H D Lewis makes us aware of the fact that we sometimes find 

Plato protesting "against the remcteness and aridity of his 

own account of true reality as the world of forms"c In 

·'The Sophist', for example, we find him insisting that nthere 

must be place in that which is perfectly real for 'cha~gey 

life 7 soul~" (Sophist, 248 E). Lewis says too, that the 

Platonic concept dv.n?~is ~ whi.th plays a part "in the inter-~ 

relationships of being and becom:Lng 11
, is a concept of 

particular 11 importance both as a key to Plato's thought and 

as a notion of the utmost importance for thought and culture 
8 of the present day" Boman expresses the same thought 

when emphasising that the antithesis ~s .!l.2t: static-dynamic, 
9 but: rest-movement • 

True reality as the World of Forms is the central and govern-

ing principle of Plato's philosophy. This principle led 

obviously to the concJ.usion that the 'other-world' is more 

important than 'this-world'~ However, if man, in order 

to have true knowledge, must l~ the forms~ a.nd the forms 
' are conceived of as )JE,:J.ng_ beyond this ma.terial world~ how 

can any knowledge be possible at all? 

On his journeys to Italy, Plato had come into close contact 

with Pythago~eanism and its Orphic roots. The re-incarn-

atio~ doct(ine of the Orphics provided a logical link between 

the two worlds. To the Socratic idea that the real man 

is the £,sych,e, was added the Pyth0.gorean concept of the 

di vine soul.. 'I'he soul~ being .irr,mort al, and thus t..:-:t~ly 

god-like, has always 'been' and always will 'be'~ it goes 

through a cycle of re-incarnations, and in between these 

it dwells in the Realm of Forms where it 'knows' reality. 

At birth, becoming chained to the body, it apparently forgets 

its knowledge,. Throu9h the process of anamnesis, hc.weve.c, 
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the innate knowledge ~s drawn out of the incarnated soul 

which intel 1c::ctua1 ly 9r a.s ps what: the fili.x.:_sical eY.§_ is unable 

Charles maintains that "once pre-existence and immortality 

are admitted, the doctrine of recollection follows of 

This consequence the Orphics had already 

drawn but Lt was Plato who gave it a philosophical exposition. 

Plato's conception of the Realm of Forms is criticised by 

Stace, who emphasises that "Plato cannot resist the tempta~ion 

to think of the absolute reality as existing. Consequently, 

the Ideas are not merely thought as the real universal in 

the world, but as having a separate existence in a world of 
11 their own'' • In Stace's opinion, Plato rightly realises 

that the indi.vi.dual horse is not rea.l, though it exists ~~ 

onJ.y the universal horse is real" It P 1 ato 's . idealism, 

however, were fully developed, this universal horse, which 

.i.s the form of horseness, would obviously not have an 
. 1.1 existence .. 

Stace makes a strong point of. the fact: that 11 to distinguish 

between existence and reality is an essential feature of all 
"1 

idealism" 1
-. The disincarnated soul lives among the~e 

fforms' which have a separate place and existence of their 
' own, for this is how Stace and many others interpret Plato, 

and consequently, Plato's whole doctrine of recollection and 

re-incarnation shows a capital defect. ln :fact 1 
11 PJ.;~to 

commits the greatest sin that can be ascribed to a philosopher. 

He treats thought a.s a thi.ng 1111 • 

. 
Sturnpf t on the contrary, stresses that the Forms must not be 

thought of as ha.v.ing any dimension, tithe question o:f their 

location 6omes up as a consequence of our language, which 

implies that the Forms~ being something, must be some-place 

in spacee ••• h.Furthermore, these Forms seem to have orj.gin-

ally existed in the &mind of Goo: 1 or :Ln the sup.rr~rn,:;; ur:lncit-J}e 
,- t . 1 . t t• "' .. 12 c f d ' J. ; 'h o:r ra J_ona J_ -y ~ 1112 vne-· ., orn -er ·, -coo~ sugge:s cs ci.e 

possibility that "the pattern for the visible world is fc:x:!o:ver 
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-ir1 ti1e thoua1 ... '·~ oJr- c::u1)~·,..··r·c. ·R.,,,arc·1·· 1i
13 

- J, .. ~~".ti~,;~· - ~ 1 ... :;...,,,_ ... c ,:::;, ) .l "' Ma.:K Scheler 

proposes with regard to PTI..ato 1 !:• i ideas~ tha.t 0 Auguscine \i{as 

the first consciously to (have imagined· these) as God's 
' 14 thoughts" e In fact, for Augustine, "the various forms 

in which the world is shaped were always in God as Exemplars. 

All things, therefore, are finite reflections of God's eternal 

t ~ 't"15 .11ougn " 

Perhaps Augustine u~de~stood what Plato re~lly wanted to 

convey? Platocs difficulties were that he could not 

describe his vision, his mystical insight, except in words 

taken from the physical world. 11According to !?la.to, we 

never know for sure, as far as verbalisation can take us, 

that a defining formula is the correct form of speech in 

which to express the essence of the thing we aspire to knew", 

says Marjorie Greneo 

give us the knowledge 

"Only a visJon beyond languagt.:: can 

of the J. •·1 ·~ Ir'l f'11i J. 6 
l.,..J. .L . ':;:./ • 

Many scholars find that it is necessary to emphasise that 

Plato's philosophy is essentially religious. Lee affirms 

that "the vision of the Form of the Good is what others 

have called the vision of God ••••• The experience is religious; 

it has the characteristics that William James noted in all 

mystical experience, it is a state of knowledge and yet not 

incommunicable i.n ordinary la.nguage1117 ., Rohde too assur.;es 

the Realm of Forms~ 11 the world of pure Being 1 to which only 

the pure soul can att.ai:i.' 1
1 as a "world of divinity018 • 

. Onians points out that when discussing the meaning of the word 

oida, 'to see' (lat0rf generally translated 1 to know~} 11 the 

doctrine of 1 vision 1 presented by Plato implies more than 

mere cognition, and for him what the soul has 'seen' is all 
.,~ . 0 ~i9 important for i.ts conc}.t1.<.."m. ~. ~ .... Knm•ring the Realm of 

Forms has somehow changed the 'unborn' coul 9 and having .s:<;~en 

the Form of the Good is most important for the whole essence 

of the souls, for it makes them what they are. For the 

Greeks, as we know, knowledge W3S from earliest times conn2ctcd 

with s0eing. Knowing is simply a superior kind of seeing. 
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Walsh attempts to e~pJ.ain Plato's usnge of the concept 

knowleclqe., ll'.;!here2s knowledge aDd, still more, belief 

are to the modc:rn mind primarily a~.9ut ·something, Plato takes 

them as conditions in which, in· each case, something is 

directly apprehended ••• ~knowing is a superior sort of~~ 

seeing, one in which an utterly stable object is discerned 

with infallible certainty''. Walsh adds that "Plato's notion 

of knowledge as being thus intuitive has played an immense 

{and, some would add 7 a disastrous) part in the history of 

h · 1 h 1120 P 1 OSOP•Y~••a ~ 

"In Plato's spi:r:ituo.li.ty there is a great scope for contemplat

ing, meditation 5 'seeing 1 
; ", according to Soderblom~ 11 

A Q .. a 

seeing issuing in ecstasy and perfected in the separation of 

the soul a.nd body".. Knowing, for Plato, is without the 

senses, it is a purely spiritual activitya The soul, 

involv~d in the sensual world but attempting to free itself, 

must try to '~see through the physical eyes, not with them", 

says Plato in the 

of the soul which 

1 Th.eaetetus', 
II 2 J. 

and also~ ":tt is t1112 eye 

SeE":;S '3 

Because 11 sensory p1~rception is a restrictive fa.ct or. for P la.to' s 

soul", says van Ft:u.rsE~n, "the faculty of sight .. o ocan irnpede 

the life of the soul just as much as physical pain1122
e The 

senses are not windows for looking out, but they are bars 

shutting out reali~y, keeping the soul out of touch with Truth. 

For the philosophical soul there is, however, at a later stage, 

a new way of looking at the world and discovering its beauty. 

Reichenbach explains that we have here 

in which acts of insight replace sense 

"c:l theory of kno1 .. 1ledge 
' . '23 

pf~J:-cept1.on" ., But 

it is important to emphasise that these acts of vision "can 

supply knowledge only beCi."iUse the ideal thing exists 1124 .. 
11 Since physical things exist, they can be seen; si.nce id(2as 

exist, they can be seen through the eye of the 

Reichenbach admits however that 11 once empirical observation 

is abandoned as a source of truth, i~ is but a short step to 
t' • .. 23 mys·t.:1.ci.sm.. ,,. 

It i.s by the faculty o.i- P<"wer of dialectic that the soul 
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moves towards its ~ 25 goa1 which is to communica.t.e 

directly with the Form of the Good. The whole variety 

of the world is the~ reduced into the ihtelligibility of 

the One .. 'The rnanifold 9 is One. 'l'he soul knows it' is 

part of the Or~e .. .Somehow~ we as souls become what we 

think. In Plato's ·~iew we are divided when we think of 

divj.ded things, when we see only the manifold. When 

perfect intelligence is reached, the soul is completely 

'released from' the objects of sense. Ultimate reality 

is unity, not dualis~. 

11 Exactly what Plato m::::ant by d.ialectic has been much disputed 11 ~ 

sa.ys Leeo 11 It j_s concerned with both mathematics and morals, 

in each bringing a coh2rence and certainty lacking at an 
"·G 

earlier stage"c.... "Dialectic travels through the whole 

ra.nge of the Tdea.s, qraduated one~ above the ether f till i 1· 

reaches the last and mo;~t uni ~ersa1 of th£ Ideas" 27 
c nr.f 

we say the dialectic is a purely philosophic activity and 

that it gives coherence to the whole of mants knowledge and 

leads finally to a vision of ultimate reality, •••• we have 

h . d . J • ' \ -l- - .. t·· I! 28 per aps sa1 wnac one can say w1t0 cer~ctin y • 

As regards mathematics, Plato no doubt strongly believed that 

a training in this science~ by turning the soul from appearances 

to Pure Form, makes ths- soul f1tted for philosophy and the 
I 

search for the absolute Good. It seems that when attempting 

to "discover tlle metaphysical basis for: the validity of moral 

judgments 1129 , he was struck by the obvious fact that the 

'! . t t . . t . l • • t . ~ . . 1 t ., 30 si ua ion was JUS. ~~c same in sc1en-1r1c JUagmen s· • 

Plato was m9st probably aided by the Pythagorean concept of 

form as it derives from mathematics. Perfect triangless 

like perfect justice, perfect beauty, and perfect goodness, 

do not exist in the world of the senses. The objects of 

mathematical knowledge are not derived from sensory perception. 

This kind of knowledge: in Plato's thinking, is independent 

of experience and 3ho;-;s a::i. a.bsolui.:.E:: and .immutable truth., 

It must be part of the knowledge which the soul brings with 

it £rem the non-material world. 
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Reichenbach discusses the "strange blend of mysticism and 

mathematics, which has never died out since its origin in 

Pyth2.gor.3s' philo~:;ophy", and finds that· 11 what unites such a 

mathematical mysticism with non-mathematical forms is the 

reference to acts of supersensuous vision; what distinguishes 

it from those other forms is the use of vision for the 

establishment of intellectual truth" 31 ~ 

As we have seen, on the one hand Plato clearly takes the path 

of a mystic. Most scholars point to this mystical trend, 

though they certainly valu~ it differently~ On the other 

hand, what he understood ~hrough mystical insight he attempted 

to develop into strictly formal thinking. He wanted ~o 

create a philosophy which was rational as science, the science 

of his own times. Perhaps we can say with Rohde that 

Plato "to a remarkable degree combined the cold exactitude 

of the logician with the enthusiastic intensity of the seer 1132 ~ 
It is interesting to compare what Einstein has to say about 

the true scientist: ''His religious feeling takes the fo.nu of 

a rapturous amazement at the harmony of natural law, wt1ich 

reveals an intelligence of such superiority that, compared 

with it~ all the systematic thJ.nkl.r;g and acting of human 

beings is an utterly insignificant reflection •• c. It is 

beyond question closely akin to that which has possessed the 
3-:; 

religious geniuses of all agesw _, c 

In dealing with what follows, consideration must be given 

to the assumptions prevailing in Plato's times, and this 

will be further discussed later. Rational Laws rule 

Plato's Universe. When Divine Reason created Cosmos, 

it formulated Laws by which it disciplined Chaos. Cosmos 

means Order and includes Beauty <:'.ncl •rruth., Plato 

continually draws parallels between the soul of man, of 

society, and of the universe. The visible universe is 

for him a Living Being with a Soul~ Man is a ~icrocosm in 

a macrocosm, an 5.ma.ge in miniature of both Eea:ven and the 

State, and, moreover, related to the ordering principle, the 

Laws t of the_ visible hea,ven, which is tiie m::i.terial uni ver Be,, 

More~ e:;~plains that ma.n, ir1 P lato11ic t hinkir1g, ''is -...~r,.d(;r 
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obligation, or at le2st h2s th~ power, to render himself 

like God by b.ttnging law and order into the unruly members 

of his own being, as God exercises gove~nment upon the 
' -:;4 

lawless elements of the material world"~ • 'Man' here is 

the Soul, the soul being the real man, the rational soul 

being responsibl~ for the conduct Df the irrational soul as well 

as for the conduct of the body. 

Stacey points out that "PJ.ato 1 s view of the number of souls 

in a man and the divisions of the soul gives rise to some 
. . . ,,35 uncertainty • We encounter the same uncertainty when 

try.i.hg to find an answer to the question why the eternal soul. 

ever becomes earth bound at all~ If the soul were all 

perfection and the body all bad, there would be no rational 

explanation for their unhappy union - and .Rea!?...QD. is Plato rs 

catchwordn 

No doubt almost every author has his. own interpretation of 

what Plato really wanted to say~ So often he uses 

symbolic langua~~e which conceal hi.s iTruths' in myth form, 

myths which belong to our Western heritage, such as: The 

Prisoners in the _Cave; the Charioteer with the Tame and the 

Wild Horse, the Captain on a frail Ship having to deal with 

ignorant Sailors. 

In the tPhaedrus 9
1 Plato explains that Douls dwelling in the 

di vine Realm are, each one of them, ii like the composite union 

of powers in a team of winged horses and their charioteer. 

No~ all the gods' horses and charioteers are good and of good 

d esc~nt 1 but those of other beinc;s <ire mixed. In the case 

of the human soul, first of all~ it is a pair of horses that 
..... 
the charioteer dominates; one of them .S.s noble and handsome 

and of good breeding, while the other is the very opposite, 

so that our charioteer necessarily has a difficult and 

troublescme ta.skfi (Phaedrus, St 246) 36 ., 

We shall continue to quote from the 'Phaedrus 1 St 246 and give 

Plate's explanation of SCTJI., a5 such, which is SOUL a.s LIF'E~ 
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and of the origin of the individuaJ. soul: "I must try 

to tell how it is that a living being is called both mortal 

and immortal. Soul, taking it colle~tively, has charge 

of all that is soulless. It traverses the entire heaven, 

appearing sometimes in one form, sometimes in another. When 

it is perfect and fully winged, it soars on high and is respons

ible for all order in the universe; but if it loses its wings, 

it is carried down until it can fasten on something solid. 

It settles there, t~king on an earthly bcdy, which seems to 
. . . 36 be self-moving because of the pow·er of -che soul "\rn.thin 11 ~ 

Plato then explains how it is.that 11 a living being iz called 

both mortal and immortalnc "This composite stru~ture of 

body and soul joined together is called a living being and 

is further designated as mortal. Immortal it is not on 

any reasonable supposition: in fact, it is our imagination, 

not our v.ision, ~. o ~that present us \-11i th the notion of a god 

as an immortal living being, equipped both with soul and with 

body 7 and with theset moreover~ joined toget,her for ail time 1136 ,. 

We are then told that the reason for the soul 1 s loss of wings 

is that the wings co.n bE-~ nourished only by what is beautiful.~ 

true and good~ "More~ than any other part of the body the 

soul partakes of the divine nature which is beautiful~ wise 

and good, and all such qualities. Nothing, certainly 

contributes more thar these to the nourishment and develop

ment of the soul 1 s wing; while by their opposites, ugliness 
36 and evil, it is wastod away and d2stroyed 11 

• 

Armstrong calls the myth of the charioteer and his horses 

''a superb pic.tur:e of the 'cripar.:t.i t0 soul in action~. o. wherf:"' 

the Dri~er.,(~eason) aided by his good and tractable horse 

( tbe higher emotions) f:i ghts a mighty battle to subdue the 

undisciplined fury of the bad horse (carnal lust) which 

yet, for all 

the team a.nd 

its unruliness, remains 
37 pa.rt of th.:~ whole" · • 

a necessary member of 

In the 'Republic', Plato uses the scme three parts of "the 

soul and elaborates his symbol in great detail when depicting 

how the State is M~n Wr5.t Large, the Ideal State therefore 
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consisting of three classes of citizens: the Philosopher-

Rulers, the Soldiers) and the Producer-Workers. We find 

the different parts of the sou:\. in different parts of the 

body: the rational faculty in the head; that of will and 

resolution in the chest; and the faculty of the sexual and 

vegetative drives in the abdomen~ ~ro each of these 

functions·of the soul there is a corresponding virtue: 

wisdom, courage~ temperance. We take our place in society 

in accordance with the degree to which these virtues rule 

and manifest themselves in our lives. "Virtue for Pla.to 

means knowledge in the broader sense of the fulfilment of 

a unique function" says Stumpf~ "it is therefo.re attained only 
')t'"I 

when each part of the soul is fulfilling its own function 11 ..J 0 ~ 

In the ideal State the order is strictly hierarchical~ If 

depicted as a pyramid, the philosopher-rulers are at the top, 

giving the State their wisdom; next in importance comes the 

class of guardians, contributing to the State their courage; 

the producer-workers, finally, give the State their 

temperance, or self-control. In the life of the ideal 

society all three parts have their proper functionsi and 

this is 1 Justice 1
• Plato was convinced that without 

justice life would be entirely without meaning, for 1 Justice 1 

is the precondi.tion o:f 'Truth'. To function as the perfect 

State, the State must be just. 

Just ~s a man 1 s character and his well-being are the product 

of inner harmony, of balance~ and of a proper order between 

the three elements in his soul~ so does the dominance of 

the one or the othet of the three classes decide how the 

State will be governed. We are morally, politically, 

but above all, spiritually, bound to society; our place 

among our fellow-men is our spiritual status as wello 

Wherever !njustice creeps in we find chaos: in the soul of 

a man, in the communityt or in the Universe. 

Plate 1 s tripartite divi.sion of t:1e soul had an immense 

influence on later thinking. The hierarchical societies 

of the Middle Ages were founded on this principle of everyone 
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and everything having its proper place; the Church explained 

it s_s bc..::ing the fu1.ness of Goel' s will .. 

Most scholars describE':; P1 ato as changing and developing r though 

perhaps not always as progressing, in his thought as he grew 

i.n years. Charles, among others, assumes that Plato 

gradually changed his principle of the tripartite soul and 

that he began to visualise the.eternal, uncreated noul, in 

the Realm of the Forms, as "simple <::.nd indivisible, a power 
.c: tl ... , 39 . 1 . t d . '-h t"' 01. pure .1ougn-c· , necessari y unassoc1a -e WJ...,_. emo icns 

and pa.ssions o Only \-Jh.en incarnated i1·1 t.h•e body does the 

soul become soiled by the passions and has to begin on the 

troublesome road to freedom. 

If this is what Plato means then he certainly leaves unanswered 

the question why the already perfect soul must 1 fall 1
6 

Many believe, however, that Plators intention is to show 

the necessity of a descent into the ~cave' for the progress 

of the 'not yet perfect' soul~ 'The Allegory of the Cave' 

is surely a very proper account, some would say vsatiric', 

of the blindness of human life in the world of the senses. 

But in this same book, the 1 Republic', Plato also says that 

to understand the soul as .:i.t re;~lly is we should look: Htc 

the soul's love of truthoGoo Think how its kinship with the 

di vine and im~ortal ,ancl eternal makes it long for them and 

try to grasp them; think what it might become if it followed 

this impulse wholehea1tedly and was lifted by it out of the 

sea in which it is now submerged, and if it shed all the 

rocks and shells which 5 because it feeds on the earthly 

things that men think bring happiness, encrust it with a 

strange an~. earthly shell. Then one could really see i.ts 
40 true nature, composite or single or whatever it may be 11 

This longing for "the di vine and 5 ... FimortaJ. c.nd eternal" is 

described by Armstrong as follows: H'l'here is, however~ 

besides the single control of reason in the well-ordered 

soul •••• another single and theretoI·e in a sense unifying 

force which Plato recognises~ 
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Plato's conception of it is· .. in some ways strikingly like 

the 'libido~ of Juna~~····Eros in Plato is the motive force _, --.. ...,...... .. 
behind al.l human thought and actionr the drive or longing 

after a good unattained which impels the soul on without 

"'"" t ·unt · l · t ·i "" .. • .. • , f · '" --~ " 4 1 re;.:. . .1. 1 ~S .;.d't.1.S .l ~~u • 

The suggestion· that for t:he Christian i!.:d£Pe is 11 The free and 

unmerited love that corn es from God and flows towards man••, 

whereas §~ for Plate is "the love that stems from man and 

strives towards God" is too schcmaticalJ.y presented, says 
ro 42 
~oman o "Just as there is a human factor at work in 

th ci... • t. ., t-. • ' . '-h G d . ""l Pl t . e -tJrJ.s J .. an ..r.: G..t.a, J.onsnJ.. p w1. L.. .:10 1 so in ...; 1e a .onic 

there is a divine factor; Platots God is in part represented 

impersonally as the Idea of the Good with the sun as a symbol -

which is surely not ineffective but life~bestowing, glorious 

and attractive (Republic) and in part personally when God is 

called the good creator and f~ther (Timaeus)" 42
e 

When using the Sun as the symbol of the Form of the Good~ 

Socrates points out that: "~t'he Sun~., not only makes t'he 

thinqs we see visible, but causes the processes of generation, 

growth, and nourishment, without its8lf being such a process • 

••• The Good therefore may be said to be the source not only 

of the intelligence of the objects of knowledge, but also 

of their existence a,nd :r.eal:i.ty; yed.: it. :L.s not itself· 

identical with ~eality, but it i~ beyond reality, and 
. t . ' . d . ' t 1 ,.4 3 superior o i~ in .igni-y anc power· • 

Boman emphasisE)S that one :~l1ould tht.1s not underestimate 

11 the enormous. activity which he (Plato) ascribes to the 

Idea~, especially the highest Id~a, the Idea of the Good, 

i .. eQ God", neither mis.t·epresent tithe corresponding activity 

~.t · f' '144 '.'J".he t-'- J • d th · t' ~ requires o man • a·~racc1on an 1e streng n 

to strive upwards is given the soul from the Ideas themselves, 

according to Boman, who finds it misleading, "indeed false, 

to say that in Socratic-Platonic religion man ascends to God 

O'"'·· ·hi"p, O'·!r1 { t' .. .. :; 7-,c-" ,~, ~ '~ c•;:,"'f!144 • _ •.. s:reng-11 anu -~ue~ms n~m~L~ • 

Desire (love) in its purest form is, for Plato, always 
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. 
concerned with beauty~ In the ~symposium' he shews the 

full ascent of the philosophical soul from sensuous love 

of one beautiful ob_;~ect t~u love 0~J. ~1-~.a-.11~., .. "f·11l rorm~ . 1 ~ - _ -·· ••.. ~- _ J:~·'-·~ in g'f;rera.L; 

later this love turns into spiritual love of be~utiful souls, 

to be followed by rec.lisation and love of the beauty of the 

sciences; at a spiritually advanced stage the future 

philosopher, being shown the way by dialectic, begins to 

understand and love the absolute and unchanging beauty of· 

the world of Forms. He will gradually concentrate his 

love on the highest and most beautiful among them, the Form 

of the Good, and 'Lo"ire' then passes into philosophy .. 'J'.'hi $ 

stage is reached in a moment of immediate vision~ "a suddenly 
A.5 

acquired apprehension cf the world-order''- • At this ~oment 

the soul once more finds its divine nature and divine heme. 

Modern psychology, a.s did Buddha r has pald much attention to 

the force of desire, and Reeves puts her psychological. fin~er 

on the 'sore spot' when describing Plato as providing ''for 

some peopleo c .one of the most sati21fying literary express.i.ons 

of the individual human need to identify successfully and 

(here is the mystical and perhaps masochistic element) 

complEtel y with somethinq g.t"eater th,3.n h:LmsE::l f ~ Tr1ereby 

the individual nel:u:;vcs he may attain both a purification and 

security which, rightly or wrongly, he does not feel able 
46 to achieve in any ot~er way'' • Reichenbac~ is still more 

cri tico.1 when he remarks that "the int el 1 ect:ua-1 recognition 

of truth does not always endow the human mind with the 

strength to resist deep-rooted emotional appeals of the 
J,.. • ,..47 search for cer ... a1.nty · • 

SBdetbldm tees this longing with religious eyes 1 and visualises 

man "as the meeJcing-pJ.a.l'.:'.e of two '\'lforlds 11 in the spirit of Platoe 

S6derblom points to Orphic inscriptions on South Italian 

graves of the 6th century BC whi;ch rE-~ad: "I am a child of the 

earth and the star-so.::.na1ed ·heaven' c and h<~ concludes nhowever 
... ,,f i .. . 

closely his (mants) mind and labour may be tied tc the visible 

world~ Le ha.s neYer fo!.'gotten his lofty desU.ny 11
':.

3 

·' <: .J_ ~.· ' no doubt, right when that thrc.'mgh 
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Plat~nism, much of Orphism has penetrated into the very heart 

of Christianity. It may perhaps also be pointed out that 

Plato· seems ind~:;ed to have been p;:-epa.ring the soil for Christ's 

message, and in the opinion of m~ny scholars, not only the 

Greek soil~ but Hebrew soil as well~ We shall return to 

this later, but now only quote these lines from Hadas~ 

HThe principal innovati'::>n of 1 The Wisdom of Solomon' which 

may be attributed to the kind of Greek influence of which 

Plato was the chief vehicle,.and which in turn had a major 

influence upon subsequent religious developments~ is the 

explicit doctrine of the immortality of the soul and of 

rewards c.nd punishments after death049 
e Ha.das also 

points out that "in the stress upon individual salvation 

whi.ch we find in Wisdom and its successors, Christi.an and 

Jewish, we may see an example of a western importation (to 

Israel) returned to the west with fresh emphasis and 
50 urgencyn .. 
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As we have seen, any conclusion is 
justified when interpreting Platoo With regard to the 

following five points, there are no doubt the usual contra-
versial answe.v:so We shall begin our discussions with 

points 1, 2 and 3, and suggest that it may be reasonable 

to assume that for Plato: 

1. The body is a necessary prison for the soul 

during its earthly life~ The pur:i.fied 

soul looks forward to a complete disembodi

ment beyond time and space. 

2. Even the purest soul, in communication with 

the 'Good', still maintains some kind of 

indi~iduality? either during life on earth 

or in its disincernated stage. 

3. The Philosopher is the link between this 

world and the One Beyond. Even if the 

emphasis J.s on the soul of the Philosopher 

and his loriely path to salvati6n, the 

salvation of all soulD is implieda 

The first to d:J.sa.gree with No 2 above \1ou.ld be Owen, who 

writes: "'l'he purified soul will in th<"~ end return to the 

di vine and heavenly realm from which it camE"~ .. Lm;ing 

its individuality, along with its body, it will be absorbed 

Field finds it possible 

tha.t in the latt:r dialogues "Pl.:.to ha.d ceased to believe 

that the immortal part of ourselves necess~rily survived 

· ,_h .c: f ' 1--u'·i··-!d11aJ.·~+·1·-=·-- 112 in L e ,_ orm o sepa.ra·ce ._u .,. v..... . . ....._ __ I.;;;:"> • 

A totally different op:i.nion about Pl.a.to 1 s lc:3te;~ teaching .is 

expressed by Armstrong: ·
11 PJ.ato ca.me to think of ~ . ...:ne soul as 

having a. b:ue bodi.ly home in tbe heavenly world 1 a.nd of its 

ul tim~.te destiny not as a compl<::~tc disembcdiment s but at ta.ch~ 
") 

ment to a pur<::~ and ev·::~rlast.:.ing heavt.:i;nly bo<jyn·'~ It is 

possibler howeve.r.:-, that wr? must re9('.'•.rd the above as a. kind 

of wishful thinking, if we are to judg~ from Armstrong's 

own words in the 1Critical Introdu=tion• to his book written 

in 1967, 20 years after the fir~t edition. He writes 
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a rather old-fashioned sort of Roman Catholic one-sidedness 
4 

and complacency" 

Plato has no need of a body, as we can see in the following 

quotation from the 1 Phaedo 1
·: "If at its release the soul 

is pure and carries with it no contamination of the body, 

because it has never willingly associated with it in life.4. 

then it departs to that place which is, like itself, 

invisible, divine, immortal and wise; where on its arrival, 

happiness a~aits it, and release from uncertainty and folly, 

from fears and uncontrolled desires, and all other human 

evils; and wherej as they.say of the initiates in the 

Mysteries, it really spends the rest of time with God" 

(Phaedo, 80B-81C) 5
G 

Earlier, we quoted from the 'Phaedrus' about the unreasonable 

supposition that god, as an immortal living being, must have 

body and soul. 

Keeping these two quotations of Plato in mind, we shall now 

listen to Charles's opinion. He seems to agree with 

Owenj but differs frcm Hadas, when stat:Lng that there i.s 

an "immeasurable gulf!I dividing Plato's thinking from Jewish 

as well as from Christian doctrines. As a proof, he 

gives two points~ 11 i) it is not a burr.an soul that Plato vs 

final teaching deals withr but pure intelligence; ii) his 

doctrine, as set over against the Jewish and the Christian, 

is the glorification of an unbridled individualismo Its 

appearance in any single human commui:ity m:- family is of 

the nature of an accident. It existed before any such 

came into being, and ~ill outlive them. However nobly 

the virtues relating to one 1 s neighbour or the State are 

expounded in the Platonic system, they are related to the 

individual mainly as elements in its discipline and self-
. 6 

culture 11 
• 

Rohde seems to agree with Charles when he (Rohde) points 

out that "we must n()t:; inqu:Lr·e what sort of personality and 

individual distinctnc~s can yet remain with the soul when 
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it has cast off all 2ffort,· desire, sense-perception, and 

everything related to the world cf change and multiplicity, 

to become once more a pure mirror of the eternal". But 

in Rohde's opinion it is still some kind of personal 

immortality that Plato teaches; when the soul is set free 

from this earthJ.y ex:i..stence, it can °esca.pe out cf time and 

space and ·find its home in eternityf without at the same time 

losing its own self in the General and Universal that stands 
"7 

above time and spacen'. Time, for Plato, belongs to this 

world of change~ Not until the phenomena we know have 

been produced can there be the concept of time. Stumpf 

explains that "until then, by definition, whatever is, is 

eternal. The very meaning of time is change, and there-

fore in the absence of change there could be no time" 8 • 

Plato is undoubtedly difficult to under~tando Many of 

his sayings contradict one anothe~. Perhaps what he is 

trying to get across can be expressed only in paradoxical 

language, or, must seem paradoxical to our understanding. 

Maybe, on the other hand, as S5derblom proposes 11 two spirits 

dwelt in Plato's soul. The one perceived the world as 

impurity and a prison, the othe= saw the beauty of the world 
9 and the demands of the community" o Referring to the 

demands of the community, Field finds that the later works 

of Plato show that "the aim of the processm•••in which the 

soul throughout.: the unive.i~se is al'.'Jcys and everywhere 

engaged ••• ois not to get away from this world, but to make 
• 4 d 1 d • <- • • b. . } • II 'j Q i~ as goo a wor~~ as i~ 1s possi.le of )ecom1ng - • 

It is possible that Hadas in the following quotation 5 as 

well as Charles in the quotation given above (seep 98.)f 

sees only one side of Plato's philosophy. Hadas assumes 

that t~.1e "doctrinal point in wh.:i.cl': the Sem.iti.c eschatologies 

significantly differ frcm Plato=s is that they are concerned 

with the destiny of a nation whereas Plato is concerned with 
11 the destiny of indi vich.:.als 11 

· • 

Windclband 1 it seems, sees only the other side when he 

a~:cer.tains that 1•true to the logical principle of the doctrine 
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of Ideas, that which truly is in the ethical sense, is not 

the individual man, but mankind., and the form in which this 

truly existent humanity appears is the organic union of the 

individuals in the s~ate 11 
.. Plato considered the state 

"as presenting in large the ideal of humanity, and of educ~ting 

the citizens to that particular virtue which makes him truly 

happy"12 • Stace emphasises the same point mere strongly still 

when asserting that for Plato '!the indi vi.dual· is nothing, 

the State everything~ The individual is absolutely 

sacrificed to the State. He exists only fq;;:_ the State$~~ 

(which) is a homogeneous unity, in which its parts truly 

disappearn 13 .. 

In order to see both sides we should take notice of the fact 

that the philosopher, having had a completely individual 

education in order to make his 'soul' resistent to all worldly 

influences, in the end, against his own real wishess turns 

back 'into the cave'. Lee says of these Philosopher-Rulers 

that "they do not serve the Sta.tc:: because they want to, they 

are philosophers who have seen the supreme vision and would 

pref~r to spend their time in philosophy. But they have 

a duty to their fellow-men, and that they discharge by doing 

the work of government for which their training has fitted 

them; they are a dedicated minority ruling in the interest 
14 

of all"· .. Lee finds na perennial a.ttra.ction in th.is 
I 

conception of the highest talent put at the disposal of the 

community, of the ruler whose heart is in heaven dedicating 
1 'l himself to the service of society 11 ····- G 

Rohde describ_es these men as having expelled "all traces 

of the corryptible and the mortal" 1 and of being nalready in 
{- h • 1 • f • t 1 d d l • k. • +: • t i· ~ • II 1 5 0 -~is ~i e immor a a~ go .1.e ana ~i _o ~ie niy 

through these truly wise rulers can the state achieve its 

end and provide an ideaJ community of souls, a community 

which has the right type of education and which wi.11, in 

Plato's own words r 1tbr:ing cornpul;:->iun to bear 11 upon tbe 

ignorant soul:.;~ 

Flc:1to carries to its (::xtreme consequence the thought that the 
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end of human life consists in moral education, and that th~ 

entire organisation of a community must be arranged for this 

sole end, writes Windelband16 • "Education", in Stumpf's 

opinion, t
1 is (for Plato) a matter of .££nVE~rsioQ., a complete 

turning a~ound fro~ the world of appea~ance to the world of 
.... f"":• 

reali ty 11 
·'-

1
.. It seems that if this is the right intE:.~r--

pretation ·of Plato, then, contrary to Charles's statement 

earlier, it is of great importance to all souls that they 

do indeed ;appez.r' in a community which has the right type 

· of education~ But where and how is this achieved? 

Plato hims~lf affirms that the Philosopher-Ruler can only 
18 

rule "the society where he really belongs"... .. And J..t seems 

that we are in a vicious circle when we realise that only 

the 1 right 1 individuals can create this society~ individuals 

who haw~ had the '.r.·ight1 educationo This education can be 

provided only by a strong State, ruled by a Philosopher-King 

who organises everything dm-.rn to the smallest detail~ accord··· 

in<} to his; vision of ~:he end for all. souls~ cm th~? earthly 

pJ.:c.11 1• to fulfil on2 1 s own function in the Idec::,l St.;:i.te5 0:;1 

the eternal plan, to be worthy of onets reward in the 

Di vine H.,r;;aJ.m .. 

Plato~ no doubt, sees the difficulties and has to adrr;:i.t that 

his theoretically constructed 'Ideal State~ of the 'Republic: 
I 

may i~ever "exist on earthn.. Socrates says ( R:::pu.blic 9 592}: 

"Perhapso ••• it is laid up as a pattern in heaven, where those 

who wish can see it and found it in their own hearts. But 

it does not matter whether it exists or eve~ will exist; 

is the only state in wh.ose polit:l.cs he can tc_ke par:t 1119 
o 

,, .t 
J.C 

Is the Philosopher-Ruler p8rhap.s a_ mirage, ira product of th(:! 

kind of idealism which a$kS too much of human nature and is 

then disappointed by what it fi.nd.s?n asks .Lee~ who finds;· 

however 9 that "he does stand for a set of problems which 

are rea.1 7 and to which every society must find its !1 20 ans we.r ., 

No doubt. r in the Chc5.stian comr.n;;.niL2.es too 1, educa.t:i.on wa::: 

until recently regarded as a p~eparaticn for eternal life~ 

It .:Ls ).ntcrestin.g to notice that i.n lia.Ja.f~ 1 s cpinic·n 1 the 
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Platonic concept of ed<,'.cat5 .. on wn1.cr. had incorporated much 

Spartan austerity influenced Talmudic teaching too. Had as 

proposes that there may be "a larger serise in which Platonic 

doctrine is a factoro It is possible that the system 

which the Talm~d constructs is consciously calculated to 

achieve a goal which Plato specifically prescribes and 

further, tha.t the system was then adopted by forces which 
" . d . E . . ~ . t . '' 21 ''Th 1 t ai shape uropean ci v1.11sa i.on .. o.. .. e comp e ·e 

control of civic as well ·as religious life by the established 

authorities is commort to the Tal rr,udic and the Platonic programme 1 

as is the significant prescription that all children be educated 

to accept that control ••• ~. The rabbis were men of faith, and 

their object was the service of religion, but their method 

for securing discipline was, like Plato's 1 to provide 

tl · +- -F 1 1 1 = r·t·-.: n 11 2 2 au lori_y -Or men s sma_ est c- .LO s • 

Hengel refers to a work by Hecataeus of Abdera, probably 

written before the end of the 4th century BC, where the Jewish 

state is described as "a true p arist:ocra.cy' along the lines 

of the Platonic utopian state" .. Hengel suggests that 

Hecataeus was 11 already thinking of a comparison with the 

Sparta that Plato so treasured 1123 " Later, a legend spra.ng 

up according to which there was a.n affinity between Jews arid 

Spartans. 11 Speculat:ions of this 1cind ·,11ere helped on by 

the fact that there vc-.s a certain a.nalogy between the Jews 

and the Spartc:ns with their str:i.ct laws, their lawgivers 

Moses and Lycurgus 1 and the di vine authorisation on Sin.a.i 

th h D 1 h · ' ' J l 11 ?- 4 H ~ tl . f or roug e p .iniar. i'.po. o ~ enge.i sees 11s -rom 

the Hebrew point of view as an instance of achieving "entrance 
2 L! tickets into European culture"-". 

That the mediaeval Church was built and organised on the 

Platonic hierarchical pattern ssems an established fact; 

most interesting is the assumption that this influence did, 

possibly, work more directly on the Christian Church through 

Jewish religious tradi ti.on f a tradition which had somehm~J, 

centuries earlier, accepted Pl~tonic ideasa 

lines from Dimant seem to assess the situation: 

The following 

HThe -.1e'vlS 
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absorbed everything intellectual which the Greeks had to 

offer. To everything intellectual they borrowed they 

added a Jewish touch& The Greeks th~n took these 

retouched ideas back from the Jewso The result was 

something neither had foreseen. The Greeks emerged in 

a Jewish-made mantle known as Christianity; the Jews wore 

a. Greek philosophic tun:ic labelled 'TaJ.mudism 0 025 
o More~ 

when speculating about borrowings in religion in the field 

of ideas, finds that these are usually "in the natur(:: of 

the appropriating of things in the possession of another 

which the borrower recognises in all good faith as belonging 

to himself; ideas which, when once they become known to him, 

are seen to be the necessary implications or complements to 
26 his own" • 

As we have repeatedly pointed out, the influence of Plato 

on the Western world is incalculable; those parts of his 

teaching which did not reach it directly have, somehow, 

returned from other sidesi often incorporated into the 

religious, philosophical and political thinking of Eastern 

countries before reachlng the West. 

If the theory about Platonic influence on the Talmud is 

acceptable, is shows again how inspiring and able to endure 

in different forms P)atonic philosophy has always been. 

In contemplating this, one may perhaps ask whether there is 

now more, or, in fact, less reason for Owen to despise the 

fiend Plato? Owen is quite adamant and dismisses Plato 

in the following words: "He remains to the end an antiphysical 

dual5.st. It is hes and his followers, who most of. Ct11 a.re 

responsible for imposing th~ ireligious' anthropology on 

western t:hought 1127 • 

This leads us to our fourth point: 

4. All dualism dissolves when the soul visualises 

the unity of 1 and in, alJ .• 

We mentioned earJ.ier that when the soul reaches its highest 

goal it finds that ~the manifold 1 is O~e. Plato~s views 
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were no doubt antiphysical, but they were not dualistic in 

their essence: dualism would be found in the view that the 

world of senses is as real as the ideal world, in other 

words, that there are two worlds side by side, and that 

the body is as real as the soul. Although Plato does 

not use the concept, he would have described a belief in 

dualism as ignorance. In the Realm of the manifold 

which the soul has entered from the Realm of the One this 

confusion is natural; true knowledge alone can change this 

false view. 

Lamont, who in his book "The Illusion of Immortality" is 

engaged in, as he expresses it "the intimations of mortality" 

(no eternal soul for him!), writes on the issue of a monistic 

versus a dualistic psychology. He finds the issue a most 

crucial one in the study of the meaning of death "for it 

cuts across and illumines all other issues connected with 

a future life..... It is as real today as 2,400 years 

ago in the time of Plato and Aristotle. It cannot be 

circumvented, except verbally, by any out-of-the-way 

definitions of the body or of the personality. Both may 

be defined as ideas in the mind of God or both as rhythms 

in the realm of matter, but the exact relationship between 

these ideas or these rhythms remains fundamental. Like-

wise the ideas that make up the mental life of the personality 

may b~ defined as pure and immaterial essences or as particles . 
of physical enerqy in its most refined form, but the essential 

point for the question of immortality is still how binding is 

the partnership between the personality which has ideas, 
28 however described, and its body" 

For Plato, this partnership was certainly not binding. As 

we ha~e said, the real man, the soul, has no nee~ of the 

body~ On the other hand, the body exists only because it 

is animated by the soul, or to express it in more symbolic 

language: the -mortal body exists as the prison of the 

immortal soul. When the prisoner escapes~ the prison 

breaks down. "The soul is a presence which makes the body 

what it is" 29 • 



We come now t.o the fifth point 1 whi. ch deal~; wi. th the 

acclaimed confusion in Plato's tho~~ht about the soul. 

It is here proposed that~ 

5~ For Plato hireself his conclusions with regard 

to the concept soul arc quite clear~ 
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There are·many authors who either see no confusion or who 

find that what seems unclear to us can be adequately explairied 

from Plato's point of viewo Grene maintains that 1:F1atonic 

separate soul, Platonic immortality one must take seriously 

as Plato's deepest faith. Soul for Plato is the moving 

force in the world as in the individual; if one cannot 

accept literally his arguments and the kind of afterlife he 

deduces from them 9 one can at le: as t imagin.e what it was like 

to see the worJ.d in this way 0 30 .. 

No doubt we are doing Plato a grea.t inJ ust:l.c:e when we for<Jet 

that he was a 'religious' philosopher living ca 2,400 years 

ago, and when we try to make him conform to 20th century 

standards of what is the now acclaimed typ~ of scientific 

phi.losophero Plato 1 s whole teaching, his religious 

philosophy, which has never ceased to give us food for thought, 

was centred round his KNOWLEDGE (used in hi.s sense) of the 

incl1.~.stri1ctibilitv of the SOULe 
---~--- ______ .......__~--·"'-"'"-- We must certainly attempt 

to understand him on his own concJ5.t.:Lons an.d in the t sd.entif:Lc 1
. 

I 

and philosophi•::al climate of his 01·m times; a.nd admire t::.hat 

he has exerted such unbelievable influence right up to our 

01:-m times" P.,T. Geach says the sam(:~ ':'I'be usefulness of 

historical knowledge in philosophy, here as elsewhere, is 

that prejudices of our own period may lose their grip when 

we imaginatively ent0r into another period, w~en people's 

T')reiua·..i ces \·'ere a~ f'4=pr·"'n>-· 1131 
~,,..,,., _, .}... .., i' .. .!..- .;.... _,. f.;:;I. \.. G 

It seems that Bier finds it easy to accept the 'prejudices; 

of Pla.to's periodo Writing ln '1939 about 11modern 

psychology", he criticises its a.tti tude towards the ~soul~" 

He finds that in :its penetrating s l.:udies of the soul and 

in its attempts to make it conform to various systems; in 

reducin.g it to crurr1bs, or .rathE;!:' crush.j.r~g ~Lt to atcnns, tt1is 
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psychology has ar.ro9:::mtly forgotten the most important thing, 

'
1ir.e., the old truth, v.;h.ich all pr.:imitive people knew and which 

the t common man' still knm,,;s i and this is ~ tha.t the soul_ is 

the animating principle of the 6rganism and that life is 

gone as soon as the soul is not there any longer. I shar0 

this old conviction"$ says Bier, "a conviction which was once 

the Consensus Omnium~ Whether we look on the soul as an 
independent being or or..ly as the moving and animating pmver 

is, in this connection, not important. We must not lose 

this wisdom, or we cannot understand the sou1n
32

• Referring 

to the 'soul t o.S •1 the life which moves'', Bier quotes from 

Plato vs 1 Laws 1 
: "Either the soul has its seat inside the 

body and leads the motj_on, or: it takes from the outside :L ts 

fire and air-like bodies and so moves on body through the 

others, or it remains 

power which leads the 

completely bodyless, but has wonderful 
'""" . "' rr.ot.i.on '~ -' - .. 

We shall listen to a discussion in the 1 Phaedo 1
, the dialogue 

which describes Socrates' 1~3.st day and deat:h .in prise.mo 

About the r Phaedo' 9 'I're:dennick v.:.ci t es~ 11 It is an ci. ttempt tc 

encourage by every mea.ns a belief in the soul's immortality ,~ 

not to prove it by logics for Plato knew quite well that 
?!.! 

this is impossible, but. to com:·nen.d :!.t lQ intui t.:i.on 11 .. i .,, "' 

According to Plato, Soc.rates ;;i.;:-;}'..:ed ~ 11 li' you shoul 1j aE:.:k me 

wha.t exists in a bod)' to tnake .tt hot~ :r t·1iU. rl.()t g i Vf! you 

that safe old foolish ans~cr, heat~ b0t u more clever answer 

suggested 
, .. . .. oy our aiscussion~ if. you.should 

ask me what exists in a body to mak0 i.t ill, I shall 0ot say 

sickness, but fever; and again, should you ask what must be 

in a number to make it odd, I shall not answer oddness, but 

the number one, and so fortha Do you clearly understand 

my mean.ing now?'' 

"Quite clear1y:1 , he rcpU.ed o 

"'l'hen ansvJer me", sa:Ld h8 (Socr.:>.tes) ~ 1!\·Jhdt rnus·t there be in 

a body to mal(E! :Lt a1i"t1c:'? 0 

"A soulir, he said .. 

this always so?u 

11 Whatever the soul occup:i.es ~ then ;:;ni"'; ah·J,;i.ys l:: .. t·inq::; Ji. fe 

hereto'? t1 3:)., 
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The discussion goes .on, but its. point is that 'a soul 0
, 

bringing life, cannot its~lf dien The soul is thus 

immortal. Field calls this "a very tricky argument, 

which would probably make a littl1:: app~:~al to us nowadays, 

as least as formulated hereo But it has a certain affinity 

to arguments that have been more fmniliar to modern times, 

on the lines that life is not something that can be explained 

by purely physical o~ chemical processes and that therefore 

+ t 1 .. f ... t oi...1t·~.J·.a·P t··11~se" 36 • we mus~ pos ·u~ace a source ·or ~ _ _ ~ 

When discuDsing passage lOOB-1058 of the 0 Phaedo~, of which 

the quotation given higher is a part, Flew postulates that 

"Plato(s argument here seems to depend upon a fundamental 

confusion. Wliat ha is supposed to be trying to prove is 

the immortality of all individual souls, in the sense of 

5-ndi vidual per !:-:on&l a.gents; things which .. ~ o. he believes 

to be invisible and incorporated substances. But what 

his argument here actually treats is the soul in quit~ 

a different sense: the soul conceived as the principle of 

life.r •• The sou} as the Form of Life belongs to an entirely 

different category from souls thought of as individual 

human persons 1137 • 

It seems that :F'lew can 5.n no way nimag5.ne what it was l.ike 

to see the world 1
; in, Plato's way .. It seems that the 

confusion can b2 explained if we accept the following three 

points as funcarnental for Plato r ;.; thinking: 

a) The body lives onJy when provided with LIFE. 

b) SOUL is LIFE; i ~ e .. SOUL c.-w such, not any particular 

soul. SOUL ls the source of motion and change in all 

which is nQt soul (i.e. what is soulless) (cf p 91 quote 

from ~Phaedrus'i~ 

c) The human soul is the stuff of SOUL and thus divine, 

eternal and immortal,. Cons is ting of SOUL 1 the soul animates 

the body giving it LIFE.. When SOUL is thus manifested as 

'soul.' it is the SELF or personality of the human beirig. It 

is manifested as an individual 'something' before 'birth' 

and again after ~death'. In the:: human :being we find thus 

a combination of sou1.-0 self-i:l.fe and body. 
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From the 'PhQ.edo~ ('.l1'')C 1 D)~ we ::.p.i.ote Socrc:ttes' conversation 

with Crito, before Socrates drinks the poison: 

(Crito asks) .. e • .,"how shall we bury ycu?.'' 

ttAny way you like", said hes "if ycu can catch me, and I do 

not give you the slip"~ 

And with a gentle laugh he looked at us and said: "I cannot 

persuade Crito, my friends, that I am Socrates 1 I, the man 

who is now conversing and ordering each detail of the 

discussion: but he thinks l am the corpse which he will see 

shortly, and actually asks how he is to bury mee But though 

I have already stated at considerable length that when I have 

drunk the poison I shall no longer be with you but shall depart 

to enjoy the mysterious happiness of the blessed~ it seems 

tl t I k J • • • , • n 38 1a spea co nim in vain.e.. o 

Flew emphasises that 11 if any route is to be made over the 

gigantic obstacle lying in th~ way of doctrines of personal 

survival or immortality 9 this route will ha~e to be Platonic. 

In this broad sense, anyone who takes the mind or the soul 

to be, in our senser a substance is thereby at least Plato

nising; and anyone who goes on to identify this putative 

substantial soul or mind with the real 
. . 39 adopting a fully Platonic pos1t1on 11 

• 

or true person is 

Xt seems that 

Socrates would agree with this, especially as Flew explains 

substance to mean so~ething that 11 could significantly be said 

to exist on its own independently of the body or anything 

He did after all say "If you can catch me •••• ". 

Fer~1uson a.ccentuates that "the Gre(~k .J2.::::_~ is as elusive a.s 

Proteus and does slide imperceptibly from life to mind and 
- . d . . +- • ht J - 1 ·1 . t 1140 rrom .min 'l-;,_O wna~ one mig ca . .L mora_. persona .. i y .. 

- ~ . It /l~. nfor Plato it was the~ sovereign eJ..emen·c .. It is this 

But 

elusive £SYche_ that we have so far tried to trace~ and whJ_c1-; 

through Plato's works became such an integral pa~t of 

Christianity .. As wo shall see it is the very sa.me .2.§..Ychc 

which somehow ma.nages. to slide out cf the ha.nd::> even of 

Aristotle, who so boJd:;_y stated the inseparability cf srJu1 

and body .. 
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Plato, it was assumed earlier, when contemplating the 

importance of ~knowing the Good't decided to find out what 

sort ·of reality this 'goodness' was. Aristotle would most 

probably have concentrated on the 1 knowing'* He did 

a.fter al 1 begin his .Metaphysics with the words "All men by 

nature desire to know". 

Plato and Aristotle had different starting points. 

constituted problems for Plato were not problems for 

What 

Aristotle" It was a r~al problem for Plato to bridge the 

gulf between the merely apparent good and the really good: 

the whole of the ;Republic' seems to have been written in 

order to teach the 'true philosopher' how to achieve this 

goa.l, to the benefit of his own 1 as well as of all other 

souls., But Ar.istot1e 1 in Grene 1 s words, "sweeps aside the 

whole problem in two brief paragraphs: 'Different things appear 

good to different people ••• oPerhaps the good man differs 

from others most by. seeing the truth-in each class of things~ 

·being as it were the norTil and mt~a.sure of them' 11
., GrenE~ 

concludes, 11 in Aristotle~ s neat, circuL::r argument the crisis 

of Sophism, the collapse of an unstable humanism, is as if it 

had never been at a11 111 • 

In fact, the concept of knowledge, as understood by Plato 

and Aristotle respectively, may lead us to an understanding 

of the similarities and differences in. t.hei.r approach t.o 

the concept rsoul'~ They were both confident that 

knowledge was possible, and that knowledge to be true 

lrn.owledge must be certain, that its objects ~.;houJ.d be 

permanent and stable, that knowlec:J9e must be of a "rea.li.ty 

that is delimited, all of one piece, the kind of reality a 
. ..... 

rational mind can truly comprehend"~ • 

. Plato had stated that this changing world could never be the 

object cf true knowledge, only of belief. Knowledge of 

the Forms was real knowledge. For Ariztotle, too, 

knowled9e was prima.d.l.y the knowledge of forms, but as reqards 

the Platonic Fo:cms 1 j_ t seemed tc him that 11 thest.-.:: are so 

completely cut off from the material world that they cannot 
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possibly be the objects of our knowledge, i~mersed as we 
3 are i.n that world" ,. The unchanging objects of true 

knowledge which we need for science and· philosophy must 

somehow be found here 9 within 5:1}.;i;;?_ changeable world of 

individual trd.r1gs c 

Armstrong suggests that "the questions, which Aristotle had 

to answer when he rejected Plato's solution, were - first -

precisely what were the stable and unchanging realities which 

exist in this world of change~ and, then, precisely how could 

on~ reality of this kind change into another, as the things 

revealed by our senses appear to doo It was, as far as 

we can tell~ more by trying to answer these questions than 

by any other line of approach that Aristotle arrived at the 

great basic conceptions of his philosophical systemt Substance, 
~ 

Form and Matter (Soul and Body) 9 Act and Poter1cy" "!. All 

these problems are discussed in the 'Metaphysics', which 

Aristotle called 'True Wisdom@~ 'First Philosophy~, or 

'Theology 1 
o True Knowledge, or Wisdom, must be found 

in what is most real, thus~ in true realityr and • • J sl.nce 1. c 

is most real, it should he most knowable and the source 
5 through which all other things come to be known • 

Plato, as we have already seen, undoubtedly tended towards 

mysticismo Aristptle was c~itical of his use of myth 

and poetic language, for what A=istotle wanted was distinct, 

concrete knowledge, and for this he found indispensable the 
. • , f" t l 6 •,f J h 1 ~ 11 . ev1aence o- :ie senses p hevercie ess, as a ro ower in 

th~ Greek tradition, he cherished reason even more. He 

was, perhaps,. the first Greek: ph.:i.lcsopher who consciously 

tried to reconcile iationalism and empiricism, though h~ 

would not of course have used these terms., 

Aristotle's great influence on mediaeval theology depended 

on his giving 'Reason ° t;.-ie highest place in his philosopid.cal 

system. As Reichenbach says: 11 The close connection 

between rationalism and theology is undorstandable. Since 

religious doctrines are not based on ssnse perception, they 

demand an extra-sensory source of knowledge. 



who pretends to h&.ve found a knowledge of this type is the 

natural ally ox the theologian. The systems of the great 

Greek rationalists Plato and Aristotle were utilised by 

Christian theologians for the construction of a philosophy 

of Christianity; Plato became the phiJ.osopher of more 

mystically minded groups, Aristotle the one of scholasticism117
• 

In Aristotle's system, God is Eternal Pure Reason~ This 

Di vine Reason ic absolutely 'reQ.}.;_', but is not 1 ~..X:L.,stent'., 

(cf 'to be' and 'to exist' on pp 83~85 above, acd p 115 

below) .. Stace interprets Aristotle's theory of evolution 

as follows! '"l'he whol0 universal process of things is nothing 

but the struggle of reason to express itself, to actualise 
A 

itself 9 to become existent in the wc.rld 0 ~., Akin to the 

Divine Reason is manrs 'agent intellect', which has been 

translated as ai:tive n.ou.12.., 'mind' or •active reason' .. 'l'his 

separa.ble, active reason in man is described by Owen as "a 

spark of Pure Reasor-! 9 a. divine element i.n rr.an' s nature.. It 

can raise man completely above nature and, when cultivated by 

the pursuit of knowledge, can finally escape a1 together frori1 
q 

matter and become united with the Divine~ Pure Reason!!~., 

\rJe shall la.ter d.iscuss n.Q.~ in more detail .. 

Grene des c.ribes r active [!2.~: r:is 11 a. pO\·Ier of di.rec.t 

confrontation with the 'being-what-they-are', i~e. with the 
I 

essential nature of a thing, of things". ShE~ finds tha.t 

Aristotle "did know 9 or believed t.:hat he did, (that the) 

peculiar substance of each kind of thing is there for us to 

graspt vaguely in perception, step by step in induction, 
• d ·1 ' 1 l l-. • 1 ' ' ' i: • II J. () directly an .uminous_y t~rougi1 rat1ona., necessary in~ui;ion p 

In 'intuition' the seeker has found true knowledge, because 

he now k .. nows true ri:;a.1il:y,, 

Aristotle defines true reality as the essence unfolding in 

the phenomena through 1it;he process of coming to be" .. 

Referring to what: Aristotle calla a substance 1 we :find that 

a ~ubstfilJ.CEl is for c~ver ll1:?1;igag0d in the p.r.oc:ess of becoming 

actually what it has in itself to be, or again as striving 

to realise a certain fo=m which it shares with others of its 
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There seem to be two different Aristotelian 

concepts of 'substance'u We said above, with G:cene, 

that.one can come to know the 'peculiar substance of a thing'. 

Here nsubstance is evidently being thought of not as the 

concrete thing but as its essential nature". But in other 

connections, Aristotle clearly shows that he is "thinking of 
1 "' substance as the individual thingtt ~~ Everything that 

exilli. is some concrete, individual thing, a uni.ty of matter 

and form. 

£:.orn:~ is the universal 9 rational aspect of each substance~ 

which it shares with a.J.1 other mc~mbers of the same class 5 

Maib'lf. is the partic-:.11.ar 1 physical a.s pect of each substanct<:: 9 

which contr.ibvtes to rnc1king it an indi vi.dual thing.. A 

th:Lng is real beca.use it participates :i.n 'form e, changeable 

because it participates in 'matterv. The degrees· of 

reality and of changes depend on the relationship of matter 

and form. We may here again point out that Aristotle 

places the form Csciul) definitely in that category of being 

which corresponds to the Platonic I6eas 1 the Realm of Pure 

Formso For Aristotle, as for Plato, true knowledge is 
.:. .f-\... i.· •• , l .· J-h ·r:·nru:' ~oUL13 bound up W.L •• u 1.ne u.niversa. , WJ.1."' vvi. ·1 er .... .-

Where did Aristotle fjnd his forms? Looking around him 

in the natural. wo.r ld1 he was struck by the fact. that everyv.ihc~re 

a.nd in everythirnJ in i::i.l.e phenome.na.1 '.c-:orld ma.tter lies before 

usG It seemed to him that the existent universe is a scale 

of being lying between the two cxtrern~s of matterless form 

and formless matter* Aristotle himself describes substance 

as ha.ving 

b ~·h" 14 0 l, . $ 

"three meanings: form, matter, and a composite of 

Heferring to ~Jrr.:.£":.t~.!~L.!.::'.£~di.e~p he assumes that 

the:s e are substances 11 not :1.n t~1e E ~:c:mi.cary sense in wh:i.ch 

matter Cor potentiality) and fc~m (or actuality), which are 

really elements in substance, may be called substance; they 

are individual independent sub~tanc&s concrete of matter and 
11 '15 form .. 

Aristotle writes~ 11 If the eye was an an.irr:al, its sight would 
16 be its soul 11 t in othe,·.:: words~ s.tght :Lo: to the eye what th;.:? 
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soul is to the body. Sight on its own does not exist 
1 physically 1 (compa~e the grin of the so often cited ~Cheshire 

Cat'), but by using the two words sight/eye; soul/body; or 

form/matter, a logical analysis of the two concepts is 

possible. Thus the analysis which distinguishes 'form' 

and 'matter' has 1 in Armstrong's words, ~a purely intellectual 

and non-physical charactcr •••• you can only separate them in 
. .;. '7 

your mind and not in reality111 
o "Clay cannot simply be 

clay without any form whatever", says Randall, J.lilATTER "which 

is what we can sense~ signifies that a thing is", FORM "whi.ch 

is what we can know, signifies l.Y.ba.t a thing isn18 ~ 

In order to explain how a thing could be simultaneously both 

'real' and 'capable of change', Aristotle set forth his 

doctrine of Act and Potency. Windelband proposes that 

Aristotle "solved the fundamental problem of Greek philosophy ·

viz .. how behind the changing mult:Lplicity of phe:1.omena a 

unitary and abiding Being is to be thought - by means of a 

concept of relation, that of development ••••• In parti~ular, 

the process of development presents itself to Aristotle as 

the relation of Form to Matter 1119 .. All Bes:of'!.0:DSL consists 

of the purposive process of matter taking on formo Arm-

strong suggests that it may seem to us "the merest common 

sense to say that a thing can be one thing actually and all 

sorts of other things potentially, but it took a very long 
I 

development' of Greek thought before Aristotl.e arrived at this 

simple-seeming doctrine1120 .. 

Ross discusses the 'de l\nima' and finds the question whether 

all the attri.butes of soul are common also to its Hpossesso:c ~ 

the unity ~f soul and body which we call a living being'1
1 one 

bf the questions which ntakes us into the h~art of Aristotle's 

psychology1121 ,, In the ~de Anima' 403 an.d 41.2 7 vie find th!:; 

view expressed that nmost. mentaJ. phenomena are e:1.ttended by 

some bodily affection ••• (and that) mental phenomena are 

therefore 1 formulae :i.nvol ving matter; 11
; and also that 11 W€-.! 

should not define anger either ar;.; the dialecticians do r 

merely a.s desire cf 

men~ly as the blood 

retaliation, or as the physicists do, 
"2 ·n· i 1 ·n .... ,- · ...,, .. ·th h 0 e:ir'· 11 <-o __ .i.. l g ,,;Ve,;;,.:... . e • c .. c ... - -c " 
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According to A!"istot1e's general theory, Ross says .it follows 

from the relation of soul and body that n(Aristotle) had not 

conceived the notion of the self a~ a pure spiritual being 

to which its body is as much part of the outside world as 

other physical things. Rather, for him, soul and body 

form a union which while it lasts is completej and in which 

soul and body are merely aspects distinguishable by the 
,. ' l h ' 't 

2 3 A ' t t: 1 d h . . d k p111 osop ic eye· c ris o . e oes ~ l owever, inoee ma ~e 

a reservation with re9ard to 1 a.cti ve noys r to which we shall 

return later., 

Flew expresses the inseparability in Aristotle's philosophy 

of soul from body in different terms from Armstrong, Randall 

and Ross. It seems that he may be draw5.ng the wrong 

conclusions with regard to "not physical but of logical 

impossibility0
• This is what Flew writes~ "The Ar.istob:.!~ 

lian notion of form is tricky, and is especially to be 

distinguished from the Platonic •••• oWhatever else may be 

obscure here, it is, a.s AristotJ.e himself said, obvious that 

the soul is not separable from the body. And, furthe:.:more, 

this inseparability must be a matter not of physical ~ut of 

logical impossibility. It is upon this insistence that 

we must rest Aristotle's claim to be regarded as the patron 

of all monistic and materialistic views of the nature of 
1124 man ,, 

In regard to Flewts statement about Aristotle's alleged 
11 materialistic views on the nature of manH, we have a questio:.1 

which finds great disagreement among scholars.. van Peursen 

suggests~ and it seems the right approach, that the Aristotelian 

view rules out not only immaterialism but also materialism. 

1mmaterialism puts the emphasis on the soul, but the· 

Aristotelian 'souJ.' 11 at once implies a concrete body",, 

Materialism takes the body as the starting point, but here 

it would simply mean nthat we have already - albeit unawares 

1 ~ . th ~ It 2 5 t '1 < • j . h l smugg ea in e sou..L ~ t.1en cuscuss .. ng t: .e sou_, 

Ar :Ls tot le in the 'I·'fet.apbys:i.cs' ( 10 2Ga, 5) immediately adds~ 

n.ee .. insofar as it. occurs not without rGatter 11
, RD Hickr;~ 

who edited the 'de Anima' in 1907, had on the other hand come 



to the conclusion th2.t. Ari.stotlE: 0 so far from favouring . . 
materialism, secures once and for all the soul's absolute 
. t . i · ' 7.26 :i.mma. er1.a 1-cy · 

Walsh, ln a chapte.r titled "Materialism and Ar:Lstotelia.nism 11 r 

explains that A.r.istotle defines his ;netaphysics in 11 two 

tl .. d'-ff . .1.. . ••
27 I "'i 1. apparen y quite i_ .erenL. ways·' • n 1.\ s cone usJ_on 

Walsh points out that: "Because he believed in 'sensible' 

as well as 'insensible' substances Aristotle could elaborate 

what is in effect a metaphysics of experience~ a doctrine of 

how to take familiar things. A modern critic might well 

see this as ruling out belief in things unseen on the Platonic 

pattern, but there is no evidence that Aristotle, who after 

all continued to believe in the intuitive powers of reason, 

ever took that view. On the contrary, he held that things 

seen can be explained only if we presume the existence of 

things unseen. To lay exclusive stress on either of our 
. . .28 alternatives would accordingly be a :; r::rio'.ls mistaker· ., 

We know, without doubt 1 that for Plato the soul was immaterial 

and immortal. But as we have seen, there is much disagree-

mant about Aristotle's ·stand on material!sm/immaterialism, 

and when we turn to the concept of immortality it seems that 

in the past "the worst arguments ra.ged over Aristotle's 

believing or not in ~ personal 
. t II 29 I t"' . ,_. i y .. n 111s connec1...1on 

or any other kind of immorta.1-· 

Reeves suggests that perhaps 

to Ari$totle "the constitution and fate of an ind1vidual 

person were not of primary inte~est or importance; perhaps 

he was unimaginative; perhaps in his impersonality Aristotle 

h h t . . ,, Ii 30 a.s muc o g·i ve us• ., ~ ~ • • .. 

Let us go back to Stace 1 s interpretation of the Aristotelian 

theory of evolution as the struggle of reason to become 

existent in the universe. This struggle is eternal, 

timeless, because absolute mattcrless form, that is~ pure 

reason, can never exist. Pvre form IS .. This process 

goes on in a univer~e which consists of circles within 

circles and which is perfect and eternal, and as Aristotle 

himself says: 11 God therefore~ ... ~,,fulfill.ed the perfection 
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of the universe by making 'coming to be' uninterrupted: for 

the greatest possible coherence would thus be secured to 

existence 7 because that :coming to be 9 £hould itself come to 
. . 31 

be~ perpetually is the closest approximation to eternal be1ng 11 

The process of 'coming to be', or 'reason expressing itself', 

is found in inorganic matter as gravitation, in plants as 

nutrition, in animals as sensation, and in man as reason. 

The higher on the s~ale of being an individual thing is 

situateds the more it partakes in rea~on, soul, formt reality •• 

••• or whatever we want to call i~. The ultimate Reality 

towards which the entire Universe flows~ or strives, is both 

its beginning and its end; the end being already present in 

the bf=ginnlng ~ ~]J b 0co1n~na i·~ a purpc.s.i·ve• ·9ro~.~s·s ~.c_,· r •.. . ~__,;!- '.-.L . "" ,. - ... - '-'- we 
3"' have said before.L Motion, in all its forms, is produced 

"not by a mechanical propulsive force, pushing fr0m behind, 

so to speak, but by an iceal attr21.cti v.;: forcetv ~ a.cco:r:c1.inq to 
? ., 

Stace~~. And it is "the soul which is activating and 

directing thi.s stri.ving" 34 ... 

In the search to~ards perfection, towards the wholeness of being, 

the potentialities of the body are actualised by the soul and 

therefore this very SOUL is most properly what e. J.i .. v:J..ng thing 

is... In a living thing the sc•ul .i.s its .s.D.f.:£';.LElr.;..:.\12:-;..:~ ( foL 

the sake of which)o , 
'has its end in itself~ 9 that is. 11 t:he 'what' that contains 

') c:: 

h h . 1. • t . l . \ t q ,.. ,, ,) t e goal towards W l.Ct1 J.. S OGVe opment t1i3S ;:.~noca·' e 

way a man functions as a human being, his very nature~ 

"resides more truly in the def.inini; form of man tha.n in the 
""< r.:: 

c:haracteri stic stuff that constitutes a hurnc..n or9anism 1
' .l.J .. 

The concept 'entelechy' has caused not a little con~usion and 

much controversy over the centuries~ But no one denies 

that Aristotle's philosophy is thoroughly teleological@ 

The purposive planned activity in Ar.:J. .. sLotle's system '"'!as p1.:i.t 

up against the mechanism of Democritus~s. Aristotle 

emphasised this world as the pJa.c<~ fo1:- this p1 ;m:·1r::<i a.cti .. .r:\..ty ~ 

criticising P la.to for having removed purpos c fnln.es~ ft· om thi:: 

world of perception to the Realm of Forms. Tn i\.r.:i.si:::-;tle' ;;; 
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view, every living being t~rries_i~~.pre-determined end 

within itself~ from the moment it has a beginning in time. 

In living creatures form is a principle· of perfection, a life 

plan, or a design which becomes increasingly evident as it 
36 unfolds .. The whole mu.st be seen before the part; the 

goal before the way to it. This is not a new theory of 

Aristotle's, he is following in the early Greek traditional 

thinking which saw all things about which it could be said 

that they were "existing by nature" as pu.rts of a scheme 

"which had the appearance of being organised in the biological 

sense 11 (Walsh : 57) .. It seet7ts that Grene 9 when dlscussing 

the concept of necessity in Aristotle's thinking, ~cores a 

point when remarking: "Aristotle, for whom inherent teleology 

reigns supreme in nature, can allow an area for the non

functional, the merely necessary within his trational' nature~ 

He, the prophet of the 1 for-the-sake-of-which~, is less 

obsessed with finding 'ends' than are the Darwinian evoJ.ut:t.on

ists, who deny teleology while seeking it everywhere in order 

to reduce it to necessity037 • 

With the concept 'entelechy' in mind, let us look at the 

scale of being again. The lowest item, inorganic ma~ter, 

is, in Aristotle 1 s own words, 11 that which has not got its end 

within itself 11 
.. 

not 1 besouled 1 ~ 

Its form remains en the outside~ It is 

~s soon as th0 form enters into a thing, 

it becomes _€filf'..~~chon..~!3(}filS!;,, a 'besouled body' • It has lifeo 

Moving up the biological scale we encounter the Aristotelian 

concepts of the vegetative, the sensitive, and the rational 

'souls' 9 function being increas.:i.nqJ,y more complicated as 

Living man •has' three souls, the rational we advance .. 

one being h.is . 38 peculiar sign: he can think • 

The following passage is from the 'de Anima', Book I, Chapter 

1: "Holdlng as we do that. knm,,tiE,dge i.s a good and hon01.1rable 

thing, yet that some kinds of knowledge are more so than 

others t either because they are more certain or becau.se tl1ey 

deal with subjects more excellent and wonderful, we naturally 

give a. primary place~ for botl':i ·l:l1E'Jse r2asons ~ to an enquiry 

about the soul. Indeed an acquaintance with the soul 
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wouJ.d seem to help much in acquiring all truth, especially 

about the natural world; for .:Lt is, as it werey the principle 
., a 

- i· . th• li'JJ 01· l. ving .. :tngs " 

Referring to the above passage, Flew states that Aristotle 

himself "ascertains the nature or essence of the soul as the 

principle of life". Flew continues, 1tThis means, or should 

mean, that he will be using the word Ji.QUl in the sense in 

which to talk about somethirig having a soul is simply a 

misleading substantival way of saying that it is alive~···· 

It is perhaps not altogether surprising that even he 

sometimes to have been entangled by his terminology. He 

sometimes takes it that the dividing lines between the levels 

in this hiera.rc:hy of functions must be more absolute than they 

are .. He even forgets that :i.n this sense of _§oul, scuJ.s 

cannot be substancc::s (in our sense, tha.t is; a sense quite 

different from that in which Aristotle himself employs the 

Greek word usually tru.nslated filll~st§H.£~) e His fundamental 

thesis is that the life, or the soul, is 1 the form of the 
. . . b . , ,,40 particular living oay o 

It seems that, as Plato was earlier, Aristotle too is being 

judged from the point of view of our modern prejudices, with

out taking into account what the concept P...§Yf.be rea.lly stcod 

for in Greek thinking from Homer onwards. For. the Grt·ceks 1 
I 

.l?.§..IT-he was more than just 'the principle of life'. :-en 

fact, Aristotle does not say wprinciple of lifei, as Flew 

suggests, but 'pri.nciple of living things'. Aristotle 

is by no means free from the assumptions and prejudices of 

his fellow-men. J'.§.J:"Che had been t thG miracle, .the mys tE"t:Y' 

of life and a 'something' (which could leave the body at 

death and go to Hades) long before Homer. As we have seen 

for Plato it was life and a 'somethinge: for Aristotle, to0, 

attuned as he is to t:r adi.tional thinking? ,p_syche is r the 

piinciple of living things' 9 as well as 1 paradoxically~ a 
1 something 1 on its own~ 

ThiJs, when F<eeves sa.ys that we mur, t be careful 0 when we talk 

about different 1 souls' in Aristotle's system, and not think 
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t l J 1 r• ~ ~ •t 41 no - w·10 •. y successru.L.1.y' 
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to have tried to escape if 

In geneial, however 9 he is 

i.s 

very clear in his rejection of a soul-body dualism: "Soul is 

the way the body works: that is alln. 42 Or, when the body 

moves we see the soul at worko 

Armstrong explains in this co:1.nection that we have ''in Ar.:i.s

totle' s universe a special group of ~aterial substances, 

· ~~' Pneuma a.nd the principle of transparency and light J 

all hot or bright, al 1 active, and r10t sub _j ect to quali ta ti ve 

change, whose function is to act as vehicles and intermediaries 

through which the immaterial communicates with and acts on 
. n43 all other material things • II~:Il. is the "material 

vehicle through which sense perceptions reach the soul': and 

i. t is at the same time • pneuma' whlch p.r:oduo;s "bodily movc:~ 

ments under the influence of the movement of desire in the 

sou1 1143 .. This important intermediary is present in the 

sense-organs and in the channels and veins connecting them 

with the heart .. The heart is 11 the ultimate organ whicl·~ 

originates movement •••• Cit) is the pivot of the whole body, 
Li. r, 

the point at which the body is actuated by soul 11 ··'"*, .lis 

we said earlier, Plato believed the brain to be the centre 

of physical life, whereas Aristotle emphasises the importance 

of the heart as the ~entre. This incorrect view of 

Aristotle's "set popular physiology off on the wrong- track" 

says Stacey {Stacey ~ p 75)o We shall later compare this 

Aristotelian view of tt1e heart with the Israelite view. 

J::neu.1!.1:§. is also a.ssumed to be an intermediary when it comes 

to the problem of transfer~ing the rsoul~ from generation 

to generation 1 the seed being the logical soul-carrier. 

We have already made mention of the Aristotelian view that 

the male of the species gives the newborn his soul, -r,-1hereas 

the female provides the body. ':I:hus "the contr:Lbution. of 

the male parent is nothing material but is the impressing 
. ... ., ..,.. ' . ~ . t,. .. "' . .., ' ,· , ' :t '\ . 1 - -F . 1 ,:.:.11 4 5 of a cert.ain ,.c .... m or" 1110. .... er: .:>UPJ-.'-l.-.ECi .)J t1e ~Ema .... ._. .. 

The question iss as Grene points out, how the seed can be 



"soul purelyn; seeds are mate.r.:i.al r.:tr1c3 soul is 46 form ,. 

We said earli~r that, according to Onlans, the Homerian 

Greek.s c:lso so.w 12.§j~.f<hs; c:s "the l:i.fe which is transmitted in 
47 procreation" .. In this co::1::iection Onian.s refers to 

the dialogue 'Timaeus' in which Plato goes back in time to 

the original limitations of .P~~:.:;h~f which is the time 
47 

before _thymos. and p~:J'..~ merged into one concept ., Pla.to 

here tells us thc.t .12~~.Yc.b.~ ~s 0 planted and fas.tened • ., o. in the 

marrow, the divine part in the marrow of the head called the 

f.9J<:.§_pha1 os.. In this f a.s tening life (£.Lq_,~) is involved¢ 

Tl;e .i2.,S:i£.b§. is itself 1 seedt (~~f!I!J3:.), or rather 9 is in the 

'seed', and this 1 seed~ is enclosed in the skull and spine, 

and explicitly identified with the marrow ••• ~.oand flows 

thence in the propagat:ton of a new Iifr.::., This appears to 

be original popular belief~··"· Onians points out that 

i~ is also very explicit in Aristotle "that the seed was 

itself breath (.!212£.:~1.fl) a.nd that procreation was such a 
!) 7 

breathing or blowing 11 ,. ~ 

586as 15f; de Gen~Anim. 728a 9 

Onians +;efers to Hist., Anim 

9f; 736b, 33£~8 

Grene, too, assumes ~hat AristotJ.e, in order to find an 

intermediary bE".twe2n seed and soul, described 11 semt~n a.s mi::lde 

up of rcognate l?.!l.S..'2,ITiE:.' :i.n which ;:;oul h;~s alreacy been implanted 11
, 

and that he f.Jpeaks of _P-neuma. (bre.::;_th) c:ilmost 11 iJ.S if it were 

soul, or a very special sort 
I 

of VC-':h :!. c1e of 
49 soul 11 

• .. .In the 

same way as 11 soul acts on 2.nd coff·r·~'.m:i.c;;ite.s w.1.th bodyj through 

.llile}lt~§.", the Unmoved Fiover, Ete.t~r.tr:.:.l P1..-:.re Heason ~ 0 acts on 

eve~ything 
l)Q 

aether"' .., that the Milesian 

the heavens m~de of 

ideas cf HspecLfic 

forms of motion working in the primaJ r~ic:;.ti::::::rs 11 somehow 

influenced Aristotelian philosophy., The Stoics later 

used the same ideas for their doct.r.irH: o:t· tho J2!l§:L!°!l.~". 

We have said that the rational soul is m3n's peculiar sign: 

he can think. Perhaps we can assume that, on the 

In ac:Jdi ti on 

to this, 1 active Y'.·easm1' may dL~clc.s<:: the :::Ltt.z of th:Lng!::>. 
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opinions 4) 51_ Bk 3, Ch ,. 

!12E§~ is separa.ble and impassible and unmixec1 1 being essentially 

a.n actuali t:y. For the active is alw~ys of higher value 

than the passive 9 and the origi~ative principle than the 

matter. Actual knowledge is identical with j.ts object; 

potential knowledge is prior in time in the individual, but 

in general it is not temporally prior; but ['OU..§. does not a.t 

one time function and at another not. When it has been 

separated it is that only t·1hich it is in essence, and this 

alone is immortal and eternal. We de not remember, however 1 

because active reason is impassable, but the passive reason 

is perj.shabJ.e 1 and without the act.i ve reason nothing thinks" 

(de Anima, Bk 3j Ch s> 52
M 

A huma.n be.lng thus has 'active 1 and 1 pa.ss i ve 1 .UQ.':lJ.l, and the 

distinction between th0.se t\r.io 1 minds' falls within the soul v 

lf2~s _Roie.tikos comes in "from the outside" and remains 
0 unmingled with the body and its power:> and uninfluenced by 

53 them" $ art requires a potential principle - Q. _taj2_i..q.s_ 

m£., on which it may imprint forms n, U1e nous__pJ?.th_§!tiJ:'!~:~2§.o 

Actua.llyy Aristotle himself speaks of j:o_I?.9iQ.1}L!. (agc::nt 

intellect), the phrase !l9.1l_§..J2.Qj.~ti,3.2.§.. first being found 
c:; Li 

ca 220 AD"'"· 

Hoss a.sks hovJ s v:i.ev; 1 it.happens that "we come 

to know things w}·d.ch in the ordir.c.::-y s ens8 \,.,'e did not know 

beforeo Does not this transition from potential to actual 

knowledge imply that there is somethlng in us that actual.1y 

kn6ws already, some element that is cut off from our ordinQry 

consciousness so that we are not aware cf this pre-existent 

knowledge, but which is nevertheless in some sort of communica

tion with the ordinary consciousness ox passive reason and 
5r:: 

leads this on to J::nowledge? 11 _, ~ 11 It is clearly implied 11
, 

says R.os s 9 "that act:.i ve reason~ though it is in the soul, 

goes beyond the individual; 

to mean that it is identical 

we may fairly suppose Aristotle 
. !" 6 

' -1 ·1 in~-:. '.~,,~·L· !!:::>'.) J.D i.:L.~ .• , .. CJ . .J..V'J.;.1~,r.i.. S .. 

Most scholars agree th~t in fact Aristotle fell into a cer~ain 

As van Peursen 
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says "there are here the rudiments, at any rate, of a new 

dualism - one which opposes soul-body on the one hand, to 
r::'l 

mind on the other"::> ~ 

Grene attempts an explanation of this diversity in the 

make-up of the Aristotelian man: "Perhaps it springs from 

the biologist's sense that his own knowledge, his own 

elaboration of sets of prepositions and arguments pb0..11 .... t 
other living things, is itself a very strange addition to 

life itself y so strange that it must have a foreign source, 

an origin all of its own Q •••• Perha.ps then, Aris tot le~ s J..lQll§. 

is ••••• a concept necessary to guard the knowledge of life 

against the collaps~ into mer~ life1" 58 ~ 

What makes the interpretation of Aristotle's use of and 

distinction between psyi.~j}e anq .D..QYS. so diffic;ul'c is thci.t 

.12.§.Y£}1e is not quite our. soul, nor .DQ~ our mind., Reeves 

explains that though .E~che ·is usually translated 'soul' 

and !1£.1:!..§_ 1 mind 1 
, Aris tot le, when using the concept .£.2...,vche 

:i.s "discussing w~1at we would cali 1 mind 1 and hi.s concept 

.!}~§.. appears to share qne charact.erist.ic, i.e" immortality, 

which is what we 
. 1''59 impersona • 

mind (nous). but --- , 
i_n Hoss's words; 

should call tsoul 1
, but seems to be 

Aristotle could conceive of a disembodied 

not of a disembodied soul {_~). Or 

nNo,r can soul exist d:lsembc)died - t11ough 

here Aristotle makes a reservation in favour of the highest 

elements in the hum·an soul, the ac:ti'1e reason 9 which, as it 

comes in from the outside, exists too after the body's death, 

though whether in an individual form or merged into some 
60 wider spiritual unity, Aristotle does net say" o What 

Aristotle ~ays is that the active element in human reason 

is "on the death of the individual, capable of existing 
5-1 

apart from any body" ..... 

Having passive mind and active mind, man .is "in a unique 

way the point of contact between empiiic~l reality and 
. . i · 16? ' • • divine rea ity' -. Man is both a li~: in the ch~in of 

living beings and an outsider to the samfco 'l'he fact that 

it is withi.n the soul that the distinction between a.ctive and 
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passive :r.eason is fo1:mr3 wo-µld.b,e.f<:i.tsl, says Ro.ss "t:o any 

interpret~ation vfrdch L:1 entifie.s the active reason with a 

divine reason falling entirely outside the individual human 

being. It is not fatal to the view that the active reason 
. . . . . . . -6 3 
is a di vine reason :ur.me.nent :tn numa.n souls 11 

• 

There are·moments in which active mind is in a state of 

complete harmony with the truth about the whole of reality -

livi.ng like God., In contemplation "the partition between 

active and passive reason is brc1ken down and we become c\ware 

of our oneness with the principle ~hose knowledge is always 

t 1 d l .. ·t .,64 ac ua an a ways comple.e• e 'I'he "full unfolding of 

the 'active reason' in man, Aristotle calls a 1 beholdingt 

(_t~ia) and 11
, sci.ys Windelband, 1'this 'beholding' which 

exists only for its own sake and has no ends of will or 

deed, this wishless absorption in the perc8ption of the 

highest truth, is the blessedest and b!-:;st of a.11·1165 • 

Rohde emphasises that in Aristotle's description of this 

state of theorif3. "the sobe.t- res(~rve of his lecture style 

seems unlifted and almost illuminated with the warmth and 
L • 

. .66 
brilliance imparted by a genuine glow of personal exper1ence 1

• • 

Flew, however, drily remarks that Aristotle had "the undoubted 

conviction that abstract cognition is something rather grand, 
6•7 

almost divine - just, the job for the top sort of person. 11 
., " 

Grene, in this conn~ction, directs our attention to what seems 

to be a paradox when comparing the teachings of Plate and 

Arj_stotle. Plato 1 placing man's destiny in another 

world where- Truth and Goodness :cule, finds it necessary and 

fitting for h:Ls philosopher~· who had c:t:i.mbed "painfully aloft 

to gaze at the Sun and the Good, to return to the cave to 

rule among the shadoivs 11
,, Aristotle, on the other hand~ 

who boldly decries PJ.ato's other world and discovers "being 

in the ~nspection of the sensible world itself" 7 finds it 

just a.s right and fitt:i..r).g :for l~i.§. w.:1.se man to revel in 

contemplation of Pure Being which is, 

same Being as the Form of the Good in 

in fact, quite the 
62 

the Platonic philosophy · 

As hi.indelband points out~ For P;.1n-o Form alone "Aristotle 
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employs all th(; pred.i.cates of the Platonic idea. It is. 

(:::t•?.rnai 1 unchangeable, irnmovabl e, '<vl~ol ly independent, 

separated from all else, incorporated and yet at the same 
69 t.ime the ca.use of all generation and change" .,, 

'l'he Unmoved Mover 1~; .tl1.Q. mover, but how did the world begin? 

Was it created? 

ls ungenerated, 

creati.on of tha 

Ross answers "No! For Aristotle matter 

eterna:t) 
~ ',. 70 wor J .. a · $ 

he Gxpressly argues against a 

St:.ace explains that "God is 

not related to the world as cause to effect~ 

relation of time at all. It is a logical relation. God 

is rather the logical premise, of which the world is the 

conclusion~ so that God granted, the world follows necessar-
., 117t ' . i ' . 1_y.... • we said earl er that motion is produced by 

an ideal, attractive force directed by the soul; and that 

illleuma is the intermediary which, influenced by the desj_.re 

in the soul~ produces the bodily movements~ On the 

universal level, p.etj2§..f~ is the intermediary which is acted 

on by Eternal Pure Reason; this action seems in a paradoxical 

way to be the longing of matter after God. In Windelband 1 s 

words, "He {God) acts upon the world, not through his motion 

or activity, but through the longing for him which the world 

has 117 2 
o 

In Stace's view, timf and space 7 being inside this globular 

universe~ are infinite, whereas God, as real but not existent, 

must BE beyond and outside the 

not ir;. "space or time at a.11 11
• 

"outermost sphere"~ which is 
7..., 

God is thus infinite! ~ 

Grene, on the other hand, states equally firmly that 

Aris tot le 1 s God 0 i.s finite through and through 1 whol l·y 

determinate Being, pure thought and the purest object of 

thought, delimited sharply from all other bodi0s, but not~ 

most emphatically not .1 the source of their existence as Father 
711 

or Creator" ·., 

Aristotle himself writes about his Unmoved Mover that since 

it must think the best "i.t thinks itself 1 .... ~ .. anc1 it::> think.in<;; 
. . 7 ~; 

is a thinking of thinking.o ... throughout a.11 etcrnity 11 

11 Such an acti vlty· 11
1 says Windelband, "i.s thoughi~. ~ ;:;.nd thot.i<)l":t 
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alone$ ••• that thought which presupposes nothing else as an 
. 76 

object, but has itself f~i its constant, unchanging content'' • 

That Aristotle thought of God as a self-conscious being, 

different from the world, was of great importance in 

Windelband's opinion, and made possible the passing over of 

monotheism ''from the panth~istic form, which it had with 

Xenophaness and even still with Platos into the theistic 

form" 76
.. On this view,· the Unmoved Mover is transcendent .. 

Stumpf, on the other hand, talkz about the Unmoved l\'1over as 

the "immanent form of the world'1
, but not as "the religious 

G b ' ' 1 . . tl . .c - • ~- fl 7 7 od eccinung :i.nvo_ ved .1.n 1e aJ. tairs o..:· man .. 

C6uld these diversities be solved by assuming that Aristotle 

had given his Unmoved Mover two a.s pee ts? That God~· like 

man, can be said to be both within and outside the world? 

Let us assume for a momE:nt, and it is a mer.e assumption, 

that the Aristotelian God ( The2.§) t being the thought of 

thought 7 can, in fact, be said to be beth the subject and 

the object of his owr~ thoughts: a~ Subject he is Pure I'foQ.§._'i 

transcendent, most real, but not existent - the predicate 

'infinite' may possibly b~ appropriate in this case; as his 

own Object he is the immanent soul of the world, the Fann of 

forms - perhaps even justifying the predicate 'existent~ and 

'finite'. 

Stumpf understands the 'thinking', that is, the 'knowledger 

of the Unmoved Mover to be the 11 whcle system of Forms taken 

as the in tel liqible E;tructure of all things 1178 • Thus, as 

he 'thinks' 5 'knmvs' liimself, he 1 thinks's 'knowsv tlv2 world~ 

of which the intelligible, rational orde.t" is due: to hitn., 

God is thus, somehow, involved in making the practical 

aspects of the VJorld work· .. In this connection~ Ross quotes 

a passage from the 'M.:-~ta.physic$' which s he says, "at first 

sight seems to suggest that God exists immanently in the 
'7 C'!. 

world as well as tran:3ce!1dentally'' .. ;1: ttWe should cons id er 

in which of two ways the n~ture of the whole possesses the 

good and the best - whether as something existing separately 

and by itself, or as the order of the whole. Perhaps we 
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should say that it possesses.the good in both ways, as an 

army dceso For it is true both that the good is in its 

order, and that its leader is its good 1 · and the latter in 

a higher degree; for he does not exist by reason of the 

order 9 but the order by reason of himt180 • 

Ross points out that "when Aristotle considers the nature of 

God, he feels that the ascription to Him of any practical 

interest in the world would detract from His perf~ction; 

b~t when he considers the world he tends to think of God i:1 
; th .·.I- !18·1 a way which brings Him into closer relation w_ . i~ e 

No doubt 1 even such an expert on Aristotle as Hoss is not 

a.lways sure of what Aristotle really wanted to say and so, 

it seems, we may well agree with Windelband that possibly 

Aristotle himself "had not become clear as to the relat.i.on 

f t l - .... th t h . h d I" g 2 , .. h o. _ne unmoved mover ~o . a w ic was move ' , anG wit. 

Reeves who suggests that "we can entertain the simple 

possibility that Aristotle himself was not sure what he 
118 3 

thought.~ .. Q a 

If in fact Aristotle was not sure what he thought, many of 

his interpretators have been all the mo~e so. A,;:: is tot.le j ::. 

classical philosophy has proved an ideal authority throughout 

the centuries for proving the most varied philsophical 

theories, and has very often been used to solidify import2nt 
I 

Christian doct.1::-:L:Ies ~ even the doctrine of the ir.imortal soul 

and personal immortality. 
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11 '.l'he Bible is the book of the soul above ail others 11 , writes 

Soderblom, It "draws aside the curtain from 

the secre~s of th· e ~_.um .. ~".·· soul, R~ n0 o~he- ~·-iti"ng i- t"rie ~ - !! - • ·-- '-' ...... - .... '"" .... ~ ~ .. 

world does. The co1·1flicts of the inner life are manifested, •. 

The Bible represents the independence of the .:i.nner life as 

being due to the fact that at every moment the soul is 

occupied with its relation to God, which is the most urgent 

consideration in life. The soul is not occupied with 

itself but with God. It is not inter2sted in a state 

happiness and peace for Jts own sake, but en acquiring Jt 

by means of a right relation to the Highest. • ..... When 

discourses occur in the holy writings of Israelj it is 

between the Lord and the soul. Essentially it is the 

Lord himself who speaks. His words are irre~utable. 

The Lord's words arc actions, as are those of the man who 

speaks on his behal£" 1 • 

Dimont: a Jewish historical writer 1 begins his book as follows: 

~!,Je~:ish history dates ba.ck from the day, 4000 years ago; w!1en 

o. man named Abr:aharn bad v.n encounter wi t:.h God, known to him 

as Jehovah~ The dialogue between Jew and God beg~ns then. 

This continui~g dialogue is the history of the Jews, with 

the rest of the ;-;crld as .i_nterested eavesdroppers"
2

,. 

For about 800 years !ollo~ing the days of Abraham, the Jews 
I 

were a nomadic people war.deri.ng n:_n and out of the great: 

civilisations surrounding them'', as Dirncnt ~epicts 

About 1600 BC many He~rews followed Joseph into Egypt: 

400 years later, after enslavement, they we~e led out by 

Moses. The great Exodus ends with a gradually accomplishe~ 

victory over the Ca.naanit~s, and a successful settlement in 

Palestine~ 

f·r.om the above we may conclude, as Rowley points out, that 

"at least three st.rains e:-1tered into the religious life of 
. 3 

Israel 11 
: the general 

Semi tic background, 2) Cana ani. t c influences~ the Ca~1aa.n.i tes 

being far advanced in ~h~ org~nising of peaceful agricultural 
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elements given to the Jews at Sinai through Moses. 

Actually, as is generally acknowledged,· 11A challenging and 

perplexing .duali ty114 runs through the Old 'l'estament. 'l'here 

are not only two peoples, the Hebrews and the Israelites, 

but also two Moses', the Levite Moses and the Midianite 

Moses., 

(God) • 

There are also two Gods~ Yahweh (Lord) and Elohim 

We read of two kingdoms, fused into one, then 

broken into two agai~o Perhaps we are right in finding 

two souls as well, ~~g and ruach? Dussaud calls them 
, l • • t - d tt.- . t t. ---·) 5 
~De spiri ua~ an _,;e vege a ive sou.s • 

Did Moses, as a non-Je~, weld the Israelites of Egypt and the 

Hebrews of Canaan into.one people, as Sigmund Freud assumes 

in "Mos es and Monothci ::Hn" '? 
6 • In this connection, Dimon t 

asks, "were the Hebrews who l~ft Ur with Abraham in 2000BC 

and the Hebrews who entered Egypt under Joseph the same 

people as the Israelites who were led out of Egypt by Moses? 117 

Whatever are the answers to the above questions~ it seems 

evident that ~;..,,.hen t.he tribe that Mos es had thus reformed 

took its place in Palestine side by side with other Hebrew 

tribes. the reliqion 0£ Yahweh and the Mosaic law offered 
, - ' 8 

a valuable rallying poi.nt for the:; larger· community 11 
• 

Nobody will deny the i~portance to the Western world of 

Moses' aopearance in 'history' and its re:::ults: the 9iving 
• I 

of the Law, the bring :Lng for: th of a Nation, the beginning 

of the Bible. 

Undoubtedly t ":tdeas and practicer~ of vari ,")US origin, 2.nd at 

various levels of devE:lor.::rnent, are to bs found wi th.:Ln t11e 
. 9 

Old Testament'' .. Al:;o ~ according to Rov:l.ey r 11 much even in 

Judaism,. ca.n no longc:::::: be regarded c:.s specJ.al supernatu.r:al. 

revelation given directly and specifically to Israel, but 
. . 1110 had its antecedents i:~1 Canaanite relJ.g.J..on o In :fact-; 

as Christen and Hazel t<:n1 pc.iint o"t.1t s 11 there is evidence to 

suggest that the early Hebrews had much more in common with 

their Near Eastern nei.ghl:~ours, c:;:.nd \Jr;z;-,2 cultura1.ly m0re 
",. 

I ' indebted to them, than was once supposed"-~. 
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Dirnont suggests that "the grand design of the entire Book 

cf Exodus resembles that of primitive tribal initiation 

rites, but on a high, ethical, symbolic· plane. Be:foJ:~e 

the young males in a primitive tribe can join adult societyf 

they have to go through initiation rites which have these 

five elements in common: a symbolic death; a. symbolic rebjrth; 

a symbolic mutilation uniting them into brctherhood; a new 

name given to each initiated member; and, finally, revelation 

of the tribal Laws i 1 
.. Dimunt then compares the following 

five elements from the book of Exodus with the above: ia the 

desert the old generation dies out; a new generation is born; 

all males are circumcised; the Hebrews are c~lled the People 
12 of Israel; and, finally, given the new Law • 

The covenant: they make Js with a god called Ya.hweh~ possibly 

a new god to the people led out of Egypt by Mos~s, a jealous 

god who has chosf':n hi.s O\;/n people and given them his country 

to live in. At this early stage it seems the religion of 

Israel was monolatr.ous ~ and thus it was not den:i .. E::d that 

other nations had their own gods as well. Not only was 

it not denied, as McNeill points out, but it was a great 

temptation to the Israelites not to resort to the fertility 

divinities, the Baals, "when life came to depend on agr:i..,.

culture .••.• After all Yahweh was a god of the desert and of 

H . . . +- .., • • J t' war.. c. c is worsnip srOOfJ 1.n iso .. a ion, emphatically opposed 

t t \ i·· . i. '-l .... ld 1113 -o 11e re J_gion o . .._ H::: rie s ., 

This stage in the Hebrew religion prevailed, according to 

Charles, until about the 8th century BC. 

view of deity has several characteristics: 

A monolc.tro'-is 

1. 11A na.ti.onal Geel :Ls a personi fica.tion of +:he 

genius of a people, the embodiments of its 
• t - • . • h • - I' '.J.4 vir-ues and its vices on a eroic scaLe' • 

It has been said that each na~ion has the 

type of god it deserves; or that man's god 

is always just a little in advance of the man. 

2. Yahweh's jurisdiction was regarded as limited 

to his own people in his own land; thus the 

individual felt himself under Yahweh's 
doreinion only so long as he was living, 



inhabiting the land and ralive'~ within 

the confines of Palestine. When in 

another 
15 gods ~ 

cut off 

country he had to serv~ their 

The Shades in Sheol were 

~ +-h <- 11 h' -F G •16 irom ~' e ~e ows.ip O- oo • 
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"Early Yahwism could furnish no eschatology for the ind1.vidual ~', 

says Charles, the Israelite being left to his hereditary 

primitive beliefs of pre-,.M:osaic origin~ a.nd, "these beliefs 

relating to the soul and spirit, Sheol and the condition of 

the departed were heo.thc:n to the core a.~ .Sheol v-l2.S the final 

abode alike of the righteous and the wicked''. Charles 

proposes that 0 before the ei<;j1th century BC no conflict between 

Hebrew theology and eschatology of the individual was possible, 

since their provinces \vere mutually excl usi ve 1115 Byrney 

too finds the conception of Sheol "entirely unconnected with 
~ '7 

the religion of Yahweh"··. 

We found earli~r that primitive logic arrives at very much 

the same conclusions with regard to the development of the 

concepts of the soul and the life force - almost anywhere 

.:i.n the world~ We can hardly find a single primitive people 

who does not beli~ve in some kind of soul end some kind cf 

survival. Oesterley fin.ds "that the belief ii. immortality, 

or at least in life of some kind hereafter, seems to be 
I 

ingrained in human consciousness; it is doubtful. whether any 

race of ~en, even the ~ost backward, are without some ideas 

of an after-life, whichi.s taken for granted:118 ~ 

Ro,..,;ley quotes the .a.bove passage from Oesterley, adc:Jj_ng 11 what 

really matters, however, is the nature of the afterlife that 

is expected, and many religions have not advanced very f2.r 

towards a satisfying f~ith. 

a variety of views 

which can be found 

and the seeds 
19 anywhere" o 

In the Old Testament we find 

of the most satisfying fa.i th 

Some of the views are 

v~ry old and primitive. With raference to these prim~tive 

conceptions, Rowley points to Schofield who has ~elated 11 the 

Old Testament evidence to that provided by archaeology, 

arguing that (the very early) funeral and rctourning custo1ns 

point to a belief in .survival after death 11 2Ci. Dean 



Inge 1 in this connection 1 ascertains that ~•the Gre-?.ks ~, like 

the Jews, soon outgrew the barbarous notions about survival 

which are almost universal among sc.vages. Both peoples, 

and especially the Jews, for a long period attached very little 

importance to the life after death; and when they came at 

last to make the belief in immortality a part of their 

religion, this belief was not even historically cont~nuous 

with the ideas of primitive soul-cultus, which had their 

centre in the performance of pious duties to the departed 
"'P;,...i·tsir21 
.pl ~..... • 

We can thus trace three stages in the develop~ent of Hebrew 

thinking in the Old Testament about survival: 1) the pre

Mosaic cult of souls; 2) the Mosaic, i.e. indiffere~ce to 

individual su~vival, and 3) the monotheistic view, i.e. 

individual eternal life, in some form. 

We know that, though forbidden by the Law, necromancy was 

practised in Israel. Saul goes to consult the necromancer 

at En-dor, asking her to conjure up Samuel: nrrhen the woman 

saw Samuel and, giving a great cry, she said to Saul, ~why 

have you deceived me? You are Saul 1
• The king said, 1 Do 

not be afraid! What do you see7! The woman answerc:.d Saui, 

'I see a ghost rising up from the earth'. 'What i:; he 

like?', he asked~ She answered, 'It is an old man coming 

up; he is wrapped in a cloaki. Then Saul knew j.t was 

Samuel and he bcwed down his face to the ground and d5.d 

homage. Then Samuel said to Saul 7 'Why have you disturbed 

my rest~ • • ')I ti , I s < YX'.TIT ,, ? "' - . ~ 2 conJur:i .. ng me up. \. _am .. , "-· J_ L.-1:->J ., 

The Jerusalem Bible commentator ~emark~ in a note: "The 

narrator seems to share the popular belief in ghosts (though 

he regards it unlawful to consult them); •••• Doubtless, as 

in other seances, credulity arid trickery were at work; but 

the incident is prese~ted 

spirit (hence the woman's 

as a genuine recallino of Samuel's 
_, ') ~ 

ft::ar) to foretell. th·:= :futuren'--. 

Charle3 assumes that in the older, p~e-Mos2icj heathen view? 

the soul~ or i::..:::=e-·forcc, was callod ~::'t!.9.l:'..b. or: .f.J:d"'-c~~ :~r,ter-
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changeably. 

life in Sheol .. 

At c~ea.th penhesh/ru..:.s-ch set 0££ for a gloo1ny 

Though their material bodies were 

apparently left behind, early Hebrew, a~ did primitive man in 

general 5 conceived of their dead as possessing some other 

kind of bodies, lik~ a misty vapour or shadow, "due to the 

metaphysical inability of early Israel to conceive of the 

body without psychical functions, or the soul without a 

t 
. . .._ I' 2<1 cer .ain corporeicy' • 

We recognise in this primitive view of an after-life ~n Sheol 

many likenesses with archaic -Greek belief about Hades, and 

with their Ancestor Worship. According to Charles it is 

important to distinguish clearly between this older heathen 

view and later eschatological vi~ws which developed logically, 

but very slowlyt out of a monothei~tic Yahwisme Other 

scholars do not n8c:essari.ly share this· emphasis of Charles 

on a clear-cut distinction between older and later views; 

he i;:tc'.tes himself that i:he was obliged to part company" wi-th 

many of his predecessors in this field; however, he assumes 

that without this distinction you cannot understand the 

conflicting views in the Old Testament on the nature of the. 
~. c 

after-life which the 'shades' lead in SheolLJ. 

A.ccording to McNeill ~ in early Hebrev: soc.iety, in the times 

of Saul and David, w~ meet prophecy as an ecstatic group 

phenomenon., Trances were ihduced through dancing and 

singing) and these trances ;·H-cre irinterpreted as signs c,f 
2::-

direct communion with God 0 
'

1
• 'rhc:.5e ecstatic holy prcphets 

"as spokesmen for the old religion of the desert.~ G. ca.me j_nto 

conflict with all the new·-fan9led ways of settled society11 2 b. 

D~ri~g the 8th century BC there'was, however, a great 

trans forrnati.on of the prophetic tr.a.di.ti.on. Amos, Eosea, 

first Isaiaht 11 in defending and exalting the pcwe1~ o:E Yah·;,.,•eh~ 

••••• swept aside the claim of all other divinities and cults 

a.nd proclaimed monotheism in its clecirest un.d most ernpha.tic 

for-r:1n
26 

< Inst,2ad of 11 t:bou. shalt Yu.:.i.vf; no other goc:is b-:::fore 

Ca.ir::L explains that nup to then tr;e notion of i.:ii-'.:> covenant 
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would always be acccmpanied by a temptation to the thought 

of fa.vouritismo The true harmony o-f the two notions, that 

of the special covenant and the univers~l image, lay ~n the 

conviction that it was God is purpose that in Abraham's seed 

all the peoples cf the earth would be blessect 1127 • The 

bond betwsen Yahweh and Israel had been believed to be 

inseparably twined together, to be somehow 'natura1 1
, but 

now the prophets bore home to the people with great 

persuasive power a.nd in no uncerta.in terms that "Yahweh 

pursued His own riqhteous purposes independently of .Israe:L" 28 ~ 

McNeill emphasises that 11 this jux~:apos.it::i.on of univc!.'."sal 

p6wer and absolute righteousness brought to a logical 

culmination the trends to~..'ard r<:?ligious universal ism a.nd 

ethical individualism apparent in other religions of the 

Middle East during the same centuries ••••. ReJ.igious thinkers 

of Israel and Judah were here at an advantage; for the fac.t 

that Yahweh had always been a jealous God, hopelessly anta

gonistic to loc0l fe!:ti U. ty cul ts ;;,n.d demandJ.n9 an exclusive 

worship: made the transition to radical. monotheism easier 1
•
29 • 

"'l'he conception of God never stands by 5.tself", is pointed 

out by Owen 1 ":Lt a:i_ways ha.s important irnpl:i.c:ations for: the 

conception of man and the world. Thus the peculiar 

convictions about th~ nature of God, embraced by Israel, 
. ' b - . . ' b d t' 'l d 11 30 were accompaniea y pecuiiar ioeas a·out man an _ne wor. · ; 

as the one conception changed sc did the others. It was 

now firmly stated that the bond between God and Israel was 

ethically conditioned. Yahweh stood in relation to all 

men, but his relation to Israel involved a higher and mere 

searching test for this nation. 

Moreover, God seeks "for that intimate relation between 

His true worshippers and Himself the tknowledge of God 131 , 
. ·'~"31 want of :faith :i.n Him t~ecc;mes itse:lf a s.i.u • Pedersen 

explains this 1 knowledge' with deep understanding: "That 

which fills a man's soul with wh~t he is in real contact; 

it becomes the ope~ating po~er oi his soul, and he acts upon 

it~ 'l'r1ere 1s ., .. 1-iat has been c:aJ .. led ;a physical and myst.ico:• 
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connection between them. It is this act of intimate 

appropriation which is called 'to know' in the Old Testa-

ment:.1132.. Pedersen also explains 'thinking' for the 

Israelite as an occupation which did not necessarily ~nvolve 

the solving of a problem, but was concerned with the grasping 

of a totality. "For the Israelite, as for primitive people 

in general, the mental processes are not successive, but 

united in one~ because the soul is always a unit, acting in 

C 1 d t . ' . t . 1 11 3 3 It . one. ounse an ac -ion are ioen ica • . is 

interesting to compare here the Greek concept vto know' and 

the .close connection between action and the idea in Homer~ 

"\vnen once it is conceded that God is the creator and God 

of all the world, then man's future life, as well as his 
... • . • • • . tl 34 present! mus~ be subJect to Divine Providence • And 

yet~ though Israel possessed a monotheistic faith from the 

8th century BC onwards, it did not, for many centuries to 

come, draw those very obvious conclusions which were actually 

inevitable from the first. "Eschatolog ical beliefs art~ 

universally the last ones to be influenced by loftier 

concept.ions of God", says Charles 35 
o Only as the words. 

of Genesis II 7 became living truths for the Israelites were 

they moved to abandon their pre-Mosaic heathen views; 
,_. . ..... nougr: 

in a.ctual fa.ct? "with the first proclamation· of Ya.hwism by 

Moses the doom of Ancestor Worship and its teachings•: had 
I 36 

already been pronounced e 
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.!i§i:;i"'lesh is an elusive concept, no easier to catch than 12.~Y..<::12.f:.. 

in Greek thinking. It takes the place of honour "in any 

discussion of the Israelite concept of fuan"j says A R 

Johnson, and it admits a 11 remarkably wide range of meaning"-1 ~ 
Neohesh can be found 756 times in the Old Testament, and 

the Authorised Version uses 42 different renderings of it: 

'soul' is used 428 times, and 'life' 117 times 2 • Th~s 
shows the well known difficulty cf finding a corresponding 

. English concept for '!.:! .. ~·nh~sb_' • Onians too emphasises that 

"it has been impossible to convey more than a part of the 

meaning (of peohesh); in many contexts it has been necessary 

to use a word which implies much that is alie~ to the 

origina11: 3
c 

In Owen's opinion, the word which should not be used when 

translating neohes~ is 1 soul': "either it means the personal 

pronoun, the self, the whole man, and has no reference ~o the 

inner as opposed to the outer life, or it means the principle 

of life, breath or breath-life and is quasi-physically 

conceived~ In either 

is given when Deohesh is 

case a falsely 'spirituali tone 
<.1 

translated 'soul'·.. Onians's 

research seems to ind:Lco.te tha.t •.:::he Hebrew ~::h. is nearer 

in meaning to the Greek I? ... ~_y_ch~ than is the Hebrew llfu~l1es:J:2 .. 

Whether this fact indicates that the English word 'soul' is 

more suitable to renper the meanir.9 behind £.Yach. than thE.· 

meaning behind neohe .. sh .. is, of course. another quE~stion. But 

th t • • I · • • t • • 5 e questions are re.Lacea ·.o one a.notller • In any . ' 

case, as Charles points out (pp 153~), at the older pre-

Viosaic stage of Hebrew cevelopment, B.£2.b.s.?h a.nd £U.::i.ch. were 

used interchangeabl:y .. 

In Genesis II 7, after the creation of man, ilvitality die 

not rest in the body and Godvs breath did not provide a soul. 

Body and divine breath together !:12.de the vital active 

nechesh~. In this verse of Genesis we read~ "then the 

Lord God formed man of dust from the ground and brea.thed into 

his nostrils the breath (~@.._r!.!,<;;l}) of life (chavvin;:) i and 

man became ,., J.1u·1ng 1 ch=>V''"'t1) snul ("•""Dhes"n) 117 Ir Ge',·1~.s.-1·<; ~ - - 'V-'- ' ..... :"~";:-.-{...L~-·~ _, , .!~._.,"'=.;~_......:_ e ,f. - ·" -
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VI._££ __ GJ>_ a conflation oi both these µh::-u.ses is given: 

"the brea::h (.:2._esr~.h) of the spirit of life 

( cha~:.im) n8. a living soul, (being or creature) 

was formed when God's breath animated matter. God's 

breath is the Spirit of God. Federsen sums up Genesis 

II 7 in the following sentence: nsuch as he is, man, i.n his 
0 

total essence, is a so~l"~. 

We have here encountered three terms which all originally 

had the meaning of breath: nephesh, ~.£'.l>.. a.nd r.i_eshamah~ 

The last, as H~ider--Srnith explains, ":i.~> something from the 

outside which God gives man 11 J.O ~ Ne~!!1.flll is ordinary 

breathing! no functior. ; ..... ... _. attached to it. 

and fUach are, howeve=, different. 

As was discussed earlier, there is in primitive thought a 

relationship between on the one hand, beliefs about the body 

and a separable (immortal) soul: and.on the other hand, 

beliefs about the life:: liqu.id: breath./blood/§:Lon. We said 

that Onians pointed 0 1.J.t how our Old Ens1li.sh .:'2.2.~.;ol. (soul)! 

related as it is to blood, can be traced back to th~ Sanskrit 

a·~,b_, meaning vital ele:-nent~ lift::;, lifetir::e~ The develop-

ment of ~hes_Q .is much the sameu It was originally 

identified with the b=e~th and the blood, combined in the 

vapour frcm the blood. Old Testament scholars have come to 

the same conclusion as the one mention~d earlier, i.e. that 

the newly shed blo~d vapourises an~ gives the idea of a breath/ 

b] d - ( J ') - . 1...'-i-,e i ' t ., ... t- 11 .oo -sou.l or vapou.r--.sou .. .leaving u .Joey a_ c;ea n ~ 

The original meaning cf ,!l~PhesJ.l :i.s U?~.certa.in, but :Lt has be0n 

asserted that "in the ki~dred Assyr.ian the corresponding 

.tl2Distu was applied to the throa.t thro<..1gh which one brec.1thes 1 ~; 

Oniar1s continues that it is thu:.:; cl2ar r• from its root that 

i.t was something of the nature of 'breath' or 'exl·.alation t 1112 
o 

Testament its primary meaning is 'that 
. ]] --.. -~+-~1-~. OL 'L't12. i:.? r1J.. ma. 1 s a:-.; \t,,rE~ ... . as rnen i-.:....:1..1 .. ..... d.~ ...... t"·= · .!. . , 

breath is the first sign of life. When it ceases, life 

CE:?ases", and, says .Si:i3Cf>y, 1tto possess !2.~i')_.:=:sh weis to possess 

vital povff:r 4 T:·d.s led i:o the ecnJ.i':ticin cf nepi"\~2~' and vital 
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"It is clearly somethi~g in man Cc~ any other 

animal) which is nec~ssary to life and with which li.fe is 
14 

closely bound up" ··• 

There is a close link between !.!.£<;~h and blood "because the 

departure ·of both at death suggested that ne£hesh was located 

in the bloodn 15
1 or was actually identified with it! ''Only 

take care not to consume the blood, for the blood is the life, 

. and you must not consume the life with the flesh" (Deut. XII 

23) 16 • The blood contained the life or soul and this was 

the property of God. "Indeed it is thi.s thought or a 

common life vouchsafed by Yahweh and identifiable with the 

blood" f accoi'ding to A R ,Johnson~ 11 whi.ch requires that a.11. 

blood shall be sacred to Yahweh and taboo for man, and so is 
rl 'h b . f. .. . '{ 1 .. 'f" n 17 

m<: .• r;~ c:.,e asis .:or t:ne gr1.:T1 J'.'.'J . ..:ua. o>< sacr:t.-J..ce .. It 

was given to Gody ):H?.cause it was th:::ught to be al.ive • 

.£!.~.Ph.&llh is thus the dyna1nic life-sou}. connected with breath 

and permeating .the body as blood, a visible life-force. 

It is also the seat of physical and psychical experiences. 
11 Thus far n~J.2.b..s-'.Lb. comes very close to~ or ~Ls identical with 1 

the conception of .tr"!.Y.mC22..", says On:l.c~ns. 

thvmos "the ordinary consciousness (i.s identified) with the 
"8 breath in direc:t relatior: to the bloDdn-'- • van Peur.sen, 

too, 1 i kens .!2£_phS2.b_ t:o the ''ll~J':.!.2~2... cf c-ar 1 y Greek t hcught: 11
• 

He says 1 "this soul is never envi$oged a.s purely spiritualf 

in the sense of 'incorporeal, non-p~ysical'. Affe~tive 

experiences typically related to ma~'s physical conditions 

are ascribed ta the soul. Thus we hear of a hungry soul~ 

a thirsty soul and cf a soul which 3eerns to bE empty, when 

a man who has been dreaming of food wakes up. 'l'tds soul, 

then~ is the seat at once 6f hate 1 of joy, or longing for 

God 1119 • 

R H Charles y on pages 43 end 44 o::' his boo:<-: '1Eschatology'1 

has. this to say: 0 If the teachin9 of Genesis II 3 is ta.ken 

as a complete account of man's co~p0site n~ture 1 the soul 

must be regarded not only as the vital principle of the body, 

bu~t as t:he seal-.. of aJ..1 tl"ie rr:ental acti·\rities~~-, a.nd 1":1.erE~ !tE.~ 



notes "It is noteworthy that the soul, acco~ding to this view, 

corrc~ponds to the Homeric conception of the mind (thvmos)". 
~.!..----...----

He ~ioes on "With this the: spirit; ·which· is r.eaLLy the imper son~~ l 

basis of life in man, stands in no direct relation. J;' . rom 

these facts it is clear that no Advance in the direction of 

an immortality of the soul can be made with such an anthropo-

logy; 

spi.rit 

for in death the soul is extinguished and only the 

survives. But since the spirit is only the 

impersonal force of life common to men and brutes, it returns 

to the Fount of all Life, and thus all personal existence 

ceases at death.~-~ 11 • On page 142 of the same work, 

Charles writes: "Only one part of ma.n's composlte nature 

survived death according to Herner ...• o the PB'..£b~~ ..... j_ t enjoys 

an independent and secret existence in the body, and on the 

death of the body independently withdraws itself. It 

exercises no function of the human spirit~ 1,.;hether of thought, 

will or emotion .. These belong to j:h'lffiQ§...· ~ ••• 'I'he _th;ymos. 

is the most comprehensive expression.in Homer for various 

mental activities~" •• ·~.:..2.§.• ~ ~ ~ ·!2..£~~ ••• ~~1.· .. o. are all 

functions of the body and not of the soul and disappear 

with its resolution into its original elements. .. • · .... accord-

ingly after death, or rather after entrance into Hades the 

soul loses its consciousness and thought ••••• The person 

fully c6nceived appears to be the living man, that is the 

combin-::i.tion of the vJsib1..e body and the invisible soul"o 
I 

Hebrew psycho:'..ogj .is .synthetic, says Stacey! and thus tlv2 

Hebrew "wou.ld not have ;::'ecognised that blood 1 . flesh and 

bones formed one group of terms wit~ a limited range of 

functionsy and soul, breath and spirit another - ·with a 

different range of functions. All the terms to the Hebrew 

sugg~sted the whole bei.ng, for the personality was without 

abstract divisions. The term used was that which suggested 

the aspect of life most appropx·iate to the cont.ext" 20 • So 

when we read that "the heart thinks, the kidneys emote, 
2-1 

the bo\vels fe£:!l sympe.·thy, the eye sees, the ear hears 11 
... , \r.!e 

get the picture 6f m~ry parts which, though they are them

selves conscious anci active, ca~not really be differentiated 

one from another. Toqether they form the one unity, the 
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living soul = ~· 

We read in 'The Theology of the New Testament': «In principle 

Old Testament anthroplogy is the same as that of other Near 

Eastern peoples. Terms like neohesh and leb have the same 

meaning in Accadian, Ugaritic and Hebrew. Outside the 

Bible, too, the metaphorical rise of parts of the body shows 

that man is regarded as a psycho-physical being, whose life 

can manifest itself by extension or concentration in all 

parts of the body1122 

Stacey emphasises that "any suggestion of a body-mind dualism 

.~ ••• is dispelled by the discovery that physical organs 

exercised psychical functions 023 • It is interesting to 

compare this with p 17 above, where we quoted Snell in 

connection with "the metaphoric use of words for organs 11 in 

Homer's poems. "On the most primitive level of speech", 

he says, "the organ is regarded not as dead and concrete, 

b t t . . t. . . t f t. It 24 u as par icipa ing in i s unc ion • 

Neohesh, the 'living-soul', is thus man in almost all his 

aspects, from necks breath, blood, life-force to the seat of 

feeling, will, desire: in fact, the whole personality. 

The power of neohesh is "even found to be present in sucrh 

'extensions' of the personality as the spoken, and the 

written word, one's name~ one's property, and (most important 

of all) in one ts offspring" 25 • What may seem a paradox 

is that neohesh sometimes came to mean a 'dead body 1 as well. 

Johnson points to the interesting feature of semantic 

polarisation in the Semitic languages, "at one extreme it may 

denote that vital principle in man which animates the human 

body and reveals itself in the form of conscious life, and 

at the other extreme it m~y denote the corpse from which 

conscious life has departed'i. In fact, neP._hesh has travelled 
. 26 

the full circle - For the Hebrew, 11 'life 1 and 'death 1 

. . 27 form a unified pair. of concepts 11 
; even though to our way 

of thinking they are opposed to one another. 
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On Pedersen' s assumpti·ons 11 the .soul maintains its intimate 

relation with the body even after death ••••• that which is 

done to the body is done to the soul". · When David takes 

th Ph • ·1 • t • I h d •th l • 28 h • t • e . i is ine s ea wi 11m e ma.::.n ains "mastery over 

his soul ••••• when the body is flung on fields or roads, there 

is danger .that birds or other animals may defile it and thus 
28 also the souln .. Onians points out several chara.cteristics 

of the nephesh which can be found in the Old Testament. 
29 

"Blood shed was said to cry out . from the ground" ,. Though 

in several passa9es the:! ~ is .spoken of as dying~ it is, 

according to others, still present with the body after death~ 

at any rate, when the latter has not lost its blooda It 

Sh .29 seems to have been believed to be in t!"1e g·rave or in _ .eoL .. 

Earlier we discussed the importance which the Greeks of 

Homer's time (and many other primitive peoples) attached to 

cremation. It was suggested that they projected their 

fear of the 'souls' in this wish to see them unreturnably 

settled in Hades. The Israelites did not have a tradition 

of burning corpses; they knew it only 11 where a soul is to 

be utterly dcstroyedt! 30 ~ To burn a person's body or bones; 

for example, after his death, was a cause of great injury and 

ignominy (cf Lev XX 14; XXI 9; Josh VII 25; Amos II 1). But 

we notice among them too that same feeling of reassurance 

when the dead body had been laid down into the grave with 
I 

their fathers; then they knew that the 'soul' was a rest. 

Even so, it could happen that the dead appeared in some form 

on the earth again, int£rfering with the fate of the survivors. 

The 'ghost' cou.l.d be conjured up, as when Samuel 1 s 'spirit' 
3-i 

appeared before Saul ~. 

As was mentioned earlier, according to Charles~ the above 

facts are typical of the _older heci.then viewo In this 

view the departed in Sheol are all.owed a "certain degree of 

life t movement, knowledge and remembrance't 32 ; they are 

visualised as being able to return in order to counsel the 

living as they are well acqu~1inted with their affairs e 

"The relations and customs on earth were reproduced in Sheol, 

each nation also preserved its ~ndividualityt and no doubt 
its nat.iona.l gc.rb and C\.:.stoms. o. ,. ~ 11 33 
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'l'he .1..s>t~ Old 'J'es ta.rnent view den.i e.s a 1 J. the above activities 

and facu.1 ties to the 1 sou:.::> of the dead', but even on that 

view, it was still for many centuries b~lieved "that the soul 

subsisted after death, though it did not 'exist'" 34 • 
11 There is no evidence "!:-.hat it was ever part of the faith of 

Israel that a ma.n v1holl y cea.sed to be when his body was laid 
l " 35 in the grave"~ says F,ow..1..ey Q I'he 'something' which somehow 

-:it:. 
survived was Hinvariably called shc:.de(s) and not soul(s) 11 ""'~ .. 

Owen emphas.ises that the 'somethi.ng 1 which "continues tc 

exist is not part of man such as his soul; existence in Sheol 

lacks both soul and body, and therefore has no vitality at all; 

(the shade) is s i.mply a faint r:epU.ca of what the personality 
~-, 

was as a whole'1 
- 'e .1.1.nd Moore ass er ts that. "there is 

nowhere a suggestion that the soul survives the man whose 

it was; the :Lnhab:Ltants of the nether wor1d are not souls 

b ,_ } . II 38 u._s1aoes ·., 

~ • .c 
.ll..1.e 

'1.'he term 'shade' in actua.l use (]Oes "s.u9gest a. relat.ive 

weakness ori the part of the dead as compared with the state 

of the living 1139 • ,}ohnson emphasises that it is important. 

to understand that for the Israelite, life and death flow 

into each other and that each car. be expla.ined in terms of 

the other: njust as death, in the :st.rict sense of the term 1 

•••• is the weakest form of life, so any weakness in life 
Lt!! 

is a form of deat:11 11 
·;· ~ "Death i.s most appropriately 

d "b d t . t 1141 'D ' it ..... escri e. as an ernp y~ng ou , says teoersen, as i~ is 

po.ssibJ.e to bE or 1ef_;s alive 1 so one is also able to be more 

or: less dea.d" 41 • 

As there: are no sharpJ.y defined cimens.:tons between life and 

death, it ~ay·happen that the vitality of a man is restored 

again; gi v . .r.n nourishment, especially water, the neph~ 

regains life; the same is also said about the ruac~. 
11 Then God opE:~ned a hollow in the ground~ the hollow there is 

at Lehi, and water gushed out of it. 

vigour ( ruacb) returned and he revi.ved t! 

Samson drank; his 
( ) 42 Jud XV 19 .. 

was pointed m~t earlier~ Charles <:1ssu;nes that nenhesh/f:.uacl:?:_ 

wer~ synonymously in early pre-Mosaic times, but he emphasises 

t11at the lipr.:.rtia1 di.f:'."~rcntiation of these ti.-10 naturally a . .t:ose 
in the ccu::-:se of tirr~c"43 
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Once the teaching of Genesis II 3 ~s understood, nephesh 

and r':.iach are two di £ferent concepts. The soul then 

"must· be regarded not on.ly as tr1e vital· principle of the 

body, but as the seat of ali mental activities. With this, 

the spirit, which i.s really the impersonal basis of life in 

man, stands in no direct relationn 44 • The development 

did not stop here, of course. 'I'he meaning of Jl.~hesh 

and £.11ach have gone through several more changes ( c:f the 

'Intertestamcntal' literature below). 

When tracing 2~.Q.cI}. back to earliest times, vJe find that this 

concept "in the sense of breath was closely connected with 
. "4 5 the nostrils , and that the word for nostril had to do with 

anger .. _Ru~;.f;b v..ias thus probably "originally applied both 

to the 'blowin9' of t.he wind and to the 'blowing 1 and panting 

of men and animaJ.s in distress or excitement'r, says Wheeler 

Robinson., In pre~-exilic tiir:es }~-~b_ is used for a) the 

wind caused by God; b) for th~ passi9ns of anger; c) for 

the stronger energLes of life, and d) for the external 
. ,..- . ~ ,-15 
inriue~ces (ascribed to Yanweh) • 

K:m' s _fUach_ was given to him in creation; it is a. gift of 

God, and a ,-
·" we sa1d earJ.:Ler~ God's breath is the Spirit of 

God~ Ryder Smith finds that it is as though God took 

part of His perennial fund of air and gnve it to man, 
I 

withdrawing it at death~ \·;hen rr>.an's E2d..::'!.S:h returns to God's 

funde But this use of the p~rase 'the ruach of God 1 is 

clearly distinguishable from the use of the same phrase to 

denote God's gift 6£ His Ruach, not to every man, but to 
•-•-•o- [L {.: 

particular mens such as the prophets-v. 

Stacey~ too, emphasises two uses of £.~l.Q.s:Ji: there is a.) a 

persona.l use cf the term 5 indicating an element .in the 

personality which dwells there naturally, and b) the term 

is used of one or many spirits being breathed in from without. 

When this supernatural spirit bJ.ows through the personality, 

the man is thought of as possessed by the spirit, which may 

be of a good or of an evil nature. Psychical states like 
1

' furious angers rr.adness, brav1'~ry s c:oryb2.r:,tic propi':lecy were 
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/j 7 

a spirit": • 
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11 
••••• there is the peculiar contribution to ancient thought 

made along the Semitic line of developreent and culminating 

amongst the Hebrews", according to Wheeler Robinson, who 

here refers to the fact that "a dcminating belief amongst 

the pre-Islamic Arabs, and to a considerable extent within 

the Assyria-Babylonian civilisation, is that of th~ spirit-

control of human personality from without". "But~ in the 

Old Testament, this belief in the accessibility of man to the 

will of demons and spirits, good and ~vil, is concentrated 

into belief in accessibility to the Spirit of Yahweh, and is 

d~epened by the moral consciousness and by progressive 

conceptions of both God and man till it becomes spiritual 

in the fuller sense of the word" 48 • 

We find that the 11 idea of power involved in the word £l!Q..Ch 

is carried over into what we would now call psychology, to 

denote the dominant impulse or disposi t.:Lon of an indi vidu2_l 1! 

says Snai th, who d1:-av1s the same ccncl usi ons as the above 

authors, that in one sense a) 11~~ch is regarded as being part 

ofe ••• the active and determining man"; in another sen:s.e b) 

however, the acting ;s:~$ is "other than the man, as if 

t l ~. \. d - . . . h" J; th . t "d 1149 con ro Ling Dlm an oominating im ~ram e ou si e 

When used in a persopal sense ~2&b.. gJ::-<:1du<'Jlly grew to 

encompass "the whole range of emotional a.nd volitiona.1 life,. 

thus overlapping the sphere of .!:l.2 ... ~~H'~sh 1150 • We must of 

course note that this is a post-exilic development, and not 

confuse this overlappinq with CharJ.es 's theory of £~.c1]./ 

nepj!_esh being almost identical, as the life-principle~ 

in pre-Mosaic times. 

We shall now turn to Onians rs theories regardin.g ~ch, .. 

They will lead us into an interesting, but different train 

of thought concerning Hebrew conceptions, but we shall 

recognise the theme from Onians's ideas concerning Homerian 

He begins by pointing out several differences 

in the Hebr0w ilSr:'. of .12f'.£b. co~npared with the use of .~£b..~h. 

_Fuach is never 1 like .!:l~l~h?sh ::..s, Hidentif:Led with the bleed 

~ . ,J 
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or even brought into .!:ela.tion with it. Also, at quite an 

early stage, it is useri to signify the 'spirit' of Yahweh 
I 

entering a man to possess him tci prophesy or, what may be 

much the same thing, to fill him with strength. 

might also be used of another spirit subordinate to Yahweh 

and sent into a man to trouble him or lead him astray, 
~· . h ~51 some .... imes in prop ecy· • 

So far there seems to be nothing newr but Onians then proceeds 

to prove the correctness of his statement that the co~ception 

of £~.ll is almost "identica.l 

d . ·1 . t~ h 1152 un er_ ying .1e _p..§.Yf___§.·. • • • 

to what we have traced as 

Earlier, we followed 

Onians's explanations about psych~~ that for the Homerian 

Greeks it was the procreative life-soul, especially connected 

with the hea.d; sneezing was an expression of the same 7 a nod 

was sacred because it was the sign of the power of the Q.S:YS.}::e •• 

The most important task of the head was to store the seeds. 

Those early Greeks identified the liquid in the brain with 

the cerebra-spinal and the seminal fluid, tears and sweat 

were 'of the same fluid' as well; it ·was called ~ and 

Oil was thought to be a good replacement 

when this 'stuff of life and strength' had been lost through 

the pores in the fDrm.of sweate In the Preface we referred 

to Onians's theory that in sickness sweating and loss of 

vitality went together in early Greek thought: also tha.t 
I 

the Germanic ;;eople referred to the aged as losing their 

liquid~ as 'drying up'. Death is an 'emptying out' for 

the Hebrews toos as Pedersen pointed out. 

Onians suggests that "there is reason to believe that amonq 

the Jews originally the head was believed to contain the 

life or life-soul. In the Kabbalah the supreme deity is 

conceived just thus, as a 'head'f a head containing the 

liquid of li fell 5 3 .. Tf the head ':las thus thought to be the 

source 11 we can understand their use of the term for 'head', 
t: 4 

rosh ~ for the sc,urce of a river and for 'beginning'"·-' "'., 

In the Kab:Oalah we read too that 0 the dead are restored 

to life by the 'dew' (i.e. marrow or liquid) of the head cf 
t: 5 

the dei ty 11 :i · • 

' .J 
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"In that skull di.st:L:lJeth the dew :from the White H2ad which 

is ever filled therewith; 

raised unto lifeir 56 • 

and from that dew are the dead 

Onians also quotes the 11 Zohar of the Hebrew Kabbal.ah", where 

it is said thc.t: n1n the testes are gathered all the oil, 

the dignity and the strength of the 57 male from the whole body" " 

Onians remarks that 11 the pz-ime .soui:ce was the head.. The 

interpretation of th~ seed, the stuff of life and strength 

as 1 011~ £its and perhaps explains the belief among the 

Semites and elsewhere that the fat contains the life, and 

more particularly why the fat about the kidneys has been 

singled out as the seat of life and strength by 
c::g 

the Arabs ••• 11 _, 6 

urn the Old 1'est<:lment the king was the 'Yahweh-anointed 1 and 

by the anointing becan11:·:: the son of Yahweh"~ "]~ have 

selected my servant David and anointed him with my holy oil; 

my hand will bE~ consta.r1t1 y with him, he will be a.ble to rely 
r~ o 

on my arm 11 ( Ps LXXXIX 20) _, _,.. 

father, my God and rock of my safety 1
1 and I shall make him 

my first-born, th2 Most High for kings on earth 11 (Ps LXXXIX 
2E>)60., 

Thus, according to Opians 's thecH:y ~ 11 This liquid of life and 

strength, the seed, was conceived of as 'oil 1 and ••••• a 

new 'spirit', even the 'spirit 1 of Yahweh, was bel~eved to 

be transmitted to the head by anointing it with holy oi1 1161 ~ 
It was a bestowing of new life, of divine life. Onians 

suggests tha.t we may cornpo.re the~ above with "the belief that 

the bread and wine after consecration are the body and blood 

0 f God ... e • H 
6 2 .. 

Onians thus emphasises the identification, in ancient Hebrew 

thinking, of the soirit with the life-soul (associated with 
... ___..__._._....,_...... -·------.. ·---

the head, "of the natu::e of vapour, fitting the na.me }'."UC.ch") 

fa.ND the Lt fe- :fJ:..1:.licJ._, (er seed) in the head a.nd spine. Fr: om 

this identifica.ticm follov-ls the belief :Ln '.C5:.l 1
' as a 

manifestation of the ssed f and of v. 'blgssir~g' as a more or 

. ; 
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less 2yr~:bclic outpcurir~g of l.iquid~·- of dew~ ra.in, wat.E!r.· 

of fr:ui ·c iulnes s a The following passages, according to 

Onia.ns"' Hstrongly sug~:;est that to give a blessing was to 
· 1 . . ~ ' . + . 1 ' +· . u 6 3 "A tl th h give .. J_q1.i.:u., 1 -c tli:L.:. J. ~~ .~ J_. e 1 s eeo s -iey go roug 

the Valley of the Weeper, they make it a place of springsf 

clothed in blessir..gs by ea.rly r.a.ins'' (Ps LXXXIV 6)
64 

.. 

"How good, how delightful it is for a.11 to live together 

like brothers: fine as oil on the head running down the 

beard, running down Aaren's beard, to the collar of his 

robes; copioi..~s as u Hermon de.v falling on the heights of 

Zion whc-::re Yahwet·i confers his blessi.ng, everlasting l.i f:e'' 
c:::::. 

( Ps CXXXIII 1·- 3) v .... ~ "And I wi 11 make them and the places 

round about my hi~l a blessing; and I will cause the shower 

to come down in its season; there shall be showers of 

blessing~ And thL:: trE:e of the field shall yield it;:; f.n.<it" 

Ci:' k xv--I\r "F,)66 ..... Z e r .L'o.l. "-: .:> • 

Onia:1.s also quotes: 11 For I. VJill pour. water upon him that is 

thirsty, and streams upon the dry ground: T will pour my 

spirit upon thy seed 9 and my blessing upon thine offspring: 

and they shall spring up among the grassf as willows by the 
6{.:, 

watercourses 11 (Is Y.LIV 3) ". 

Here, as Cnians points out, quite clearly 'blessing' is equated 

with tspirit' anc bo,th are ':s:\c1..:rec1'. "A father about. i:o 

die 'blessed' his sons. He reight th~n be thought to 

transmit not merely fruitfu:i.ness but soul or 1 spi.;::-:i.t' 11
• 

And referring again to the anointing of a king~ Cnians points 

out the fact that the s~i=it was given by pouring actual 

liquid representing seed into one who thus becomes a 'son'. 

It is not the legal fiction of adoption, but a magically 
i:: e• 

effective bestowal ·of seed== sp:Lr5 .. t.'> 1 ~ 

Onians 1 s research leads to interesting conclusions. He 

suggests that when during the Egyptian rule in Canaan ''lamps 

placed between two bowls •••• under the corners of thresholds 

of houses'' began "to replace j2r---burial.s of :.-;acrifi.ced 

c.hi.ldren1 "tbe lamp 3 .. s not just i:'. ! :::.yr:,:')ol of life. but 
I - • · 1•68 

equivalent to 'spirit , life-stuff, to serve insteaa · • 
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Perhaps one may see the statement in 'The Theology of the 

New Testa.ment' about ruach. as ua l.ife-giving power bringing 

rain-bearing clouds 116~-; in some way pointing to the same 
11 outpouring of fruitfulness 11 from which Onians draws such 

far-reaching conclusions. The dvnamism of ruach is also 
~ ----

emphasised in the 1 Theology of the New Testament', as is 

the fact that this source of life is outside man, and that 

"one might say the ~.3.£h is the condition of neohesh and that 

i.t regulates its fo.r.c:e. Without neJ2_hesh an individual 

dies but with out ruach e neoh~.fl'!. is no longer an authentic 
69 

n.e12hg_s h" 

It·was said ear:l:i.er that ''body and the divine breath together 

made the vita.l active n~.l2.b..esh 11 • We compare the above 

with the following thinking from Aristotle: i) "soul and 

body from a union, a living being, which, while it lasts, 

is complete ••• 0
11 (114) "the potent.i.ali.ties of the body 

are actualised by the soul and therefore this very soul is 

most properly what a living thing is" {116). We shall 

change (i) slightly: i) Ruach and Dust form a unity (neoi:esh)~ 

a living soul, which, while it 

ii) r1 the potentialities of the 

lasts, is complete. 

Dust are actualised ---· by the 

Di vine breath and therefore this very .E.~~1.l is most properly 

what a neohes h i 1:; :i. It seems one could almost say that 

Aristotle was trying to put 'his understanding' of the Old 
I 

Testament into philosophical language. {cf p. '.l.49 a.bout 

Philo). 

However; to re<:-. urn to the concepts .£~S:~ and !1.J::J.21~ .. §!.l and 

their development in post-exilic times, we find that not only 

do these two <;:oncepts overlap but also l,eb (ab) (he a.rt) is 

involved. In Pedcrsen's words 11 the likeness between these 

~~rPe
0 

AXprps·sions i"c n~eat~r t-1~a~1 ....... l - _.. .... ... - -· • ...... ... .:;;, ~ .J.~ • • . - .. ' i "" the di f ferenceH ?O ~ L:e~2> 
is often used as mean:i.ng "mind, vdll i conscience~ moral 

character, and even on occasion the seat of the appetites .., ,, 
and ernotions 11

'
1

• Johnson says that it seems to have taken 

"the place of the brain .in their (Israelite) thinking; .... 0it 

is in fact as the scat or instrw~cnt of his intellectual and 

volitional activity th~t it figures most prominently in 
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Israelite thinking" 72 

determines the act", s .sys 

"The direction of the heart 
73 Pedersen $ Pedersen quotes 

I Sam XIV 7: "His armcur-bearer said 

heart tells you: as fer me, my heart 

to him, 'do just ·as your 
74 

is with you ' " • 

Considering the important role of the heart (used 850 times 

in the Old Testament), one may well understand its ethical 

associations: the purity and integrity of the heart~ an 

integ-ri ty which is reached 11 only as one lea.rns to respond 

to Ya.hweh with all one's heart n 
7 5 • HAs the heart is so 

frequently.associated with intellectual and volitional 

activities", says Johnson, "this expression is often 

reinforced by adding 'and with all one's neohesh', a term 

h . h . d t b ~ d . 'h .... t. -1 - t t" 76 w1 ic ten s o e emp~oye wi~ •••• a mo~e emo iona- con en • 

"Nenhesh is the soul in the sum of its totality, such as it 

appears; the heart is the soul in its inner value" 7 is 

Pedersen's explanation. "Whereas it can be said that 

Jacob came t~ Egypt with seventy 'souls', it cannot be said 

that he came there:: \.d.th seventy 'hearts 1
"

77 ~ 

11 Yahv1eh is primarily concerned not v1i th man's outward 

appearance, but with his heart; fer obviously it is here 

th t I 1 \-. t f • • • t t • • II 
7 8 a: a mans rca. C11arac er inas i s mos: reaay expreEsion 

In this connection, -~c.~:;)(ab) and E_\!.:?Ch are truly interchangeable 

terms. In the la,st resort 11 the fundamental need is for a 

h t . . . t" 7 [-3 ..,. ,· t . f. d h t new ear and a new spiri • ~an s pe ri ie , ear-

rnust be revitalised: "it is necess;3.ry for man to under90 a 

radical change of heart with all that 

trans format.io:;-1 of hi.s chara_cter" ~ says 

,_' • • 1 .· c. L.nJ.s imp-.1.".s 
78 Johnson . 

as to the 

In 
1 The Theoloqy of the New Testament' we find the same point 

emphasised: nThe description of man as ner:hesh and concentr:2.

tion on the heart do not correspond to two different 

anthropologies. They are tw6 tendencies within one and 

the same pictu~e cf man. The first views man from the 

standpoint of his vegetative life and his exterior. The 

second . . ·;- . . VJ_ews .iirn in terms of his ~nner worth. The dynan;.isrr~ 

of the anthropology demands a centre, a conscience, which 

allov1s ma.n to find h;-:.r:1:-;eJ.f and tc· qrow beyond himsel£ 1179 
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It is interesting in this connection, and in connection with 

Johnson's statement that the heart takes the place of the 

brain in Hebrew thinking, to note what was pointed out earlier 

with rega~d to the heart in Aristotle's philosophy. Stacey 

assumed that it was the Aristotelian incorrect view wn1cn 

caused popular physiology to take the wrong direction. 

Perhaps there is only a superficial likeness between the 

Aristotelian heart: a.s the centrE of the body, as "the point 

at which the body is actuated by the soul!f, and the Old 

Testament 'heart' as an 'inner centre'. Neverthelessv 

for Aristotle, too, the heart took the place of the brain, 

and so it is easy to understand that a Hellenistic Jew like 

Philo, whose philosophy we shall discuss in detail later, 

believed the Greek philosophers to have been influenced and 

inspired by Hebrew religious thinking. It seems probable 

too that the Old Testament view of the 'heart' would easily 

lend itself to an acceptance of the heart as the centre of 

the psychical life in accordance with Ari~totle's theories. 

Perhaps we can best understand the mutual relation.ship bE:tween 

soul, spirit and heart in early Hebrew thinking by thinking 

of them as denoting 11 three c.spects of one unit", as Rydc::r 

Smith express es it, "for: the whole range ~)f expr-.?r i ences is 

ascribed alike to thcr:i all"SO~ We shall find that the 

two concepts heart and 
I 

.spirit on many occasions indicate 

a higher aspect of man than coes the D.§oh~_sll aspect, 

especially when the latter is used interchangeably with 

bas~ (flesh). MRn's real character is expressed by the 

state of his heart, but, nonetheless, )_tis also "stampec! 
+- . - 1181 by .. he flesh .. 

Ryder Smith points out that the pre~ise Hebrew term for the 

whole body, g_~·,iiyy_\tlJ., is seldom used in i.:he Old Testament .. 

Hit is found three t:imes of a living and three times of a 

dead body 0
• Hebrev.' u.sed the word bD.§.,2£ which nthow;h 

it bas to be trarisla·i:ed flesh a D •• does not denote the merely 

physical •• e. there .i.s nothing that is inerely physical in 
L ' • ,,82 • • Hebrew ~hougn~ · • We have repeatedly pointed to tnis 

typical characteristic of prirn~tive thought. Homcri2n 
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language, too, lnckcd a ~ord for the body of a living man, but 

had a word for: the corpse - ~~· We discussed different 

explanations £or this fact. With regard to the fact that 

there is "no distinctive word for the 'body' in Hebrew", 

Rober-t Mc.A.fee Bro~m 0ssu:nes that "such a ""'crd is not needed 

because there is no separate part of man, distinct from his 
• 1 I • • h d t b d • t • • h d •t 

8 3 'sou , wnic. nee s c e so is inguis e · • 

"Flesh, too, i.s soul 11 says van Peursen. But man as flesh 

i$ man in his limitations, visible and tangible, in contrast 

with invisible, infinite God. God does not see with the 

~es of flesh and so sees the reality, the truth of things 1 

which man cannot understand. Man in his total essence, 

as spirit and flesh (dust:), howe,rer, belongs to the '~' 

as well as to the 'in.v_±J> tbl~ i ; and man a,s rlJ.acl1 is man 
8Lt 

11 created in the spiritual imag.e of God", according to Rowley ·• 

Dimont emphasises that "making God spiritual instead of 

material •••• signified subordinating sense perception to an 

abstract idea - it was a triumph of spirituality over the 

senses 1185 • God is Spirit and therefore, in Row·ley's 

opinion, there is ~ever a question of God having a physical 
86 form. • Other scholars do not necessarily share this 

view. Ryder Smith 1 for instance, states tha.t '1 the Hebrews 

did not believe that, God is spiri.t and nothing else. He 

had 'formr; (they) thought of God, angels and men as having 

the same kind of 1 fo:rm' ". It is possible "that the 

Hebre\·J thought of 'form' .and 'shape 1 a.s separable from 'body' 

in a way which is not common now, though many people seem to 

think of a 'ghost~ as •form' without ~body"187 • 

When ,discussing "wbether the Hebrews thought of God as 

possessing physical form~ ·though not a material body11 

Cairns finds that "at l~~ast we can say tho.t God :ts a God 

who can naturally rev2al himself, and even becomes incarnate 

in the physical worJ.d, and the physical world is one which 
. t 1 1 +•t' . t 1 'I. - ~ ........ -] -t 1188 
is sacramen·a ~Y ~i.Lea o revea DlS ~piri~ua. nc ure 

It is the "spiritual kinship with God, makir:.g possible a 

real fellowship wi.th h:Ls Maker, which lies behind the tho·J.gr,t 
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that man was created in the image of God'', according to 

Rowley .. n'i.'hat mci.n is other than God is never lost sight 

of in the Bible 9 which could never be g~ilty of speaking of 

the divinity of man; that man is wholly other than God is 

equally alien to Biblical thought, and could hardly be 
<">Q 

accepted by any believer in the Incarnation"0 ~. 

"Man in no way participates in the divine nature. He is made 

of the dust of the ground, and his relationship to God ~s not 

that of a spark to 

but rather.that of 

the fire or. a drop of water to the ocean 
. . u90 an image to its original Owen 

admits though that the fact "that man is made in the image 

of God •••• distinguishes him from the rest of nature; •••• there 

are inhe~ent in human nature godlike possibilities. By 

virtue of the ·way :J.n wrdch he is created by God 1 man .:Ls 

capable of achieving a personal status that is akin to the 
,...~dli'90 J m rn N life cf uu • ~e read in 'ihe Lheology of the aew 

Testament' that 11 in the sight of God who is believed in as 

a living persony man is a Thou who ls fully free and 

responsiblett. Here the author draws an interesting 

conclusion 9 assuming that nror this reason, undouctr;-dl-y·, 

the collectivist element could never restrict the signific2nce 
':.).., 

0 -F A-he i'nd~v·'c'··aJ i·r· ,.-,,.,-a-""l not· e·ren ..L.'fl +··r~r=> r.::.·=>r:·;'-:,,.,,,_.,, .. rJe•r:ic'c;•i~·J . .1. \,.... ~ .A. .J~ .) LJ. ( ~ .., -'~ ~ J.. C < ~ ~ \ .._, • ..... -._. Cl. - .,.;,,. --· .;:l !_. t - --· _, .t 

With regard to man a~ created in the image of Gods the New 

Testament brings a new visjon. The New Testament restores 

actuality to the likeness through Christ. Jesus sL::i.nds 

between man and God participating in the nature of both. 
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C H A P T E R X I ________________ .... _ 

IDEAS OF ETERNAL LIFE 

DEVELOPING IN THE OLD 

TESTAMENT'~ 



From the beginning there is a purpose .inherent in the creation. 

Y&hweh had promised the Jews the Kingdom, a kingdom of 

unbroken, nationa.l prosperity, in :fulfilment of this purpose. 

The belief in the Kingdom is intimately bound up with the 

belief in Divine "'I' I ~ .. ...Justice. The relationship Kingdom-Justice 

is somehow, from man's point of view, regulated through the 

Law, the Torab_. If Israel carries out her part of the 

covenant, in other words, obeys the Law down to its last 

letter: then Yahweh, who is absolute Justice, will provide: 

"long days in the land which the Lord g:Lves them" 1 ~ 

The Kingdom was to be e,verlastj_ng ~ :Out there was 11 no .such 

promise for the individual who was still alive at its coming 

and could sh a.re 3.n its <J lory112 At rr.os t, its members were 

to enjoy lives of patriarchal du~ation. "'.l'he emphasis 

was laid on the comrn'..mity, on its security and permanence <:.nd 

happiness", ac-:-..:ord.ing to 1 2 Char:~es A Brunner points out thc.t. 

"we must accept the fact thc.t the Old Testa.rnent, even the 

p~ophetic message, is not concerned about the fate of the 

" indivi.dual after deat:1 11
-. Other autr:ors stress the same 

point. 

of li9ht 

"The e·scha+~ology of the prophets had no mess<:1ge 

and comfort for the individL:o1 beyond the 4 
gx:a.'le 0 

Q 

"It is with the social con.cept:i.on of man that the Old T'esi.:a

ment presents us, his relj_gicHi. be:i.rig intirneite1y bound up 

with the relationshio 
t 

to God of the whole group to which 
5 he belongs•! • 

The Ex:i.le i.n Ba.byJ.on was c=1 nevi milestone in the history and 

development of the Jews. Wi. th out: Ter;.p1 e, La.w and Land, 

Israel was ~adc to realise that you could carry thRse 

'realities' within yourself 1 and so the conceptions of many 

religious beliefs chang~d~ This is the time of the 

prophets ,Jeremiah and Eze](iel, .::.~r:ong othsrs. Charles 

affirms that "in the fact of tht::: corrd.ng ex.ile, when the 

nation would cease to exist and ~nly the individuals remain 9 

Jeremiah was thG first to ccnceive religion as the 

ro""liT'UI'J. r ··1 o+ t'ne ~ ~,1("i,i ·,r1 r,J·ual ·"'· Ql',}. '·.' ... ,·. tr1 G(.)d 116 -- ,,,, ,_..;1 •'·· '· - ---~- .. ~-- .. " ·-· ·- -

on the man who puts his trust ~~ YahwEhr with Yahweh for his 
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loins, to give each man what hi$ conduct and his actions 
. 7 

deserve" " ....... Gcd mu.st enter into relation wi.th 

the individual, and make known his will. to him~ and hereby 

a personal relation Gf the individual with God i.s established''., 

And according to Charles 11 the further: development of these 

ideas led inevitably to the conception of a blessed life 
k 

beyond the grave!l"o 

Ezekiel, the Prophet of the Exile, has also been called the 

Prophet of the Spirit. The significant contribution of 

Ezeklel is his doc tr i.ne of the 'new ruach.' ) 11 ruach in its 

most effective meaning 08 • The ethical implication of 

this doctrine is the idea that a bad man can be turned 

into a good one by being given a new £1:!_ach, and that the 

good man finds his present reward and the bad man his present 

punishment in accordance with the strictest individual equity~ 

r•r shall pour clean water: over your and you will be cleansed; 

I shall cleanse you o:f all your defilement and all your idols. 

in you; I shall give you a new heart, and put a new spirit 

I shall remove the heart of stone from your bodies and give 

you a heart of flesh instead. I shall put my spirit in 

you and make you keep my laws and sincerely respect my 
a 

observances".-. 

Divine Justice was an essential el~ment in the Israelite 
I 

religj_on. nT'he ,Justice of' Yahweh applied to groups just 

as human justice did e. t that tir::e 0 , writ es Dubar le 10 
e "We 

find men dealt with, in primitive legislation and religion, 

not on the basis of t~e single life which consciousness 

binds together for each of uss but as members of a tribe, 

a clan, or a family; hence comes the familiar practice of 

blood-revenge, or the idea that the sin of one •••• can properly 

be visited on the group to which he belongs, and into which 

his own personality~ so to speak, extends 1111 Also, 

according to ... ."neeJ.er Robinson, Mozley was wrong when calling 

this "the neqa.tive sense of individuality" as it is better 

described, positively, ·a.s "the 5-dsa of corporate 
j" 

personality" · ·" 
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In th_is, the oldest of views, nyahweh hi.ms elf is seen as 

the jealous God who visits the iniquity of the fathers on 
1 ,_, 

their children!' ....... ~ But, says Dubarle, "with the royal 

administration progressively replacing local or tribal 

~nitiatives, the principle of sanctions against individuals 

only is proclaimed in Deuteronomy XXIV 16. And the 

prophets in their turn proclaim that from now on divine 

justice, too, will 

of each individual 

take into account the merits or demerits 
12 

and not those of his family" "· "The 

word of the Lord came to me again: What do you mean by 

repeating this proverb concerning the land of Israel: {The 

fathers have eaten sour grapes and the children's teeth 

are set.on edge?'. As I live, says the Lord God, this 

proverb shall nc more be used by you in Israel. Behold, 

all souls are rn-ine; J..\..,,. ... 
t...110..::. soul o:f the father as well as the 

soul of the son is mine: the soul that sins shall diett 

(Ezek XVIII 
-1 3 

1-4) ~ ~- This quotation is taken from the 

Revised Stand2rd Version. 

the same passage as follows: 

Tne Jerusalem Bible translates 

"'As :r l:Lve - it is the Lord 

Yahweh who speaks - there will no Jonger he any reason to 

repeat this proverb ih Israel. See now: all life 

belongs to me; the father's life and the son's life, both 

alike belong to me. The man who has sinned, he is the one 
. "'4 

who shall die"~.· • When reading t:1ese two cliffferent 

renderings o :f 12~;::):1es~b. we are re~r.L'l.ded cf Oi.·}en 1 s words 

earlier that 1 soul' gives a. 11 falsc:ly s9iritual tone" .. 

However, some~ow, it may seem that we are losing something 

important when using only the terms :1~fe 1 or 'man' for 

Cn the Hebrew assumpt~cns it appears evident 

that neot:.2.b. is 'life' §11d a 'something'. 

"From the emphasis on corporate personal:Lty we move forwards 

to the recognit3-cn of moi:-aI indiv:i.duality" 15 • The sufferer, 

as an ind5.vidual, must now ask what he himself has done; 

each and everyone shapes his own fate and is not only an 

anonymous part of the co~munity. There is still the 

national soliearity to Israel, it l."' '" e.s strong as evert but 

from r1cw en t::-.e indivi.dua.l plays c. rnore l . 
ro~e :i.n 

the 1i£8 cf h:.s r1at.J.on. B~t as we said earlier, there 

. " 
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was from earliest times an understanding of the significance 

of the individual in Israel, perhaps, one must not put too 

much stress on the 'corporate personlit~'? Undoubtedly, 

however, a more spiritual conception of the human personality 

gradually developed, and made possible a more personal 

relationship of man to the Lord, "He was not only the God of 

Israel but also the Lord of the individual seeker" 16 • 

There was much of value in Ezekiel's message, but, on the 

other hand T the view that "the outward lot of the indi ... i1dua.l 

harmonises perfectly with his inner character"17 does not 

stand up to the facts of life. The innocent do suffer 

and the evildoers do prosper. Ezekiel's doctrine of 

visible individual retribution "was an ideal principle!IJ 

says Dubarle 1 nand t.h0 Book of Proverbs tries to show its 

application in everyday life in spite of very real exceptions 

to it •••••• Malachy confirms that this scandal was widely 

resented and was not confined to the discussions of wise 

men. He himself evades the difficulty only by holding 

out a. • 4" i... f . 1· 1 ~ • • d E , . l .. iS promise •. or b;e -uture JUSt ... li<e Jerernian a:n zeiu.e .. • 

"You say, 'It is useless to serve God; what is the good cf 

keeping his commands or of walking mournfully before Yahweh 

Sabaoth? Now we have reached the point when we call the 

arrogant blessed; yes they prosper, these evil-doers; they 

try God 1 s patience apd yet go free'. This is what those 

who fear Yahweh used to say to one another. But Yahweh 

took note and heard them: a book of remembrance was written 

in his presence recording those who fear him and take refuge 

in his name. On the day which I am preparing says Yahweh 

Sabaoth, they are going to be my own special possession •••• 

Then once again you will see the difference between an 

upriqht ~a~.and a wicked one, between the one who serve~ 
. 10 

God and the one who does not serve him 11 
( !"ial III ·14--18) .! .. 

However, Ezekiel 1 s dc;ctrine "dominates most of the subsequent 

religious thought of Is.t·ael " 20 , but proves to be nothing but 

a temporary solution to the vital ~roblem of innccent suffe~ing. 

To us it seems eviden~, of cou~s~ 1 that, as Wheeler Robinscn 

[JOj.r1tS Ollt, Ht}--1~~. Silli;!:.est SQJ_uti0n Of t.f-1~ r,roblc:--; Of ~i_r1cii.'lic:·1.l~-~l 

rot-rJ"\.-,•l'Cl°C~ ;-<c5 '.-. J-'-,c. '"Oc4-r.;,.;_o "':t- '°' -f:,,.;-,,,..e /.;-r:Fi•20 'J".'<·) 
.:- .,.. - ~~\ ~I. -- -''· -'~J.l t.L~- ...... ,__ ..._4,f.- "-', -0, _,.l,A¥l,,..<,4 ---- ..- ,. ,t> -

.!· 
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make this solution a real cornerstone of its faith the 

religious consciousness of Judaism had to go through further 

developments. We find clear evi~enc~, in S5derblom's 

words 1 that "the book of .Job, paE" sages in the Prophets, and 

se~eral of the Psalms show how these problems tortured the 
') ... 

thinkers of Israel""-~. How is innocent suffering to be 

reconciled with Divine Justice? If the sufferer deserves 

his lot and knows this, then he has to accept that his sin 

has aliena~ed him from God. But once the fact is acknow-

ledged that there is such a thing as innocent suffering, then 

feel that he is not the innocent su:ffere.:r: has the right to 

cut off from God's sustaining presence when he most needs it 22
6 

Charles assumes, though this is rtot a generally accepted 

opinion, that th~ book of Job "undoubtedly suggests the idea 

of a future life", an idea whi.ch was 'in the air' at the 

time the book was written. "This new view of the next 15.:fe 

springs from a spiritual root Cand) •••• a new doctrine of the 

soul 11 is involved. In this view, the disembodied soul, 
") •..i 

after death, is 11.capable of the highest spiritual activities 11 ~ ...... 

The passage to which Charles is referring reads in the version 

which he uses as fol lcws: •!But. I know that my Avenger 

liveth, And that at the last he will appear above (my) grave: 

And after my skin hath been thus destroyed, Without my body 

shall I see God: ~hpm I shall see for myself 1 And mine eyes 

shall behold, and not another" {Job XIX 25-27) 23 • 

Charles describes the 15.ne "And o.fter my skin hath been thus 

destroyed" as 'hopelessly corrupt', but f5.nds the rest of 

the passage clear. After his death ,Job 11 shall witness his 

vindicatio~, and enjoy the vision of God •••.•• It is not the 

blessed ~mrn.9rtality of the departec soul that is referred 

to here, but its actual entrance J.nto and enjoyment of the 

higher ~ . + 
.Li .... et however momentary its duration. The possibiiity 

of the continuance, much less the unendingness of this higher 

life does not seem to ~ave dawned upon Job, though it lay in 

the line of his reasonings. Nevertheless, the importance 

of the spiritual advance here . . II 24 made cannot be exaggerated 
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About this same passage Rowley writes: "Irt orie f~miliar 

passage he (Job) h~s been supposed to attain a faith in a 

more worthwhile Afterlife; it is howev~r one of the most 

ciyptic passages in the book, both text and interpretation 
25 are far from sure'' • About eleven different recent 

translatio"ns are quoted by Rowley, d.nd undoubtedly, the 

variety amongst the versions is impressive. Some "take 

out all suggestion of ah Afterlife, while others emend it 

t k th +' . - "25 · o ma e e sugges_::.ons mucn c.i.earer o 

Snaith assumes that the above passage '1 can be made to refer 

to life after death only by a most liberal l~titude in 

tianslation, a strong attachment to the Latin version, and 

reminiscences to H~ndel's 'Messiah'. The Hebrew text is 

difficult, but it is unlikely that the vindicator is God, 

and Job almost certainly means that he will be vindicated 

before he is dead" 26 • In Wheeler Robinson's opinion, 

even though there is no assertion immortal life, "it is 

fair to say that the faith behind such statements involves a 

transcenderice of d~ath which is of the hi.ghest significance 
. 27 

for the future" • "The solution of the problem of 

suffering'' lies, for the author of Job, in the fact, according 

to Rowley, that ''it achieves the spiritual miracle of the 

wresting of profit from the sufferirig through the enrichment 

of the fellowship o~ Gocn
28 

•. 

Perhaps one may here remark that tbe use of the woi~d 'p::.ofit' 

is unsuitable, ta.king the clue fr.om Satan's quest ion; nbut 
). . . ··;1129 Job is not God-- fearing for not.nng, is he. No doubt 

Rowley is talking about 1 spiritual profit~s but even so, the 

word 'profit' seems to lead into the wrong line of thought. 

The meaning implicit in the book of Job should rather be 

seen to lie in the fact that it does not matter that the 

mystery of suffering remains, but what .9.9...§.2......J0att_i2.f_ is Job 1 s 

sudden insight into the mystery of God. In a flash of light, 

Job 'knows he shall see God 1 with his own eyes, physically 

and mystically, as Pedersen explained ~arlier. It seems 

unimportant whether the author of Job is thinking of an 

individual person, or of the natibn of Israel as a whole 1 
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when tr:/irg to explain the mystery of innocent suf:fering .. 

What is important is that he is ~ttempting to show the 

difference between knowing God by hears~y artd knowing Him 

'eye to Eye', kno~ing Him in the mystery of His Presence .. 

What troubles the author Job, what he is wresting with, is, 

it seems, not the 'problem' of suffering, but the 'mystery' 

of suffering. It is a mystery which cannot yet be revealed, 

but in the Meantime it is necessary to understand that God 

cannot be measured on a human scalet cannot be fitted into 

human standards set up to decide what a just God should or 

should not do. 

When reading the Psalms we encounter the same sense of the 

mystery of a personal spiritu~l relationship to God 30 • 

Many are the attempts which have been made to explain exactly 

what the psalmists were saying. Among other~ Psalms 

XVI 9£; XI,IX 14f; LXXI.II 23f; LXXVIII; have caused much 

controversy and hav~ been differently interpreted. 

We look at Psalm XLIX 14-20: 

"Like sheep to be penned in Sheol, death will herd them to 

Dawn pasture and the upright will have the better of them. 

will come and then the show they made will disappear. Sheol 

is the ho~~ fer them; But Gcd will redeem my life from 

the grasp of Sheols and will receive me. Do net be afraid 

when a man grcws rich, when the glory of his House increases; 

when he dies he can take nothing with him, his glory cannot 

follow him do'.·In. The soul he made so happy while he lived 

'look after yourself and men will praise you 1 
- will join 

the company of 

of day again. 

he is one \ ... ·i th 

his ancestors who will never see the light 

Man in his prosperity forfeits intelligence; 
- . • \- tt 3 J. the cc.ttl.e doomed to slctL,g,iter • 

Rowley is of the opinion that ~hat the Psalmi~t is emphasising 

is surely "That the inequalities of this life will be 
'J 2 

rectified in the nexttt~ ; it would be meaningless to interpret 

the passage in the manner that the righteous is merely 

promised to have 11 sor.:12 good fortu.nE· be i'or.:e he dies n, as he 
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would then in .fact be worse off th~.n the wicked, seeing that 

"he (the righteous) too must, on this view, relinquish his 
"2 good fortune at death"~ • The wickea man has at least had 

an easy life all along. Another theory is that the above 

Psalm refers to the 'life' of the nation of Israel and there

fore has nothing to do with individual immortality. 

It is, however, possible, according to Russel, even on the 

view that Sheol is the only place for all and everyone after 

death, to trace among the pious in Israel "a growing convic

tion that the sense of fellowship which they enjoyed with God 

in this life could surely not come to an end with death, but 

that even in Sheol men might be able to praise him1133 This 

leads us to the insight expressed by S6derblom, whom we shall 

quote at length with regard to the following Psalm LXXIII 

23-28: 

"Even so~ I stayed in your presence, you held my right hand; 

now guide me with advice and in the end receive me into glory .. 

I look to no one else in heaven, I delight in nothing else 

on earth. My flesh and my heart are pining with love, my 

heart's Rock~ my own, Gcd for ever! So then: those who 

abandon you are doomed, you destroy the adulterous deserter. 

Whereas my joy lies in being close to God. I have taken 

shelter in the Lord, continually to proclaim what you have 
34 done" .. 

Soderblom writes: "Other peoples of Tran and India had long 

known hells and heavens in abundance. The land beyond the 

grave was map?ed ~n gaudy colours. The austerity of Jahv~ 

did not allow this ••.••• There was no room, no possibility, 

for any mythol.ogy or sagas, telling of the future, to grow 

and f.louri.s..h. As yet the Psalmist has no conception of 

the future life beyond the traditional notion of Israel 

regarding a shadowy Sheol. Then •••• by the inexorable logic 

of di vine r.::ommunion does the mir 2cle take place. The gates 

of death are pierced by trust in the Lord ••••• Life and death 

and heaven and earth and Hell and Hades coalesce •••• Though 

body and soul may languish, though he be lowered into the 

deep hell of shame and torture, God is still his everlasting 
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good ..... Decision and equilibrium are not to be sought j_n 

future retribution. 

and that is enough. 

The psalmist owns God in the present 

Here we have a foretaste of the 

Gospel method of finding eternity in the present 35 moment" • 

"This is a· milestone on the road to formulated belief ~n 

resurrection and eternal lifeh, says a note in the Jerusalem 

Bible36 • But many scholars restrict themselves to 

assumptions along the lines of what Dubarle expresses in the 

following: "If some of the psalmists really looked forward 

to immortality with God, they were the forerunners of what 

is to become in the Book of Wisdom a firm doctrine concerning 

the . . 1• 37 J us 1: . .. 

Wheeler Robinson suggests that what the Psalmists describe is 

in fact a mystical relationship with God and that we meet 

something of the same mystical divine fellowship in the 

Greek ideas of imDortality. For the development of the 

doctrine of a bless eel life beyond th!?. grave "we ought to 

group together the need for a solution of the problem of 

individual retribution and the claims of a spiritual experience 
38 entering a realm where it knew it.self to be above death<t c 

Dubarle points to the same when he proposes that 11 two 

principal lines of development can be distinguished: faith 

in a just retribution and the hope of an after-life, or at 
I . 

lea.st a vague notion of it 11 39 • 

It would thus seem that there are two lines of thought on 1 what 

lies beyond death' whi.ch emerge alongside each other and can 

be followed in the development of Jewish religious thinking. 

1) The one is this 'assurance'. of ete.r_nity in 

the presence of God co~municating with the 

spirit of man., The soul/spirit 'lives in 

the now' where the right and wrong aspects are 

of no importance. 

2) ~~her is 2 more theoL~?~LlY devised 

to a life in the 'Kingdom of God', based on 

the problem of individual retr~bution and a 



'Just God' and limited to human understanding 

of Divine Justice. 

The first grows out of what we may call mysti~al 'knowledge'; 

the second develops through more intellectual thinking, 

sometimes inspired, sometimes, more than anything, wishful. 

Here we can trace many different kinds of influences. 

Ezekiel was of importance in directing the development of 

what we have referred to as the second line. We shall 

hera take up the thread from our earlier reference to the 

promise about the future, which we find in Malachi, Jeremiah 

and Ezekiel, among others. What Ezekiel prophesied was 

not, however, the restoration to a life on earth for the 

individual dead Israelite, but "thl"2 recovery of the nati. on 

from the death of the exile and its resurrection to national , ~ 
life in its own land 1140

• We quote from Ezekiel XXXVII 7-12: 

"While I was prophesying, there was a noise, a sound of 

clattering and the bones joined together. I looked, and 

saw that they were covered with sinews; flesh was growing 

on them and skin was covering them, but there was no breath 

in them. 

son of man. 

He said to me, 'Prophesy to the breath; prophesy, 

Say to the breath, The Lord Yahweh says this: 

Come fr6m the four winds, breath; breathe on these dead; 

let them live!'~ , I prophesied a.s he had ordered me, and 

the breath entered them; they came to life again and stood 

up on their feet, a great, an irnm0nse army. Then he s3id 1 

'Son of man, these bones are the whole House of Israel. They 

keep saying, 'Cur bones are dried up, cur hope has gone; 

we are as good as dead'. So prophesy. Say to the~, 'The 

Lord Yahweh says this: I am now going to open your graves; 

I mean to raise you from your graves, my people, and lead 

you back to the soil of Isr~el ----~ And I shall put my 

spirit in you, and you will 1ive 1 ahd I shall resettle you 

on your own soil; i;41 

Dubarle points out that "the literary image created (in 

Hosea) developed in Ezekiel to a vision cf grandicse 

proportions ••..• (And) as the Lcrd himself then exp:ains, the 

scene symboli5es the renewal of the nation. In exile 
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Israel considers herself destined for annihilation. But 

Yahweh will bring her home and place her again in her own 

land. In this way a language is forged which will later 

be available .for telling the story of the resurrection proper•142 , 

that is, "real resurrection as distinct from 'metaphysica1 11142 • 

The same point is stressed in a note in the Jerusalem Biblel 

"by the imagery chosen, he {Ezekiel) is already preparing 

the minds for the idea of an individual resurrection of the 

body, vaguely ?erceived in Job XIX 25 and explicitly stated 

in Daniel XII 2 •14 3 • 

What we ha.ve called the first line is, however, alsc developing 

in its own manner and here too language and imagery are used 

which are suitable for furthering its message. And so 

we find, as Wheeler Robinson·e?Cpr:esses it, that "the higher 

side of human personaJ_ity (expressGd by £_:µacl}) j_s conceived 

to be accessible to God to a much greater degree than our 

present ideas of perscnality would usually suggest to us 1144 • 

This is because "the similarity of terminology kept open 

a heavenward door, so to speak, j_n human nature and no more 

striking case could be found of the influence of language 
L1 5 

on the thought it shapes even whi.J.st it servesit' .. 

With regard to Job and the Psalms we can then it seems say 
I 

with Russell that even if they 2,t best give nonly a glimmering 

of hope •••• this hopet hbwever, was such that it could only 

reach its logical conclusion in a belief in a future life, 

and it is to the credit of the apocalyptists that they were 

the first to arrive ~t this conclusion in the doctrine of 

the resurrection from the 

With regard to the prophetic message, Charles proposes that 

if we take the typical prophetic 1 Kingdom of God on earth' 

as our point of departure, we sha1.l find that "every subsequent 

development of this conception till ~t is reborn in Christian

ity is due to apocalyptic literature'', and to this literature 

we can attribute the change from the prophetic nmateriali.stic 

Wheeler Robinson fincis 
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thcrt the deveJ.opment • • h "....Jnic.,: has begun in the Old Testament 

will be towards a larger idea of social life, both on earth 

and in heaven by path of a more spiritu~l individualism47 • 

. . ~ 
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In the last chapter it was pointed out that the Apocalyptic 

literature can be said to be the medium through which the 

two lines of thought on what 'lies beyond death', which 

emerge in the Old Testament, are developed to greater 

spirituality and depth. Important changes in religious 

th1nking took place in the period between the Testaments, 

especially with regard to many eschatological references and 

ideast and these changes would, to a considerable extent, "be 

unexplained and inexplicable were it not for the fact that we 

possess this bcdy of Jewish literature"1 • 

Martin-Achard makes an interesting summary of different 

events outside Palestine, and inside its borders, as well as 

within the people itself: events, or call them phenomena, 

which conspired, as he says "to lead the People of Yahweh 

towards adopting a belief that. overturns the conceptions by 

which it has lived for so long". Influences moulding 

Judaism were: "the new ideas current in the world brought 

into being by Alexander's campaignsi the importance attached 

to the lot of the individual who is contending with sufferings 

incompatible with the righteousness of Yahweh; the yearnin9 

for a life lived in fellowship with Gcd that will not sooner 

or later fall into the power of death; and the misfortunes 

of a community devoted to its traditions and led, by the 

enmity of the powers, of the earth, to count more and more 

h . - t ,,_ 11 . . • ., ? upon t e coming of 1,e '-s-ssianJ.c r..ge·- .. 

It is in the Cld Testament canon that we find the earliest 

apocalyptic writings. Ezekiel, in addition to his other 

ep.i.tht::ts, has been called "the.spiritual founder of 

Apocalyptic" 3 

Hussell explains apocalyptic as being "embedded in Prophecy". 

"Its roots", he says, 11 were widespread a!"").d drew nourishment 

from many sources, prophetic and mythological, native and 

foreign, esoter.ic a.nd exotic; but there can be no doubt 

that the tap roct, as it were, went deep down into Hebrew 

prophecy, and in particular the writ~ngs of the post-exilic 

prophets whose thought and langua.ge provided the soil from 
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which later apocalyptic works were to grow •••• ethe seeds from 

which they grew had already been sown in such passages as 

Ezekiel XXXVIII-XXXIX, Zechariah I-VIII ·and IX-XIV, Joel III 
4 and Isaiah XXIV-XXVII" • 

It seems that the apocalyptic writers, as had the Prophets 

earlier, claimed to be wr~ting under divine inspiration, an 

inspiratio~ which was linked with intense psychical experien-
5 ces • Daniel (X 2,3) fasts fer three weeks before his 

seemingly most important vision, acccrding to Russe11 5 

Hengel, too, points to the possibility that "the apocalyptic 

literature is derived at least in part from visions and 

ecstatic experiences. There was again a strong interest 

in such extraordinary experiences in the Hellenistic period, 

indeed one must suppose that certain methods - like fasts and 

constant prayer - were developed in order to bring on 

visionary ex.peri ence.s ••••• Even the former Pharisee Paul wj_l 1 

not have received his ecstatic gift only on becoming a 

Christian"6
• 

The book of Daniel, "the first and greatest of all 
. . •t• 117 d d ~ t'' h apoca~yptic wri ings was pro uce a~ a ime w. en 

the 

the 

. . .... veWlS1; 

historical conditions were right, Israel having arrived at 

"the most heroic and at the same time the rr.ost tragic periods 

of its history" 7 • 11 A time of trou~l e such as there has 

never been since there was a. nation 11 {Dan XII 1) 8 ~ The 

book of Daniel was probably written by one of the Hasidim 

in the time of the savage persecutions under Anticchus 

Epiphanes of the Jews who were living according to the Law 

and who would not adopt Greek customs, shortly after the 

outbreak of the Maccabean Revolt (between 167-164 BC). 

"A doctrine of resurrection can· be seen born as a t\·Jin with 

a doctrine of martyrdom•~ writes Svans. The hero martyrs 

"hurl their defiance at the tyrant out of full confidence in 

a resurrection to eter~na.l lifen 9 • Another "less immed:i.ate 

and passionate and more inet:aphysic.21 11 form of the doctr.i.ne 

of resurrection is concerned with the d5vine righteousness 

and judgment~ Here resurrection of the ind~vidual is of 
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secondary interest; the great hope is for the "universal 

judgment whereby God will bring to an end the present age 

(now conceived of as irretrievably evil) and the evil angels 

responsible for it, and will assert his righteousness over 

all" 9 • 

It is interesting to note that W R Farmer actually sees the 

doctrine of resurrection being more or less calculatedly 

brought into the nationalist theology of the Jewish resistance 

movements, accounting for the "astonishing phenomenon o.f mass 

martyrdom as well as mass military heroism on the part of 
10 the Jews in the Greco-Roman period'' • Evans, however, 

maintains that 0 it could be argued the othe.:::: way round, •••• 

that the doctrine arose later out 6f reflection upon the 

nationalist activity and enterprise" '.i_O. This seems to 

be the general opinion among scholars. There is also 

general agre:ement on the fact that "we encounter in early 

Hasidic apocalyptic the first references to the resurrectiont 

judgment and huma:1 fate after death ... ., ... 011 ., 

However, the view that persecutions made the Jews believe 

in a safe and assured asylum beyond the gates of death does 

not invalidate the theory of foreign influences, even if we 

do not have to go as far as Gunkel does. Gunkel represents 

a 19th century view holding that the doctrine of resurrection 

arose in Israel neither from previsiorts of faith nor from 

religious reflection, but was bo~rowed. in its fully developed 
.s:- f +-! ';:' t1.2 .. :orm ·rem ~· -ie ..... as . • This view is today outdated . !\,lost 

scholars, however, agree that the Hebrews were not on an 

island fed only on their -~ . .... cwn i~eas growing ou~ of the past. 

They were very much part of that world brought into being by 

Alexander and his successors, surrounded as they were on all 

sides by Hellenism. 

We have seen that Russell said earlier that Jewish apocalyptic 

had its taproot deep down in the soil of Hebrew prophecy1 but 

also that its roots in general were wides~read~ drawing its 

nourishment from many sources. We find the sources in 

Babylon, Persia, Egypt, Greece. Post-exilic prophecy 
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itself shews many of these influences. Russell makes an 

interesting enumerati(.:n of the 'stuff' which makes t:.p 

apocalyptic and which he finds is contained as seeds in those 

post-exilic prophetic books mentioned above. Among the 

elements making up this 'stuff' we find the following: flTbe 

notion of divine transcendence, the development of angelology, 

fantastic .sym:!:)olism, cosmic imagery, the use of foreign 

mythology, reinterpretation of prophecy, the visionary forms 

of inspiration, a distinctly literary form, cataclysm and 

judgment, the Day of the Lord, the destruction of the 

Gentiles, the coming of the Golden Age, the messianic 

deliverer and the resurrection of the dead" 13 • 

It is of course the last item on this list with which we are 

e$pecially concerned, with that 'something' that will 'live 

on'. In this connection, Hengel suggests that the 

"indication of the historical origin of resurrection are on 

the one hand in the direction of Iranian religion, where they 

arc already attested by Theopomcs (4th century BC), while on 

the other hand conceptions of resurrection communicated by 

the dying and rising of vegetation deities had cert~inly been 
1 c, 

knov•n in Israel for some time 11
- •. Th2 Greek Orpr:ic 

conceptions of the beyond was a s tr orio:;i influence wrien "the 

burning proble;n 0£ a theodicy looked fer a.L! answer~115 • 

Hengel believes that ''foreign conception need not primarily 

have been taken over in literary ways; they could also rest 

on the transference of popular motives'1115 • Earlier, 'de 

quoted Moore with regard to borrowings in religi0nr no doubt, 

the borrower will never feel he is 'appropriating' anything 

in the possession of another religion. These new idea.s, 

"when. once they become known to 

ary implications or complements 

him, are seen to be the necess
-; 6 

of his O"'·'n'!- .. 

It seems quite impossible for anyone ever to give a complete 

true-to-fact answer to the question of nwho influenced who 1
' 

within the syncre~isffi of Hellenism. Hengel says tha.t "it 

i~ necessary to be careful in describing themes specifically 

as 'hellenistic' or ~oriental', i.e. Babylonian or Persian er 
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even Indian - and this appli~s to the question of the histor-
" 17 ical derivatipn of apocalyptic themes in general • It 

i.s also suggested by H-=:ngel that "the cultural influence 0£ 

Alexandria, Ant1och ~nd the Phoenician cities probably had 

greater effect in Jerusalem in the 3rd and 2nd centuries BC 

than a direct Iranian-Babylonian influence, especially as 

Babylonia an~ Iran were similarly under Hellenistic rule 

from the time of Alexander the Great to the middle of the 

2nd century. We must therefore reckon on the possibility 

that even originally oriental themes were mediated by 
1 "7 

Hellenistic sources"""'. 

We shall now look at two passages from the Old Testament: 

the so-called Isaiah Apocalypse (Chapters XXIV-XXVII), and 

the Apocalyptic book of Daniel, keeping in mind that most 

scholars seem to agree that there is little reason to read 

any assured doctrine of resurrection into any of the texts 

of the Old Te~tament. We may see·in Job XIX 25-27 "a 

momentary resurrection to visualise his vindication•', or find 

a reference "to the contemporary situation of the author" in 

Daniel XII 2, but that is all. Rowley does not ~ven 

mention the passa9e from Isaiah, as in his opinion, 0 there 

is here no thougi'1t of individual resurrection°18 • 

I?..§...iah X.XVI j_2_: 11 Ycpr dea.d wi 11 come to li. f e, their corps es 

will rise; awake, exult, a.11 you who lie in the dust, for 

your dew is radiant dew and the land of ghosts will give 

birth 1119 • 'J.'his passage reminds us of Onians's ~uotation 
from the Kabbalah, "from that cew the dead raised unto life". 

It seems in fact tf-ia.t. Isaiah XXVI 19, like Genesis II 7, 

speaks quite clearly of a new creation out of dust by the 

Spirit - the radiant dew. 

There is no agreement among scholacs about the above passage. 

The ,J er us al ern BibJ. e has a note s a.ying ~ "A prophecy: of 

resurrection - according to some, of Israel's national revival 
"(' 

acco:cdi.ng to others«- '~ Rowley :fl.rids nothing that "goes 

b PYOnc"' thr .1...>-c- ., ..... .._ o·c n_,;__,,..·,,.~1 -,,,,-,,,.-r,..-->-;,.,nn2 1 
-- ., .J.. _ .C! L-Jl ~.)\.J.~1l~ .L .-.ci~..J .. :...J,..i.~_,_ _t_ .....:::;.\...(.1- .et.-'-,,..J...\....l "' The pas~.age 

is best linked with Ezekielts vision cf the valley of the dry 
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bones, according to others. If, however, the other point 

of view is true and it does in fact "refer to the actual 

resurrection of men's bodies, then this· is the first 

occurrence of such a belief in the Old Testament" says 

Russ el 1 22 
o vr.'""'at e"er .; +-s · 11 · "tr · t ~" _ ,, .. .... _ meaning rea y is, _u_s ex.... , 

according "to DubarJ. e, "cor:.tributed to maintaining Israel 0 s 

faith in a God who was the supreme source of lif:e and who 

never tired of coming to his people's aid in their 

. tribu1ations" 23 • 

It is generally agreed that Isaiah XXIV-XX\i'TI are later 

additions, possibly from the time of Artaxerxe~ III (358-338 BC), 

a time of persecutions. 

76~SBC. 

Isaiah himself was born in about 

The first clear reference to the resurrection of the dead is 

in Daniel XII 2: nof those who lie sleeping in the dust of 

the earth, many will awake, some to everlasting l~fe! some 

to shame and ever las ting disgrace". A note in the Jerusalern 

Bible calls this 11 one of the key texts of the Old Testament 

on the resurrection of the body" 24 • When asking the 

question to what degree Daniel's view did represent the 

common view of the author~s day, Rowley is cautious in his 

answer. Even if it 1das a new vision it nplayed a 

considerable part in, the develop;-r.ent of thought". "Wha. t 

is important here is that man's resurrection has become an 

object of firm hope instead of being merely a longing or an 
. ,. t' I • • ' It D b - 2 5 image or ne race s perpetui~y t says u arle • 

When asking who Daniel's resurrection involves, different 

answers have been proposed. The more generally accepted 

view is that only the very good and the very wicked Israelites 

will be raised: 

eternal torment. 

the ones to eternal life, the others to 

Another explanation is, however, possible, 

according to Dubarle, who sugges.ts that "the two categories 

describe, on the one hand, those who have risen again and 1 on 

the other hand, those who have not; the latter condemned to 

rot away fer ever in the earth, arousing the abhorrence cf 

Any resurrecticn, t~e~eiore, would be reserved 
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r th • J.. 1 . u25 ror .e JUS .... a .one • 

Charles, who interprets Daniel XII 2 in"accordanc~ with the 

first mentioned viewt compares thi!:: passage with Isaiah 

XXVI 19, maintaining that the latter thought of resurrection 

"as the necessary spiritual sequel and the true organic 

development of the righteous life on earth 11
, and that .:i.t 

was therefore "of necessity limited to the righteous". When 

Daniel extended resurrection to encompass the unfaithful in 

Israel~ "he secularised it, and gave it a meaning absolutely 
2r:· 

at variance with its original one 0 0
• 

Russell expresses the same feeling when remarking about the 

Daniel passage that "the factor of continued fellowship with 

God as the raison d'~tre of resurrection is lost sight of. 

The resurrection belief has ceased to be the spiritual matter 

which it was to tbe writer of Isaiah XXVI and has become 

what RH Charles calls a 'mechanical ·Conception'. Thus 

severed from the spiritual root !rem which it grew, the 

resurrection is transformed into a sort of eschatological 

property, a device by means of which the members of the 

nation are presented before God to receive their final 
. 27 award" ~ • 

The peculiar Jewish ~dea of resurrection has been too little 

regarded, says Soderblom. "A general resurrection is 

nowhere taught in the Old Testament. The resurrection 

is unconnected with any process of Nature or with the 

metaphysical make-up of man. The resurrection is demanded 

and called forth by the passion for righteousness and 

retribution. hbo shall rise? 

out for recompense or 
?8 

puni_shment 1·1 
"- • 

Those whose lives cry 

Russell hers· 

emphasises that "until the day of resurrection, the shades 

of all who have died remain in Sheol, shut off from fellow-
2'~ 

ship with God" ':1. 

There are here, h6wever, many different opinions and we do 

not have any uncomplicated answers. The question involves 

especially the concept of the Justice of the Lord. We find 

here all 'for~s' cf J~stice, from the problem of Individual 
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Retribution to the great vision of the Last Day of Universal 

Judgment. On the one pole we find the duty to attend to 

the smallest detail of the Law, on the other pole the 

Voluntary, joyful giving of one's life to expiate the 

sins of one's brethren. 

Cadbury, when discussing the idea of an after-life in Jesus' 

teaching, writes: "References to the future life for ,Jesus 

as for Judaism in general are connected with the idea of 
.... . b .... . 1130 re ... ri u ,,J .. on _ • We have quoted Cadbury here.because his 

. following sentence seems to apply to the passage in Daniel 

under discussion. Cadbury writes, ''1This utilitarian-

sounding approach would suit the stand-point of his (Jesus 1
) 

hearers 1130 • Perhaps this was the kind of message which 

Daniel's hearers too understood? 

On the other hand it seems that there is much more involved 

in the command of being good and thereby preparing for 

oneself a place in 'Heaven' than meets the eye. This 

'being good' implies, in ,Jesus' message~ so much tha.t if 

one could really follow it, there could be no question of 

'doing good for reward'. 
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It is quite amazing to look at the inte~llcc.tual diversity 

within Judaism durin~ the !ntertestamental period. Pfeiffer 

describes it as "so alive, so progressive, so agitated by 

controversies, that under its spacious roof the most 

contrasting views were held until greater conformity was 
1 

reached after AD 200"-. Sometime after 200AD the oral 

tradition of Judaism became codified in the Mishnah. 

then on the religion of the Jews became "definitive and 

homogeneous and authoritative" 2 • 

..; ·• 

From 

When we look at the centuries prior to the fall.of Jerusalem, 

we find that "there was no recognised 'orthodoxy', nor was 

there any one party whose beliefs formed the norm by which 

Judaism could be judged. On the contrary there was a 

great variety of religious parties which were not greatly 

concerned about the question of orthodoxy at all", according 
2 to Russell • Charles too points to the fact that "the 

Jewish Church prior to AD 70 could open its doors to all the 

spiritually-minded men of the nation •.•••• Thus Sadducee and 

Pharisee, Herodian and Essene worshipped in the Temple, bound 

together ••••• by unity of spirit in the worship of the same 

G ' N 3 OC.i o • • • -• 

It has been assu~ed that a distinction must be made between 
0 .• .. .. 
~ a1 es ... :..n1.an and Hellenistic Judaism~ and scholars have generally 

,• 
"there were in fact two distinctive Judaisffis"~. agreed that 

Hengel, however, emphasises that when "distinctions are made 

between 'Jewish apocalyptic' and 'Hellenis~ic mysticism', 

between the 'Jewish, rabbinic tradition~ ~nd 'tlellenistic, 

oriental gnosticism', between a 'Palestinian' and a 'Hellenistic' 

community •• D.;this unavoidable distinction •••• dces pass too 

l~ght~y ove~ the fact that by the time of Jesus, Palestine 

had already been under 'Hellenistic' rule and its resultant 
~ 

cultural influence for some 360 years"~. 

In this connection, Russell points out that it has become 

"increasingly clear in more recent y~ars, that no rigid 

dist5.nct5..on ca:::i be drawn between t'he ,Tudaisrn of Pal.estine 

and that of the Dispersion and that both were open to the 
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. ' 

same kind of influencee .Both found themselves confronted 

with ~ellenistic ideas and culture wh~ch, consciously or 

unconsciously, shaped their religious outlookn 6 ttSome-

thing fundamentally new arose in 'Hellenism' - through the 

encounter of Greece with the Orient - which differed fr'om 

the time of classical Greece, just as Judaism •••• underwent 

a gradual but deep-rooted change in the Hellenistic period 

through its encounter and conflict with the social, political 

and spiritual forces of this epoch, on the basis of which it 

differs in essential points from its earlier forms in the Old 

Testamentn 7 • What Hengel has here emphasised seems to 

give the key to a right understanding of the i~portance of 

the intertestarnental period. It is not possible to under

stand the New Testament through studies based only on the Old 
. I 

Testament. 360 years is a long time in the history of 

thought for any nation, and much shaping and reshapj.ng of 

the religious vision is bound to take place. 

Coming back to the different movements within Judaism, 

Russell points to the interesting fact that of the total 

Jewish population the Pharisees numbered only about 5%, where~ 

as the Sadducees and the Essenes together numbered only 

We assume wi tr• :.-egard ...... .... o the Sadducees that they did not 

want to let go of the pre-exilic concepts of 'Temple, Priest 

and Sacrifice', whereas 
' . 

post-exilic concepts of 

the Pharisees had accepted the 
9 'Synagogue, Rabbi and Prayer' • 

These last mentioned concepts werej of course, the natural 

ones for the Jews of the Diaspora, and so, according to 

Selby 9 "the Diaspora Jew •••• in a general way •••• can be 
• "f" d ...... L" Ph . "n 10 On . t• t c.L..assi ie wi .... n <.:he ,ar.l.sees • .e me.y assume · i1a. 

it was this elasticity, introduced by the Phaiisees, which 

.made possible the survival of Judai~m in the difficult.times 

to come11 • They believed "in the principle of relig~ous 
evol utionn and could theref'ore "e;nbrace such opposites as 

the Wisdom writers, on the one hand, and the Apocalyptists, 

on the other hand, the e~treme literalists hanging on every 

word and lette.r of' the 12£:...fil2 9 and the allegorists of 

l 1 ' _, -- t• 1 2 1 .. e:xanox:.Lo.· ~ 
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There was, even among the Pharisees themselves, according to 

Charles, "no uniform intellectual belief on the great questions 

as to the nature of the resurrection, the Kingdom of God, 

the Messiah •••• " 13 • In fact, says Charles, "we can discern 

two forms of Pharisaism in addition to the two 'Judaisms• 1114 • 

Though the apocalyptic form of Pharisaism was mostly found 

within Hellenistic Judaism and the Legalistic one within 

Palestinian Judaism, the issue was not so simple; there 

was muc.:h overlapping of thought and concepts. The 

complexity is too great for any generalisations. Charles 

believes that Apocalyptic and Legalistic Pharisaisms were 

the forerunners of Christianity and Talmudic Jqdaism respective-

ly. The two forms of Pharisaism had devotion to the Toral:!_ 

in common, though they gradually grew apart. However 1 

"Talmudic Judaism, no less than Christianity, owes its 

spiritual concepts of the future to apocalyptic1114 In 

this connection 9 according to Koch, we can understand the 

reversal of direction taken by Paul. "It only becomes 

comprehensible if Paul was ruled, before his experience on 

the Damascus road, not by rabbinical understanding of the Law 

b t b ] t . ,.15 u y an apoca.yp 1c one' • 

Russell does not go along with Charles's distinction between 

the two kinds of Pharisaism. He finds too much overlapping 

of ideas "within the var:i.egated Judaism 0£ that timen and 
I 

does not find it established "that the apocalyptic movement 

belonged in any special way to the Pharisees or that a 

Pharisaic authorship can be claimed for these books"16 • 

Undoubtedly, the resurrection of the dead came to be ah 

important article of Pharisaic faith. With regard to the 

Jewish nation-as a wholet however, 11 it remains reserved about 
. ,,17 .. 

it for a .lor:i.g time · • It was not until the capture of 

Jerusalem that it became so important that Martin-Achard 

can speak of it as "one of the fundamental dogmas of Judaism'118 
e 

The conceptions of the future life which we find in the 

intertestamental books, especially in the apocalyptic ones, 

"are not uniform? but various and sometimes incoherent. ~rhat 



may itself argue tha~ they were w:idespr:ead and .,...!"..:11 Est2.bllshed, 

and this would seem to be the .conclusion drawn by most or the 

authorities", according to Evans who points out that the 

variations with regard to. 'life beyond the grave 1 in this 

literature generally are concerned with 1) who, 2) where, 

) . . 19 
3 when, and 4) in what form? ., Thus when as ki:1g "Who 

will be raised from the dead?" the answers vary between: 

"the righteous Israelites 6nly; the righteous and unrighteous 

·in Israel for judgment; all men for judgment 11
.. t'V1).en asking: 

"Where will this new J.ife be lived?", the ;;mswe.t"S wi.11 be: 

tton this physical earth; on a renewed,~ore spiritual earth; 

somewhere in 'the Beyond'"• To the que:;tion: 1P1.,,hen wi1.l 

t~e Kingdom come?", the answers may be: "in this age and 

time; at the establishment of the Messianic time; in a.n 'Age• 

of everlasting life". When we ask: nrn what fc.:::m will 

the dead be raised?, the answers vary between: "in a 

reconstituted, physical body; in a transformed, spiritual 

body; as souls/spirits needing no body". 

We find several new beliefs emerging: the departed are no 

longer visualised as mere shades; they arc conscious souls/ 

spirits; the realm of the dead may depicted as having rivers, 

mountains, trees and flowers; there are divisions in the 

underworld. Sheol, i~ some cases, b~co~~s an intermetiiate 

abode. Punishments, so~etimcs in the form of the most 

cruel torture, are meted out to the souls/spirits of the 

evil-doers, whereas the righteous are rewarded. 

No doubt, there is a great fluidity of thought, and apparently 

incongruous views are found at times within the same book. 

As Russell says, not all the variations are "clear to the 

r~~ader, or 
~ . '?Q 

even pe~haps to the ~riters themselves"' • 

Israel's old beliefs were, in fact, being Moulded in new formsc 

When t.r.:-ying to understand all t.Les e var L:. tions on the th.e;-,1e 

'life beyond death' and the plac~ of SOUL in the thinking of 

the times, we seem to be confronted with at least four qui~e 

b) The dead are res~rrected into ohysical bodies. 



c) The soul/spirit resurrected in a new, 

transformed, non-physical body. 

d) Survival of a disembodied soul/spirit. 
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The first view: ALL PERSONAL EXISTENCE CEASES AFTER DEATH --------' 
is apparently completely negative.. Man as filE:11esQ., a 

living soul, a living creature, is made from the dust of 

the earth, animated by .L':!.S.£h given him by God. When the 

spirit is breathed cut at death, there remains but the 

original 'dust'. This view "mistook the destructive 

intermediate stage of the Yahwistic doctrine of an ~-fter-1i£e 

for the true one", says Charles, and "this defective view ••••• 

which had arisen in the 5th century BC maintained itself 

down to the destruction of Jerusalem in 70 AD" 21 • 

It seems a certain fact that the Sadducees rejected the 

doctrine of the resurrection 22 • Charles assumes that they 

believed that the spirit, as the breath of God, on death 

t d t •t d' . . . 23 re .urne o 1 s 1v1ne origin It has been suggested 

that they may have believed in the immortality of the soul. 

There is no way of knowing and so "the phenomenon of the 

Sadducees remains" 24 • Evans points out that "as they 

were the losing party which did not survive the fall of 

Jerusalem, their literature, assuming that there was any, 

is among that which did not survive; 
I . . 

it would not have been 

of interest to later generations. Hence we are almost 

totally in the dark about them and their position, which may 

have been less of the odd 
"t t tt24 i mus . now appear · • 

mci.n out .in 

Mow.incke1 

the general scene than 

assumes that the fact 

that the doctrine of the resurrection was rejected by the 

Sadducees "shows how new it really was, and how alien to 

1 . - d . n25 ear ier ~u aism • 

The second vJ.ew: !HE . .E..f:f.D .J:~E __ m~~~TR~!;;fTED n·rpq_PH'!SICA.!:! __ BCJ2.lf_~_, 

is probably the most primitive of ~he views. The righteous 

who die in obedience to the:i.r God \vill 0 re9u.in their strength"; 

God will recreate their bodies cut of the dust, blow his 

_£~ach into them, a.nd they wiJ. l ree<.;;pear as the same 'l:i ·v.ing 

soul' among tr.e st:i 11 l.i vin9, to share •11i th. them the prese;1t 
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, . .:,-, 

sensuous kind of life, but under the condition of continuous 

peace and happiness in a Messianic Kingdom in the present 

1 .26 wor a .. 

We shall here look at I Enoch, also called the Ethiopic 

Book of Enoch as until recently it was extant only in an 

Ethiopic text., Aramai.c sect.lo;;.s have now been found at 

Qvmran .. The book is divided into five parts written 

during a span of more than a century. It has been the 

subject of much scholarly study. nniverse opinions have 

been expressed concerning the dating of the several sections 

and the final editing of the whole book" 27 • We shall 

follow Rusiell's direction with regard to the dating of the 

sections. The first five chapters serve as an introduction. 

Chani:ers 6-36 ~ 11 the angelolog.ica1 bocku 28 ; probably date :from 

the time of Antiochus Epiphanes (175-164BC) and were written 
. 29 after the book of Daniel • 

ChaD~,_.]7::1....1.: the Sirni.li.tudes or Parables of Enoch, are 

the latest of the s~ctions~ probably written ca 40-lBBC, but 

as this section shows some Chr~stian influence, at least part 

of it may be of a later date. 

Chanters 72-82: '1 the ast:ronomical b-:'Jok" 29 , or 11 I'he Book of 
• ....J l") 

The Heavenly Luminaries''~~, was probably written before 110 BC. 

Ch_£pters 8 3-90: nThe Dre;J.m Visior:s 1~ a.re probably only a. little 

later than Chapters ~-36, and seems to have been influenced 

by the book 'of Daniel. 

Chapters ~1.:-"1.0 4: "the book of Admonitions 11
, in which i.s 

included the "Apocalypse: of Week:c'. t! (Chapter:::. 93:1-10 '! 9'1: '12-·'l 7) ~ 

These were probably wr:i.tten 1n the ,~:ime 0£ l'.lexander Jannaeus, 

( 10 2-76BC) 3o. 

For the dis.cussion ·of view l>) we s-~hall take our example fror:1 

Chapter 22, verses 3-4t B-13. 

3 .. "Then .Raphael answered, one of the holy .::mgels who ·was 

with me, and said unto me: 'These hollow plac~s have been 

created for t:hi.s. very purpose, tha,t: i.:]:1E~ spir.5.ts of the souls 

of the dead should assemble therein, yea, th~t all the souls 

of the children of men should 2s~~mble here. 4~ And these 

places have been made to receive them till the day of their 
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judgment and till th~ir appointed period ••••• ' 

8. Then I asked regarding a.11 the hollow places: 1 'Why is one 

separated from the other?' 9. And he answered me saying: 

'These three have ~een made that the spirits of the dead 

might be separated. And this division h&s been made for 

the spirit~ cf the righteous, in which there is the bright 

spring of water. 10. And this has been made for sinners 

when they die and are buried in the earth and judgment has not 

been executed upon them in their lifetime. 11. Here their 

spirits shall be set apart in this great pain, till the great 

day of judgment t scourgings, and torr.1ents of the accursed 

for ever, so that {there may be) retribution for their spirits. 

There He shall bind them for ever. 12. And this division has 

been made for the spirits of those who make their suit, who 

make disclsoures concerning their destruction, when they were 

slain in the days of the sinners. ~3. And this has been made 

for the spirits of men who shall not be righteous but s~nners, 

who are godless, and of the lawless they shall be companions: 

but their spirits shall not.be punished in the day of 

judgment nor shall they be raised from thence1131 • 

And we quote further from I Enoch Chapter 25 verse 6: 

"Then shall they rejoice with joy and be glad. And into 

the holy place {Jerusalem) shall they enter; And its 

fragrance shall be in their bones, And they shall live a 

long life on earth, iuch as thy fathers lived: And in their 

days shall no (sorrow or) plague Or torment or calamity 
32 touch them" • 

We find here several of the new developments. Hengel gives 

the following explanations: "Like Homer, the Old Testament 

knew only the concept of the u:-1der~Q.£Jd (§pe_ol), in which 

the dead live a shadowy existence". Now there appea1·s 

"for the first time in Judaism, in connection with Enoch's 

journeys to heaven and to the underworld~ detailed portrayals 

of the mythical kingdom of the dead in the north-west beyond 

the sea, which have contacts at many points with Greek and 

Babylonian mythology.E •• " 33 • The Greek mythology of the 

realm of the dead was in popular currency in the Greek world, 

especially as it derived, inter ·1 • a"'"J.a, from the portrayal j.n 
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at the time (c 175 BC) of the 

(cf. II Mace IV 9ff). 
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Homer was also re~~ in Jerusalem 
• £ th .. n33 foundation or e gymnas.J.urn • 

With regard to the 'hollow places', Hengel points out that 

this new i~ea of a division in Sheol is ttbound up with the 

conception of a retribution beyond death". Here, as in 

Daniel, through the influence of the Hasidim, "does there 

penetrate to the consciousness of further circles of the 

Jewish people the idea that after death the 'souls' undergo 
. ') 3 

different f~tes and can be punished or rewarded"~ • We 

know that this was a familiar doctrine within ~rphic.and 

Pythagorean traditions. 

Undoubtedly, Zoroastrianism too~ in its earlier form, had 

developed an eschatology which has great affinities with the 

conception of the apocalyptists. "Zoroastrian influence 

is evident in such matters as the separaticn of the soul from 

the body at deatht the lot of the departed between death and 

resurrection, the doctrine of the resurrection and their 

teaching concerning the Last Judgment", says Russell, who 

also points to their "greatly developed doctrine of angels 

and demons and ••••• the personalisation of evil spirits ••••• 

There is no parallel in the thought of the Old Testament~ 
34 for all these new elR.ments ~ 

The imagination of the author of I Enoch 6-36 dwells with 

pleasure on the fate of a) the righteous, b) the punished, 

and c) the unpunished sinners: a) and c) will be rnised 

to their different ends: b) will st:a-y· in th+-::i!'." .~,ii-it~forms 

in Sheol everlastingly. With regard to the fact that the 

dead in Sheol are no longer called 'shadest, but 'spirit~i 

or 'souls' f apparent.l.y syr:onymousl y., Charles explains that: 

th~ older Semitic view of soul and spirit seems sometimes 

to ~eappear in the 2nd century BC, but now it is "the older 

view in a further stage of development 11 
.. What has changed 

is that whereas "according to the old Semitic view the spirit 

never descended into ShEol, now it al~ays does so 7 and the 

departed in Sheol are more frequently called 'spirits' than 
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Russell emphasises that what we have here "is something much 

more significant than simply a change of name, from 'shade' 

to 'soul' or 'spirit'; it is a radical change in men's 

beliefs concerning the nature of survival in the life after 

death. The change shows that the departed in Sheol are 

now regarded as 'conscious moral beings' 

called £ep'im (the lifeliess ones)" 36 • 

no long-er to be 

It was pointed 

out earlier that in post-exilic times nephesh and ruach began 

overlapping with regard to their meaning, and this was again 

affirmed by Charles (p 179 above). Both terms at this 

time were being used for the full personality and also for 

the continuity of that same personality in "that form of 

life in which men survive the grave« 37 • Russell, too, 

points to the apocalyptists' use of "the word pneumata 

('spirits 1
) as a synonym of osycha*._ {'souls 1

) to describe 

individual co~scious beings after death even though this 
. f +- h . ~ . ,_ G k t- 1 1 1' 

3 7 use o _ e ..,,roro .... s no1- ree a. a. · • 

It was thus the entire personality which descended into 

Sheol and there possessed life and consciousness to al.most 

the same degree that it had in its life time. We remarked 

earlier that Socrates gave the world the conception of the 

'soul! as 0 personaliky' and that this brought about a great 

change in human thought and prepared the way for Christianity. 

We have here, howevers in ~hat we have called view b), something 

of the Socratic view but with Hebrew details~ In view b), 

the righteous are eagerly awaiting the resurrection of their 

real physical bodies, and this resurrection is necessary for 
... r.; 

+.:he "fullest expression. and realisationH of their personalit.i,2s.j .. , .. 

The wicked~ on the other hand, seem to have eternal disembodi

ment added to their other punishments whether they remain 

in Sheol or are transferred t6 a still worse fate in Gehenna. 

II Maccabees is also of interest because of its affirmation 

of a. belief in resurrection and it~ material is tic view of it .. 

According to Charles, we have here an ~nteresting syncretism 

of the view based on Genesis II 3, which is that the spirit 
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retuxns to God at dea,th ~ a.nd of the view t..•1l1ich assumes a 

conscious life for the soul/spirit in Sheol. Contrary 

fo the expected picture of the departed·- after the withdrawal 

of the spirit - as unconscious or sleeping in the grave, or 

in Sheol, until the d2y of Judgmentr they descend into Sheol, 

fully conscious, to aw.:i:t t the day when the Creator will give 

back to them· their spirit and their life. 

In II Mace VII 22! the mother of the seven martyred brothers 

exclaims: 11 I do not know how you appeared in my womb; it was 

not I who endc·.'1ed you with breath (pn.~a) and life <.ff.£~), T 

had not the shaping ot your every part. It is the creator 

of the world, ordaining the process of man•s birth and 

presiding over the o:cigir.. of all things, who in his mercy 

will most surely give you back both breath and life~ seeing 

that you now despise your own existence for the sake of his 
39 laws"· $ And the la.st words oft.he youngest brother, 

spoken in "perfect trust in the Lord", are the following: 

"Our brothers already, after enduring their brief pain, now 

drink of ever-flowing life, by virtue of Godss covenant, while 

you, by God's judgment, will have to pay the just penalty 

f "'IT r.• v·-r 36,, 39 • or your arrogance• ,. - .1acc. L 

The souls in She61 are even depicted as having the capacity 

for moral change~ The living pray for their moral 

i~provement during their stay in Sheol: "For if he had not 

expected the fallen to rise again it would have been super

fluous and foolish to pray fc~ the dead, whereas if he had in 

view the splendid recompense reserved for those who make a 

pious endf the thought was holy ::!nd devout .. '.\:'his was why 

he had this atonement eacrifice offered for the dead, so that 

they ,might -be rE!leased from their sJna 39 
$ {II Mace XII 44-t'15) u 

In a dramatic episode, it is told how Ra~is, J; one· o •. the elders 

of Jerusalem, surrounded by the enemy, falls on his sword: 

"Although he had now lost every drop of bloodv he tore out 

his entrails and taking them in both hands flung thGm among 

the troops 1 callinq or:. the Master of his 1.if2 (,£.2.!£) and 

spirit Cpneuma) to give them back to him one day'' (II Mace XIV 
46)39., 
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It is interesting to note in II Xaccabees VII 36 the use 0£ 

the words 'drinking of the ever-flowing life'~ The Greek 

word used here for that eternal l:i. fe is ~~' not .r:isxche .. 

Evidently it must be the souls (~}-~i) of the murdered 

brothers who are already now drinking of the ever-flowing 

life, awai~ing the reunification with their bodies, their 

pnel!.l!l.2. and ~~ We may here rna.ke a com par is on with 

Onians 's theories (pp 144/5 above) (p 314 belov:), or water or 

dew as a restorer of life. 

The third view: THE SOUL/SPIRIT _IS RESURRE.~:!_D _INT9 A NEW 

TRANSFOR."!_ED NON-PHYSICAL BODY, shows how the ho?es o-.f the 

faithful were transferred from this material ear.th to a 

spiritual, invisible Kingdom, and how the material bodies 

were turned into spiritual ones. • 
11 The new projection of 

man's destiny into the unseen world is so important, both 

in itself and in its reaction tc the g~neral conception of 

human personality, that it may be called the chief contribu

tion of later Judaism to our subject", that is to the Christian 

doctrine of man, according to Wheeler Rcbinson40 • 

As examples of this view, we shall turn to two other sections 

of I Enoch: Chapters 83-90 and Chapters 37-71. 

I Enoch 90, vv 24-26, 29 ,,....2.l.,__li,__].L_.38: 

"And the judgment was held first over the stars, and they 

were judged and found guilty, and they went to the place of 

condemnation, end they were cast into an abyss, full of fire, 

and full of pillars of fire. And those seventy shepherds 

were judged and round guilty, arn.l they were cast into that 

fiery abysse 

And they brought those blinded sheep, and they were all judged 

and found guilty and cast into this fiery abyss •••• 

And I saw till the Lord of the sheep brought a new h6use 

greater and loftier than that first, and set it up in the 

place of the first which had been folded up: all its pillars 

were new ••••• and all the sheep were within it. 

And all that had been destroyed and dispersed, and all the 

beasts of the field~ and all the birds of the heaven, asse~bled 

in that house, and the Lord of the sheep rejoiced with great joy 
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because they were all good and had returned to His house. 

And the eyes of them all were op~ned, and they saw the good, and 

there was not one among them that did n6t see. 

And I saw that a white bull was born, with large horns, and 

all the beasts of the field and all the birds of the air 

feared him and made petition to him all the time. And I 

saw that all their generations were transformed, and they all 

became white bulls •••• " 41 • 

In these passages 'Enocht describes how Israel's enemies, and 

the treacherous angels (starsl 42 , and the apostate Jews (the 

blinded sheepl 42 , will all be destroye~. According to 

Charles's interpretation, the righteous will be resurrected 42 , 
£1 2 

transformed into the spiritual likeness of the M~ssiah· , that 

is, into a higher form of life, and then they will iive for 
42 ever in a heavenly Jerusalem ~ Xn allowing only th~ 

righteous to be resurrected, the author is following the 

original and spiritual view of the resurrection, which was 

that "it is the organic development of the present life of 
4':\ righteousness" -. 

The conclusion that the righteous rise into eternal life, 

"which would make this passage the first expression of the 

idea in Jewish iitero.t·...ire", is doubted by Russel le "The 

Messiah is not here ~ supernatural being, but 
. ~ "4:4 however superior he may be to his fe.l.lows ·1 

• 

a man ( 90: 37) , 

It may seen 

an impossible task to decide whether 'the white bull' is a 

'supernatural being' or a man, but, on the other hand, all the 

righteous, who now 'see the good' and are transferred into 

the image of the 'white bull' (the Messiah), must certainly 

be spiritu~lly different from ordinary men. 'To see the 

gcod '. strik.~es a very Fla tonic· note, and, no doubt) we 

repeatedly encounter Platonic language in apocalyptic 

literature., There is no agreement among scholars as to 

what degree and in 

been taken over" 

"" ... Wii.'..Cn cases the thought behind has also 

With regard to I Enoch 90: 38, Hengel's interpretation dif~ers 

from those of Charles and Russell. 
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Messiah is born and finally all the beasts - not only the 

sheep of Israel - are changed back into their perfect primal 

form of the patriarchal period; they be~ome 'white bulls', 

like the pious fathers from Adam to Isaac" 45 • 

The Parables, or Similitudes, of Enoch (Chapters 37-71) 

present us with many difficulties, according to Charles, who 

dates these books to 94~64 BC. The difficulties have to 

do with the fact that the author clings to the hope of an 

everlasting M~ssianic kingdom, whereas most other writers 

of the 1st century BC, and of the next century, show the 

prevalent dualism of a new heaven and a new earth. The 

writer of the Similitudes nfor the last time in J·udaism 

combines in one blessed future the separate hopes of the 

individual and the nation, and thus unites in a high spiritual 
. 46 

synthesis the severed eschatologies" • 

The conception found in the Similitudes of the coming Messiah 

is also of special interest. If Charles's dating is 

right, these chapters may historically have been "the source 

of the New T(~stament designation" of Jesus as "the Christ':, 

"the Righ~eous one'', nthe Elect Cnen, c.nd nthe Son of Mann 4 7 .. 

There is, however, no general agreement as to the dating of 

the Similitudes, and the fact that they are the only parts 

of I Enoch which are, not found among the Qumran documents 

may point to a Christian-influenced author, or to Christian 

interpolation. 

In I Enoch 53, vv 2-5, we read: "Blessed are ye, righteous 

and elect, for glorious shall be your lot. And the 

righteous shall be in the light of the sun, and the elect 

in the light of eternal life: The days of their life shall 

be unending, and the days of the holy without number. And 

they shall seek the light and find righteousness with the Lord 

of Spirits: There shall be peace to the righteous in the 

name of the eternal Lord. And after this it shall be said 

to the holy in heaven that they should seek out the secrets 

of righteousness, the heritage of faith; for it has become 
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bright as the sun upon earth; and the darkness is past"48 

And again in I Cnoc:h 62 vv 14-16 we read: 

"And the Lord of Spirits \dll a.bide over them 1 and with 

that Son of Man shall they eat anc lie down a;id rise up 

for ever and ever. 

And the righteous and elect shall have risen from the earth, 

and ceased to be of downcast countenance. 

And they shall have been clothed with garments of glory, and 

these shall be the garments of life from the Lord of Spirits; 

and your garments shall not grow old, nor your glory pass 

b 1 
48 away efore th~ ... ord.of Spirits" 

The Similitudes no doubt show a further development in the 

description of the after-life -0f the 'faithful'. They will 

become truly spiritual, with bodies of glory and life, living 

eternally in the company of th~ Lord of Spirits, the Son cf 

Man, and the angelic hosts. 

It must be admitted that with the prejudices and assumpticns 

of today it is decisively difficult to ucderstand many of the 

concepts these authors use. These writings are "not easy 
. 49 

to handle", says Evans, "nor is their evidence easy to assess" 

Their view of man after death becomes extremely complex. They 

talk .in symbols about dreams and visions and use words and 

terms which seem ina~equate if not misleading. "We are 

tempted to think that •••• Ceschatolcgyl is a symptom of 

desperation, a grasping at straws, the figment of a fe~ered 
··o 

theological imagination", according to Hamilton~ • Russell 

denies that "apocalyptic is a literature of despair •••• With 

equal appropriateness it can be described as a J_iterature 
.;,:: h ·i;51 0.£ .i.Ope.-..eo ·#) 

The apocalyptists had to find a way of expressing their b8li0fs 

that the next life is a continuity of this life, a continuity 

of the personality. But, as we said earlier, the person-

ality in the old Hebrew view could only be expressed to the 

:full in a soul--spirit·~body unit; r1 ::mly thus could pa.rticipation 

in the coming kingdom be made possible •••.• and this was the 
,. ~ 

rai501'1 d t etre Of the :CeSUY.'t'.'eCtiOn 11 ~).:'. The evil dee>.d de: net 
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deserve a resurrected body. "As disembodied souls - naked, 

{they could not) share in the fellowship of God in the after-

1 . f u52 1 ... e •••• '° • 

Stendahl writes about the works of Josephus and points out that 

when Josephus 11 describes the tenets of both Essenes and 

Pharisees to the outside world, he speaks within the framework 

of the immortal and imperishable soul. The Pharisees, he 

says, consider 'every soul imperishable, but only the soul 

of the good passes into another body, while those of the 

wicked suffer eternal punishment•n 53 • 

Somehow, the apocalyptic concept 'body', even when consisting 

of 'glory and life', seems easier to handle than the invisible 

and elusive soul/spirit. The re-created body, whether 

earthly or heavenly~ is regarded as being visible and real to 

at least some kind of senses. But what about the soul? 

God remakes the body anew and in the process the soul somehow 

slips in .. Hengel, when tracing Greek influence in 

apocalyptic anthropological conceptsr remarks; "The soul is 

separated from the body and in the resurrection - a conception 

which as yet does not have a single content - in some 

circumstances receives it back again •••••• By and large one 

receives the impression that the internal consequences of this 

belief have not bee~ thought through clearly ••••• Spiritualised 

and realistic conceptions stand side by side with relatively 

little connection°154 • 

Sometimes the soul/spirit seems to be 'clothed with' the 

new body, sometimes the soul/spirit must have joined in, 

unnoticed, as the new body emerges. "Many strange devices 

were adopted to facilitate the conception of a reunion of 

body and soul at the great Resurrection, without which life 
. . t f 1 . . . b ~ tt 5 5 f. • • h . t t l in 1. s u ness was impossi. .1..e ~ ~'lit, regara .o .1e 

soul/spirit being clothed in a new body, we find an interesting 

example in IX Enoch, Cea 1-50 AD). The original Enoch 

(Genesis V 22--24) nwalked with Gcc;r•e 

with God in this life to such a degree that he was spared the 
r· .---

exp er i enc e of death but was lifted into enduring fellowship":::>.;;. 
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In II Enoch, Enoch finds himself in God's realm in his earthly 

body,· which, according to the author, wa.s not std table for 

its spiritual environment. Enoch's iesurrection is 

performed by the Angel Michael whom God orders to: 

nGo and ta.ke Enoch out of his earthly garments and put him 
52 into the garments of my glory" (II Eno~h 22 : 8) • 

We get here a vision of the 'real' Enoch 1 ~ome static person

ality who would remain the same even after a change of bodies. 

Is the soul/spirit the 'real' Enoch? 

In referring to the 'Apocalypse of Moses' (of the 1st century 

AD, before 70) 9 Russell gives an example along these same 

lines: "The death of Adam is described in terms of the 

departure of his soul (13 : 6) or the giving up of his 

spirit (31 : 4); but it can also be described in these words, 

'Behold Adam •• ~.has gone out of his body' (32 : 4), as though 

the essential personality were to be identified with his soul 
.. t,,58 or spiri- • 

The term 'of my glory' is used very often in the Apocalypses; 

we met this term in I Enoch 62 : 16, and in II Enoch 22 : 8, 

and we shall discuss it later when Paul uses it about the body 

of Christ. According to Koch, this term 'of my glory' is 

a catchword and :is "used wherever the final state of affairs 

is set apa.rt from tlw present and whenever a. final c..malgama

tion of the earthly and heavenly spheres is prophesied. 

Glory is the portion of those who have been raised from the 

dead, who will thus become as the angels or stars of heaven. 

Glory is then the mark not only of man, however, but also of 

conditions, the 'state' in which they live, the heavenly 
r.::.o 

J·eru?al~m, .. .er of the eschato1.ogica1 ruler who is above them" ..... _,~ 

Another interesting book is the Syriac Apocalypse of Baruch 

·(II Baruch, c 60-100 AD). It seems that we find here a 

parallel to the 'pneumatic body 1 in Pauline teaching, and it 

is suggested {by Charles) that the latter is ''in so~e respects 

a developed and more spiritual e~pression of 

t . J . . "GO ,. t , . . \ ~ . curren in uaaism • -n :~12 noo~, ~ne 

takes place in stages. 

ideas a1rear.ly 

resurrection 
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bodies are restored in exactly'the 'defected and deformed 1 

conditions in which they were at the moment of death. 

Charles points to the fact that "this is the earlie.st 

appearance of a doct!:"ine wh5r.:h wa.s developed to extravagant 

1 th . 1 . J d . d '"'h . . . . t 1161 ""h eng sin a~er u aism an ~.r1s~1an1 .y • l e reason 

for this 'first resurrection' is that it will make possible 

the recognition of the dead, wicked and righteous alike, so 

that they can be judged according to their deserts and 

punished accordingly. Afterwards there will be a series 

of changes, leaving the faithful with spiritual bodiesi that 

isi they will be "transformed into more suitable bodies for 
J..h . . J ., 6 2 
~ eir new exiscence· • 

There are many details in the apocalyptic literature (as we 

~aw» for instance, in I Enoch 90, 24-26 above) revealing the 

cruel manner in which sinners are going to be punished. 

"For I saw all the angels of punishment abiding (there) and 

preparing all the instruments of Satan" (I Enoch 53 : 3)
63

• 

"And there mine eyes saw how they made these instrwnents, 

iron chains of immeasurable weight. And I asked the angel 

of peace who wen~ with me) saying: 'For whom are these chains 

being prepared?' And he said unto me: 'These are being 

prepared for the hosts of Azazel, so that they may take them 

and cast them into the abyss of conplete condemnation, and 

they shall cover their jaws with rough stones as the Lord 

of Spirits commanded;, (I Enoch 54:3-5) 63 • 

M P Nilsson stresses that "the nearest parallels come from 

the portrayals of the places of punishment in the vnderworld 

in the Greek tradition, where the punishment for the fallen 
6.1 

'ritans and the wicked men are mentioned side by side" ~. 

On the other hand, God's judgment and punishment should perhaps 

not be taken too literally, for they are rather part of the 

apocalyptic cosmological mysteries in general~ "The whole 

cosmos is in the service of in eschatologically controlled 

salvation history. If one wants to know God in all his 

glory, one must also know these cosmological mysteries for the 

glory of God as creator is rever.:lled through themn 65 .. 
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For the Jew, God is the Creator a~d the source of all life, 

and this fact must never be lost sight of., Thus, even 

when ·Greek influence is the strongest. an.d we come very near 

to a. doctrine of the immortality of the soul, the soul is 

not regarded as naturally immortal but needs God's Grace for 

its survival after death. 

Dimont describes the faith of the Pharisees: "they believed 

in the resurrection of the dead, in the coming of a messiah, 

and in the immortality of the soul"; he then goes on to say 

- of the Sadducees that they did not "believe in immortality 

or iesurrection, and denied the existence of the heteafter", 

whereas the Essenes believed "in the immortality of the soul~ 

in resurrection and in the concept of a messiahn 66 • It 

must be admitted that Dimont's manner of juxtaposing 

'resurrection' and 'immortality• seems at first most incongruous 

to the present writer. It is interesting to read Stendahl 

in this connection. "There is nothing new in the fact that 

the two concepts ....... stand in a certain tension to each othernr 

he says, "but there is a new intensity to this tensicn in 

the minds of many modern students of religion •••• ~which makes 

it reasonable to deal with immortality and resurrection under 

the sign of an either /or rather than both/and e •. ., a 
1167 • The 

conditions were, however, different in the times of the 

apocalyptic writers ,and Stendahl points out that c:i.mong the 

Diaspora Jews ''the sta.rk language of resurrection wa.s naturally 
61 

related to the belief in immortality11 
• ., 

Wheri discussing the vFathe~s of the Church', Wolfson, too, 

emphasises that the belief in immortalty and the belief in 

resurrection nwere inseparably connected wi.th each other.,,, •• 

The belief that in the end of days there will be a general 

resurrection of the dead meant the reinvestment of surviving 

souls with risen bodies. To all of them, in the interval 

between death and resurrection the !.!.OUl had a. life of its 
. , 'h t . ~ !' 68 own w1~1ou a ooay· 

To come back to the &pocalyptic literature~ however, there 

nre some books in which no bodies, phyGical or spiritual, 
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are mentioned at all. This leads to what we have called 

According 

to Charles, there are three Palestinian·apocalyptic books 

which express beliefs in the survival of the soul without 

the body. There is however nc general agreement on this 

issue. The books to which Charles refers are: 1.) Jubilees, 

Cea 150 BC); 2) I Enoch, Chapters 91-104 Cea 102-76 BC); and 

2) The Assumption of Moses Cea 6-30 AD). 

Hengel dates the Book of Jubilees later than Russell does. 

Hengel calls it "the Essene book of Jubileesn and finds it 

closely connected with the Enoch tradition as it "in its 

historical framework also incorporates the esch~tological 

consummation, the 'new creation' 

visions for the patriarchs"69 • 

should date it at the end of the 

in the form of prophetic 

Hengel suggests that one 

2nd century BC, and as 

proofs for this theory, he str~sses that it is "named in 

the Damascus document, which was probably written in the fir.st 

half of the 1st century BC, and appears nine times in the 
70 Qumran fragments" • 

Referring to the Jubilees, Hengel assumes that it was ''presum

ably intended for a wider · circlE:: 11 71 ; it belonged to the 

esoteric "popular booksH for the pious 72 • on the one 
'7 -1 

hand :Lt shows an "abrupt rejection of everything non-Jewish 11 
• "·. 

I 

Charles stresses that it "contains the strongest expression 

of the absolute autocracy of the Law" 73 , and that it is a 
7-;; 

"glorification of legalistic Judaism and of the priesthood'' J. 

On the other hand, it belongs to the-:! "few apocalyptic bocks 

in which there is no reference at all ••••• to a resurrection 

and which~ indeedf point to quite a different form of 
, . 7~· 

surv1val 11 
.. This book, a.c'cording to Russell, "teaches, 

not the resurrection of the body 9 but the immortality of the 

sou1 1174 • 

"And at that time the Lord will heal his servants, and they 

shall rise up and see great peace, and drive out their 

adversaries, Av-•d tt- "'° '" J.. g·~·;{- "'O" ,. ~ h _,, J 1- "··•' e·"" . ar1(.i "h ~~ t"nai:.t- -::u . ..1." • H IL~.._ ~ ,.:;:: .• ~•.;;;>;:, .<:1. ~ _, -·- ''-- , 

and rejoice with joy for ever and every and shall see all 



their judgments and all their curses on their enemies. 

And their bones shall rest in the earth, and their spirits 

shall have much joy, and they shall know that it is the Lord 

who executes judgment and shows mercy •••• " (Jubilees 23 : 30ff). 

Russell remarks cf the above passage: '~There is thus no pl.ace 

for the righteous dead in the coming" earthly kingdom; their 

spirits rejoice in eternal bliss" 73• According to Charles, 

the book of Jubilees expresses the idea that the era of the 

M . . K . ' .. d - 1 d t . 7 3 t"'" ~ • t f ' h 1ess1an1c i.ngo.om iia a ... rea y se in , .ia ... l. wa.s o -c e 

nature of a progressive, spiritual development and that 

therefore the final judgment "could only occur at the close 
7r:. 

of the Kingdom.~~ •• (which) is only of temporary duration 11 
_, .. 

During the Messianic period, also called the "great day of 

peace", the spirits of the t1rir;hteouR will enter into a 

bl d i t ) • t II 7 6 • d • J.. , t d th7 7 esse mmor a .i ·y J.mme 1.aL.e.1.y a .ea-. • 

At this stage one may well ask where the 'righteous' will 

assemble after deatti7 Charles points out th2.t "1t cannot 

be to Sheol ••••• for Sheol is 'the place of condemnation~ (Jube 

7 : 29) to which eaters of blood and idolaters 21.re ccndernned" 76 .. 

In this connecti6n it is interesting to read Hengel's 

suggestion that in the "Essene wing of the Hasidim the idea 

of physical resurrection retreated so far into the background 

that we must ask whether this concept is still apporpriate in 

their case, and whether for them eschatological salvation did 
I 

not rather consist :tn the heavenly communion of the exalted 

spirits with the angels" 78 • 

I Enoch, Chapters 91-108, has much in common with Jubilees. 

Here, too, it seems that the Messianic kingdom "is conceived 

as of temporary duration" .. Ch3rJ.es remarks thu.t "such a 

temporary earthly kingdom cannot be the goal of the hopes of 

the risen righteous. Their faith can find satisfaction 

1 • .b 1 ' . . ~ . t . t l t , h . t ., .c i" 7 9 on_y in a esseo 1mmorta1.1 y :i.r.1 · .,ie e erna.1. .eaven :t -sel..L · ., 

"I Jen ow a mystery ••.••• 'rhat a11 goodness and joy and glor:t 

are prepared for them, and written down for the spirits of 

those who have died in rightccn1sn-.:.:;;.-;::; ~ and that m::i.ni.fo1d good 

shall be given to you in recompense for your labours, and that 

your lot is abundantly beyond the lot of the living. And 
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the spirits of you who have· died in righteousness shall live 

and rejoice, and their spirits shall not perish, nor their 

memorial from before the face of th.e Great One unto all 

gene~ations of the world: wherefore no longer fear their 

contumel~·" (I Enoch 103 :2ff)SO. "Be hopeful, and 

cast not away your hope; for ye shall have great joy as the 

angels of heaven.- What shall ye be obliged to do? Ye 

shall not have to hide on the day of the great judgment and 

ye shall not be found as sinners~ and the eternal judgment 

shall be far from you for all the generations in the world. 

And now fear not 1 ye righteous, when ye see the sinners growing 

strong and prospering in their ways: be not companions with 

them, but keep afar from their violence: for ye shall become 

companions of the hosts of hea.ven 11 (I Enoch ".1.04 : 4ff) 80 • 

The author of I Enoch Chapter 91-108 is strongly opposed to 

Ezekiel's doctrine of retribution9 To him, prosperity 

is a "source of delusion of those who possess it"81 • 

"Woe unto you, ye sinners, for :your riches make you appear 

like the righteous, but your hearts convict you of being sinners 11 

81 (I Enoch 96 : 4) • The author identifies the sinners with 

the Sadducees and lets one of them say of the righteous who 

have died: "Behold, even as we, so do they die in grief 

and darkness, and what have they more than we?.o ••• And what 

will they receive an9 what will they see for ever? Behold 

they too have died, and henceforth for ever shall they see no 

light ••••••• They perished and became as though they had not 

been, and their spirits descended into Sheol in tribulaticn" 

(I Enoch 102 : 7,8,11> 82 • 

It is evident that the author here stresses the difference in 

outlook between those who believe in a blessed afterlife and 

those who believe in a ;nothing'. This expectancy of 

happiness and joy in the spiritual world, in the company of 

angels, wa.s a living fo:rce among 'the faithful' and gave them 

their inner power to stand strong in the face of persecutions 

a.!1d death., They }n'!c~ thei.r. souls/sp:l.rits !!..~in God ts 

hands. It is easy tc understand the impact on people 

completely fill.ed with these bel.iefs when it was proven to 
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them that Jesus had in fact 'risen.~ as the 'First One', 

indicating that the eagerly awaited New Age had· indeed begun. 

The Assumptiori of Moses was written about a century later 

than I Enoch 91-108. Here too the faithful in Israel are 

to be exalted by·God straight to heaven and her foes to 

Gehenna (10 : 9f). The three bocks just discussed were 

presumably written in Palestinee It may seem less sur-

prising to find works expressing, what.Charles called, "the 

transcendent view of the risen righteous, •••• a_resurrectio~ 

of the spirit only"83 , in Alexandrian Judaism than in 

Palestinian, although we cannot draw any rigid borderlines 

between them .. 

Among Alexandrian literature expressing survival of the soul/ 

spirit only, we find the Book of Wisdom, the Works of Philoi 

the Book of II Enoch, and the Book of IV Maccabees. All 

th k ' " 1 1 d b ~ k h·' l h 1183 ese wor ~ are more or ess .eavene . y ~ree p i osop y ~ 

·We must note about the above works that only II Enoch is an 

apocalyptic book. Wisdom and IV Maccabees belong to the 

extra-canonical books of the interteatamental period~ The 

Wisdom of Solomon ist of course, included in the Catholic 

canon of the Old Testament~ and has ha.d g.reat influence on 

Christian thinking throughout the centuries. 

Klausner assumes that vpseudo-Solomon' was a Palestinian 

Jew who had fled to Egypt and there wrote "all parts of 

his book in Greek at different times, during the years 70-50 

BC. .This Palestinian Jew 9 who was permeated with the 

spirit of the Holy Scriptures in their original Hebrew form, 

as w~ll .as .. the teaching of the early Pharisees, was influenced 

in A1exa.ndria. by Greek doctrines also, particu:l.arly by 

Platonism and Stoicism ••••• The whole book is an amazing compound 

of Judaism and Hellenism, with the preponderance on the side 
"4 of Judaismlf 0 

., 

11 No~. Wisdom will nevei: make it!:~ way i.nto a crafty soul no:.: 

stay in a body that is in debt to sin, the holy spirit {' c.: 

instruction shuns deceit, it stays al.oaf from re~kless purposes, 

~ I I 
I 
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is taken aback when iniquity appears" (Wisdom I 4,5) 85 .. 

"But the souls of the virtuous are in the hands of God, no 

torment shall ever t6uch them. In the eyes of the unwise, 

they did appe~r to die, their going looked like disaster, 

their leaving us, like annihilation; but they are in peace. 

If they experienced punishm~nt as men see it, their hope was 

rich with ~mmortality; slight was their affliction, great 

will their blessing be. They who .trust in him will under-

stand the truth, those who are faithful will live with him 

·in love; for grace and mercy await those he has chosen" 

(Wisdom III 1-4, 9, 10) 85 • 

"I was a boy of happy disposition, I had received a good soul 

as my lot~ or rather, being good, I had entered an undefiled 
85 body" (Wisdom VIII, 19, 10) • 

11 , .. .,~efor a perishable body presses down the soul, and th.is 

tent of clay weighs down the teeming mind" (Wisdom IX 1s> 85
• 

"Ashes, his heart, meaner than dirt his hope, his life more 

ignoble than clay, since he misconceives the One who shaped 

him, who breathed an active soul into him and inspired a 

living spirit". 

"since a human being made them (the idols), a creature of 

borrowed breath gave them shape" (Wisdom XV 10,11, 16)
85 

.. 

Referring to the above passages, it seems first of all 

evident that 'PseudorSolomon' thought of man as consisting of 

two pa.rts, body and soul. "In tbc much ~iiscussed passage, 

VIII, 19f, the coming together of the two dissimilar parts, 
86 body and soul, resulted in the creation of man'' • Secondly, 

we encounter the concept 'immortality' for the first time in 

the Old Testament. "This word", says a note in the 

Jerusalem Bible, "gives philsophical expression to thci hope 

of the Psalmist who could not resign himself to the loss of 
. t. . tl (~ d th h d th"87 in imacy w1-1 ~o - roug. ea • 

The fact that there is no mention of bodily resurrection in 

the above book has been interpreted in d.ifferent ways .. 

Dubarle points out that ac::ordin~~ to sorrt~?. schola,r:s this 

omission follows logically on the belief that after "a long 

sleep the dead rise up £rom their common place of rest on 



the day of judgment. It is not properly speaking a · 

corporal resurrection ·but a new life for the spirit either in 

felicity or i.n affliction., Nor is it immortality as the 

Greeks conceived it~ a natural consequence of the non-material 

nature of the spirit. Other exegetes see the Semitic 

anthropology, still evident, in Wisdom, as bringing with it 

an implicit affirmation 6f the resurrection of the body" 88 • 

Dubarle expresses as his own opinion the possibility that 

the author knew of the belief in resurrection of the body but 

preferred "probably in order not to shock his Greek readers? 

to emphasise the spiritual elements of the after-life and 

leave in obscurity the fate of the body. There is no 

positive evidence for the resurrection of the body to be 

drawn from his writing, but nor is it possible to find any 

denial of the concept here"
88

• 

The third point is the apparent confusion 11 about wherein 

self-consciousness lies". Stacey points out that in XV 11 

"it is not in soul. or spirit, so it must be in the body 11 
.. 

This seems to be conflrmed in VIII 1..9, ;'but the verse is a.t 

once corrected to assert that self-consciousness is found 

in spirit or soul 11 ~ 
. . 89 

opinion • 

III 1 certainly confirms this latter 

Fourthly, we may assume that the soul is thought of as being 

more important than the body. Both VIII 20 and IX 15 

indicate this .. A note in the.Jerusalem Bible explains 

that line VIII 20 "emphasi.ses the superiority of the sou.in 

and thereby ".arnends +...:t1e phrasing CJf \ 7III 19 which r:;eems to 
qo 

give.pre~eminence to the body"- o A fifth point of. 

-interest is the possibility of seeing a belief in the pre-

existence of the soul in VIII 19 and 20~ This 9 according 

to Evans, is the evident meaning of those passages~ "The 

pre-existent soul enters a corruptible body on earth, and 

l.• ~ .. the case of the righteous, who is maintained in the root 

of immortality by incorruptible wisdom, only seems to die, 

death being the creation not of God but of the devil; in 

the case of the wicked it continues for ever in the spid.tual 
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d t~ h" h .. 'l" h i· d t th"91 ea .1 W• l.C ungoo in es s as . a rea y m.ean on ear .. 

In the Jerusalem Bible we read the assumption that the 

problem of retribution "finds its solution in this book. 

The author makes use of the Platonic distinction of body 
92 from soul , and of the doctrine of the immortality of the 

soul to pioclaim that God has made man imperishable92 , and 

that incorruption is the reward of wisdom and the way to 

God 92 • This life is only a preparation for another in 
9"' 

which the virtuous live with God and the wicked are punished" t:. .. 

Man is created for immortality, "because he is created by God 

. f h. . J... b., b . 1191 ''Y t G d as an image o is own incorrup .... 1 .J..e eing c. e · o, 

did make ma.n imperishable, he made him in the image of bis 

own nature, it was the devil's envy that brought death into 

the world, as those who are his partners will discover" 

(Wisdom II 23) 93 • 

IV Maccabees wa.s probably written in the beginning of the 

1st century AD, and in a.ny case, before 70 AD. "It 

constitutes an exposition of Jewish Stoic5.sm1194 • Verse 

16 of Chapter 25 is of special int€rest, owing to the fact 

that it is almost identical with the passage in the gospels 
os 

which recounts Jesus' conversation with the SadduceesJ. ~ 

"Inasmuch as they know that these, who have died on behalf 

of God, live unto Goo, as Abra.ham, Isaac, ~md J'acob, and all 

the patriarchs" (IV Maccc XVI 25) 96 ~ uThe patriarchs,: 

even Abraham, Isaac, and Jacobr. will receive the faithful 

·on death", says Charles.. "This expression shows \rn that 

the phrase 'Abraham's bosom' was a current cne, but whereas 

in the Gospels it is an intermediate abode, here it is heaven 

itself". Charles also remarks that 1tthcre can of course 

be no resurrection cf. the body e,, o ~.Only a blessed immortality 
96 of the soul is taught'' • IV Maccabees, like the Wisdom 

of Solomon and II Enoch, teaches the soul 1 s pre-existence. 

II Enoch, also called the Secrets of Enoch, or the Slavonic 

Book of Enoch, probably da.tes f.ro~11 the ·1st cE:~ntt:..ry AD, al.though 
• •• < • • ' • ~ 97 is ba.s Dt'~en suggestea that its cate ).S much J.ater ., ' 1 It 

is an eclectic and syncretistic beck by no means free frc~ 
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Chrietian inflvence and may.indeed be a Christian work 

representing a Christian continuation and counterpart of the 
c.7 

previous Jewish Enoch"~ ~ 

"Sit and write all the souls of mankind, however many of thern 

are born, and the places prepared for them to eternity; for 

all souls are prepared to eternity, before the formation of 
98 the world" ~ (II Enoch XXIV 4,5) .. 

The above quotation clearly indicates that the author of II 

Enoch believed in the pre-existence of souls. We referred 

to this book earlier as an example of the soul/spirit in the 

next life being "clothed in spiritual clothes''· Being 

of a syncretistic nature II Enoch displays a variety of 

different views of Sheol and the final judgment and in this 

it differs from IV Maccabees, the books of Philo, and (probably) 

Wisdom, according to Charles. The last mentioned books 

advocate an individua.l type of religion without Sheol and "fi.nal 
. d J.. • t \. d . II 9 9 Th . d . t . _ .. -JU gmen~ 1n "ile or inary sense e e JU gmen in ii 
Enoch will follow on a Messianic kingdom of 1000 years, and~ 

says Charlesj "here for the first time the Messianic kingdom 

is conceived as lasting for 1000 yearsf and it is to such an 

origin that we must trace the Christi.an view of the Millenium11100 

The author of II Eno9h is particular when arranging his 

different categories of departed souls; 

abode have been prepared for everyone. 

future places of 

As Charles points 
1QG 

out 7 "the rebellious an·Jels are confined to the second heaven~ ·, 

o•·~~the fallen lustful angels are kept in durance under the 

earth100 ; Satan being hurled down from heaven, has the air as 

h . h b. t ~. " 100 A . +- t. . .i.. • th t n is 1a 1. _a._ion = n 1n_eres 1.ng poin~ is a. even 

the souls of beasts are preserved until the fihal jUdg~ment 

i ' t t ti f . t . l . , 1 - .. 100 n oraer -o es y agains t1e ik -usage or men·· • 

The teaching of the pre~-existence of sou.ls in II Enoch as 

well as in the other b()o]cs under discussion here is "of 

course, r:.ot a Hebrew bGli.12f a.t aJ. l) but a P~_a.toriic doctrine 

which found it::' wa.y into ..Jewish thought and i~to certain 
T · l 't· f= &.' • • i111.CJ. uE:WlS "i Wrl ·:i.ngs 0 .. 1...iU.S perl.O(;. " The chief exponent 
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cf this type of Jewish writing; .and of this period, is no 
~ 

doubt the famous Philo of Alexandria, a contemporary of Jesus 

and Paulo Philo was "a leading figuie in the Alexandrian 

community, and his writings are our best evidence for its 
102 culture and intellectual outlook" says Armstrong • We 

find in his works his reaction to and interpretation of all 

the many i"nfluences sweeping in over Alexandria, where the 

mingling and mixing was, as we have seen, amazingly great. 

Philo reacted by attempting to find a corr.promise between 

Judaism, whose great truths he never doubted, and all that 

which he found best in Greek thinkinge 

In Philo we meet, according to Bultmann, "the whole tradition 

of Greek philosophy pressed into the service of Jewish propa-

ganda"103. In fact, Phiio did find "the origin of all that 

was great in Greek philosophy" in Judea. He was quite 

convinced that Plato and Aristotle "were followers of Moses, 
103 

had used the Old Testament and gained their wisdom therefrom 11 
• 

Half jokingly, .as it s22ms, Klausner writes that Philo "comes 

and says that there is truth also in the books of the pagans, 

that their philosophers are also saints and holy men, that 

Greek morality is very lofty and comparable in its basic 

principles to Jewish morality. A view like this necessarily 

weakened the opposition between Judaism and paganism •••• there 

was no more danserou~ thing to ancient Judaism, surrounded 

by pagans, than the wea.kening of this opposition" 
104 

We shall discuss Philois religion-philosophy in the next 

chapter: at this point of interest is bis strong belief in 

the immortality of the soul and of matter as the foe and 

"utte:rly polluted prison" of the sou.1105 "The space of 

the worldn was filled with living beings or souls~ a.cco1::-ding 

to Ph.ilo. The angels and the demons dwell near the heavens 

where the 'ether', the highest atmosphere, is very thin. 

'A.ir' in the ordinary sense, the lower ritrr.osphere, is less 

thin and pure and here the souls of men dweJ.1. They 11 are 

attracted by the sensate world, go down to earth and enter 

into mortal bodies, a.ltl1ough they themselves are immortal. 

Accordingly 9 the body is the bestial part of man, the source 
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of all evil, ...... the·dead corpse.which drags the ·soul with it 

in lifef and the coffin or tomb of the sbul, which only after 

·i. t is freed from the body begins to live an eternal life'/_l.O 6 ~ 
However, says Klausner, "Philo, unlike Plato and the Stoics! 

does not deem the body evil in itself, but evil only in 

comparison with the soul. Sense experience is not evil 

in itself;· indeed, there is great good in it, namely, 

understanding of the world~ It is evil only insofar 

as it brings about evil desires"106 • The above is not 

quite fair to Plato, for he too found sense experiences 

necessary for an understand;in9 of 11 the world of the senses". 

Charles assumes that for Philo iithe E~thical character. of the 

soul on its entrance into the mortal body would appear to be 

the results of its own action in the past". There are 

different theories about where the souls could have 'acted' 

in the past with regard tb Philo's teaching as well as to, 

for instance, the Wisden of Solomon~ Philo seems to have 

taught that before the creation of the earth all souls lived 

"in undisturbed contemplation of God 11107 ~ Some souls 

continued this activity but others were pulled down and 

united to mortal bodies e Of the la.tt~r only. "a few are 

d b • • t 1 h • 1 h '1'lO 7 
T th save ya sp1r1 ua pi osop Yo••• ~ ~n e 

~j..gantibus, 3, Philo writes: " ••• meditating, from begtnning 

to end, on how to di~ to the life in the body in order to 

obtain incorporeal and irr@ortal life in the presence of the 
,_ d - . t 1 G d'1107 uncreaL.e ana J..mmor a o · o 

The souls of the above 1 philosophersv would nut be interested 

in its race or nation, but would pursue its itown independent 
c .. 10 7 destiny" and tht:s ascend to heaven directly CJ.J_ ter deat..t • 

Charles then concludes with regard to the Alexandrian writers 

which we have just been di5cussing that it is strange :1that 

though they c6nceived the pre-existent life of the soul as 

essentially ethical and capable 0£ progress upward and downward, 

they failed to extend this view to the after-life of the soul, 

and regarced it as 

lJ t . "" ,.107 a _ e erni~y· • 

mechan~.cal ly 

However, 

for g<'.'.>Od or evil unto 

are indications thnt the 

idea of rebirth was among the many new views which influenced 
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the Jews in the intertestamental period. The chance of 

progress, which Charles is looking for, would thus be given 

to the souls when reborn into new bodies for a new period of 

existence in the world of senses .. It seems that the 

following lines from Philo' s De Sornniis : "'J~he air is full 

of souls; those who a:ce nearest to earth descending to be 

tied to mortal bodies return to other bodies, desiring to 
108 live in them 11 , as well as Wisdom VIrr-19,20, quoted 

earlier, are ev.idence of a belief in reincarnation. 

In any case, the various books of the intertestamental period 

"at least put a question mark against any idea of a normative 

Judaism in the 1st centuriei_BC and AD to be deduced from the 

Old Testament and rabbinic exegesis of it'' 1 says Evans"l.0
9

• 
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CHAP·rt:R X I V 

THE ·SUITABILITY OF GRE:C:K CONCEPTS 

TO CARRY ACHOSS HEBREW AND (LA'i:'ER) 

CHRISTIAN THOUGHT., 
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It has been said that "Christian philosophy filled the fcrms 

of Greek thought with the substance of the Biblical revelation" 1 • 

'l'his ·is, of ccurse, one of those generalising expressions which 

cannot be accepted out of cont~xt, but, even so, let us ask 

to what degree Greek concepts like psy_~he, pneuma, logg.§_, 

were suited to be filled with the meaning behind the Hebrew 

words nephesh, ruach, dabar/memra, and later to be the carrier 

of Christian thoughte 

It was the~ Greek translation of the Old Testament, the 

Septuagint (probably cf the 3rd century BC), which mcst 

realistically had brought Hebrew and Greek concepts into 

direct confrontation with each other. Hengel remarks that 

"the holy texts were translated as literally as possible, 

even down to pn::serving the HebrevJ word order, and more far

reaching influence by Greek mythology and philosophical 

speculation was a.voidedn 2 • But even so, when using Grc~ek 
terms the Greek ideas behind them slipped in more or less 

unnoticed,, As ,Jaeger.: points out with regard to early 

Christia.ni ty 1 "With the Greek la.nguage a whole world of 

concepts, categories of thought, inherited metaphysics and 

subtle connotations enters Christian thought" 3 • 

It seems that J~ was an appropriate translation for 

n_eph~sh and could wef. l be ?-dapted to the different Heb:t«?:W 

meanings attached to it without actually changing them. 

Both words could stand for 'life', for a 'man', and for 

the personal or reflexive pronoun; also for the element in 

human nature that experiences~ ,?_sy:che_ is, however s never 

used for the 1 corpse' as ne£_hesh_ had been in the Hebrew text e 

-~radually two new feah.i.res ·to the Hebrew view of D.fil?ll§ .. §J]., new 

p~ in the Greek translation~ may be noted4 .. Sta.cey 

maintains that the Old Testament 0 does not speak of souls 

being good or bad 1 

Ezekiel XVIII 4 4 • 

though it comes near at times", as in 

The second feature is the idea of a 

pre-existence of soul:::, iee. the possibility 11 tha.t the soul 
.. -· 1 i ~ _, ·n - fr ... ""' . . . <' b ~,r r· \l 

4 
m:lght even. be su ~.Leu e ..... ;._ .-.: a man vva.;, v ... l • 



is used when £Q_ach stands fo:p wind, or for su.pernatura.l 

powers, or for Divine possession in the Old Testament. 
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1.ike .lW .. Y£h~ it is used as a representat·:L Ve term for the whole 

man and as the seat of thought and feeling. As has been 

pointed out, the common ground shared by the b':o terms, if 

n_ephe~h..l;~ac{:l or .2§..Y.che/12n£.Yma in late Old Testament times 

was still shared by them in the intertestarnental period~ 

Sometimes, however, as we have seen already, J2.!D'cl1~ may seem 

a better translation of ~h and be nearer to ruach in its 

basic meaning than as a rendering of ne:£besh .• 

In most cases soul/spirit are also synonymous in the 

apocalyptic books when used of the deado With reference 

to I Enoch Chapters 6-36 we quoted Charles saying that here 

"t.he departed in Sheol are more frequently callc-::d 'spirits 1 

than 'souls' n. This WclS a new de-.relopment in Hebrew as 

well as in Greek thought. Russell points out tha.t "although 

frequent use is ma.de by Greek. writer::; of the word 2sycha:.h. 

(souls) to describe discarnate be.ing!:1 1 the use of J?J.!.~U!]!lte. 

(spirits) in this connection is not typically Greek at all. 

In certain apocalyptic writings~ however, the two terms are 
r.. 

used indiscriminately with this meaning"-. 

There is, howeve~, orte important difference between the use 

A Jewish writer, whether 

Palestinian or Hellenistic, would never lose sight of the one 

important point, that ruach/nne~ is deri vc~d directly from 

God. Thus when the idea of pre-existence was brought into 

some of the Alexandrian intertestamental books, the Hebrew 

concept behino ~Jl(psyche adopted to i.tself this non

Hebrew doct.:rine, but the Heb.rew ideas behind £.ll.9£hLr:meun<a 

did not follow suit. 

We saw how in Wisdom XV 11 9 16 .£!Leu~,~C2:. is said tc be borrowed 

from God.. "A ma.n, like an anim:Jl, ha.s a 12ey_~1e s a man~ 

like God, has a r:n~.rna, ~ •• ~.in other words a:(: t.hi.s point man 

:Ls like God., He . .., . ., ,,... " is more .Ll.KE! '-J:)o an i.dol bc:;cause 

he has borrowed his 12!!..S.":1..:':llil. from God a~ H.ydc·r Smith 

continues 11 Yet, the spirit of man is not the sa.rne as th(~ 
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Spirit of God in man". We find.thus that the author of 

Wisdom is not teaching a form of panthe:Lsm even though he 

teaches 0 both that the Spirit of God pt.?rmeates all things 

(except sin) and that it penetrates the spirits of good men 116 • 

The concept of God's Pneuma filling the world and holding 

all things together may be compared to the Stoic conception 

of a pervasive fire~ but the author of Wisdom nowhere suggests 

that all things are made of pneum_§., as the Stai.cs asserted 

of their One Fire. "The idea is not that the Spirit of 

God is immanent in the universe (and shut up in it), but 

that coming from God outside~ it pervades th~ whole and holds 

it together 116 ~ Ryder Smith assumes that the Hebrew view 

"that every man has a pneuma of his own is not found i.n 

Greek philosophy or in Philo"
6

• 

When considering the assumption just made by Ryder Smith, one 

has to discuss whether .D..2.Y:.§.. might not as well be used as JE'.!.fil:ll!;.§.. 

when translating ~~ch in this connection. In Aristotle's 

think:ing, for instance, every man has a ..QQ.':!2.. of his own, in 

facts a passive and an active !l.Q.l~) as we have seen already f 

whereas he uses ~~ in quite a diffl?rent way. We sha . .li 

not take up this question now, however, but shall rather 

discuss the above statement with re9ard to Philc's use of 

~ma as Philo is a good exa.mplc of those who believed that 
- J 

Greek concepts were suitable for rendering Hebrew thought. 

It is difficult to decide what Philo thought with regard to' 

the £neuma operating in man, whether it should be regarded 

1) as the property of man (allowing that it is borrowed from 

God) during his life span, or 2) as belonging to and being 

part of the Divine Spiiit which pervades everything including 

man., Klausner explains Philo' s theory of ~~ _as follows: 

once the pre-existent souls have entered into the mortal bodies, 

then "God breathed His spirit into the body and He guides the 

body by means of intelligence, and this in turn makes possible 

perception and apprehension of the existing world. And the 

power of judgment, menory and language are the principle 
'l 

powers of intelligence 11 
•• 
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Phi.lo' s Jewish-Alexandrian doctrine of the Ene™· keeps 

''two non-Greek characte.ristics 0 , says Armstrong. 

idea of a free creative act of inbreathing by God instead 

of a necessary participation, and the idea of the highest 

part of the soul, the inbreathed £_nsY.;!!1~ Ca portion of the 

divine substance) as the image of God. It is from th.is 

tradition-that the use of 'pnellill..<!' which we find in St Paul 

for the human 'spirit', the highest part of man) superior 

to the 'ns__yche' (soul) derives; and the later idea of the 

'image of God: was of immense importance in later Christian 

thought"8 • 

Philo seems to have incorporated in his concept of p~ 

the Platonic _m;;tche, the Aristotelian !!.9J:b"! 1 and the s'toic 

.£.neuma, among other. ideas. Klausner emphasises that 1tat 

the foundation of Philo's system lies the dualism of deity 

as complete and absolu{:e spirituality, which is active c2.use, 

and matter which is an effect and a passive objec~. 
0 

Mans 

too, is a mixture of matter and spirit 11
-' .. 

We said earlier ~hat, according to Philo, the soul, once 
I 

freed from the body, would begin to enjoy its eternal life~ 

This was Klausner's interpretation of Philo's teachingo 

It seems the question lies here: what happens to the J2T~'=.~rria 

together with .intelligence, memory? Does the ~ychE:_ , 
continue to exist without these and does the .ill.1§.™ return 

to its origin after the death of the body? On these 

questions scholars have given very different answers~ 

In his essay about the Church Fathers, Wolfson points out 

that Philo nrepresents the two-sO\:l theory 11 with rego.rd to 

the Platonic conception of the separability of the soul. 

According to this interpretation nin. every human bein9f 

from his very birth, there are two souls, one separable c;.nd 

one inseparable, and it is the inseparable soul in which 

memory 1 that is ffiemory of past sensations, • • J.. ll origJ.na: .. es e In 

the one-soul theory there is one o~iginal separable soul and 

it is here "that the power of memory resides, even the power 

of memorising the impressions and images of past sensations 
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and, because memory originates and resides in that separable 

soul, it can be preserved in that soul even after it has 

become separated from the bo~yn 10 • 

Wolfson expla.ir.s further that nsome F'athers, mainly unorthodox, 

follow him (Philo) (whereas) orthodox Fathers who are conscious 

of the implications of the problem, follow, as a rule, the 
10 one-soul theory" • It is interesting to note that 'both 

sides' attempt to prove their point by interpreting Genesis 

II 7: "And the Lord God~ • .,.breathed into his nostrils the 

breath of life", in accordance with their own viewa 

If Wolfson's interpretation of Philo's thinking is right then 

it seems these "two souls" would be very much Aristoteliane 

The separable~ without memories is immortal, whereas the 

inseparable nous with consciousness does not survive the body 

at deatho If Klausner, however, is right, Philo would 

seem to have fused into one concept 1->i.ristotle's nous, coming 

from the !outside• and the Hebrew concept of God's Spirit of 

Genesis II 3; which becomes man's 1 borrowed' spirit with all 

the faculties of consciousnesse 

Charles explains the 'two sides 1 of man 1 s nature in Philo's 

thinking as follows: "The animal sotil has its seat in the 

blood, and~ subsequeptly to its first creation, is due to 

human generation, but the rational soul comes direct from 

God to all men as 12neu.rna 11 ~ The rational soul (called 

nous, or dianoia, psych!2. or.: QQ~?t) possesses intellect and 

freedom of will, and can fulfil the law~ if it wi.11 111 1. .. 

Bultmann believes that in Philo "Gnostic ideas were at work'112 

. Thi~ gives us still another possible interpretation of the 

thinking of Philo 9 th2.it .in the gnostic view "man's self at 

death will be released from the body (and from the 'soul') 

and will soar in the state of 'nRkedness' into the heavenly 

world 11 ·i3,, We can be:re compare the views of Plutarch, a. 

contemporary of Philo, to whom we shall come back when 

discussing Middlo Platonism. Plutarch maintains that rnan 

After death, Q~Ych~ 
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is left on ; the moon' , whe~eas lL9U,~ g?es on through the 

celestial spheres to the Highest Heaven. It would seem 

that on the latter as well as on the Gnostic view, the !!2..ld_~, 

travelling through the heavenly realms, must have kept some 

kind of consciousness and memory in order to remember the 

many passwords which it had specially memorised during life

time to use on its last, important journey. 

Returning to Philo, we find, no doubtf that his way of 

thinking and of reacting to the 'atmcspheree of the early 

first century AD gives us valuable information and under

standing of early Christianity, especially with regard to 

the thoughts of Paul. To what degree Philo influenced, 

or was himself perhaps influenced by, early Christian 

thinking has been the object of endless speculation~ Per-

haps we can just repeat that similarity of ideas does not 

necessarily mean borrowing in either direction. 

Philo is criticised, not foJ: attempting "to weaken the 

opposition between Judaism and paganism'', as was Klausner's 

point of view, but "for contaminating the pure clear air 

of Greek thought with the enervating fogs of oriental 

mysticism 11
, by the philosopher WT Stacef whom w2 have quoted 

earlier in connection with Greek thinking. Stace i:ontir:ues, 

"Philo taught that God, as the a.bsolutely .infinite, must }:;e 

elevated completely above all that is finite. No naxr.e, 

no thought, can correspond to the infinity of God •••• The 

human soul rea.ches up to God, not through thought, but by 

means of a mystical inner illuminaU.on and reveJ.aticn that 

transcends - thought 11 '
14 .. 

The same state of illumination is described with approval by 

Klausner: "And when the human mir..d is evicted from us a.s the 

divine spirit enters in, when the human light sets and the 

divine light dawns and rises~ there comes to man that 

intoxication of holy inspiration, an intoxication not of wine, 

which Philo calls by the wcnderful name of 'sober intoxication~. 

This is rapture or ecstasy, the state in \·Jhich man's kncv1ledq2 

of himself .is fused with that he<'1VE'n1 y 15.qht which is shed 
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Armstrong, too, points to Philo's 0 real.mystical doctrine" 

and to his description of how "the human spirit or intelli

gence may even in this life be rapt by Divine possession 

beyond its normal activity or intellectual contemplation, 

(and how ft) may attain to the mystical union and the direct 

vision of God in His simple unity instead of in the multipli-
16 

city of His powers" • Armstrong emphasises that not. only 

is Philo's doctrine clearly connected with the iiancient Greek 

conception of ent~i~~' possession by a God, but its 

deeper roots are to be found in the tradition of the Hebrew 
16 prophets" o 

attained the 

•ionly one who has achieved this state has 

heights of pure spirituality~ •••• This 'drawing 

near to God' is the greatest 'good' which ma.n can obtain in 
. 15 

this world", says Klausner • 

Philo called it tsober intoxication'. The early Christians 

at Pentecost were also believed to be intoxicated though sober. 

It is interesting to follow Taylor~s reasoning about the 

Spirit of God in this connection. "There is more of 
. 17 

Dionysius than of Apollc in the Holy Spirit", says Taylor • 

"In later times the younger god Dionysius, travelling through 

all the lands of the Middle East, won back the devotion which 

the Great Mother had, lost. He represc~nt.ed a resurgen~e of 

irrationalj.ty and ecstasy. An affronted puritan conscience 

will be quick to point cut that he was merely the god of 

intoxica.tion. But we would de well to remember that that 

was the charge levelled on the day of Pentecost~ ''I'hesf-~ 

men are full of new wine' (Acts II 13) were some of the truest 

d k . ~ ~t"1.7 wor s ever spo en in ~e~ . • 

It seems Philo would have understood that 'these meni were 

filled with that very 'intoxication of Holy inspiration', 

that the Pneuma of God had taken possession of them. It 

is generally acknowledged that Philots strong emphasis on 

God communicoting with man through the Divine Spirit and 

his doctrine of a mystical union with God were two aspects 

of his teaching which greatly influenced his contemporaries, 
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but that his theory of 'Logos' was especially important18 • 

No doubt, it was because of his mystical experiences that the 

Pneuma. of God and the ~os of God becarne such vivid reali ti.es 

in Philo 9 s thinking~ On the one hand, he had this "inner 

illumination transcending thought"o On the other hand, 

he "could not imagine as possible any immediate relation-

ship between the corporeal world an.d deity, which is absolutely 

spiritual, so he elabora.ted on the Heracli tean-Stoic Lo_s.o~ in 
19 the spirit of the Hebraic-Talmudic Ma~" • 

Thus, according to Klausner, nGreek Lo9.Q.~ influenced the form 

and tendency of the Philonic Locos, but Philo found its general 

essence in original J"udaism 0 ., Like Plato's Form of the Good~ 

Logos~ is for Philo the Di vine Pattern from which the material 

world is copied but it is also at the same time, 'the Word of 

God' in J"udai.sm. Cullrnann finds Philo' s Looi..2.§. lackin9 in 

unity, but "a.s a result partly of PJ.a.tonic and partly perh.aps 

of mythological in fl uencc 11 it somehow "prepares the way for. 
•1 t • -F ' f • d • • L •• 

20 ... 1e concep ion o. a personi ie mea1a"Cor·• • 

The Hebrew term for the 'Word of God' in the Old Test~ment 

is DABAR. "In the Targu.wim, the Aramaic renderings of 

th Old T t t th 't., d • · ,,.._:::-11 ed ME'I'.liRA" 21 • - e es·amen .. ~•~· '"e r~or 'l.S ·~ ·1 The 

LXX translators had to use six different words~ besides 
. 22 

that of· 10,qos ~ to sxpress the different meanJ.ngs of dab~£ 

Barr points out that "the senses of this word ( dabar) are .....---

'word' and 'matter'; the alternative of these will depend 

on the context"o According to Barr some scholars maintain 

that "when it primarily means one it suggests the other; when 

it is the ~vent it suggests its own inner meaning, when it 

is t~c word.it suggests thi manifestation of this word is 

dynamic event" .. 'l'his is not, sa.ys Barr, the true fact 

about the a.ctual usage of the words even i.f "there are cases 

where the senses coincide ••••• 't0 speak wordsr and 'to speak 

' , d · · i · h b) 1123 matter·s 3.re not rea.i.ly J.sc .. nguis .a ... e.~··. .. 

When ].ogos is used to translate sl..?J.b_s.i:.~ this conceptt se:.:y.s 

Bouquet, ttif read by Gentiles who did not know Hebrew .... o •• 

would have led many to the con cl u.s ~tons that the Jews after 
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all had their own belief in the same cosmic Loqo~ •••• which 

they were beginning to ~ersonalise. They need not have 

read Philo in order to · t' · 1 · 1124 ~iraw nis cor~c usion ••• ~ • J;ogos_ 

for Philo is a spiritual mediator between the spiritual part 

of man 1 s soul and God who is absolutely spiritual. 

We shall here take a shcrt look at the development of the 

concept ].ooq,~ in Greek thinking.. The word 129.2§.. occurs 

in classical Greek from Homer onwards 25 and we seem to be able 

to attach three principal meanings to it: speak, reckon ari.d 

think
26

• Onians points to an ancient account from Alexander 

Polyhistor where it is said 11 that the soul consj_sts of vapour 

( atmos) and ~ are 'winds of the soul' n 27 • Onians then 

suggests that logos, originally meant ''''thought' conceived 

materially as breath, spirit, f•Qeuma", i .. e .. when the Eneu!I@_ 
')7 

(breath) became thought and/or speech it was called 1._Q.S!O_!:i,- · .. 

In fact, in Homer, "deep reflection is conversation of one's 

self with one's thumos or of one's thumos with one's self"; 
·~--- .-

Onians concludes that 11 this view of thought as speech contribu-· 

ted to the later use of 1(~£.9_§. as equivalent to ratio as well 

as oratio1128 .. It was an early under.:;tanding of the fact 

that you cannot think rationally without forming words and 

sentences. 

Heraclitus teaches that "we become intelligent by dra\.,·ing in 

h d • • 1 tt- I . • b ~ • . h·• . . If 27 t. e 1v1ne =2.9..2.§. ,1irot.1gn ~±n- r ea~ _i_~~t· ~... ., • 
a distinctly philosophical concept appears for the first time 

in Heraclitus's phiJ.osophyf as the Ever-living Fire, or the 

'Stuff of the Universe' of which the human soul was a spark. 

Bouquet expl~ins the Heraclit~an FIRE as meaning not 'flame~, 

"but much more what we should describe as a molten gas such 
29 as hydrogen'' • Those early philosophers were by no means 

consistent in their terminology; confusion is always possible, 

especially between the concepts !62.9..C:Ji, En.,~ and NO£§.• .No_}.l,;..§.> 

for instance, meaning mind or intelligence, is sometimes used 

with the identical meaning of 109_9..§..1 standing for reason, 

intelligenceQ 

In the thinking of the Stoicsi the Heraclitean logos became 
the term for the- h.ighest r.;z~nifestation of tbe Divine, Unj_ve:.rs<'l.J., 
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Fiery Breath - of God. The Divine Breath itself was called 

Pry..§'_\~I!.!.2-... .°'-ristotle had used the concept pneuma for the 

material vehicle Lhrough which the soul 'communicates with the 

body, as we saw earlier. Ell~~ became for the Stoics 
something like the pre-Socratic 1 living stuff'; they "applied 

the idea to the universe as a whole because they regarded the 

'universe as a whole' as a living being" 30 • 

"The human soul proceeds into man from God 1131 ; thus, analogic

ally, l.~o~ (reason) is the highest 'part' of man; s sou 1; to 

live according to reason is to be virtuous and wise~ 

Goodness, Reason and Wisdom, in their highest perfection, a~e 

identical and the marks of the Stoic Sage. Boman assur:i.es 

that when comparing the idea beh5_nd Greek .19..::1..Q.~ and Hebrew 

.Q.alvir we shall find that the two concepts show "what each 

people held most important in the life of the spirit~~···For 

the Hebrew it was the dynamict lordlyt majestic, powerful 

creative; for the Greek it was the ordered, measured, care-

fully planned~ 
32 and meaningful 11 

• 

Boman ascertains that 11 in Israel the Wo.!'.'d of God belongs to 

the spiritual sphere ••••• and stands in all formal distinctions 
. " ."' 

on the s2,me high level as the word ) c~cs in Greek thought 11 :i.:-., 

''All ove.i." the ancient Orient, in As.::;yria and Babylonia as well 

a.s in l::gypt, the wor¢ ~ and part.i.cularly the word of God, was 
• • . p 34 h . + a mighty and dynamic force", says ~oman , w,o also poin~s 

out tbat in "Egypt the power of crca.U.ng and of sustai.ning 

everything was traced back to lhe divine word ••••• In the 

region of Memphisi Ptah is the creator of the world, and the 

specific origin of creation is the mouth which named all 
··~4 

thin9s"..., ... ., 

In "The Ti1eology o:f Memphi.s", we read about the 'creation', to 

which Boman refers above: " {Thu~.>) it happcLed that the hec:d::·t 

and tongue gained control over (every other) member of the 

body~ by teaching that be is in eve;:y body and in ever)' mouth 

of all gods, all men, Call) cattle~ all creeping things, and 

that 1 i v<::s ~ by 

that he wishes ••••• eindeed, all th~ divine order really 
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ca.me into being through what the heart thought and the 

tonaue commanded 1135 .. · - The above q·.uota·_-t5 o_ n _; c.: taken +'r m ;;J ~ ~ ... 0 

a collection of readings cal.led "The Origins of Civilisations", 

edited by W McNeill and J W Sedlar. The editors say in 

notes• to the above that "Ptah, as mind and speech, has trans

mitted his divine power to all things", and that "Mind or 

intelligence was believed to reside in the heart 1135 • 

In the introduction to the "Theology of Mern?his" the editors 

explain that it "has attracted an extraordinary amount of 

scholarly attention - largely because it appears to anticipate, 

at a very early date, probably just after 3000 BC, the 

Biblical ±:_9gos doctrine ("In the beginning was the word", etc., 
36 ', 

from John I :1) n ., Creation of the world, thus s does not 

depend on physical work but "Ptah creates the world through 

the power of his mind or thought and through the speech which 

expresses his thoughts. The assumption is that thought is 

the source of all that exists, while speech is its agency~ 

Thus the things of this world are merely the objective forms 

of thought. 1136
0 

"The effective word of Yahweh is just as dynamic as the word 

of other ancient oriental gods", says Boman: "and must be 

understood in analogy with the highest human function; it 

is the majestic word, of command, subJ.ime, and meaningful, 

creative or destructive1137 .. When quoting Boman it may be 

wise to bear in mind that some of his conclusions have been 

quite sharply criticised by Barr and by other scholars. 

Even though ..Qjtl:ia£ or rn~~ may e.t: first have been only a 

literary device to avoid using anthropomorphic language 

when talking about God, there is, according to Jorn.:~s 7 
11 a 

startling rabbinic insistence on the Memra's mediatorship 
'l8 

between God and man".,, p "The ~eri1~ has a deep theologi.c2.l 

and mystical s.igni ficance" 39 • It is a manner of bridglng 

the gulf between God and man, a gulf which was strongly felt 

during the 1st centuries BC and AD. Philosophers and 

religious thinkers~ in general~ felt the need for intermediaries 

between the infinite and the finite. We now meet supe~-

natural beings ln great number, 11 not only angels and thE~ just: 
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who have been taken up into heaven, but also efficacious 

forces such as gJ.ory, righteousness and wrath 1140 , as well as 

Logo~·, So12hia a.nd Pne21'.I!a ~ "Th~: t.rend to-wards the trans-

cendent and the abstract in Jewish belief in God favoured 

the origin of middle-beings which interposed themselves 

between God, who had become distant from the world, and man" 10 • 

"When pea.ceful silence lay over al 1 f and night had run the 

half of her swift courses down from the heavens, from the 

royal throne, leapt your all-powerful Word; into the heart 

of a doomed land the stern warrior leapt" (Wisdom XVIII 14,15}" 41 

Espe~ially in an Alexandrian environment we find in the Judaism 

of this period that L2S1Q2.~ the pre-existent Word of God has 

become associated with §_:-Jphia, the pre-existent Wisdom of God 

and with the pre-existEmt .'.for ah in which the Word and the 

Wisdom of God were manifested.. In the above quotation 

"the Word of God is personified as the e:xecutant of di vin!O: 

judgment 11
o In other passages from the Wisdom of Solomon, 

as is pointed out in the Jerusalem Bible, i.t seems that 
.. • ""I ,J42 'Wisdom' is id en ti fied with the 2.P-i£.l t_q_f _ _S?oc..1. • 

"For within her Is a spJ.r.it intelligent, holy, unique 

manifold,subtle, penetrating ~11 intelligent, pure and most 

subtle spirits; for Wisdom is quicker to move than any motion; 

she is so pure, she ~erva~es and permeates all things. She 

is breath of the power of God, pure emanation of the glory of 

the Almighty; hence nothing impure ca.n find a way into her,, 

She is a reflection of the eternal light, untarnished mi.rror 

of God 1 s active power, image of his goodness. Although 

alone, she can do all; herself unchanging, she makes all 

things new., In each generation she passes into holy souls, 

she makes them friends of God and prophets; for God loves 

only the man who lives with Wisdomn She is indeed more 

splendid than the sun, she outshines all the constellations; 

compared with light, she takes first place, for light must 

yield to night:~ 
·v-·I '"12-'.l.~) 43 .L L ~ll ·• 

but over Wisdom evil can never triumph'' (Wisdom 

It should be noted, according to the 

comment~tor of this passage in the Jerusalem Bible, that ''this 

doctrine of Wisdom gives rise not only to a theology of the 
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Spirit, the inspiration of lhe 

knowledge and understanding of 
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Spirit of the sanctifying 
--~"--·-' -
prophets, the source of 

the world" 42 • We shall 

come bacl< to Soohia, as the celestial mother, when discussing 

Gnosticism in the next chapter. 

Dabar and Ruach had already at an early stage been used almost 

interchangeably in Hebrew poetry as w~ll as in ~any of the 

narrative phrases, according to Taylor, who finds these two 

·terms "as closely related .as breath is related to voice" 

"By the word of Yahweh the heavens we:r:e made, their whole 

array by the breath of his mouth; ~ 1 (Psalm XXXIII 6) 45 
e 

"The same spirit of Yahweh speaks through me, his word is on 
46 my tongue 0 (II Sam XXIII 2) o 

In Taylor's opinion "the strict tri.ni tar ianism of orthodox 

Christian doctrine has probably led the church to draw too 

sharp a distinction between the Word or !:.s?gos. and the Holy 

Spirit. . In the minds of the earl5.est Christian apologists 

the two were inextricable ••••• it was the near-identification 

of the two terms which enabled the early apologists to present 

the first coherent and convincing theology of creation and 

redemption for that Graeco-R:)man world 114 7 
.. 

However, there is a difference between the two concepts: 
I 

"Spirit is experienced as inspiration 9 Word as revelation .. 

B,)Iach is the eternal lying in wait in every moment, but _92.b_ar:.. 

commits itself to the uniqueness of a particular moment 1148 • 

Klausner, from a different point of view, emphasises that 

it might well be said of Paul's treatment of Jesus as the 

Messiah "that 'Thou has made him but a little lower than 

God' (cf Psalm VIII 5) 11
.. Mattheir.r and Luke supplied 

"this little that was lacking .. ft"~. (and) soon .spoke of ,Jesus 

being born of a virgin and the Holy Spirit; and before long 

they were followed by the Evangelist John, a writer seeing 

in Jesus the Lo§~ who existed at the beginning of all 

creation, and was with God, and was himself - God •••• ~What 

could Judaism have to do with such views as 
49 these?n • 
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Jones e~presses what Klausner has just said as follows: 

"Finally the notion of the Word reached a stage beyond which 

it could not go unless :in truth it a.pp eared in person upcn. 

earth~ At this stage Israel stops~ the Church goes on" 50 • 

Perhaps one can describe what happened as follows: When 

the followers of Jesus of Nazareth, after His death and 

rising again~ pondered upon His impact upon them, they were 

filled with the wonder of a new meaning attached to all those 

concepts from the Old Testament and from the religious 

literature of their own time. They understood with a 

new ir1sight concepts like Prt12_mn0;, 1 Wisdom and LQ9..<?.§_• They 

understood, too, that the Christ, Jesuss had been perfect 

MAN, the essence of the Living Soul of Genesis I 7 ~.nd still 

much more, as Paul, it appears (though other views are 

possible, which will be dealt with later) tries to express 

when he writes "The first man Adam became a living soul, 
. 51 

the last Adam a lif<~-giving Sp:i.ri.t" (I Cor XV 45) .. 
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C H A P T E R X V 

THE CONCEPT SOUL AND THE 'SPIRITUAL' 

IN ESSENISM ( QUMP.P.N) , NEO-PYTHAGOREAN~

ISM, GNOSTICISM 1 THE MYSTERIES, 

STOICISM, MIDDI ... E-PLP..'rONISM .. 



Judaism of the intertestamental period, as was said earlier~ 

showed a ~yncretism of beliefs from many different sources; 

many vigorous eects had sprung up displaying a "kind of 

Jewish non-con~ormity, opposed to the official Judaism of 

Jerusalem111 .. Vermes~ too, referring to the books of the 

Qumran Community, finds that. they 0 reveal one facet of the 

spiritual ·ferment at work among the various parties of 

Palestinian ,Judaism at that time 1 a ferment which culminated 

in a thorough examination and re-interpretation of the 

fundamentals of the Jewish faith 112 • 

Schmithals points out that the "various expressions of 

Christianity cannot possibly have sprouted from a single root •• ~ 

The transition·from the manifold forms of Jewish orthodoxy 

and of Jewish Hellenism to thi variety of ecclesiastical 

Christianity can be shown with sufficient clarity in the 

extant sources 113
• With regard to Christianity as well as 

to Judaism there were 1tthree different religious forms 

circulating under the same name", i.e. 1) Orthodoxy, 2) 
':> 

Gnosticism, 3) Hellenism~. 

It is certainly difficult to define 'orthodoxy' except in 
' broad outline. We said earlier that prior to 70 AD, in 

the Jewish church, all the spiritually minded men of the 

nation, whether Esse~e, Phariseej Sadducee¥ or Herodians were 

united in ~orship of the same God. It is in this wider 

meaning that Schmithals can say that orthodox Judaism at 

Jesus' times 0 embraced Phar.i.se(?S a.nd Sc.dducees ~ apoca.1ypiticists 

and· Essenes n, as well a..s other g:co-i.Ips 
3 ., Other scholars 

emphasise that "whereas the Fha:c~;.:;30es and S0.dducees were 
1 p~~ties' within Judaism~ the Essenes and Christianity must 

' •• 4 be distir1guished as 1 sects · '· ~ And, a.ccordlnq to_ Dimont ~ 

there were about 24 religl.ous sects in Ih:'.'..J.estine a.t this 

time "proclaiming the coming of a messiah", each of them 
1-

• • •t• 1 • ·r .) preaching its own · .1Jrand of sa .... vat:ton· ~ 

Both Pharisees and Essenes were influenced by, &s well as 

themselves influencing, the apoculypti.c literatur:i::-~ Per:-

haps one can say that the Pharisees were more concerned with 
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the books showing the pa~terns of rewards and punishments in 

the afterlife, and the resurrection beliefs concerned therewitl/ 1 

whereas the Essenes shew the more 'spiritual' approach. "It 

was early Essenism with its doctrine of the two spirits, 

developed under Iranian influence, that brought about a 

dualistic sharpening of Jewish apocalyptic and the speculative 

derivation of evil from one power, in principle anti-godly, 

though it was created by God"8 • 

The influences behind the changes in the apocalyptic books 

which we have discussed earlier are called by Bultmann and 

his school 'Gnostic'. Typical Gnostic thinking, which 

we shall presently discuss, because of its radical spirit

rnatter dualismt would undoubtedly reject any "universal 

eschatology which involves the idea of (the material) creation's 

renewal as a 'New Heavene, and 'New Earth'~ •••• or of bodily 

resurrection"9 • van Groningen assumes that Bultmann takes 

up the following position: "The Prologue to the Gospel of 

John is on the verge of Gnosticism 1 and the Apostle John's 

semi-Gnostic language is a point of transition between the 

two. Furthermore, the Gospel of John is a point of 

transition also between Jewish Apocalyptic and Gnosticism. 

As for Paul, he is midway between Jewish Apocalyptic writings 
10 

and the developed Gnostic thinking of the 2nd century AD 11 
e 

The danger of the Bultmann school is that one is apt to 

speak of "Gnosticism wherever a. mot.if of the Gnostic myth 

emerges, even when, as for example in Paul and ,John, . "-J. ... 

expresses an understanding of existence wholly different 

from the genuinely Gnostic''· Undoubtedly the apocalyptic 

literatures~.Gnosticisrn 0nd Christianity we.r:e in different 

ways responses to the problems of the age. Each of them 

must be given its due~ based on ~ "balanced assessment of 

their mutual relationships", sa1s R i"kL Wilson 11·., 

We shall now turn to t1·1e Esscmes 1 19 respi.:m~;e to their ageu. 

In this connectj.on it i.s interest;ir.-.g to rt·'<':'d about the French 

liberal theologian, Ernst Renart, who~ about a century ago, 

declared thu.t 11Christi<::in:tty is t";.r1 Essenisrn which has largely 
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succeeded", and whose theory c~used much bitter controversy. 

When discussing Renan's theory, Black asks whether the new 

facts which the Qumran discoveries have.unveiled do not now 

"support the theory "l-.hat the Essene sect constituted, as it 

were, the matrix of the primitive Church? Is the Christian 

Church a child of Essenism?"12 • The different answers to 

this question would fill books. 

Dimont, when describing how "the ruins cf an early Jewish 

Essene monastery were found in the vicinity where John the 

Baptist and Jesus had preached", remarks that ''the resemblance 

of early Christianity to the Essene religion grew into a 
13 mirror image" • "Christianity ha.ct existed at least 200 

years before Jesus, its greatest and noblest spokesman, but 

not its originator 1113 •. Some writers have gone so far a.s 

to state th~t the Teacher of Righteousness was indeed Jesus~ 

'l'he Catholic scholar Pere Jean Danielous "listed twenty-se:ven 

reasons for believing that the early Christians were influenced 

b th .~ " . . t Ed ' v.·' J 14 0 ' . y e .:.ssenes f according o · . muno ¥n .son .. n i::ne 

0th.er hand, Driver rejects any ciirect influence of the 

Cov.enanters, or of the Essen.es, on Christianity., He even. 

insists that "the current identification of the Essenes with 
.. t; 

the 'Covenanters• cannot be sustained 11 ~-; and that the scrolls 
... c 

date from between 46-66 AD till about 132-135 AD 1 ~. 

"Consequently"s sa.ys Drj_vers 11 the Scrolls may be regarded as 

a collection of documents approximately contemporary with the 

writings of the New Testament; their authors breathed the 

sam~ atmosphere, as they spoke a common language and had in 

t , ·1 . "16 D . i. Jr. h some respec:s-simi ar aims . Lriver 11as ~een muc 

criticised for his conclusions, especially those referring 

to hi.s d~ting of the scrolls 'J.?. It seems however evident 

that whatever the direct connection between the Qumran Sect 

(whether Essenes or not) and Christianity may in fact have 

been, they were undoubtedly in existence at the sa<ne time~ 

in each otherts immediate proximity, surrounded by the same 

conditions and ideas and, as it seen:s, e;each cut off frorr, the 

bod ·y o.r.: offJ·c1·~1 J-ua,-·,~1" 111· 8 ~ .L -·- - - .Ci..... O.~;~ i.l ~ 
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We shall here adapt the position which seems to be generally 

agreed upon by scholars that "the Essenes and the sect 
. bl f t\.- , 1 . 11 b .. 1 . . . d t, ~ I! 19 responsi e or 11e scro ... s were in a . ·pro ani-i:cy 1 -en· ica.L • 

We read about the Essenes in the works of several authors of 

the 1st century AD: the geographer and historian Pliny the 

Elder, Philo of Alexandria, and the historian Flavius Josephus, 

as well as- in the writings of the Church Father of the 3rd 

century AD, Hippolytus. Vermes remarks about the three 

first-mentioned writers that they "have all discoursed on 

this sect of ascetics whose common life a.nd severe discipline 

they seem greatly to have admired"19 • 

Dimont ascertains tha.t J'osephus' books: 'History of the Je11.d.sh 

War' and 'Antiquities of the Jews' are the most valuable 

volumes in existence dealing with the two fateful centuries 

of Jewish history, 100 BC to 100 AD'! 20 " The following 

paragraphs are from the 'Jewish War'·II viii.11: 

154. "Indeed, it is a firm belief among them that although 

bodies are incorruptible~ and their matter unstable, souls 

are immortal and endure for ever; thats come from subtlest 

ether, they are entwined with the bodies which serve them as 

prisons, drawn as they are by some physical spell; 

155. but that wren they are freed from the bonds of flesh$ 

liberated, so to speak, from long slavery, then they rejoice 

and rise up to the heavenly ~orld. Agreeing with the sons 
I 

of the Greeks, they declare that an abode is reserved beyond 

the Ocean for the souls of the just; a place oppressed 

neither by rain nor snow nor torrid heat? but always refreshed 

by the gentle breeze blowing from the Ocean. But they 

relegate evil souls to a ~ark pit shaken by stormsj full 

unending chastisement~ 

156. The Greeks, I think, had the same idea when they 

assigned their valiant ones, whom they call 'heroes' and 

'demigods' to the Islands of the Blessed, and the souls of 

the bad to Hades, the place of the wicked, where according 

to their mythology, certain people such as Sisyphus, Tantalus, 

Ixion and Tityus, undergo their torments. A belief of this 

kind assumes in the first place that souls are eternal; next 

it serves to encourage virtue and to deflect from vice. 
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157~ Indeed, the goad· will become better during their lives 

if they hope to be re~arded, even after their end; whilst 

the wicked will restrain their instinct~ out of fear if they 

expect to suffer eternal punishment after their dissolution 

even though they escape.while they live. 

158. Such, then, are the religious teachings of the Essenes 

with regard to the soul: they offer them as a lure, and those 
. ~A 

who have once tasted their wisdom do not resist",;::..l." 

We said earlier that according to Hengel the Essenes seem to 

have been utterly disinte:rested 5-n the idea of a physical. . 
resu~rection and apparently saw the eschatological salvation 

Hin the heavenly communion of the exalted spirits with 

angels". No doubt 1. the "Has idic--Ess ene eschato1ogical 
22 anthropolgy" is a problem for scholars, and Hengel refers 

to P Grelot and his rejection of "the .idea that the Essenes 

knew the concept of a resurrection by reference to the 

earlier parts of I Enoch and Jubilees" 1 as well a.s to K Schubert,, 

The latter believed· that the Essenes nknew it, albeit in a 

reduced form compared to later conc.eptions 11
c Here, of 

course, the question hinges on the definition of the concept 

of 'resurrection'~ The 5 reduced form' in which K Schubert 

speaks of the resurrection would, according to Hengel, be 

something like "a resurrection of the soul endowed with 

1 f . ~ ,.. n 22 corporea unc~ion~ , • 

Josephus was in fa.ct writing "a drastically apologetic 

translation of their (the Essenes~) belief in the resux:rectic;nn 9 

says Stendahl~ 11 Even if the Essene li.brar:y found at Qu.mJ:an 

o ••• odoes not contain.explicit references to the resurrection~ 

the tenor and context of those texts are far removed from the 

concerns epitomised by Josephus. The Qumran texts centre 

around God's promised vindication of the elect, which we 

have seen to bE:.! the origina.l matrix of the bellef in the~ 
. . 23 

resurrection 11 - • 

We find Josephus• theory about the Essenes by 

the Church Father Hippolytus in a manner which may also be 

referred to as 11drastic2'l ly apclogetic.". Hippolytus was 
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a successor,Irenaeus of Lyon ~s an anti-heretical writer, 

and had, according to Chadwick, a mind that' was "a curious 

mixture of scholarship and foolishness"2 4 , We shall quote 

from his 'Refutations" XI, 27: "The doctrine of the 

resurrection is firmly established among them (the Essenes). 

They declare, in fact, that_ flesh will rise __ again and be 

immortal, just as the soul is already immortal. 

When the soul is separ~ted from the body it goes to rest in 

a pleasant~ light and airy place until the judgmente This 

is the place which the Greeks, .who had heard tell of them, 

called the Isles of the Blessed. 

But there are still more Essene doctrines which many Greeks 

have appropriated to make them their own. Indeed, the 

Essene observances with respect to the Deity are more ancient 

than those ~f all the nations; which shows that those who 

have dared to speak of God, ·or the creation, received their 

doctrines from no other source than the Jewish Law. Among 

them, Pythagoras and the Stoi~s of Egypt received most in 

following the school of the Essenese Furth~rmore, they 

declare that there will be a judgment and a. ~niversal 
r· 

conflagration, and that the wicked will be punished for ever" ~~ 

To the above Dupont SommE;r remarks that the "relation between 

.Jewish Essenism and pagan Pythagoreanism is presented here in 

an ingenuously c.wo109etic_al manner, and contrary to all 

probability; according to it the pagan philosophers were 

il f th - n 25 IL f · · ' t' t pup s o e Jews o ~ seemsj o course, eviaen~ na 

Hippolytus is turning the facts upside down and it is interest

ing to note, in this connection, that Josephus in his 'Jewisl1 

Antiquities' stresses Pythagorean influence on the Essenes: 

"The Essene sect practices the way of life taught by Pythagoras 

t . .;_h. ,. G k· tt (X,.~ 10 1 ~'7,. '25 o 1... e r e e _ s , o1 , , 1~ • -~ , 1 J .. 

Even if Stendahl's suggestion seems plausible that Josephus' 

description of the Essene beJ.iefs about the soul may be taken 

as an apologetic attempt to explain resurrection in some form 5 

in a manner intelligible to gentile minds~ there is still much 

evidence of their beliefs in asceticism and soul/body dualisrnD 

Smart draws t~e conclusion from Josephus that the Essene he]d 
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that the "scul is immortal and distinct from the corrupt.lb1e 

body 9 •••••• As often elsewhere asceticism goes with a belief 

in the separation of body and soul. It may well be that 

the Essene doctrines w~re in this influenced by Greek ascetic 

thought as exhibited by, for instance, Orphism1126 .. 

The Essene doctrine of pre-exist~nce, which they had taken 

over from the Greeks, and the influence from Plato, is pointed 

out by Stacey toe. "It only requires a hint that self-

consciousness rested in the soul 1 for the Platonic doctrine 

to be present in all its essentials. It is difficult to 

explain why a narrow-minded sect like the Essenes should have 

drunk so deeply at the wells of Hellas. Probably they 
27 

were led to it by their un-Jewish contempt for the body" ·~ 

The Orphic-Pythagorean dualism. of soul a.nd body; the beliefs 

in the soul's pre-existence before birth, as well as beli~fs 

in its survival after death; the banning of 'vblood-offerings 

and the consumation of flesh and wine 1128 ; the ritual washings 

and purifications of the body, possibly in order to prevent 

the 'stains' from the body from contaminating the soul; the 

great importance "attached to the belief in angels or inter

mediary beings"; thesE: are the traits of Essenism to which 

Copleston draws our attention 28 • In Windelband too· we 

find the suggestion thc.t the Essenes "probably proceeU.ed 

from a contact of Neo-Pythagoreanism with the Hebrew religious 

l .f n29 
i e o 

"Pythagoreanism sprang up again in a vigorous revival towards 

the end of the Hellenistic age•~ 30 " Wh21.t came to life in 
. ·.~ 

Alexap.dria -under the name of Neo-Pythagoreanism was the o1d 

philosophy in a new shape. Many Platonic, Aristotelian, 

and Stoic ideas were incorporated within its system. And 

for the rest, in the general Hellenistic syncretism, with 

its mingling and fusing, it is not possible to disentangle 

the many criss~cross roads leading to and from the different 

strongholds representing Oriental and/or Occidental religious 

thinking~ 
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"It is possible in theory that: the fotinder of the Essene 

community knew Pythagorean doctrinesu, says Hengel, though 

he does not believe in a direct dependence as "the Essene 

community wanted only to represent the genuine intention of 

the Torah and the prophetic writings and to defend its own 

Jewish herituge against all alien influences. Thus, 

these alien influences were accepted only uncon.sciously. or 
. 1 . 1 t . . t. . t . ., 31 H 1 t-in a po emic a.po oge ~ic SJ.. ua 1 on· • enge , i1owever, 

admits that the Essenes "adopted and worked over to a 

con~iderable degree foreign influences in their Hellenistic 

environment from Babylonia ·~nd Iran and indeed; from Ptolemaic 

Egypt. But they are not typical Pythagoreinse Even the 

doctrine of the immortality of the soul merely corresponded 

to a widespread religious opinion in their Hellenistic 
. . t" 31 environmen .. • 

Pryke, who has done a thorough study of "the Eschatology in 

the Dead Sea Scrolls'', points out that his main thesis is 

to "question the conclusion made by the scholars that the 

sect was thorough-going in its eschatology. A close 

examination of the texts dbes not permit us to force into 

one eschatological pattern the community's belief concerning 

the Messianic hope, the Teacher of Righteousness, and the 

future life. As with the New Testament 9 there is no one 

continuous pattern or uniform doctrine, for the Qumran 
I 

documents which cover a similar period of over 200 years 

oscillate between a this-worldly Messianic hope and a near 

gnostic attitude to the future life1132 .. 

"Altogether, the ten complete Dead Sea Scrolls and the 

thousands of fragments belonging originally to almost six 

hundred manuscripts, a.mount to a substantiul body of li tc-:rature 

covering the Hebrew Bible, .other religious compositionsp 

d k t t . ~ J . . t"33 A an. wars proper ·o a par icuiar. ewisn sec. o mong 

those scrolls and fragments there are sorr.e which express a 
11 this-worldly Messia.nic hope" and to these can be counted, 

S -y,.. Pryke tre 7 =>d,·'-.:.f-,.-.., -'oc~1--e~·t<:: i.'~]e-n c·-1,e.-'1 -t-'-1e 1)am~s~--~ (.1 .;:;,, - ' al·. LJ1.,,.) • .,_1.l\.~. ""'- \..J I .t ~u J.l .,.,, C..1.. •• ~v l.'.'..i.A. ..i.. ...... i.....l. L. ll.o. ... ""'u.,;:, 

Rule), and the Scroll of the War of the Sons of Light and 

the Sons of Darkness (also called the War Rule), and a few of 
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/ ,, ." .. 

the Hyr.1nSo In these we find a pr: t-.::-occupation with "this 

world 1 with the founding of the con~unity and its struggles 
?' 

for survival"')~. 

The following show strong Greek, Hellenistic and even Gnostic 

influences, according to Pryke: the Angelic Liturgy, the Hymns 

(with a few exceptions), the Manual of Discipline (also called 

the Community Rule)t and fhe Horoscopes of Qumran. Referri.ng 

to the Angelic Liturgy (IV QS1 i. .. 24-26) and the Horoscopes 

of Qumran, Pryke suggests that !!the sect was mystical and 

dangerously near to Gnosticism in some of its ideas; also 

that· the language of the Angelic Liturgy is near to immortality 

of the soul and far from real eschato1ogy 1
'., In fact, 

says Pryke, ttt.ne Manual and the Angelic Liturgy support 

Josephusv assertion that the sect (if Ess~nes) believed in 

the immortality of the soul" 32 ~ · The Manual of Discipline~ 
(the Community Rule) says: "these are the counsels o~ the 

spirit to the sons of truth in this worldo And a.s for the 

visitation of all who walk in this spirity it shall be healing, 

great peace in a long life, and fruitfulness, together with 

every everlasting blessing and eternal joy in life without 

end, a crown of glory and a garment of majesty in unending 

light 1133 • 

Evans gives an j.nter~~ting resurn~ of facts iound, and opinions 

expressed, by various scholars in conneci::Lon with the 

eschatology of the Qumran sect. 

are from Evans 1 s book. 

The following passages 

der Ploeg (1952) considers that 1 the obvious kinship 

sect with the Essenes woul.d lead us to expect ~ belief 

in the immortality of the soul apart from the body~ and 

H ,. van v 
.•. 

of the 

this he believes is borne out by the texts, which have little 

to suggest a renewed bodily existence but much to suggest a 

life in a world of light, angels and God'"n 

11 H H Howley ( '19 ::;(~) a.3.s o -Chinks that the scrolls ref1 ect a 

belief in the immorta.l:l. ty of the s:iul r<:tther than in the 

resurrection of the v;hole pers01·1r bed~,' ar:d soul tog(2the:c",, ,, n 
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"E F Sutcliffe ( 1960) st.ates: .that 'no 'passage in th('! scrolls 

reveals an expectation of the·~esurrection'. He notes 

that its absence is particularly surprising in the War Rule 

wherej when some cf the sons of light are said to fall in 

battle, one might have expected some encouragement from the 

thought of future resurrectioriu. 

"H J Cadbury (1964) suggests that this may illustrate 'how 

attention when concentrat~d on apocalyptic ho~e may leave 

. out as relatively unimportant the question of what happens 

to those who do die 1 "o 

"Matthew Black (1969) disagrees with Dupont Sommer that it 

(the Hymn of Deliverance) .implies the immortality of the soui, 

~nd denies that there is any evidence that the Qumran Essenes 

believed in the immortality of the soul a.s distinct from the 

body. He sums up: 'it is virtually certain tha~ the 

sect had some form of belief in the Resurrection, though, 

so far, no unambiguously clear evidence for such has been 

produced. Indeed 6n the contrary, a number of passages 

appear to imply ~he old Biblical. doctrine of Sheol, which 

seems to rule out, not only every form of belief in the 

resurrection, but also, no less, any kind of hope in 

immortality'" .. 

' 
"G R Driver (1.965) •• ~,,The conclus.ion, thenr seems to be 

that the Covenanters had some vague notions of a physical 

resurrection, and certainly believed in a future angelic 

existence in eternal bliss in comraur.ity with God, if only 

as a corollary to the eternal damnation of their enemies 1 

but perhaps not in any resurrection of the body". 

"P Hoffmann (1966) fails to find any evidence· fbr a doctrine 

of a future state, a.nd accounts for it by the community's 

imminent expectation of the·ends but he refers to Pere 

de Vaux's study of this end and that the dead were to be 
• ' -i:: • i1 34 raisea ~or it n 

To the above resume by Evans 9 can be added Cadbury's expressed 
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opinion that althou9h ~he texts are "heavily surcharged with 

vivid eschatolo~ical pictures •••• ~the published documents 

ha.ve li.ttle or no clear reference either· to immortality or 

to resurrection from the deado •• ~.(also) that it ought not 

to be attributed to the texts just because Josephus includes 

in Essene eschatology the immortality of the soul as he dces in 

Pharisa.ic beliefi and Hippolytus attributes to the Essenes' 

faith also resurrection of the body" 35 • 

Mansoor suggests that on the one·l-:and, nrr.embers of the sect 

were unconcerned with the resurrection of the body because 

they expected the universal judgment to occur during their 

own time. No resurrection was foreseen, but instead an 

assumption of the body, sanctified and purified through the 

ritual of the sect, was expected". On the other hand, 

Mansoor finds that there is evidence for a belief in 

immorta.lity in passages as "wisdom of life, knowledge of 

t . t t - ~ ' f - - bl. ' t ] ' . . t1 36 e erni·y, e:ernai ~1 e, eternal iss ana e·erna. aestiny 

To come back to Prykc, we find that he concludes that "the 

bliss of the e1ect as described in the 1-"ia.nual. o ~.is much 

nearer to 'immortality of the soul' than to the resurrection 

of the flesh (and. tlv.it) on the whole the ccimmuni ty 's belief 

in tlle future life seems to hf!ve been transmut2J:ion of matter 

into . . . 1137 spiri·cci.".. • 

In his thorough-going researci1 He119el repeatedly stresses that 

the Hellenistic period created a spiritual milieu which is 

' 
• • , r t• ~ ' • B ~ , 38 rr" very no~iceaoie rrom ·he ino century -~ onwaros rne 

I'1anual of Discipline, in its original composition, "may ciate 
~.(g 

from the latter part of the 2nd century ac- . The extreme 

spix:ituality in the thcught of the Qumran community is clea.r~.y 

expressed, according to Cull~annt in the Manual II 11, where 

we find the 0 dcctrine that t;':1e divine thought is the origin 
10 of al 1 that is '1 

• We d.iscu.ss ed earlier. "The Theology of 

Memphis" J where :l. !.: is taught tbat: Ptah creates the world 

Hth:rcu9h what the heart tt:ought 2.nd the ton·~ue comT.anded 11 
.. 

It is interesting to notice the sama doctrine in the Neo

Pythagorean philo:~,;opr,y;. tbough hei.e :Lt raa:y· seem tha.i:: it i:_; 

the 11 immater:i.al substances of Platonic metc1phy:.;ics, the IJe~s 
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.·~ ... 

•• ~euCwhich) become.original .thought~ of Goda •••• The immaterial 
. 'h ~ f . d . . J- 1141 world is recognised as t •. e worid o- min or spiri~ • 

The Nee-Pythagoreans most probably made the Platonic dualism 

with its motives of ethical and religious values the centre 

of its system. There is -~t~ong emphasis on the~distinction 

between body and soul, between the spiritual and the material. 

We find a definite concept 6f the soul, as a perm~nent 

principle, having individuality even after death. Their 

dualism led, Hon the o:-1e hand", as Windelband p~oposes, "to 

the doctrine which will have God worshipped only spiritually, 

as a purely spiritual being, by prayer illld virtuous intention, 

not by outward acts, - and, ·on the other hand, to c6mpletely 

ascetic mbrals which aim to free the soul from its ensnarement 

in matter, and lead it back to its spiritual prime source by 

washings and purifications, by avoiding certain foods, 

especially flesh, by sexual continence, and by mortifying all 

sensuous impulses. Over against the deity, which is the 

principle of good, mattero ••• is regarded as the ground of all 

evil, propensity toward it as the peculiar s:in of man 1142
o 

V..1hen reading Windelband's description of Neo..,,Pythagoreanism, 

one is struck by the strong likeness with the Qumran sect. 

Copleston comments on the mystical elements which Neo-Pythag

oreanism adopted, wh~ch seem an answer to 11 the contemporary 

demand for a purer and more personal religion. Direct 

intuition of the Deity was claimed and revelation - so much 

so that the philosopher is sometimes depicted as prophet and 

wonder-workerf e.g .. Apollonius of Tyana 1143 ~ Hengel suggests 

that the revival of Pythagoreanism as well as "the success of 

the n:::tster)!,.religions" were part of a development which·"was 

prepared for by a literatur·e of revelation 11 in which we find 

described the 0 miraculous experience·of ecstatic wonder-

workers .. $0.often combined wikh a journey to heaven.. The 

reason for thjs was that, as the world-picture changed, people 

were more and more inclined ·ta transfer the kingdom of the 

dead to the st:a:: r:y heavens 1144 ., 

We read in Windelband how the dualism which opposed the 
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earthly, transient world tc a spiritual, immatErial realm 

of the di vine :1ul timately proved to be the right expression 

for that inner discord which ran throug~ the entire life 

of the ageing Greek and Roman worldo (The•·e. wa.~) a dP~r) • -- .. - c :..""t 

passionate need for the salvation of the soul" which came 

to be increasingly felt on all levels of the population .. 

"The soil cf the ancient world of civilisat:Lon, after bearing 

the f ruit:s of art and science, becarr,e the battleground of 
, . . re ..... :t..gions. (And) the form in which this contest of religions 

was waged prove, in spite of all, what a spiritual and 

intellectual power Greek science had grown to be ••••• Each of 

the religions desired to satisfy not only the feelings but 

also the intellect, and was therefore anxious to transform 

its life into a doctrine", a doctrine giving true knowledge 

on the subject of the salvation of the sou1
45

o 

The Essenes also stressed the importance of knowledge for 

the salvation of the individual as well as of the community. 

We find here, says Hengel, that Essenism i;stands in the 

religious stream of the Hellenistic world 11 which can be 

described by the ph~ase "wisdom through revelation¢ ••• The 

apocalyptic-Essene conception of knowledge anticipates many 
+.' 1 .c ' f th t- • t• . f\

46 ·- ~ f"' . essen .... 1a J.ea-cures o. -. a_ in gnos icism • nenge1 ina::: 

that 11 Bultmann's definition of gnostic knowledge could, 

with the alteration ~f a few terms, be applied word for 

d t ~ . 1146 j h t H G . wor .o ~ssenism , aru. e quo es ressmann as saying: 

"Gnos.ticism is the innermost essence of a.pocalypt~c"47. 

Again and again we have to admit the impossibility of findjng 

within the Hellenistic syncretism of thoughts and ideas 2ny 

satisfying answer to the question: "Who influenc(::d whcm? 11 

Hengel stresses the fact that ancient writers did inde~d 

present "the Essenes as o. community of 'philosophers', who 

led an ascetic life in the wilderness by the Dead Sea in the 

service of the knowledge of God, wisdom and the love of 

man ••• ~oThe very features which disturb us and seem strange 

to us, like the dualistic doctrine of two spirits, their 

determinism, the hierarchical a~gelology 5 manticism and 

magic, aroused attention within and outside Palestine through 
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their speculative sci<'.?!-:'•tifi·c ~har.[~.cter; and in conjunction 

with the ascetic life of the community occasioned the supposi

tion that the Essenes were .Jewish Th_eioi Andres on Palestinian 
·11148 soi • 

Gnosticism, a term we have now come across repeatedly, is 

explained by Chadwick as being, on the one hand, "a ~eneric 

term used primarily to refer to theosophical adaptations 

of Christianity propagated by a dozen or more rival sects 

which broke with the early church between AD 80 and 150", 

on the other hand, however, _the term ·is "often used-·in a mu~h 

wider and·vagu.er sense to describe an imprecise, syncretistic 

religiosity diffused widely in the Levantine worldj and 

existing independently of and prior to Christianity1149 .. 

jonas calls Gnosticism "the spirit of late antiquity 1150 .. 

When pointing out with Windelba.nd that "the ageing Greek and 

Roman world" was searching for a doctrine which would give 

'true knowledge', w~ must add that there is a difference 

in the Essene, as well as in the Gnostic, 'kno~ledge' from 

philosophical 'knowledge'. Perhaps we may· assume that 

religious knowledge must necessarily be different from. 

philosophical knowledge and there thus emerges in the 

Hellenistic world a new aspect of knowledge o:f which 

Gnosticism is the mo$t typical example. 

'I'he Nag Hammadi library no doubt leads in a new era in 

the study of Gnosticism. 11 'rhe texts so far published!?, 

acco:rding to H McL Wilson, "belong to the Christie.n era and 

derive from the 2nd centui~ or later •• ~ •• As it happens, the 

editor.of one of the latest volumes, claims to have found 

a pte-Christian document amen~ his texts 1151 The Jewi~h 9 
especially, as we haveseenj the apocalyptic, irifluence on 

Gnosticism seems to be generally acknowledged.. "But Gnosis 

and Gnosticism are not to be derived from Judaism alone't, says 
T,J • 1 It~ tt. , t h • ::1 th • t • h ' ' ti 5 2 
~i .son, ror o 11er CUL ures ave aiso mace eir con r1~u~1ons 

The clear-cut dualism in Grtostic teaching between the spiritual 

and ~aterial, which is found in its a) cosmology~ b) anthropo

logy, may well be traced back ~) to the 1~ualistic world-outlook 
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of Iranian reliaion" and.b) to the "religious and philosophical 
' d · t · t r.:.,, · .; . . · • • • · t . s. · ~ J-h i 5 3 era i ions o Jreece· , accoroing .o . cnmi~ a s • 

At thi~ stage we may, with Schmithals, make an inventory of 

"the major motifs .:Ln which this Gnosticism is objectifi.ed: 

1. a cosmological dualism, whether of an original 

or of a derived kind; 

2 .. the myth of the fall of the light-substances 

into the power of the evil forces, i~e. the primal 

man myth; 

3. the presence of the knowledge of this human essence 

and destinys iee. the redemption. 

The following concepts •••• correspond to these major motifs: 

1. Light-darkness; good-evil; life-death; from above

from below; spirit-flesh; God-world; 

2. Anxiety; wandering; 1 thrownness'; captivity; 

sleep; drunkenness; 

3. Call; wisdom; illuminatj_on; knowledge; salvation; 

d ~- • t • d I ., • f' d f\'5 3 re emp .. ~1.on; resm:rec ion; !:~S~-!:S'!J~o~ . .; ree om .. 

"In recent yea.rs$ the psycholo9y of C G Jung has achieved 

widespread recognition in connection with an understanding 

of Gnosis", s2,ys Haardt .. Jung seems to have preferred 

Gnosticism to Christianity on the grounds that 11 i.t is truer 

to natural realities and finds bettAr symbclic exp~essions 
51.1 

for the selflt "'., 
1

G Quispel rega1:ds "the essential factor 

in the origin of Gnosis •••• (to be) the mythical projection 

of the experiences of the self" and acknowledges with thanks 

the help Jung gave him :in his rf.:!:c>eaxch through "his important 
c:- -

counsel and his inexb2ustible intex·est''';'.). .Jung always 

stresses the ~~mportance of the !D.:.ti.h as being a. revealer of 
36 

impor.tant P.?YChoJ.ogical. truths <-

' II ~ ·, 

It is interesting to compare Bultmannts interpreation of 

Gnostic thought with the abovea It is~ says Bultmann, 

"so radical tfiat to :i.t the impulses of onets own senses, 

instincts, and desires, by which man is bound to the world, 

appear alien <::.nd }·ios::J le - hostiJ.e to 

cannot achieve its own nat~re in this 

man's real self, which 
t.:7 

'·'crJ~_d a-1- a·1 1 ,,:;, ro: _ - w C.n'"' .. 1 ... ~ 11 e o t"i 

uThe totality of (~nos is can be cornpr.ehende<..~ in a sing 1 e 
image n, and says Foers b::'r., "th.i.s i.s the image of *gold :Ln 
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'' ' 

d ttl58 mu ., Gold, the divine element in man, his spirit/soul 1 

ca.nnot be changed or destroy~d. Gold remains gold, even 

in the most turbid and corrupt. s·._i:r.roundings. 

At the very base of the Gnostic myth lies the simple Father-

Mother-Son trinity, or God-Sophia-Anthropos. . "The inef fdble 

prima.1 Father emanates Sophia who together with the :!?rlmal 

Father brings forth Anthrooos who then falls into the power 

of the dark forces n 59 • These demonic powers desperately 

need the' ~J.9.ht_ contained in the body of Primal Man to sustain 

the world; they tear Anthropos in pieces and. create mankind; 

the sparks 6f light a~e then imprisoned in human bodies (cf 

Orphism, p 50 above)~ The consequence hereof is that 

the spirits/souls/selves of individual men are parts of 

this ~ _divine being. 

Among the many names given to these 'selves' are: 'I..ight-Dew', 
1Light-Spark' 1 'logoi' Creason). 11 It should be stressed"t 

as Ha.ardt points. out, "in order to avoi.d misunderstanding, 

that in many textse ••• the Spirit-Self is term~d Soul, in 

contrast to others in which it is the Dark ~ewers which bears 

this name~160 e The 'Dc1rk Power I .is the influence which 

the Archons cf this world exert upon man in order to keep 

him in a stage of 'drunkenness' and 'sleep's a stage ln 

which he completely forgets his origin. In some systems, 

says Haardt, we thus find "a trichotomos anthropological 

design according to which rnan consists of his _Spirit-Self, 

on the one hand, and of body and demoniac powerj .often 

calied 'soul's on the other. Behind this friple division 

a bilateral pattern seems to lLe, since the element fsoul 9 

would seem ~o belonq to the side of Darkness rather thari 
that ·of Light 1160 .. -

The di vine 'spa.rk:s of light' consist of l2n.~m; £..!'.?_ych~, on 

the contrary, "like the body 5 is a garment imposed on the 

real self by the demonic powers •••• this tsoul' is the worldly 

¥ital urge~ the urge that is found in the senses, instincts 
rl t' ·-1n61 a.n ... -he wi.L o Foerster su:;;,9ests that sometimes "the 

'soulf is taken to be an entity intermediate between body a~d 
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and must obtarn for itself by its good deeds a lower salvation 

which is clearJy delimited" 62 
.: 

Only through ,illlQ["d§.s knm.:ledge, can the 'I', the self of a 

man, be freed .. nThe decisive turn to Gnosticism lay in 

the fact that man recognised his real self, his soul, as pa•:t 
6~ 

of the god 'Man'" -. 11Salva.tion is bestowed upon the 

Gnostic ••••• who has come to knowledge of himself, of his 

heavenly home, and of the way back to it, when the self 

separates at death from body and soul and soars, released, 
61-~ . 

into the heavenly world of light'' • During life the 

Gnostic had to memorise the right ''magic passwords '1 and to 

achieve "the most potent amulets which t.·wuld enable the 

delivered soul to force the monstrous powers, barring the 

ascent, to open their doors and allow him to pass onward 

1 . ; t"64 and upward to the realm of ign . • 

When comparing the use of the word 'soul.' {underlined here 

for this purpose) by the scholars just quoted, it is evident 

that they are using the concept in different ways. This 

uncertainty in thE! use of .2.§.YChe s 'soul~~ was evident also 

in Philo's teaching, and especially noticeable in the 

attempts of different scholars to interpret him, as well as 

in the termirwlogy of the Hellen.:Lstic religions and of 

philosophic thinking in general. 

Even though the basic myth was common to the different 

Gno~tic systems, the details in interpreting the same varied 

widely, especially with regard to: 

a) th~.division of mankind according to their 

participation in the divine light; 

b) the ethical aspects of human life; 

c) the necessity of a redeemer and his place in 

the system, and the 1 Great Journey'; 

d) the reJ.ationship between the Godhea.d and the 

Demi urge; 

e) the degree cf eY:Llness and lovm.css a.ttr:ibuted to 
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a) The different systems give different answers to whether 

all men are in the possession of Light-Sparks. i) Some 

of the Gnostic systems ascribe thE-: divi.rie 'selves' to all 

men. ii) In some, mankind is divided into two basic types: 

those who can, and will eventually, be saved, and those without 

any hope. iii) In still other systems men are divided into 

three classes, as in Va.lentinianism: "pneumatics, hylics 

(material men) who must perish; and psychics who are capable 

f L" 1 t• 1165 I 11 th . o - compara~ive sa ya ion.... • n a ree views, 

however, the 'self', "the core in man, the soul or the 

spirit, cannot be created .through any kind of _~ffort on the 

part of man;., •••• The decisive thing is not soriiethi~1g man must 

do, he has it; or better, he is it. 

Systems of types Ci~) and (iii) produce a 'Gnostic' who 

feels superior to the world: "The Gnostic - in whom the 

spark of heavenly light is alive - is the 'spiritual' man, 

the 'pneumatic', who disdainfully looks down upon others 

who do not bear with them the spark of light but are mere 

'men of the soul 9 (in the derogatory sense), 'men of flesh' 
. 66 

or 'men of matter"' • The 'Gnostic' has felt himself 

addressed and has answered the call. "He feels that he 

is encountered by something which already lies ~ithin him, 

a.l though admittedly entombed 116 7 ~ In a single moment of 

recollection he KNOW-? ;,·;ho he is! whence he came, the illusions 

of the world and his way back to the Divine Realm. This is 

illustrated in the "Acts of Thomas 0
, where the King's son, 

who has forgotten who he is, and serves the.king.of Egypt, 

receives a letter telling him: "Get up and sober up out 

of your sleep, anj listen to the words of this letter. 

Remember that you are a king's son ••••• And immediately 

I rem~~bered that I was a sari of kings, and my fre~dom 

longed for its kindo ••• And I found on the way the letter that 

had roused. mee •••• and Cit) also ~hawed me the way by the 

light (shining) from it.ft ••• And with love guiding and drawing 

me, I went past Sarburg'' (The Acts of Thomas~ 110-111> 68 • 

(b) With regard to ethics .it is interesting to note "that 

from the basic theme of hostility to the body Gnosls derived 
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not only asceticism but also its converse, libertinism, in 

which man shows hi.:; contempt £or t:he bo<ly and satisfies its 

desir.es because fundamentally they are no concern of hi::. ,/
57

" 

Most sects, however, found liber·etion of the di vine soul "in 

an ascetic li.fe with rules for the mortification of the flesh 

and a special prohibition on marLiage •••• " 69 

Foerster points to uthe call from the invisible world, which 

reveals the heavenly homeland, {and) brings redemption" 70 

In some systems this awakening 'call' is found in some form 

of learning, in a word or in a text or through some 

individual Gnostic leader ?0 
e I Poimandres' is a pagan 

gnostic writing in which there is no redeemer figure~ 

"That is why man, unlike all the living things on earth, 

is twofold: mortal because of the body, immortal because 

of the essential Man~ For he who is immortal and has 

authority over all things experiences mortality, being 

subject to fate. He who is up ab~ve the Harmony (of the 

spheres) has become a slave inside the Harmony. Bis ex:ual 

from a bisexual Father, and unsleeping from an unsleeping 

Father, he is ruled (by J.ove (eros) and sleep)ll {Poimand!.'es 9 'l.5)r
1 

'X'he author of 'Poimandres' "has 1ear ned that he is ircmortal" 

through his vision and if he now recognises this and lives 

d . l 1't' , f.1.. d th . t J...h h. h • 111
70 

accor ing y nen ne goes a ~er ·ea in o ~ e ig er woriG • 

' 
In the systems believing in a redeemer, we meet different 

interpretations of the actual 'Being' of this Light-Figuree 

The common idea was that he was sent down to the world by I:i.s 

Father, the Godhead, to help the sparks of light to remember. 

They are sometimes said to be "drawn out" of death into life 

by the redeemer. The Saviour is often thought of as 

b~ing the original, though re-created Anthropos, and thus 

man is asserted to be substance of his substancec In other: 

systems, the redeemer is not assumed to be directly related 

to humanity~ that is 9 not of the same substancee "Gnosticism 

known from the Johannine writii:.gs ~ to which the su.bstantiuJ. 

connect.ion bet.ween nt3.n ;:-;nd redeemer obvi.ousl y is foreign, 

precisely for thi.s reason:: s according to Schmi.thaJ.s f 
11 exJ)ib:Lt.::: 

close contacts with the gnosticising Judaism that stands close 
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Also involved in Gnostic thirikin~ about· redemption is the 

doctrine of the transmigration of souls; many systems 

include thi~ teaching which plays a "considerable role in 

the possible successive selection of Light-Sparks £0 be 

d " '. t u dt 7 3 F t " save 1 accoraing .o ... aar .. oers er, howeve.:-, assumes 

that for some Gnostic systems, reincarnation is 0 the special 

cause of terror 11 as for them one of the aims of life is "no 
74 longer to come into being" . .. It seems we haye here 

strong Hindu elements.. These elements could easily have 

attached themselves to a system like the Gnostic which denies 

the world. Orphic influences are, no doubt, very evidento 

The last stage in the Gnostic's life away from his divine home 

is his final ascent, the Great Journey, to the realm of 

light through the seven planetary spheresQ According to 

some of the Gnostic sects, each planetary sphere was ruled by 

a guardian demon and "the soul, in order to win its freedom, 

had to ascend through the spheres over which they ruleds 

subduing their guardian demons by passwords and charms; the 

adapt was prepared for this journey by lustration~ and 

sacraments and by instruction in the mysteries. This escape 11
, 

says Dr:i. ve.r:, "was conceived a.s a rising from the mater.ial to 

the spiritual world 1175 • 
I 

When we come to enquire (d) into the relationship between 

the Godheads on the one hand~ and the creator of the world, 

on the other, as well as Ce) about the status of this lower 

world within the Cosmos 1 we can easily appreciate the 

difficulties in connecting the typical Gnostic dualistic 

bhlG~~ng·with Hebrew monotheistic beliefs. In Jewish 

Gnosticism Yahweh had to be both Godhead and the Creator 

of the world. This belief couldj however, only be retained 

"with a certain inconsistency", and says Bultrnann 7 "the 

difficulty was in a measure cleared up in apocalypticism by 

attributing to Adam 1 s fall the consequence (still unknown 

to the Old Test6ment) of having brought upon Adamitic man, 

and 'this Aeon'~ the curse of sin, distress, and death 1176 ~ 
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Bultmann suggests that thJ.s apcc~3 .. yptic solution had been 

influenced by Gnostic ideas. 

At the base of the Gnostic dualism stands only one entity, God. 

The reason for the severe dualism is explained in different 

ways, one of which is "a'Fall'·, an illegitimate action on 

the part of a belng created by God"
77 

The world, and ~n 
some systems, the whole cosmos, is all evil and cannot be 

redeemed. The end of the world will come when all the 

· gnostics together, as 1 sparks of lights' go "into the Pleroma". 

According to Foersterj in the world, the gnostics feel them

selves "as people divided" but they are "destined t:o unity 

in the kingdom of light 11
• The end of the world depends 

on the gno:::.tics; when its time comes "it (the world) is 

either annihila.ted by fire or remains here below, a bur.rd:::-,.')Ut 

heap of ashes. powerless and dead, or even continues in a 

contentment f.r.ee from e.S pira.tion or desire o,,,. ~ 11 '7[3 e 

For its teachj ng, itf; symbols and myths, Gncsticism 1~1ays 

hold of the whole of ancient relig5.on, and also of ancient 

philosophy, if it harmonises wit11 its system, or can be made 

to harmonisett 78 .. We discussc·d the Elew:;inian Myste.r:Les 

earlier~ how they taught rebirtb, regeneration, a.n:d imrnoJ:-tal-· 

ity; gradually opened their doors to everyone living in 

Greece; emphasised purifications and ritual washinys;- also 

the question of their relationship to Orphism. UndoubteoJ.y, 

Orphism, Pythagoreanism, Gnosticism, and the Mysteries gr8w 

out of the same basic myths and show much affinity., AJ.sr..J 

"Hasidic apocalyptic wisdom.,.~.ewas strongly influenced by 

Greek Orphic conceptions of the beyond" in its attempts to 

find an answer to 11 the burning problem of a theodicy", says 

Henge180 • "The fate of the i.ndividual after death.~s.(i.e) 
the basic question of human ex:Lstencee ••• had burst forth in 

an elementary way in the Helleniitic period and favoured 

the spread of the mystary religions fro~ the 2nd century 

BC forward.sn 80 .. 

Stacey points to the mystery which Oriental religious cults 

pos~;essed, and hoiri these cults 11 ~:;1.';~::pt i .. n over: the ea::;tern 
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Mediterranean like a flood". These cults would show 

forth all the "paraphernalia to attract the inquisitive. 

Processions~ spectacles, dances, pass-words, magic formulae, 

weird rites~ ecstatic utterances, and glowing promises were 

all proffered. On the more positive side, they faced the 
J. 

problem of personal sin, claimed to achieve expiation, and 

the promise of sinless eternity081·,. 

It was nothing unusual to "polytheistic mythology" to believe 

in a man who becam·~S: ·a god or in a god who became a man. 

Also the idea found in the Mystery cults of a god who 

dies and returns to life was widely current in the pagan 

world, and Klausner points out that "a number of their 

religions promised resurrection •••• Rto the man who had attached 

himself to the god and had been sanctified by him1182 .. 

Gradually the Mysteries and th~ir ancient vegetation gods 

changed their chara:ct:;::~r as they became li<Jetached from their 

native cultures n, S<J.ys Selby, thus later the nreferences to 

the fert:Lli ty of nati.1re were interpreted syrnbolically1183 .. 

Among the most important of the Viysteries "irifil tr a ting 
84 Hellenistic and Rom:::i.n religious cul turc" were the Isis Cult~ 

Mithra.ism, and the Cult of Attis and Cybele. The ritual 

of the Isis Cult was centred on the three figur~~ of Osiris, 

Isis, and their son ~orus; the mother-goddess being the 

dominant member of the family. Isis was depicted as 

the mother "nursing her holy child like the Madonna" and 
11 profound emotions (were) evoked by initic.tion_into the 

exotic rnysterie::s 11 of this goddess 85 Chadwick also 

describes Mithraism Can ascetic religion for ~en only) as 

havi~g "!?ac.red meals not unU.ke:: the Christia.n eucharist'i and 

offering. souls "a. way through - the seven planetary spheres 

which bar the 3.scent to the i!Li.J.:ky \v0.y a.fter death"85 • Of 

course, the likeness with Gnosticism is obviouse The 

sacred meal in Mithraism was a preparation for the "end of 

the world:' when the god t11lithr.as 1.vould come down to earth a.nd 

give eterna.l life to the r:l.gr1b3oi.JS 5 to the living as well as 

to the dead, who would leave their graves, arising to life 

againo They would be giv2n eternal life by drinking out 
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of a cup in which Mithras pad mixed the fat of a sacrificial 

bull with holy winea Onians traces this mixture of fat 

and wine to the old Persian belief that· 11 the food of immortality 

consisted of -~-R of the heavenly bl!.9ma (like the juice of the 

vine) and the !.TI~ of the ox killed by Saosyant" e Onia.ns 

compares this drink with ambrosia 2.nd nectar, the former 

being "the oily and greasy a.nd nectar the watery liquid of 

life" ( Onians, 299). 

Interesting facts about the Cult of Attis a.nd Cybele were 

"the public ceremonies of 15-27 March when, after fasting 

and the Day of Blood (22 March) on which Attis was mourned, 

sorrow was turned into joy with the Hilaria celebrating his 

resurrection on 25th Marchir85
o Chadwick points to the 

"striking parallel to the Christian Holy Week and Easter" 

and to the fact that "in the 4th century pagan critics 
sc.: 

accused the Church of·pJ.agiarism on this count" .,,• It 

seems quite evident that the sacraments of early Christ.ian:i.ty 

were taken overj being adapted to their new use, from older 

traditional rites, especially the view of baptism as a 

spiri.t't .. ~a.l .::e-birth; (cf John III 3: nborn again'', and Titus 

III 5; 0 bath of rebirth 11
) ~ 

The belief in the power of the sacr.=:1.ments "hinges upon the 

assumption" says Bul}:rnann, "that under certain condi1:ions 

supranatural powers can be bound to natural objects of the 

world and to the sp6ken words as their vehicles and mediatorsG 

If the conditions arc fulfilled ••••• then the supranatural 

powers go into effect, and the act, which apart from these 

conditions would be on a purely worldly, natural one like 

a bath and a meal, is itself a supranatural ceremony which 

works a miracle. (Thus) in the primitive stage of the 

history of religious sacr~mental action can hardly be . . . 

,. t' '. h d .c - .• .1186 ais 1ngu1s e ~ram rnctgic • 

The need to "live the symbolic J.ife 11
, which came so st.t'ongJ.y 

to the fore in the Heller-iistic wo.i:-ld, is st.iJ.J. ::eJ t tod2,y, 

or rather the rejection of this strong need is felt. ,J1Jn9 

point.s out how the rnaj ori ty of hi.s patients were "the los ·;.:: 
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sheep" without faith~ "To live and experience symbols", 

he saysf "presupposes a vital participation on.the part of 

the believer, and only too often this ii lacking in people 
1! 87 

today 

"Sacra.men ts like the Taurobolium (Mi thraism) were so impressive 

that it was not difficult to see them as the vehicle of 

expiation or rebirth. Though the blood-bath is not heard 

of before the 2nd century AD~ there can be no doubt that the 
88 

cults included similarly impressive sacraments'', says Stacey 

'I'he ceremonies were intended to offer "soteria, freedom from 

the ~ramping limitations of this world, freedom from rnoia, 

and this riot by an arduous moral struggle, bu~.as a divine 

gift, dispensed through a magical ritua1 1188 • The supra-

sensory vision cf Deity to which the adapt attains through 

the magical act is in the later Mystery cults called.Gnosis. 

This use of 'Gnosist differs from the use made in Gnosticism, 

says Schmi thals e Gnosis causes the Gnostic to "recognise 

h . d' . J.. .,89 · is ivine nal-ure· , a. 'nature' he already haso In the 

Mysteries the adapt was given his divine stren~th through the 

miracle of a rebirth. 

Christian thinking. 

Both theories can be found in early 

The fact that the Mysteries offered new life was of great 

importance; the "in:i.tiate was reborn into ete;:nity ('in 

aeternum renatus'), not to share the misery of Achilles in 

Hades 7 but to .the purified tife of which earthly existence 
rs 

was but a ba.s e copy!!~ • 

Bultmann suggests that Paul 7 when interpreting the death of 

Chr~st in analogy with the death of a divinity in traditional 

pagan religion, combined the mystery idea with Gnostic 

thinking and that this gave his view "a new more comprehensive 

meaning'', that is that Paul could regard Christ's death as 

"unified with his incarnation and resurrection or exlatation 
II 

0 c "> G 0 It is plausible to ass urne·, a.ccording to Bultmann, 

"that the mystery conceptiono.,, .. readily combj_ned with the 

Gnostic myth .:i.n certain Gnostic groups organised as mystery·-

cu1ts" In one such g:coup 1 for e:Kcimple? the mystery·-900 
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Attis had coalesced with the Gnostic Redeemer-figure. At 

any rate 11
, and th.i.s BuJ.trr:ann states with emphasis, Hsueh 

a combination is present in Pau1u 90 .. 

It is also interesting to compare the use made cf one}~.F1a. i.:n 

the Mystery-cults with the Pauline use of this concept., For 

both it was cf great importance., Kennedy suggests that 
11 so far as we can jud9e, the 'pnc:.:matic condition' in the 

Mystery-literature seems always to be associated with states 

of ecstasy"* Possibly then the Mysteries assumed that 

pneuma was "a divine element that raised man above his normal 
91 level and did not permanently affect his nature'' • Because 

of this it was necessary for the Mystery-adapt to live a moral 

life if he wanted to attain the bliss of the future life and 

the salvation of his soul; "the privileges of initiation could 
- . .88 be squandered by base conduct afterwaros 1• o 

The urgency for salvation of the 'soul' and the need for 

right spiritual knowledge are found also in the later develop

ment of the Stoic schools of phil.osophy. It is about the 

Stoicism of Seneca Cc 3 BC - 65 AD), Epictetus Cc 50-136 AD) 

a.nd Marcus Aureli\;.s ( 12".l.-180 AD) that Klausner remarks: "It 

is an established fact that there is a close relationship 

of ideas between the Stoics, on the one hand, and the Sages 

of Israel and the early Christians, on the other 1 in spite 
I 

of all the important differences !Jetween them". ·_ii •• s examples~ 

Klausner mentions 11 the evaluation. of spi.t"it and soul above 

matter and the bodyf thA extreme ethics, the excessive 
!!92 importance which they attached to the world to come ••• ~ ~ 

Stoicism wa~ in existence from 315 BC to circa 200 AD and 

during these many centuries quite different views were 

presented as Stoic philosophy, especially with regard to the 

'soul' and the spiritual side of man. In Epictetu.s's 

and Marcus Aurelius's writings, we find~ in fact, a fully 

developed soul-body dualism which is in strong contrast to 

the original metaphysics of the school Actually, as Stacey 

points ou.t,. the first Stoics had set themsel v<:::~s against Uw 

spirit of the a9e• n.hfter Plato there 11.ias a. tendE2ncy to 
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turn away from the sensible world to the world of the soul, 

to seek salvation and rebirth to a life free from the anxieties 

of this mortal coil. With characteristic courage the 

Stoics faced the present age arid life as it was, seeking not 

salvation, but stability and resolution" 93 .. 

The 'dogmatic materialism t·, of .Stoic teaching is often pointed 

out. Ferguson, for exa~ple, asserts that "when we encounter 

the world-embracing philos6phies of the Hellenistic Age, 

Stoics and Epi.cureans, differ as they might on other points, 
. 94 

unite in asserting the corporeity of the soul" • 

Copleston, when comparing Epicureanism and Stoicis~, points 

out that "the Epicureans denied the immortality of the soul 

and asserted its atomic character; but they did so in the 

interest of their own ethic and not, of course, beca.use they 

had discovered that the soul is in r~ality composed of atoms~ 

though it must be admitted that the Epicurean psychology 

fits in better with their banal ethic than the Stoic psychology 

with the Stoic idealist ethic~ Both Stoic psychology and 

Stoic ethic were constantly striving, as it were, to break 

the bonds of the traditional materialistic monism in which 
QC:: 

they were bound ••• ~ .. "_,::> 

In the above quotation a few points seem too generalised to 

be left unexolained. 
L I 

Epicurus's teaching was, in its 

essence, not banal, though it did become so in the hands of 

fbanal' followers; ~lso, whenever the term 'materialistic' 

is used about Stoic Monism~ one has to point to. £he differences 

in its meaning from the word 'materialistic' in fuodern usage. 

The Stoics were traditionally monists, their universe consist-

irtg of one substance onlyo Hengel says of the difference 

in· Stoic thought between r soul' and 'matter.' that it "was 

only a relative on~~ 'fhe soul itself was merely a 'fine 

b t ( ) • J f ~ ~· e o 9 6 ody .£..Q.r!}~ of a substc.mce li <e ..... .i.. • In a note to 

this statement, Hengel refers to the early Stoic Eratosthenes 

( 2 •7r: " 0 4 Br) ·h - ~1-.L_,o ,~,' VILO h::i.d 2.scertainud that "the soul ahvay.s 

possessed a body 1 but there were degrees of fineness". 

Hengel also points out that n.in the transformation of Enoch 
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to Metatron his body becomes 'a heavenly fire 1
"

97 , and that 

the feature of the soul {3.s a. 1 fine body 1 may be "connected 

with the Semitic presuppositions" of th~ Stoics and that 

this "connection also is significant for the Pauline 

t . f th ~· (I Cc)r XV 44 50 -h'l r·..-~ ~1' 1196 concep ion o - e resurrec~ion , ; ~ i ~i ~ ; $ 

We may point out here that the founder of Stoicism (315 BC) 

was Zeno from Cyprus, a man probably of Semitic origin, who, 

it is said, seemed more like a prophet than a philsopher. 

This one, dj.vine, primitive substance, which seems to be 

something like the living stuff of the pre-Socratic philosophers, 

is by Bouquet described as "a kind of compressible gas or 
98 expe>.nsible solid - perhaps not unlike molten hydrogen" 

This essence divides into the active and the passive, into 

force and matter. "As a force, the deity is fire or warm 

vital breath, pneum9; as matter, it changes itself out of 
99 rr.oist vapour partly into water, partly into earth" • 

According to Windelband, for the Stoics ''fire is the souJ. and 

the 'm0ist' is the body of the world-god; and yet the two 
.r. • l ;. · 'd t• 1 'th 't i-il 99 'I'-ne Uni."c~.r-s~ £Orm a sing e 0~1ng, i en ica w1 i se_ r • . -·~- _ 

is thus regarded as a~ animate, living being. 'l'he '\lfor ld-

God' had many names; the terms and conc~pts were not kept 

apart but overlapped and were confused; thus the Divine Being 

was called sometimes Reason, or Nature, and often Divine Fire 

As 'IT' was completely real and rational, 'IT 1 

was, according to St0i.c thinking, undoubtedly !!l§Jt§.£• 

materialism certainly differed from what we would call 

material.ism today. 

As was said earlier, Heason (l.Q.C1~)?), also called llirn..!c:. or· 

d::ta:n2ia, is the Ruling Principle of the Unj_versal Fiery 

1J: 11 I.,? :1. .. t' 

Breath. Nous was also assumed to be a 'material' thing 

in spite of its immaterial character. Thus "even pure 

abstractions had bodily existence, for without matter of some 

kind, there was no exis,cence at aJ.1 11100 • Nq]:!§. in a man 

is the highest and truest expression of his soul. 

directed the v:holc man to achieve that conformity v.'i th 

nature which wa;::; the bas is of S,coic morality" 
100 " f'n.§1@.2. 

as Nature \·1as somehow 1'HE LIFE and consistQd of lfall humar: 
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1 L th •th th d• o .&!.r 
11101 sou s t:oge er Wl. _ e -1 vine .:._1 ___ e .. The human soul, 

.22.Yfhs_, was not differentiated from pneum_? in any exact wayt 

but fiew as ~~ into man through the· brea.th. Somehow, 

psycb.£ was the personal in man, and "12neUl'T!§.~ the subs ta.nee 

from which it v.;as made" says Stacey e It seems also that 

"sensuous, emotional and intellectual activities depended upon 
'h t t~ d . f h. n100. ~ e s reng 11 an movement o t e oneuma 

In the same way a.s n_o_us {logos, or the Cosmic Principle) 

controls the entire living Universe (pneUY_!.12,, er the Divine 

Fire), and in a man controls his soul, so has also "each 

species a specific principl~, to which is given the title 

.§J?~~ko~o~9-~.· Tl1e idea is that each sper·ma o~ seed 

contains within itself the principle of its own develbpment, 

and this is its own Loaos, a specific and individual formula 
. 102 

of '.1211~-tonos ' 11 
· o There is found in each level of 

existence a. particular kind. of to!}..Qf>.., or 

particular tension in inorganic subjects 

'tension'. The 

is b,exi§.. == cohesion; 

in vegetables it is .Q.hx.§.is. = pow~:c of growth; in 0.nimals it 
102 

is rn_s::he = material soul; in mc:~.n it is IL™ "'" reason 

As we have seen, God is related to the world exactly as 

the soul is to the body. The seat of the deity "was 

located by the Stoics 

sun, sometimes in th~ 

~. . some .... 1rnes in 

midst of tr.e 

heaven, sometimes in the 
'J 0 3 world" · , The ruling 

part of the individual soul, its .:l.Q90S. or _l}_r~§.., witb idea.s, 

judgments and emotions, was thought to be located in the 
104 heart and to be circulated through the blood~stream • 

In this analogy between macrocosm and microcos~ not only is 

the indi vidua-1 soul, th•-= vital force of the body, reg-arded 
' 

as f~ery br.eath CJ2~~), but, says vn_ndelband, i 1 all the 

individual forces which are active in the members and control 

their purposive functions, are also 
• ~ •• ~! • • ... 1()·3 

spirJ.ts (§.P2-..D..~~f.t1ales)' .. 

the stress on 'bloodw and 'breatht 

such vital minds or 

Thus we iind here again 

and the heart centre. 

On the level of the macrocosm 0e find tforcesr on a greater 

scaleR As emanations of the ~orld-God there appear 

medinting power~:;? the ruling spirits of the world~ s life~ 1.JLich ~ 
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according to Win.delband ~ "represent t each in 5. ts realm, the 

vital force and Providence of the World-Reason, and to them 

the piety of the Stoics turned in the f6rms of worship of 

positive religion. The polytheism of the popular faith 

was thus philosophically re-established ••••• into metaphysical 

pantheisrn" 105 • It is interesting to note the Stoic 

attempt to give a philosophical meaning to the creations of 
t 105 myth and "to bring natural and positive religion into harmony' . 

Posidonius of Apamea (c 130-46 BC), an influential philosopher 

of the Middle Stoa, was an eager admirer of Piato and might be 

responsible, says Wallis, "for much of the Platonising Stoicism 
. C' d 1 t S' ' 't t bl S ,.·l0 6 in 1cero an a·e ~oic wri ers, no a e eneca· • 

Posidonius believed that the immortal soul after death left 

the body and lived in the air until the next world-conflagra-

tion. "There is no hell", says Bertrand Russell, 11 but: the 

wicked are not so fortunate as the good, for sin makes the 

vapours of the soul muddy, and prevents it from rising as far 

as the good soul rises. The very wicked stay near the 

earth and are reincarnated: the truly virtuous rise to the 

stellar sphere and spend their time watching the stars go 

round. They can help other souls; this explains the 
10~ 

truth of astrology" 1
• 

Posidonius believed,,as did Philo, and along the same lines, 

in the pre-existence of the individual soul. According to 

Stacey "this is out of harmony with Stoic pantheism and 
. 108 suggests that 'pandaemonism' sometimes replaced it'' , in 

other words, t:hat there is a place where the 'daernons' and 

the human souls wait for the next incarnation.. It is 

suggested b.y Bevan that. 11by his revival of Orphic notions . . 

and incorporation of Neo-Pythagorean beliefs, Posidonius n:ay 

h d t \,. f ,... t. . .. 109 ave pave 11e way or unos icism· ~ 

It is interesting to compare Plato's vision of the soul's 

previous knowledge, the Platonic recollection theoryt 

t:.he Gnostic myth of ::he Sparks of Light and their hid<1er:, 

Gnosis, the Stoic perception of ~nowledge as the kindling 

of the small light from the Great Light; Cicero's view that 
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right knowledge is implanted by God in the soul - with the 

early Christian doctrine of right knowledge as Divine 

revelation within the human soul. 

As we remarked earlier, late Stoicism in its development 

through the 1st century philosophers Seneca, Epictetus and 

Marcus Aurelius 9 shows close relationship with C~ristianity. 

Bultmann points to possible Stoic influence on Christian thought. 

"An easy point of contact", he says, 0 could be the Stoic 

battle· against 'desire' and their exhortation to_•renounce' 

and to 'regard as foreign' to one's self all that is not 

t 1 . ' . th. t i 11110 ru y in one s power: i~eo every ing ex erna • When 

comparing Stoicism and Gnosticism, Bultmann assumes that, 

in fact, "the motifs of Gnostic dualism could operate on 

Christian ·ttiinking even in conjunctidn with Stoic ideas, since 

for both Stoicism and Gnosticism the ~phere of flesh and 

sensuality is degraded, although 'the Spirit', which is the 
110 opposite of sensuality, is different1y conceived by the two" o 

The difference Bultmann is implying is, of course, the fact 

that to the Gnostic the spirit is completely in opp9sition to 

the worldj which is evil and created by anti-Godly powers; 

whereas to Stoic, pantheistic thinking, the world is part of 

God, of oneuma. Referring to Marcus Aurelius, Bertrand 

Russell asserts that, "he finds comfort in the thought of the 

universe as a closely--knit whole; it is (for him) one living 

being, having one substance and one soul" 111 ., But, en 

the other hand, Marcus Aurelius c0ntradicts this vision of 

a m~taphysical unity through the thorough-going anthropo

logical dualism which he shares with Seneca and Epictetus. 

Marcus Aur~}ius ma.kes a. distinction, not only with regard to . . 

man's sensuous nature, that is between 11 the coarse material 

and the ps}'chical breath of prie™ which animates it", says 

Windelband, but he also separates, very decidedly, from the 

latter, "the soul proper, the rational spiri~ or intelligence 
11? 

(,!lQ.!d.§. or .Q&.cl.11.2i..?..), r.:.:.s ci.n incorporeal beingn ...__ This was 

a development of tl'K"= oi:.i9i~'."rn.l conception of the Stoic !-~2£2.:1. 

along, as it seemst Aristoteli~n lines. 

In Seneca w~ m0:et the typical Crphic soul/body opposition 
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between 'soul and flesh': "The body is cnly a husk, it is 

a. fetter, a prison for the mind .... b n 
112 .. Among the sayings 

of Ep·ictetus we find z "Zeus could nol make the body free, but 

he gave us a portion of his di vi.ni ty•1113 ., "God i.s a 

merciful father, who takes care 

1 . 1 . . t .. . .f.. ti 114 equa in re ation -o dei~y o 

h . . h. . t . .. n 114 1m, in ~s inmos soUL • 

and in an Barthly body"113 • 

of mankind ••••• all men are 

"Man carries God within 

"On earth we ar~ prisoners, 

"For wretched indeed is the 

body, and the source of all misfortunes to the one for whom 

there is nothing better than the flesh, who 

th d • • 1 d • • L ' t• • h • 11114 e 1v1ne sou an spiri~ wi-nin im • 
113 little soul bearing about a corpse" .. 

does not recognise 
11 Thou a.re a 

On the question whether the soul survives death, there have 

been many conflicting answers from Stoic thinkers through the 

centuries. Most Stoics believed that the soul perished 

with the body, but some believed in a kind of duration of all 

souls, or the souls of the wise only, until the universal 

conflagration of the world, when all souls would be reabsorbed 

into the whole. 'nlis event wculd be repeated at certain 

intervals in the life of the Cosmos, at times when things were 

again in need of ~eing restored to their basic nature, that 

is, to fire .. 

One might l1av,2 assumpd that the late.::· .Stoic philosophers, 111ith 

their dualistic view of man, believed in an individual immort-

ality of the soul. This does not seem to have been the 

case. Armstrong asserts of the Stoic Emperor, Marcus 

Aurelius, that 11 he does nots however, share the confident 

Platonic belief in immortality~ but follows the Stoic tradition 

which regarded the survival of the soul as doubtful at l:;est" 11 s .. 
Brehier finds that the Emperor believed that ~through death 

the individual is returned to the universe and diffused through-

out it, that death is an emancipation, and that it enables us 

to escape from the danger of i.ntelJ ectual dec:;:-epi.tudeu 
116 .., 

Undoubtedly, Stoicism exerted much influence on the contemp-

orary worldo Copleston emphasises the following Stoic 

trai.ts: a the .insistence on man ts J:..:1..nship with God, on 
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purification of the soul by self-control and moral education, 

on submission to the 'Divine Will't together with the broaden-

ing influence of its cosrnopolitanis~" 117 • Klausner points 

out that "Stoic universalism prepared the way for the equality 

of all nations and the equality of slaves and freemen in 

Christianity as a religion~118 • Windelband, too, 'mentions 

the very high values which Christianity took over: "the idea 

of an ethical community of all men", the demand for 11 justice 

and the universal love of man~, and the hope of an ideal state 

which would be a "spiritual unity of knowledge and wi11n 119 • 

All this· may sound positive and optimistic, but ~ith regard 

to the last great Stoics, Epictetus and Marcus Atirelius~ 

"the general impression is a saddening one. They preach 

magnificently the nothingness and futility of all earthly 

thingsn120 • 

A critic of Stoicism is the Middle Platon~t, Plutarch of 

Chaeronea Cea 45 AD) who, among his many works, wrote several 

books against the Stoics and the Epicureans~ He was influen-

ced by Plato, the Peripatetics, the Stoics~ arid especially by 

the Neo-Pythagoreanso In fact, Windelband remarks that 
11 scarcely to be separated from the Nee-Pythagoreans are the 

eclectic Platonists of the 1st century of our era, such as 

Plutarch of Chaeronea and Apuleios of Madaura." 1·2·1·., Pluta.::-ch 

looked for a purer and more personal religion, as did nearly 

all the philosophers and pseudo-philosophers of his time; they 

wanted "knowledge of the: truth about the divine world a.nd 

the greatest possible likeness to god 11122
e 

Plutarch is known as philosopher, priest and theologian all 
' ' . 

in on~, and protests "again~t-the rationalist interpretation 

of the gods; against botb the interpretation that reduces 

the gods to faculties and passions of the soul, and against 
1 ..., ? 

Stoicism that treats them as natural forces"i says Brehier ... t.:'.·" .. 

Plutarch believed strongly that in every religion the same 

God is worshipped, though the names are different9 

Copleston explains how he ma.de use of "aJ.lt:gorical interpreta-

tions, in order t.o j~J.stify popuJ.~u: hcl:i.efs .. For instance, 
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~,. .. .. ~t • ~" t 

in his 'De Iside et Osiride', he tries to show that Osiris 

represents the good principle and Tryphon the evil principle, 

while' Isis represents matter, (the neutral principle) which 

is not evil in Plutarch's view but 1 though neutral in itself, 

has a natural tendency and love for the Good"124 • 

We thus find that Plutarch conceived of matter "as formless 

Not-Being'', and that he did not seek the principle of evil 

there, "but rather in a force or power standing in opposition 
125 to the good deity'' 8 The conception of the 'evil world-

soul' was very much in the air at this time. It was a 

con~eption which could be traced back to Plato's 'Timaeus' 

and the 1 Laws: .. 'Plutarch thus stated that besides God 
I 

there was the 'evil World-soul', the third principle which 

took part in the formation of this indiff~rent matter into 

a world .. 

However, even 1f the 'World-soul' :Ls .the cause of sin and 

imperfection, it is not completely without reason, indeed, 

it may even show harmony. Plutarch somehow assumed that 

the world-soul had become divine 11 a.t creation by participating 

in 9 or being filled with, reason, which is an emanation from 

the Godhead 111·24 .. In Middle Platord::~m we find beliefs in 

many intermediary beings on a scale between the Godhead~ the 

first principle of r~ality, and the lower world, forming a 

link between God and man. The good demons were thought to 

be the instruments of Providence, a concept which was of 

great importance to the philosophy of Plutarcho 

We referred earlier to the Nee-Pythagorean theory that the 
'' , 

Arr.·1~tro~.g'n·•o' i·n~e - - • t . _..., Ideas were the original thoughts of God. 

to the developm8nt of this doctrine in Middle Platonism: "The 

Platonic Forms are represented as thoughts (of the Supreme 

Mind); they are not only its content and the object of its 

t ~ . J • b -!- , t (th (" 1\fi. - ) • , 1, tl . ,. 12 2 nin cing ~ u '- J. ~ ·, e .;.up.r.eme , JJ.!"'.d J.s ac cua .J..Y .1e1r cause · 

"By placing the Forms in the Divine lVJ.inds they prepared the 

way for a more satisfactory conception of the Divine Being 

than had yet been o.r.r i ved at (in G::e.-;:~k: Philosophy)" 'I'hE~ 
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making of the Forms the 'though:ts of God' was in particular 

d 1 .._ f .._ • · -'-- · " 126 L t thi d t . a eve opmen~ o. u~mos~ impor~ance o a er , s oc rine 

~ ... h h 1~ P1 t · ~ t the Chr1·~t1·an tr~di"t4on127 • passeu ~ roug ~eo- ~a cnism in o _ - ~ 

Supreme Mind, in this form of Platonic thinking, is remote 

and transcendent and, a.t the same time, the source of all 

'mind' and of all that is spiritual. It is "exalted to 

such a height that it cannot be thought of as in:dir~ct 

contact with the material world er accessible to the human 

soul in this life, except in occasional flashes of 

illumination"128 • In 'De Iside et Osiride', Plutarch 

writes: "While we are here belm·.r, encumbered by bodily 

affections s we can have no intercourse with God, ·save as 

in philosophic thought we may faintly touch Him, as in a 

dream. But when our souls are released, we have passed 

into the region of the pure, invisible and thangeless, this 

God will be the guide and king of those who depend on Him and 

gaze with insatiable longing on the beauty which may not be 
,.., 20 

spoken by the lips of man" 1 ~. 

"Liberation of the body is.the necessary preparation for that 

reception of the working of Divine grace which forms the go~l 

of human life 11
, as W:indelband expresses it125 • 

No doubt, the theology or metaphysics of Middle Platonisms 

with its view on the, nature and destiny of the human soul 

and with its prophecy, revelation and enthusiasm, had great 

influence on its own contempore<.ry philosophers as well as on 

later thinkers like Plotinus and Origen~ We find in this 

philosophy a "general conception of the nature of man and of 

the good lifa which was tho~oughly Platonic. The human 

soul .was, a ~ivine being which had been sent by God, or had 

d~scended of its own free will, into the body and the object 

of man's life is to purify himself by philosophy and so 

prepare for final disembodiment, a return to the life of the 

god, and the vision of the Supreme" 130 
o 

The syncretic nature of Plutarch's philosophy is shown in his 

conception of ~ a.nd its relationship to .£§.Yf-he ~ Nous~ 

is the rational spirit and is separa.ted from Q.~~ 11 which 
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t . . +· b d ,,'1.25 ··ne power t:o move ,,;ne o y • 
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the passions together with 

There are matters of 

degree: 'l?§..Y.SI1e' is better a.nd more di vine than the body, 

and 1E..Ql1Ji' is better and more divine than 'psy..sh§_'. As 
1 psvch~ 1 is subject to passions and emotions, 'nou~' should 

rule .. 

On the question of the immortality of the ~l s.Q.u:l,_, 

we rnay assume that Plutarch believes in a future life of 

the soul. He "depicts the· happiness of the after-life 9 

when the soul not only attains to a knowledge of the truth 

but also enjoys once more the company of relatives and 

friends" 129 ~ Plutarch wrote several imitations of myths 

concerning destiny. Brehier tells of one of these myths 

how "souls after death ascend toward heaven, first crossing 

a celestial Styx and reaching the moons where those that are 

neither bad nor impure reside; there follows a second death, 

and, j;,1st as the soul had separated from the body on ear.th s 

the mind separat~s from the soul, leaving it on the moon and 

ascending through the cel~stial spheres. No trace of a 

subterranean Hades i.s to be found in tbe myths; the world in 
"- ,,131 its entirety serves as a theatre for the drama of ~he soul· • 

When we later discuss Johannine conceptions and Pauline 

anthropology we shall no dbubt find that the different 

religious sects and schools of religion and philosophy, 

which we have discussed here, have left their imprir1t on 

their thinking and writings e Perhaps the itr.print '.'llhich 

can be discerned is so indefinable that one must fit it in 

under the general term of Hell enisrr. ~ .StacGy, in a.n attempt 

t d f . H 11 4 th t . t " t 1 • • - , o e. ine e en~sm, says a 1- was no. a re_igion •• ~·· 

nor a school of philosophy, like Platonism, nor a system of 

ethics, as, from certain points of view, Stoicism was~ yet 

it affected religion, philosophi and ethics, and, indeed~ 

society, government~ trade, art, langnaq 0 9 recreation, a.nd 

every part of life •• ~ ••• It created little, but it modified 

much., It was a way of life 9 an outlook, a tradition, 

and was . . ~~'l32 at the same time elusive and inescapable· ~ 
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After the 1st century AD the d~velopment seems to have been, 

in Bertrand Russell's words, tha.t-t1the philosophers took 

refuge, with few exceptions• in Neoplatonism; the uneducated 

turned to various Eastern superstitions, and then, in 

conti.nually increasing numbers, to Christianity, which in 

its early form, placed all good in the life beyond the 
"".1. 33 grave.. . • • 
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Bultmann states that the message of Jesus is a presupposition 

for the theology of the New Testament rather than a part of 

that theology itself, in other words, that the theology of 

the New Testament begins with the kerygma of the earliest 

Church and not before. Bultman writes, "But the fact that 

Jesus had appeared and the message which he had proclaimed 

were, of course, among its ·historical presuppositions, and 

for this reason Jesus' message cannot be omitted from the 

delineation of New Testament theology111 • 

This statement would no doubt have a shocking effect on most 

Christian laymen, but it was in accordance with the ''famous 

programme of demythologisa.tion" which began to receive "wide

spread attention during the second world war, when Bultman 

published his article 'New Testament and Mythology 1
"

2 • 

"Bultmann's point of departure is that biblical mythology 

expresses a truth in an absolute way", says Dinkler, "the 

mythological elements of the aible a~e in no way an inherent 

part of our Christian message - they are but time-bound 
3 clothes of thought 11 

.. 

Quite early in the 20th century, Albert Schweitzer had stated, 

"This historical Jesus is necessarily a stranger and foreigner 

to us and our time, and the recognition of this fact sets us 

free to follow the dictates in our own conscience of the 
I 

spirit of Christ released into the world by the death of the 
4 historical Jesus'' o This deep agnosticism with regard to 

the figure of Jesus continued, especially in Germany, during 

the· first half of the 20th century, and there was ''an acute 

pessimism about the possibility of our ever knowing anything 
• tt 5 substantial about him • A udangerous dichotomy" ha.s 

followed on this and, says J A T Robinson, this dichotomy 

"is in peril not merely of producing a split mind in the 

critical believer, but of reintroducing a docetic Christ-
• .&-116 figure impervious to history because untouched by 1~ ~ 

It is thus today as Perr:tn remarks~ 11 no longer self-evideD.t 

that the historical Jesus is in fact the central concern of 

Christian faith, ••••• it may no longer be assumed that the 
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' major aspect of that faith is to follow the dictates, 

encoura.gement.s and challenges of the teaching of that ~Jesus" 7 
.. 

Perrin is , ho·wever, convinced that "the a·bsolute identification 

of the earthly Jesus of Nazareth with the risen Lord of 

Christian experience is the key, and the only key, to 

understanding the phenomena in the New Testament tradition118
0 

J A T Robinson, in discussing the correspondence between "the 

Christ of faith and the Jesus of history" assumes that there 

can be no "1~1 correspondence such as uncritical piety has 

demanded .... ~.oBut", he says, "that the j~dgment of faith 

is dependent on, in the sense of being vulnerable to, the 

facts of history is surely inescapable for any historical 

religion such as Christianity" 6 ~ That we must begin with 

Jesus, and not include Him, as it were, on second thoughts, 

is made clear by Nineham 7 too, who finds that "however 

sceptical we may be as historians, and however much we may· 

be prepared to attribute to the creativity of the earliest 

Christians, clearly JL2.:1T.!.ft1Ji.llil must have ha.ppened to account 

for the rise of this new religious movement whic~t for all 

its Jewish colourings was markedly, and increasingly, distinct 

from Judaism'19 • 

Nineham suggests that instead of attempting ''the impossibility 

of writing a life or, biography of Jesus, as the word biography 

is now generally u.ndcrstc~d 1110 , we should turn to the 

"religious character and implications of Jesus and his 

teachinge~••••The Evangelists may often have got these wrongr 

but· at least they were passionately interested in them; indeed 

they preserved the material they did precisely in the attempt 

to pass on the truth about them. Acco~dingly, th~ Gospels 

constitute, at least piima facie, a source of accurate 

information, however critically they may have to be handled 

in th.2 process of extrac.:t:i.ng it n 11 ; §.2.9.s even if we have to 

say with 'l'il lich., nthat it is not the refined argument of 

Paul or the mystical.wi~dom af Johns but the simple sayings 

of Jesus, as recorded in the first thre0 evangelist3, which 

are the most difficult to interpret ••••• we discover one 

level of mean:t n9 after another. 11 
'
12 ~ 'J.'he. Gospels do not 



really answer the question of how to classify Jesus. HFor 

som~ he seems a simple ethical preacher; to others, a mystical 

prophet; to others, an eschatological visionary; yet to others, 

a political revolutionary; and to still others, the founder 

of a church", and Greeley concludes~ "t3Ven in his own t.:'t..me 

he puzzled most of his contemporaries»13 • 

As we know, in Jesusr times there was a feeling expressed on 

many levels that 0 God had retreated far off into the distance 

as the transcendent heavenly King, and (that) his sway over 

the present could barely still be made out. For Jesus, 
14 God again became a God at hand" ; and He is near enough to 

be called by the intimate title 'Abba'. Jeremias emphasises 

the word ABBAo --- 11 We are confronted with somethi.n9 new and 

unheard of which breaks through the limits of Judaism. 

we see who the historical Jesus was: the man who had the 

power to address God as Abb~ and who included the sinners and 

publicans in the kingdom by authori::3ing them to repeat this 
15 one word, 'Abba 1 dear Father'" .. 

nccrtain elements in the Judaism of ,Jesus made it non-.Judaistic" ~ 

so.ys Klausner~ "he overemphasised that God was ?my Father in 
'j 6 heaven'"· • It is interesting to compare Klausner's 

conclusion with what Jeremias says: "With the help of my 

assistants I h3ve examined the prayer literature of ancient 

Judaism - a largef rich literature, all too little exploredp 

The result of the ex::Jninat.i.on was that in no place in this 

immense li tera.t.ure is this invocation of God as §.bba to be 

found ••••• No Jew would ha~e dared to address God in this 
17 . manner'' • "The Spirit of the New Testament is essentially 

the ~pirit .rJf sonship, which is the spirit of Je::;us himselt1118 
u 

Taylor also points out that it was "Jesus' continuous and 

total possession by the Spirit (which) was, together with his 

resurrections the ground on which the apostles came to be 

convinced that he was not only Messiah b\;t Son God., His 

unique unity with the Father was, as they saw it, both given 

and attested by his unique relation with the .Spir.it 1118 We 

must recognise, says T2,ylor, "that here for the first time 
c . ~ . ._,.1B we see Ma.n in total and unbr.oki':!n union with the Holy .... p1r:.J.1. o 
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It is interesti~g to follow Taylor•s subsequent reasoning: 

he proposes that for fear of being charged with 'adoptionism' 

"the church began from the 4th century ~o minimise the part 

the Spirit played in the earthly existence of Jesus, and •••• 

to drive a wedge between the al.most identical concepts of 

Spirit and Logos. But in its earlier innocence the primitive 

church found it natural almost to identify the divine nature 

in Jesus with the Holy Spirit"18 • 

Jesus was unique and he knew it. "It is this confident 

awareness of himself that lies behind all his moral demands 

with their authority and urgency and behind the assured 

conviction that his offer is unprecedented and unrepeatable: 

who does not gather with hlm scatters 1119 • "To make the 

reality of God prese~t: this is the essential mystery of 

Jesus 020 • The role of God's son nwaits to be filled by 

a true representative. And it is this function" says 

J A T Robinson, "this prepared position, that the gospels 

present Jesus as occupying. He is marked out at his 

baptism and tested in the wilderness as the true son that the 

old Israel was called - and failed - to be. In contrast 

with the prophets, who were sent as God's servants, he is the 

son in whom all is vested, the representa.tive who stands in 

and acts for God himself" 21 • 

We read of his authority~ of the directness of Jesus, in Mark 

I 22: 11And his teaching made a deep impression on them because 

unlike the scribes, he taught them with authority"
22

, and 

again in Mark I 27: "The people were so astonished that they 

started asking each other what it all meant. 'Here is a 

~~~ching that is new', they said, 'and with authority'b~hind 
it; he gives orders even to unclean spirits and they obey 

him~ And his reputation rapidly spread everywhere, through 
. . ... ,? 

all the surrounding Galilean countryside"~-. "There 

can be no question", according to J.A T Robinson~ "but that 

in Jesus men did sense what can only be described as a break-

thrcugh. The entire evidence of the gospels shouts aloud 

tha.t here was, in their judgment~ a new development, which 
' ·1 1123 could not be contained w~.thin the skin of the oLc ••••• 



On the other hand, GreeJ.ey.~oints out that 

stress "that Jesus made no claim to preach 

'different'$ His message was not a new 

the good or the true or the beautiful. 
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it is important to 

a gospel that was 

attempt to define 

It was not a 

revelation of some deep substantive truth that men had not 

understood before ••• 0.There is but one secret that Jesus 

wanted to reveal: Reality is love. The Kingdom of my 

Father is the kingdom of love, and all you have to do is 

accept that kingdom and joyously receive his love" 24 • 

What Jesus brought to his brethre:n 9 says Nineham, was ''the 

promise of the kingdom, a promise based on no external 

authority. God was co~ing to all who were in need of hi~, 

particularly tc those who had traditionally been excluded 

from salvation and kingdom, the poor, the sick, the publicans 

and sinners, all those who did not by rights belong to it. 

These people need no longer run frore God, for he would be 
25 their refuge'' • Tillich writes about the promised woes 

and beatitudes in Luke VI 20-26 that the ;woes 9 will be meted 

out "to all of us ·..iho are well off~ respected and secure, not 

simply because we have such security and respect, but because· 

it inevitably binds ust with an almost irresistible power to 

this eon, to things·as they are''· The beatitudes~ on the 

other hand, are promised "to a.11 of us who are without security 

and popularity, who p.:r:e ll\ourning in body and souJ. •• o .. not simply 

because we lack so much 9 but because the very fact of our lacks 

and our sorrows may turn our hearts away from things as they 
.t - J l . !' 26 are, ~owara c1e coming eon· ~ 

"It is probable that the key to the teaching and the ministry 

of J~sus, and indeed to the whole New Test2.ment, -1 • • . ..... ::..es .in a 

single phrase 11 ~ says Manson 1 and this ph:case is: the kingdom 

f ... tl 27 .Th t 1 t h ·1 ·f· ·• 28 ''t . ' .. 1 'f- •129 
o - my ra. 1er " .us 'O ave -l. e'· 1 • o inne:LJ..t ... i. e> i 

and "to enter into li f e'i 
29 , are synonymous with "to inherit 

?Q 3~ 
the kingdom" ..:i , and "to ,;::nter int0 the kingdomn .._., Eternal 

life does not begin in the beyond, but now.at the very moment 

in which we arc living. No doubt, as Evans asserts, "two 

kinds of statement about the kingdom like cheek by jowl in 

the synoptic r.;ospels and in the:i.r ~::ources ~ that which speaks 
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of the kingdom as having in some sense arrived and as present 

with men, and that which speaks of it as st1·11 in the future, 

though immanentn 32 .. We may note here, however, th.at John 

uses the themes of eternal life and Son of Man in preference 
.H to the Kingdom of God. 

11But if it is through the Spirit of God that I cast devils 

out, then know that the kingdom of God has overtaken you" 

(Mt XII 28 = Lk XI 20) 34 • The claim of this ~aying, 
according to Perrin, "is that certc:.in events in the ministry 

of Jesus are nothing less than an ~~.12.~E!!.11S& of the Kingdom 

of God" 35 • And Bultmann remarks that "though he refuses 

the demand made of him to legitimate himself by a 'sign from 

heaven' (Mk VIII 11f), he nevertheless sees God's reign already 

breaking in, in the fact, that by the divine power, that fills 

him, he is already beginning to drive out the demons, to which 

he, like his contemporaries, attribute many'diseases" 36 ., 

Perrin finds established "oeyond reasonable doubt 11 that 

the above saying is authentically a s~ying of Jesus and that 

"the evidence for exorcism in the ministry of Jesus is very 

strong indeed. Examples are to be found in every strata 

of the synoptic tradition, and the ancient Jewish texts 

regard Jesus as a miracle wcrker, i.e. an exorcist1137 .. 

Perrin observes that,.Erhst Kasemann once exclaimed that "he 

had no choice~ if he wished to remain a historian, but to 

accept the historicity of the tradition that Jesus was an 

exorcist 11
• Stafford Wright who has made a study of the 

occ~lt in Christianity is of the opinion that we must not 

reject the possibility of individuals being possessed by 

He says that "Christian ministers who are 

used to exorcism recognise these, but modern thought is 

suspicious of the concept of demon possession •••• Yet Jesus 

Christ believed in it, and distinguished between normal 

illnesses, to be cured by laying-on of hands or anointing~ 
'18 

and demon-possession to be cured by the word of command 11
• .. 

McNei11 finds that the "range of thi:.; und1a;r:·ted field is v!ell 

suggested by the mo3t striking miracle of mental healing in 
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the Gospels, that of the insane !nan (demoniac) whose disease 
( 1 . . ./: d \ ,a egion o~ emons, at Jesus' bidding passed from him to the 

Gadarene swine. In all the Synoptics the details of the 

incj.dent accord with prevalent 1st century notions of demon 
. . . "39 possession, and the miracle is a dramatic act of exorcism·· • 

We said earlier that many features in Essenism, such as magic, 

were of interest to non-Jewish observers. Hengel points 

out that Jewish magic is "witnessed to us by many ancient 

writers from the 1st century AD onwards, and even early 

gnosticism will not have been uninfluenced by it. Its 

roots go well back into the pre-Christian Hellenistic period; 

this is true for the magical Solomon literattire and for the 

travelling Jewish miracle workers 1140 ., 

Hengel suggests that Matt XII 27: "And if it is through 

Beelzebul that I cast out devils~ through whom do your own 
• - - t; 34 experts cast them out? Let them be your JUdgeo, lhen · 

shows "that the Pharisees, too, were active as exorcistsu~ 

and he adds that "the origin and extension of Jewish magic 

i.s fundamentally another expression of the fee1 ing of 

superiority in J~wish religion; men believed that it 

possessed 'higher' powers, especially in connection with 
AO 

the holy name of God".,. ,, 

According to Perrin we may here be moving 11 i.n the world cf 
I 

a holy-war theology such as we find at Qumran, where references 

to God and his Kingdom are to be found in the context of the 

eschatologica l conflict.: of the t War of the Sons of Light 

against the Sons of Darkn<::?SS 111 
o "God :Ls here acting in 

.1 ~ 
a situation of conflict 11 

- ·•• Stewa.rt assumes tllat the 

successful work of saving and healing must also for Jesus 

have been "a token that the whole kingdom of Sa.tan was being 

shaken to its fcundaticns ••••• and that the kingdom of goodness 
. 42 

and light and God wa.s at last coming into its own'1 
,, 

Bultmann sees the messa.9e of the New Testament as mythologicaJ. 1 

as drawing its mate~ial rrom the myths of Jewish apocalyptic 

liteiature and from the Gnostic myths of redemption. However:~ 

he finds Jesus 1 teaching 11 f.ri.::e from all the lec:r::-i.ed and 
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fanciful speculation of the apocalyptic writers •••• {Jesus) 

completely refrains from painting in the details of the 

judgment, the resurrection, and the glory to come. Every-

thing is swallowed up L1 the sin9le thought that then God 

will rule; and only very few details of the apocalyptic 
43 picture of the futur0 recur in his words" • What comes 

through clearly in Jesus' message, though, according to 

Bultmann, is that the salvation of the faithful will ·consist 

not in national prosperityf and splendour, but in the glory 

of paradise43 • 

Examples of the Evangelists' attempt to pass on the message 

of Jesus, in its simplicity and purity, are the following 

two passages: 

"Now after Johri. was arrested, Jesus came into Galilee Y 

preaching the gospel of God, and saying: The time is 

fulfilled, and the kingdom of God is at hand; repent and 
• • . ( ).<14 believe in che gospel" Mk I 14 - • 

"From that moment Jesus began his preaching with the message 1 

'Hepent, for the Kingdom of heaven is close at hand 111 (Mt 

IV '1. 7) 4 So 

I Repent' in Greek is m:2 .. t.~rnog. "It means mere than glvi.ng 

up sinful habits. It means rather the transformation of 
46 the basic structure of one 1 s l ife 0 

• Only a.s changed 
I 

individuals can we earn the right to enter the kingdom of 

heaven. It is interesting here to compare with Plato's 

vision of educa.tion: 11 a matter of conv<::rsion, a complete 

turhing around from the worl~ of ~ppearances to the world 

of reality" as we poi.nted out €Urlier. It was Plato 

who coined ~he word which we translate as 'conversion' in 

English .. There is much stress on the importa.nce of the 

conversion of one single individual in the 9reat parables 

in Luke xv$ "These parables 3.:r:e fraught with the gladr~ess 

of redemption n, says i"lcNe:Lll. "We feel the exultant joy 

of the shepherd C1t thE' recovery o:f the~ one~ lost sheep, and 
/'i'l 

t ·n· \,.-. .co c• r.-.C t"·ht:.;a '["""~-~- .\...,- ';... .... -.. ../{':-· ..... , ,_ - --~ .i ,....,t:'!t - .,• \f,f, .. .h - .e llappine.::is ~.J.1. ... -· ..v0t1;,~u. \vi.a u.".~·' .1.<,Jd;iCi oe1. u1~0:... ..!.. • .).;) cc .... J.r, •. 
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shepherd or a fooli~h housewife. would act so absurdly, just 

as only a slightly demented father would shower honour on 

h ' h +- 1 4 ? mh 1 1 ' -! h • ( J ' ) .im w o was a was_re ~ •••• i.e nave e emen~ -n is esus· 

Good News was that God's lo~e was so powerful that it pushed 

Him to the point of insanitye God's passion for his 

people is so great that he dispenses with the normal canons 

of discretion and good taste in dealing with us!n 48 ~ 

There was a rabbinical story very similar to the parable of 

the Good Employer
49

, a story which must have been familiar 

to Jesus' audiencee The rabbinical story emphasised that, 

in spite of having come at the last hour, those late-comers 

worked so hard that they did~ in fact, deserve to he paid 

the whole day's wages. "But in Jesus' version of the 

story'', says Greeley, "the emphasis is not on the hard work 

of those who came at the end, but rather on the generosity 

of the employern 48 ., 11Thus in th.is apparentiy trivial 

detail lies the difference between two worlds: the world of 

merit, and the world of grace; the law contrasted with the 
49 gospel" ~ Here, as in the 11 Anti thesis in the Sermon on 

the Mount •••• legalism and the will of God (are thrown) into 

h t t It '!."' • 50 s arp con ras. , says ~ultmann • 

"You have learnt how it was said: You must love your neighbour 

and hate your enemy. 
I 

But I say this to you: love your 

enemies and pray for those who persecute you; in this way 

you will be sons of your Father in heaven 1 for he causes his 

sun to rise on bad men as well a.s good, and his rain to fall 

on honest and dishonest men alike~ For if you love those 

who love you, what right have you to claim any credit? Even 

the tax collectors do as much, do they not? And .if you 

save your greetings for your brothers, are you doing anything 

exceptional? Even the pagans do as much~ do they not? 

You must therefore be perfect just as your heavenly Father 
. --~ 

is perfect" (Mt V 43-4S)~~e 

In this passage "Jesus seems to rndi.ks an impossi!Jle demand"f 

says R Newton Flew. "The boldness and originality of the 

link between perfect love of God tc us, and our consequent 
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f0rgi.veness to the uttermost, had never been more exquisitely 

sung .. However difficult the verse and its translation 

into cict may be, it does clearly mean th~t men ought to love 
II 52 as God loves s Referring to the above passagej 

C G Montfiore affirms that "Jesus teaches an excess in virtue, 

an excess in forbearing~ an excess in forgiveness, an excess 

in gentleness, an excess in giving and yielding. He does -

and here there is originality - very often oppo~e the principle 
53 

of measure for measure~ as He is doing here" • 

Perhaps one can see three types of 'reward' in the Gospels. 

Cadbury, though emphasising the 'law of retaliation' in 

Jesus' teachings points out that besides this there are "two 

rather different principles at work. One is the idea 

that independently of individual merit, God in the end 

equalises good and bad experiences for all meni so that evil 

now will be balanced with good hereafter and vice versa, 

(The Beatitud~s) ••• ~The other is the -prophetic emphasis 

on God's sheer geneiosity, meting out to men more mercy than 

they deserve, a kind of divine example of 'the second mile' a 

In the theistic framework of Jesus a.nd his contemporaries 
54 

such theology and.theodicy is to be expected!! .. 

Cadbury, however, assumes that t
1in general references to the 

future life for Jesus as for Judaism •••• are connected with 

the idea of retribution. It may not be clear whether that 

life itself is retributive to the good alone, or whether 

resurrection is prior to a judgment at which rewards and 

penalties are allotted~ or mainly a subsequent period in 

which they are carried out ...... Formally at least the future 
. .. ~ 5 5 :ts the sanction for what is recommended now'· • Ca.dbury 

stresses that 11 this t1ti1.i.tarian-sounding approach would suil 

the standpoint of his hearers. Jesus' own difference of 

emphasis woul.d lie in wha.t he recommends~ not on why he 

recommends it0 Even sacrificial, disinterested conduct 

is rarely mentioned by him without appeal to future 

consequence 1
•
55 

n 

Nineham describes Cadbury as seeing in Jesus the moral teacher, 
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wh-:> "was interested .in righ~ conduct .for its own sake 9 who 

sometimes supported and sometimes con~radicted the Law without 

having any completely consistent theory ·on the subject, and -

incidentally - whose understanding of moral priorities and 

motives was sometimes very much of his time and rather 

different from ourso If the rich man, for example, was 

to sell all his goods and give the proceeds to the poor, that 

was for the good of his soul, not the good of the poor. 

The reward motive is constantly present in the teaching of 

Jesus; demands for altruism, in our sense, are curiously 

lacking" 56 • 

Cadbury, in his turn, refers to Jeremias, and quotes him as 

saying: 11 the perpetual twofold issue of all preaching in the 

gospel is: the offer of mercy and the threat of impending 

judgment inseparable from it, deliverance and fear, salvation 

and destruction, life and death1157
& Cadbury, himself, 

finds that 11 this, if anything, is an authentic fea.ture of 
c; 8 

Jesus' teaching"-' o 

"Jesus looked steadily at him and loved him, and he said, 

'There is one thing you lack. Go and sell everything you 

own and give the money to the poor, and you will have treasure 

in heaven; then come, follow me'. But his face fell at 

these words and he w~nt away sad, for he was a man of great 
5Q 

wealth 11 (Mk X 21.-~22)·- .. 

It seems Cadbury has misunderstood J~sus' message. The 

point in the above saying is surely that one thin9 the young 

man lacks is love.~ He must change himself completely 

before he c.an help anyone... A'i l the al truism in the v,ior ld 

is only a poor substitute for love flowing from a changed 

heart, a heart that has repented. Lava must come first 

and then that love will be to the good! not only of the soul 

of the young man, but to the go6d of the poor. 

11And if you lend to those from whom you hope to receive, what 

thanks can you expect? Even sinners lend to sinners to 

get back the s 2:<rne amount. Instead, love your enemies and 
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do good, and lend without any hope of return. You will 

have a great reward, and you will be sons of the Most High, 

for he himself is kind to the ungrateful and the wicked" 
. 60 

(Luke VI 34-35) • 

It seems this saying clearly stresses the difference between 

'return' and 'reward'. The r~.Q. for someone who does 

not want a •return' is the reward of the relationship with 

God., 

Evans a.ssumes that "if the notion of reward plays a considm:::-

able part in this teaching, it does not do so as a motive, 

but as a consequence and it cannot be dispensed with •••• The 

consequence can only be stated in terms of the consummation 

proper to it, which lies with God, whose kingdom it is, 

whose creatures men are ano who is the author of the demo.ndy 

to confer 1161 ., Accordingly, that reward, as consequence, 

cannot be "stated in terms of what is self-evident and auto-~ 

matic (as, e.g. that virtue is its own reward), or in terms 

of abstract and autonomous ethic (as 9 e~go that the good is 

to be done for its own sake), or ih terms of some fOrther 

st~ge along the line of man's earthly development and 

achievement 1161 .. Evans then concludes that "if the good 

action is good because, being done in faith and out of 

non-possession, it leaves the door wide open to God's use 
I 

and consummation of it, it can be said to be an action which 

is capax resurrectionis, and in the long run it cries out 

h . J ·i t-• 116'1 for somet ing .i.::e resurrec_ion .. 

Taylor, too, refers to the difference betw~~n the world of 

merit and the world of grace when pointing out that whereas 
11 the best of the Pharisees were men of principle: that is. 

not how anyone would describe Jesus. Even to call him 

'goodr is to miss the point; God was hi.s reality, not 

Goodness. He would never have said with todayis moralists 

that love means justice" 63 ~ For him there were no rules, 

only God. 11 No ccndi.ti.onal merit -" only forgiving accepL:nce. 

The openness of such a stance threatens every religious system 

and calls all principles in question •••. In a world where there 
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is no condemnation but a w~lcome to anyone who can accept the 

fact that he 1.s accepted r goodne;::s tak:es on c:m entirely new 

meaning. For the first .time one can ·be good gratuitously 

because it 5.s no longer necessary to be good. One really 

can !sin no more' because it has ceased to matter in the 

old sense~ For it was the awful obligation to be good 

and the awful consequences of failure that made it so 

impossible. No wonder the teachers of Judaism saw that the 

• l"' r J h • • "- b i 1 k 11 64 p1 iars or c1e1r socie~y were e ng sna~en . e 

Bultmann writes, "Knowledge of God's reality frees one from 

sin° 65 .. Socrates said, "Knowledge is v.irtue 11
• If you 

really ~JlQ:!!, you cannot sin. Before you have that kind 

of knowledge.it is better for you to admit 7 i.e. to know that 

you do nc!t know .. We quoted earlier: "Blind? If you were 

you would not be guiltyr but since you say, "We see', your 

guilt remains" (Jn IX 41)
66

0. To 'see' is to have that 

knowledge of God 1 ~ reality which kl]._Q~ that t"5od is LOVE .. 

St Augusti.ne understood this when he said "Ama et fac quod . ,. 
VJ.5 '• 

Bultmann er,1phasises that "God's l"-'ill which ,Jesus so urgently 

proclaims is the imperative: 'Love!' Perhaps the incongruous 

idea to demand us all to 'Love!r presents the real paradox, 

the most unobtainable goal? 1167 .. Referring to the parable 
. 67 of the Good Samaritap which clearly indicates that "to do 

nothing where an act :Of love is required wouJd be to do evil", 

Bultmann points out that this is an !=thic which "by demanding 

more than the la.w -· tha.t regulates r:uman society - does and 

requiring of the ind.i vidual. the wa:L ver of his rights, makes 

the individual immediately.responsible to God"ti And we 

must not mi~sunderstand the intent of th:l.s demand of God: nit 

aims neither at the formation of 
., d. ~ h . t ·168 moui ing o~ .umnn soc12-y• • 

'character' nor at the 

Undoubtedly, however~ if 

this demand of God, this ethic, were really followed, character 

would be 'formed 1 , and the huma.n sc,c.iety would be ~moulded r .. 

The following quotation from BuJ.tmann expresses this train 

of thought very clearly and V(:::::y beautifully: "The Reign 

of God, demanding of man decision for God against every 
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earthly tie, is the salvation to come. Hence, only he is 

ready for this salvation who in the concrete moment decides 

for that demand of God which con.fronts him in the person 

of his neighbour. o. ~Whoever has -his will set upon God's 

Reign also wills to fulfil·· the commandments of love o It 

is not that he fulfils the co~mandment of love as an irksome 

requirement while his real will is directed at something else 

(viz .. God's Reign), for the sake of which alone he obeys the 

co~mandment -0f God. Rather there is an inner connection: 

Both things, the eschatolcgical proclamation and the ethical 

demand, direct man to the fact that he is thereby brought 

before God, that God stands before him; both direct him into 

his No,Yl as the hour of decision for God" 69 • 

We said earlier that of the two lines developing in Jewish 

religious thinking, one was limited to human understanding 

of Divine Justice whereas the other expressed the 0 assurance 

of eternity' in the presence of God; the soul/spirit lives 

in a NOW where the right and wrong aspects are of no importance. 
1.- t • ! t• 1 ~ · 'I 70 Where there is t11e will to love ·one rea ~y can sin no more· • 
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Charles explains~at the meaning attached to the concepts 

soul and spirit "as found in the Gospels and the other bocks 

of the New Testament (save the Pauline ~pistles,).~.~is in 

the main that which prevailed amon9 the people·n ~ Thus the 

soul is regarded as being "the bearer of the bodily sensuous 

life, and also of the emotions and of the higher spiritual 

life, ••.•• (and) is identified with the 'personalityi 111
e 

When describing the soul "in its higher aspectsn, says Charles, 
? ~ 

it 0 can be cleansed" .... , and "preserved from evil 11 ..;, and that 

"by the sacrifices of its lower and sensuC}.l life it can attain 

to the higher and eternal life114 • It is "capable of eternaJ. 

sal v&tionn 5 • "You a.nd I are not the sort of people who 

dr.aw back, and are lost by it; we are the sort who keep 

faithful until our souls are saved" (Heb X 39) 6
0 

''··~-accept and submit to the word which has been planted in 

you and ca.n save your souls" {Jms I 21> 6 • 

"My brothers; if one of you strays away from the truth, and 

another brings him back to it, he may be sure that anyone who 

can bring back a sinner from the wrong way that he has taken 

will be sa.ving a. soul from death ........ " (Jms V 19,20) 6 ~ 
11You had gone astray like sheep but now you have come back 

6 to the shepherd and guardian of your souls" (I Pet II 25) • 

As Charles points out, in the above sayings ~has the 

meaning which was usual among the people. We have seen 

how ·in the manifold literature of the intertestamental period 

soul, and spirit, were used for that form of life in which man 

survives deatho Something within man was thought to have 

been created (or re-created) 'immortal~, deathless, whether 

called n2UJ!.s 12ne:YJ!@. or Q§.Y.Che. However~ as R McAfee Brown 

affirms, "The recent recovety of 1 biblical theology' in 

Protestant thought, has rendered the term 'immortality of 

the soul' suspect on two counts: 1} as failing to convey the 

fullness of the biblical concern with the ultimate fulfilment 

of thE.~ total life of man 7 and 2) as stressing rather the 

negation and ultimate worthlessness of a part of that life 

(~.g .. the discarding of the 'corrupt' body) 117 ., 

The following passages, with their paradox5.cal truth, link 



up with the mctive of reward and :ner.it which was discussed 

in Chapter XVI& lie dis~ussed whether Jesus rejected the 

counting of m~:-d. t and reward, or; on the contrary, prorr:ised 

reward for right conduct~ "Anyone who finds his life 

(.P.fl.Y~b..£) will lose it; anyone who loses his life (.£§.Y.Sb_~) 

for my sake will find it'' (Mt X 39) 8 ~ "Anyone who tries 

to preserve his life (.PlLY!~) will lose it; and anyone who 

loses it will keep it safe" (Lk XVII 33). Bultmann 

assumes that this apparent .contradiction can be resolved in 

the following way: "The motive of reward is only a primitive 

expression for the idea that in what a man does his own real 

being {~yche) is at stake - that. self which he not already 

is, but is to beccmec To achieve that self is the legitimate 

motive of his ethical dealing and of his true obedience, in 

~hich he becomes aware of the paradoxical truth that in order 

to arrive at himself he must surrender to the demand of God -
Q 

or, in other words, that in such surrender he wins himself"./~ 

" •••• Go and sell everything you own and give the money to the 
8 poor, and ,Yot-!, will have treasure in !1eaven;" (Mk X 2t) • 

''But store up treasures for you!:§e~ v_s~s i.n heaven 9 where nei the.:: 

moth nor woodworms destroy them and thieves cannot break in 
Q 

am steal" (Mt VI 20)'-'. The 'you' and 'yourselves' (under· .. 

lined for our purposes) in the above sayings certainly refer 

to the 'soul' or the 'sciritual' self who does not need 
} " 

;material' things. 'l'he same 1 h.im~ elf' which man is suppo::.ed 

to \·>lin, this 1 his own real being 1 
, in Bultmann's words~ is 

~ in the Greek text c Mart.in Isr a.el writ es~ 11 The 

Spiritual Self is called the soul in religious literature•! 10 , -

the virtue of Israel 1 s statement being that he is prepared to 

cal 1 ~s;he '.soul' • 11 F'or it is cl.ear from Jesus' parables 

th2d: _the self which face::; judgment 0 fter death i.s tt1e- same, 

sel :f that has lived on earth in the body"~ says Hick 1 ~l.. This 

scholar affirms that "in Chri.sti.c.n thought the soul t whE,ther 

detachable from the body or inc1.uciing the bodyi is the conscious~ 

responsible ego which earns rewards and deserves penalties, 

which becomes or fails to becom~2 ccn5 ciou~; of God by faith 9 

and which is to enjoy hereafter the blissful life of heaven 

or (in the patristic and medieval tradition) to suffer et~rnal 



1·"1 
loss of heaven"· L. 
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In 'The Tbeoloqy of tl:~.e New Testament' J2§...vche is discussed 

at great length, the authors sometimes coming very near to 

calling it 'soul' (in actual fact, .lliLXS:}1q_ is translated 

'soul' on two occasions), but on the whole skillfully avoiding 

the use of this word so out of favour among contemporary 

theologians. Charles, as we have seen, writing some 70 

years earlier r boldly us es 'soul' as appropriate for Q.Syche 

whenever it stands for 'that something' which is invisible 

but still is. thought of as having some kind of 'existence'~ 

Barclay too uses 1 soul' when accounting for the view of wn_ 

"in the simpler thought of the Gospels". Man is ncomposed 

of the outward and visible part which is his body 1 and of an 

inner and unseen part which is his soulo 

ultimately perish, but the soul lives onu
12 • 

The body will 

"The New Testament certainly knows the difference between 

body and soul, or more precisely, between the inner and the 

outer man", says Cullmann, who, however 1 stresses that this 
. . ' d . d t \.. . ·1 · f 13 inner man requires a Do y in or er o 11ave genuine i e ~ 

With the emphasis on ~body' Wright states: "If we say tbat a 

person is a body we are not denying anything in the Bible. 
f,J h 1. d ' • ""' • d l 11 14 A • • ' W • . t ~es .ou oe 1I •• a.we sai on y • ccoraing ~o rign-

we find the word 'bo~y' 145 times in the New Testament, the 

term 'spiritt being· used about 40 times of the human spirit, 

and "sometimes" says Wri.ght 5. "it is debata.ble whether it refE'l'.'S 

to the Holy Spirit indwelling the Christian''· 'Soul', then, 

is i1sed 0 some 50 times of an inner and persisting something 

in addition to the body; sometimes also it is used in the 

sense of an individual, or as animal life ••••• The fact is clear 

that the body is to· be treated neither as an enemy nor as· the 

whole man, but is to be the temple of the Holy Spirit~ in 

h . h J • " - J r~ an14 w ic. we are co nring g~ory co ~o • 

It is interesting to read the conmentary in the Jerusalem 

Bible with ref0;rerice to Mt Y. 28 ~ HDo not be afraid of those 

who kill the body but cannot kill the 

who can destroy both body and soul in 

soul i :fear 
h ... "i fiJ.5 .... e -L ~... • 

him ra~:ber 

Tb.e 
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commentators ascertain that "psyche can be used in a wider 

sense as the opposH:e c~f .. the body to indicate what it i.s in a 

human being that behaves and feels •••• o~ even to indicate the 

spiritual and immortal soul"16 • And the same &cholars 

write about Mt XVI 25 {parallel to Mt X 39, quoted above on 

p 26G) : "Paradox .. This dictum and those immediately 

following oscillate between two senses of human 'life': its 

present sta.ge and its future. The Greek P-SY.£r~, here 

equivalent to tht1 Hebrew Jl~l}_esh, contains .3.11 three senses 
"'i7 of 'lifefj 'soul'~ 'pe_rson 1 n- 0 

For the present writer, the a.bove passc;ge, in all its va.ria.tions 1 

as well as Mt X 39 seem to imply all three senses: if a man 
.• 

worries only about h~Jr~self Ci~e .. his earthly living form) i.n a 

situation where he should stand up for his faith, then he 

will later find that he should have worried more about his 

.§.£1.11 (i .. e., himself a.s an eternal, living being) in the 1 i3.eyond 1
• 

Discussing the meaning of osvche in Mt X 
~-· 

39 (and parallels) 

with their slight variations, Schweizer, in 'The Theology of 

.the New Testament', points out that Jesus' original saying may 

have been: "He who would save his 

loses his PSX.£b.§. will sa.ve it" .. 

osvche will loss it • ...., _____ ., 
Both the reference to 

He who 

preserving the .2§.Y_che. 1 says Scl:"JVJEd.zer~ nand also tr1e positively 

assessed 1 osi ng of tl;10 f':..§..Yf:llf~ show that p.::imaril y the ref erenr::e 

is to what is commonly called life, i~e. physical life on 

earth., The promise that life will be saved, however, shows 

that what is in view is true 

d d f . h. d .. ll 18 ma e an as ione it • 

and full life as God the Creator 

Schweizer also points out that 

although Qsyc_:Jie may hav.:-: no adequate equival12r.t since it means 

soul~ life .?-nd self, 11 t.he word is not. really a.mbivalent and 
., ' 

does not hint at the supreme value of the soul. I· he . l?..§.':[C l1 E:. 

is this creaturely life when it is lived in the freedom which 

God intendedo<••Dautzenberg defines~~ (here) as 1 concrete 

existence reaching out to life in this world as well as in the 
~o 

world to come•t.i-l-·., 

When analysing Mk VIII 35 (parallel to Mt X 39): For anyone 

who wants to save his life will lose it; but anyone who loses 
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his life for my sake and for ~h~ sake of the gospel will save 

itl! 20, Schweizer proposes that the meaning is that "death 

is not stronger than this life~ ••• ·.12.?_ych·e will be preserved 

by God even though the loss of physical life is entailed •••• 

Resurrection is the final actualisation of the fact that man 

receives his life wholly as a.gift from the hands of God 1121 • 

Quoting from Da.utzenberg, he adds, "we have here the cpposite 

of the immortality of the soul in which the soul is regarded 

as a continuous possession of ma.n even on the basis of God's 

gift" 22
e We are here reminded cf the view expressed in 

the intertestamental period, which we discussed earlier, 

with regard to the possibility of 12syche being a man's natura.1. 

possession, whereas 'pneul!@.' was derived directly from God. 

It is emphasised by Schweizer that in Mt X 39, as well as 

in all the parallels, the saying has reference to earthly as 

well as to eternal life; the two spheres are bound together 

through the J?..~che.. And it is bec;aus e the believer. already 

has 12§....Y.fhg_ that the "awn.kening to etf?rnal life is not <.1. 

magical change e ..... Aga.ir, the J2.§..Y£he i.s not a.n immorta.1 soul, 
. "I • 

for otherwise we should not be called upon to hate it"(_·i .. 

We may point out however that it is in fact only in John that 

the verb 'hate 1 is used: "Anyone who loves his life ioses it; 

anyone who hates his life in this world will keep it for the 

eternal life" (Jn XI7- 25) 20 • It may perhaps be suggested 

that there seems to be much affinity heret that is the thought 

expressed in Mt X 39 and elsewhere, with Hindu thought. 

Detachment from the fi~pi te self is the goal .. 'I'he 1 f als c 1 

. §.90 is the gr13at obstac::le to the knowledge of the tnie, the 

One 1 Reality. In his book about the 'Religions of Man', 

Huston Smith, v1hen discussing Hind;1ism and its view of the 

wcrld ~ writes: "The world can develop charact"er and .teac11 men 

to look beyond it - for these it is admirably suited - but it 

can never be converted into a paradise in which man is fully 

at home,. 'Said Jesus, blessed be his name, this world is 

a bridge~ pass over it, but build no house on it'& It 

is true to Indi.nn thought that this 
2 ., 

l~ave cr .. tgi·~··at:· nd --~ i--,,,r ,...,..,.:]" .:> l .. ) .... ti>.. t:. ... ..4 \.)!i. .. i...... ~>l..1 .. l. .. ~ 

apocryphal 

As we said 

saying should 

Bertrand Russell, 11 Chx:istianity :Ln its ear lie.:- f(;1:·m ! placeci 
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all good in the life beyond the. grave,,.,~ .. ., .. u., · 
• -~· . 

Schweizer does net object to J2S'£~l!~ being translated SELF 

or EGO in the above passage, that is, a self or ego lived only 

in unity with the bodym He finds that "the Greek division 

into body and spirit, i.nto bodily and earthly life, on the 

one side, and a heavenly and spiritual lifes on the other, is 

plainly overcome«. And it is overcome because· §OlTIQ._ 11maintnins 

the concrete corporeality of the self from which one may not 

escape into mere spirituality", and because 12sy~.:h~ is a 

guarantee 11that human life is not just health and wealth, 

but is the life that is constantly given by God". It is 

through man and h5.s c.tti.tude towards God that: Q§_Y:S::h~, as J.i fe 9 

"receives its character as either mortal or eterna1a 24
¢ 

We find what seem like paradoxes also in Mk VIII 36 (and 

par al le ls) : "What gain, then~ is it for. a m,3.n to win the 

whole world and ruin his lifEi (~y:s:_he)? And indeed VJl1Cl t 
;., c; 

.r.:f • l .r: h. ··-1.r.:. ?lft:.-can a man or.er in exc~ange ror is >.~Ae. • 

discussing this saying Schweizer again refets to "this true 

life which is lived before God", stating that 11 man finds it. 1 

not by gaining the whole world~ but by being a disciple of 

Jesus 0 
.. Al though J2:S",y~he. is :Ln s oiue respects, like b2ing 

physically alivet it is more than this. "In the faithful-

ness of God, it also, applies beyond physical death''; and, 

says Schweizer, 11 even here the R.S...Y£D~~ is not just a future, 

eternal life nor is it a part of man that is thought of in 

isolation from the bodyR It is life lived in the body 

whith can lose itself and finG itself, and which will be 

unmasked as such 9 and consummated by God~ in the last judgment 1124 

That PSY~<;:.h.§. .. is "not a subst21:nce which ~;urvives; deatht~ :ts made 

very clear in Schweizer 1 s emphasis on it as "lif~ by God"s 

action~ the event of fel1ow~;hip with God which will come to 
2Ll its fulfilment throu9h the judgment" ··o 

"What gain, then, is it for a man to have won the whole 

world, and to have bi.s 
..... ·~, .- .. '\-

Here ~ is not used, and .it ;r.;.;.~etns that Lt:..ker \ .. :ho h!..cote 

for the Greeks, avoided the use of this concept lest it should 



be given the Orphic-G~eek meaning of immateriality; but the 

use of 'his very seli 1 is not ~ery'di~ferent from Sccrates' 

use o-f 12.?..YCQ~ as the real personality .. Bultmann .a.ffirms 

that for Paul~ as for the New Te~tarnent writers in generalJ 

a man 11 factually lives only by constantl)' moving on~ as it 

were, from himself by projecting himself into a possibility 

that lies before him~ He sees himself confronted with the 

future, facing the possibilities in which he can gain his self 

or lose it 1126 
o · 

"You will be betrayed even by parents or brothers, relations 

and friends; and some of you will be put to death. You 

will be hated by a.11 men on account of my name, but not a 

hair of your head will be lost. Your endurance will win 

you your lives (.t?sychi:.-'l.j)" (Lk XXI 16-18) 25 • Schweizer, 

iri his comments on this passage, see~s, to the present write~, 

unnecessarily vague and constrainedo This saying is surely 

very clear and points directly to a ~etter life in the 'Beyond 9 ~ 

for that 'form of life in which man survives death', that is, 

for the Rsychai • Schweizer suggests: "One might ask whether 

. ktesesthe _!:as _Q.§Jf_C;J1as . .Y..ill.9.!l does not simply mean the pn.~servat.lon 

of earthly life. But after verse 16b, and in replacement 

of l~k XIII 13: '9He tha.t endures to the en<J shall b~ sa\ledti ~ 

the saying is probably to the effect that those who hold out 

in persecution will find true and authentic life. 
' 

This 

goes beyond the passages already adduced to the degree that 

the ~he is not som·2thing that one only attains to. If 

it might be inferred from the other sayings that true life 

is simply given when it is orientated to God and does not 

seek itself, .12.§.YCb.!2. here is plainly unders toed as ete.r-na.l 

life. On the other hand, this saying, too, steers clear 

of the idea that Luke rejects, namely, that of an immortal 
?~ 

soul which man does not attain to only in the fut11re 0
"-

1 
.. 

To come back to Dautzenberg, as quoted by Schweizer, when 

the former describes .Q§~_ycj1e as "concrete existence reaching 

out to life i.n this wo.r: ld as well .J.s in the worJ.d to com·?.", 

it SE-)ems difficult to understand what he :i.s talking r.Jbot~t .. 

Why does he want to call ~2.:'LY.ci}.§. •concrete existence 1 instead 



of calling it 'soul'? He is u~ing a kind of new language 

but he is back to e~actly £h~ same p~~blems 1 for the difficul-

ties are a.nd remain the same~ He sce~s only to be replacing 

one confusing term with another.. Hi§. terms certainly s!-1ow 

a more abstract and 'immaterial' terminology, even though he 

uses the word 'concrete', than does the use of the word 'soul' 

in the same situation, and nothing seems to be gained by tt. 

Schweizer calls J2.2.Y.£h~ "the God-gi.ven Exi.stence which surviVQS 

Death1128 .. What is the difference between this expressi.on 

and 'the immortal soul'? There would be a difference if 

we thought that the latter concept automatically contained 

the idea that the soul 1s immortal independently of Godt and 

that only the former conception contained the idea that it 

would become eternal because of God's action. If we, 

however, take God as the basis for all our beliefs about life 

after death, as well a.s for our understanding of l.ife in the 

sensuous world, then we are already acknowledging: i) that 

everything exists only because God c~eated it; ii) that there 

is nothing so 'dead' that God cannot re-create it; ... \ 
J.l.J.1 

there is nothing so 'alive' that 1t has its life without 

God's will& An immortal soul would be immortal because 

God willed it to be so. 

Even when discussing, probably tf113 rrost H,:,llenised Q.'l.Y..s;.he 

passage in the New Testament, na:-:iely: u1 urge you, my dei:lr 

people, while you are visitors and pilgrims, to keep your

selves free frorr. the selfish pa.ssions that. attack the soul" 

(I Pet II 11) 29 , Schweizer writes 0 here ~e is clearly 

a life which is given by God and lived before him. Fleshly 

desires war against it. It thus seems to be a part of man, 

the flesh being another part. The first part ....... .is . .,_ 

summoned to a life which, even though lived in the earthly 

sphere, is already at home in the heavenly sphere. Never~ 

theless, this is the onJ y New Testament passage whsr e £~{Sh& 

plainly stands in anti thesis to §.£.2S.~ ••• ".I?~h€. comes clc5 e 

h , G l .1 t , . n 30 ere co ree( un0ers anoing • Schwei.zer's effcrts to 

use under no circumstances the concept SOUL seem unnecessary, 

especially wl1en he dc~~cri.bes this life rras -~- pa.rt of man"~ 



Has the other part, flesh, no life? 

wrote his letter he ·was using DSVChe 
-~---

in which it was used all around him, 
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Certainly when Peter 

for ~soul' in the manner 

that is in the same 

manner as the English word 'soul°' has been 1Jsed by Engl.ish 

speaking Christians right. down the centuries o 

Hick remarks that in our Western and Christian culture the 

soul "has generally been equated with the individual self-~ 
. . d 1131 conscious min or ego... • 'I'he soul has been regarded 

as the vehicle, in the next life 7 for everything that makes 

the individual that particular individual. "Dives and 

Lazarus remember their former lives and are aware of the 

moral appropriateness of the consequences which they encourrter 

after death", sa.ys Hicks 31 
$ If we call J2.§_'L£_he 0 a life 

lived in the bodyii, or even "ete:cnc.l life", can "eternal life" 

remember? If; then !!eternal l. c.• .. only another name for 

the old concept sour., that is, for that .f.9.FI!J of life in which 

man survives death~ It seems evident that we.are being 

diverted from what the New Testament writers try to make 

clear to us because we do not have the equivalent to the 

meaning behind P~~.Y.f~.E.b.£.sh ~ that is, one word meaning 

self-soul-life in English. In the old Bible versions, 

this Q~Ch.£ used to be translatedt as we know, :i.n what is 

perhaps the most appropriate way, "The LIVING SOUL"~ 

We discussed earlier another saying of Jesus which has been 

interpreted in many di ffc-:!rent ways 1 namely Mt X 28 ~ There 

is a parallel i.n Lk XII 4,S: 11 Do not be afra.id of those who 

kill the body and after that can do no more. I wiJ.l tell 

you whom to fear; fear him who, after he has killedj has the 

t L • t h ,~ y - t 11 f h' n 32 
power :o casI.:. in-o e.~:O-c .es) .. t :e yolJ, .ea.r .im .. 

Owen assumes that in the a.bove passages "the phrase 'body and 

soul', though its occurrence is rare in both Yestaments, stands 

for the Hebreh' idea that man is o.n 'animated body' and not 

for the Greek view that he is an l' .inca.r.nateci soul' 11 33 
o We 

shall here make a shcrt interpoJ.at.:l.on and ~.et Ferguson .r.efute 

Owen 1 s assumption with regard tc the G.::-eek vie\~'@ Ferguson 

writes: "It has becorne a commonp:J.ace of theological writing 
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to say that to the Hebrew, man is a body endowed with a soul, 

while to the Greek he is a soul imprisoned in a body. '\ .r.. 

corollary of this is supposed to be tha~ the Greeks believed 

in the immortality of the soul, and the Hebrews in the 

resurrection of the body. As a matter of fact the 

natural Greek for a li vi.ng thing is emns_ychon -~g, precisely 

b . h '~4 a ody endowed wit a soul, as even Plato shows- 9 and 

Aristotle actually defines soul as 'the primary actuality of 
35 a natural body endowed with organs'" $ 

To return to the ab0ve saying, Owen admits that "this saying 

is always cited by those who believe that th~ New Testament 

and indeed Jesus himself, asserts the essential immortality 

and incorruption of the soul, with all the dualistic implica-

tions of this belief •••• 11
• As an example of the Greek 

interpretation~ which he believes was decisively not:. in 

Jesus' thoughts, Owen quotes the following from E R Fairweather 1 s 

book 'In Defence of Immortality' : wrhe do ct';'.' ine of the 
. t l"t ~ 'h . , 1mmor a 1 yo~ t,e scu~, 

is pla.inly indicated" .. 

subject only to divine omnipotence 

Owen. 1 s own interpretation of the 

passage is: ttFear net rnan who can only bring your present 

existence to an end but cannot annihilate the essential self; 
":J ?, 

but fear God who is able to destroy the whole man eternally"-'-., 

Except for the fact that Owen succeeds in evading the unpopular 

concept soul there dpes not seem to be a very great difference 

between what Fairweather said and what Owen says. We 

discussed this fact of God's omnipotence earl~er4 

"Th~t God has power to cast into Hades and to take out cf it 
. 0 ~ d 'TI t t t 11 s . . 3 6 A 1 is an .i. ·J.es amen concep ~ says cnwei zer ... so, 

"the Rabbis agree that God can k.ill both in this aeon and :Ln 

that. which is to come'~., ·In 4 Mace 13: 13-15 we find a 

H s umrnons not to fear him who only seerr.s to God is 

the giver of R!i?J:~bt.'1.i and .~!Il-~...t.§;., a.nd there awal.ts evil·-doers 

a more seri.ous conflict of the J.t::;:'.'!.:.£.t.!...~ and the danger of 

eternal tormenta~ .Schweizer t:licn affirms that 71 +.:he 

doctrine of the immortal soul is 
3c 

P i "'l0 11-J '" J0 

.,.., J- i ,,. ..,t ::.~d '1·1,::.:- Pr: · 
0 .. ..._1;A. , ·.'( *1..i.t • .....,.lf~t,...'- ...,'-' .,_,.& ..._ '> 

However~ when analysing Fit. X 28y which was r:;robv.bly v1ritt.::n 
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at about the same time as 4 Maccabees, the above scholar, on 

the contrary, stresses that.:. the "reference to God's power to 

destroy the .212.LS,he and the ~ in Hades is opposed to the 

idea of the immortal1ty of the soul" .. Schweizer admits 

that Greek ideas have "influenced the formulation 11
.. But 

he is nevertheless quite sure that i
1here aqain .2.§..Y,S:h,£ is 

ultimately life in the authenticity which God intended and 

which is still to be regarded as bodily life even in hell. 

~hus man can be presented only as corporeal, but what affects 

the body does not necessarily affect the man himself~ for 

. b d h , d b . b r:od" 36 
A wnom a new •O y. as airea y een prepared. y ~ ~ 

Schweizer adds that one might logically refer the first 

part of Mt X 28: "Do not be afraid of those who kill the 

body but cannot kill the soul H to the ":tntermediate state 

when man is without a body", and the second part: "fear him 

who can destroy both body and soul in hell 1' i to "the time 

after resurrection"o Schweizer, however~ proposes that 

one may well doubt 11 Whether the dogmatic idea that God will 

put the soul back in the body and then judge both together is 
37 

presupposed" • 

Of the same paE".sage Cullma.nn remarks 11 that is seems to 

presuppose the view that the soul has no need of the body, 

but the context of the passage shows that this is not the 

case ••••• Therefore t~oce who kill only the body are not to 

be feared. It can be raised from the dead. The soul 

cannot always remain without a body •••• The soult too: can be 

killed. The soul is not immortal. There must be 

resurrection for both 1138 ~ Boros reacts very strongly 

against the idea that the soul should at all be assumed to 

remain with.put a body~ He stresses 11 that the conceptJon 

held by manyf according to which the soul would exist without 

a body between death and the universal •resurrection at the 

end of time', and God would specially intervene to keep the 

soul from inhabiting a body 9 as is proper to its nature, seems 

to me bizarre, log:i.ca11y unsatisfactory and even grotesque" 39 

Boros 9 too, prefers the word 'existence 1 to SOUL. 11 Existence 

is the whole man" 9 he s::i.ys, 11 i.n so far as :Ln him worj_d-reality 
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is consumed entirely 'into' the sphere of inwardness. In 

other 1 • .Yords: Man is the being that can die into God." • ., 'I.'he 

absolute is 'reached' in death. For'a person, for a 
1 being 1 which has wholly 'come to be itself', this 1 reaching 1 

always means a meeting - an encounter •••• ~Man as a person is 

not dissolved at death~ but, on the contrary, becomes a 'full 

personi for the first time ••••• The event proper to death is 

co-existence with or rejection of the Absolute Person by a 

finite person which has wholly come to be itself. In 

consequence, death is n wholly personal and total decision 
• d t 1 G· ' 1140 in regar o a persona oo • 

As I Peter II 11 clearly tells us, for the early Christians 

'the hereafter' seemed very close and very realc 'l~heix.-

'otherworldliness' made them courageous. in the face of death 

and martyrdom; they knew 'their real selves' would not die. 

They clearly express the view that the 1 real s eJ. f', the .illiY.fh.§. 1 

is of greater value than the whole world. 'The whole 

world' ;;ta.nds for all the material 1 advu.ntages' uh.icb are 

full of de>.ngers and temptations for the .2.§.X.S:tl..~- and may lure 

it astray and make it unworthy of 'real life' with God. 

The important thing for all the New Testament writers is that 

there :Ls a "continuinc;J life wherever God reigns " 41 ~ 
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In his essay 'Has Life a Meaning?' Boros writes about the 

resurrection of Christ as foJ.lows: "In the resurrected Christ, 

the significance of the surpassing of e~rthly restrictions 

was made apparent: for Christ entered into the utter non

restriction of life, of space, of time 1 of energy, and of 

light. In the eventual consequence of his resurrection 

we shall e·njoy the very essence of 1ifen 1 ., Romaniuk 

remarks that 11 St ,John never proves that God is life. He 

takes it for granted that this truth is known a.nd accepted 

by all the readers of the gospel ••••• To have life in oneself 

means to depend on no one for existence •••• li.fe, existence, 

belong to the very r1ature of the Father~ as well as of the 
? 

Son"-. "For the Father who is the source of life, has 
?. 

made the Son the source of life" (Jn V 26)-. 11 I am the 

resurrection (and the life). If anyone believes in me, even 

though he di2s he will live" (Jn XI 25) 3
e 

Cullmann however warns us to be sure that we understand the 

message of the New Testament aright. It is this author's 

conviction that 11 everythi.ng that is said about death and 

eternal life stands or falls with a belief in a real occur~ence, 

in real events which took place in time. This ia the 
4 radical distinction from Greek thought'' • As Paul writes: 

"Now if Christ raised from the dead is what has been preached, 

how can some of you ~e saying that there is no resurrection 

of the dead? If there i~ no resurrection of the dead, 

Christ himself cannot have been raised, and if Christ has not 

been raised then our prea.ching is useless and your believir.g 

is useless;tt (I Cor XV ·12-16) 5
n 

But what do we know~ what can· we know, about this event llwh.Ldi 

took place in time"? Wilckens has carefully and deliberatel.y 

worded the following sentence, taking into account the essential 

agrf:ements and differences of the New Testument witnessE:s in 

their statements: "Jesus passed from death, which he died 

upon the cross, to new and eternal life with Go6 in heaven 

abovef where he 

he will shortly 

is now enthroned in glory 1 and from 
6 appear at the end of the age" ., This, 

he claims j is all that can be saj_d with c:E:rt;:;inty from the 
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texts in the New Testamento 

After· methodological studies of the New·Testament tradition, 

Marxsen is not willing to say mo~e than "in historical terms, 

it can only be established that people after Jesus' death 

claimed that something had happened to them which they 

described as seeing Jesus, and reflection on this happening 

led these people to the interpretation that Jesus had been 

raised from the dead 117
e van Iersel, who has studied the 

resurrection narratives with the intent of finding out whether 

they are meant to be informative or interpretative, finds 

that only Luke XXIV 36-43 can be identified a.s 11 tr:aditional 

with sufficient probability118 • 

"They were still talking about all this when he himself stood 

among them and said to them, 'Peace be with you!' In a state 

of alarm and fright, they thought they were seeing a ghosta 

But he said, 'Why are you so ~gitated, and why are these doubt~ 

rising in your hearts? Loolc a.t my hands and feet; yes~ 

it is I indeed6 Touch me and see for yourselves; a ghost 

has no flesh and bones as you can see I have'" 

he said this he showed them his hands and feet. 

And as 

Their joy 

was so great that they still could not believe it, and they 

stood there dumbfounded; so h~ said to them, 'Have you any-

thing here to eat? 1 And they offered him .a piece of 

g-rilled fish, which he took and ate before their eyesn., (Lk 

XXIV 36-43) 9 ., 

This passage shows the emphasis laid on the corporeality of 

the risen Christ by Luke, but van Iersel remarks that he would 

not be prepared to argue for its authenticity. "This 

tradition", he says, 11 was meant to underline~;,~,. the reject.ion 

of the notion that the risen Lord is only .spirit <r1n~) a.ncl 

not flesh (~) ~ and tha.t therefore th.ere could be-:: no 

question of a 1 resurrection of the flesh 1 
••••• this passage is 

polemic and directed against docetic opinions, which began to 

emerge, with or without connections to the 

Dinkler seems to brinq the problE:m to l:i..ght when ask:i.r;q ~ 11 Bow 
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is it possible to preserve the very essence of Christian 

faith, namely, that GGd e.cted w.it.h men and through Christ 

Jpc:::1~c:. '·'4 thot1·t d'"'!"'-"'d--:n~, .;..}ie ar 1.-n..-.. 1 •'e>a''r·c'n1en~ o·r.: 't:'ne my·t\.10----- 1 v~.t.. r.::'uO...i..1.~ .t..~ ... ·3 l.-•. · ·-r ... l .. ~.·lw..11..~ "!3 ·' ""' I .. 1 

logical pattern of its presentation? To believe in 

Christ Jesus as our Lord and Saviour is it necessary to 

believe in the physical resurrection and the empty tomb,. 

in the events of the 'Last Day' as the end of this-worldly 

history, in the virgin birth, etc? Is it not a pious 

self-deception to pretend that we believe literally in the 

A ~tl r- d?~ 11 po .. , es -lee . · ., 

This is a vital question today when Christianity is the object 

of so much critical assessmento Would it be easier to 

believe that Jesus~ dead body was in fact removed by his 

disciples$ or others, but that his soul or spirit made its 

presence known as an appa~itio~; that it was seen in the 

same way as apparitions have been seen. anc1 believed in 

throughout the ceP.'curie3? 

Greeley depicts how "immediately after his (Jesus~) death 

there was a fantastic experience of him as alive~ Jesus' 

own message of the coming of the kingdom was preached once 

again, but now he himself, together with his death and 

resurrection has entered into this message and become the 

f . t fl ·12 1"1'' ·- d ' , t core o 1. • -~nere cou1· 02 no gospe~, .no one accoun·.s 

no letter in the New Testament, no faith~ no Church, no 

worship, no prayer in Christendo~ to this day without the 

message of th(~ rt:=surrc~ction of Chri.st .. ~.~even in a completely 

historical sense", w.i::i tes Bornka.mm i· but he aJ.so adm.i ts tha.t 

it is difficult and indeed impossible "to gain a satisfacto:.:·y 
.-. 3 

idea of ~o~-the Easter svents took place" 1 
• 

A thorough examination of the Synoptic Gospels lea.ves "a 

confused and con\-.rad.ictory impression° 1 according t:o Cadburyr 

who finds that this impression is ccYus ed by "the inhex:ent 

unreality of the subjact, the consequent conjecture and 

inference based on th2 equally fragmentary and unprecise 

statements in scri.pture, <:..nd t1;e fusion of .ideas of collective~ 
,, 1 

0 ,- n;;t--iori,.,l d 1"s-1-1'...,.._, ,,dt--h ··-~1° r) ... rl'""le'""-:: ,..,.f' ·in(1 -lu-'a'·l'a 1 f-'-.:o.";_·-- --- ...... -.. • u. .) ...... ._ L l ~l · ~, - ~ . .. l." '- t: J ........ .J....1 ~ ~; 1 ..... , ... I .. -... -- '-" .,.,.,_ - ~L ). .. L. Ct\.'"""' • 
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Cullmann describes the atmosphere a.mong the followers of 

Christ after the cruc:if:l.xi6n and the horror of death which 

they experience in vivid colours at the·sarne time stressing 

that only by ta.king 11 death seriously as dea.th 11 is it possible 

to comprehend '1 the Easter exultation of the primitive Christian 

community and understand tha.t the whole thinking of the New 

Testament is governed by belief in the resurrection 11
o 

Cullmann also states that "Jesus~ who is so closely tied 

to God, tied as no other man has ever been, for precisely 

this reason must experience death much more terribly than 

any other man •••• He had to undergo death in all its horror 
15 not only in his body, but also in his soul" ., 

In this connection we must not forget, however, that John's 

gospel has a different approache As Bultmann writes, 

"John• s passion--narrati.ve shows us ~Tes us as not rea.J. ly 

suffering death but choosing it - not as the passive victi.m 

but as the active conqueror"~ The crucifixion is regarded 

from the outset as Jesus' 'elevation' or as his 'glorifica-

t . '16 ion • 

In Cullmann's opi.nion "the radical difference between the 

Greek doctrine of the immortality of the soul and the Christian 

doctrine of the resurrect.ion" lies in the fact that in. the 

latter case death is
1
something unnatural and opposed to God. 

Cullmann therefore contrasts Socrates' exalted and sublime 

acceptance of the necessity of his death with Jesus' death, 

and concludes tha.t 11 fo.r. Christian (and ,Jewish) thinking, the 

death of the body is also destruction of God-created life. 

No distinctio~ is made: even the life of our body is true 

life; death is the destruction of .?-11 life created by God a .. 
Therefore it is death and not the body ~~ich must be conquered 

b t \,. ...: 11~17 y ne resur. rec l~lon o 

It seems Cullmann does not reckon with all that is included 

in the full scope of the Greek 12~.Z.SLl§~" When he writes 

"even the life of our '!.)ody :ts tr.·ue '.!.:.1..fen, 1,..,rha.t does he mean? 

Platonic .£§~ is, in one of its aspects~ just that: 'life 

of the body'. A corpse is a body without this life. 
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corpse is also true life"? 
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On the same page Cullmann posits the following statement: 

"Belief in the imrnor+.:aJ.ity of tht-:: soul is not belief i.n a 

revolutionary event. Immortality, in fact, is only a 

negative a-ssertion: the soul does not die but certainly 

lives on. Resurrection is a positive assertion: the 

whole man, who has really died, is recalled to life by a new 

act of creation by God$ 

of creation1117
e 

Something has happened - a miracle 

To call the conception 'immortality' a negative assertion 

already seems paradoxical, even when followed by: "the soul 

does not die"; but it seems still more so when the sentence 

goes on: "it simply lives on"& Why would it be mere 

'positive' to be "reca.1led to life" than to "live on"? Or 

to say about someone that he "has really died" than to say 

that he really "lives on 11 ? One can understand that 

Cullmann wants to emphasise the positiveness of Godvs miracle 

of creation but he appears to use the wrong arguments. For 

someone who holds the view that God, who is Life, once and 

for all WILLED that 'souls will never die' - this 'decision' 

by God may give the same feeling of a revolutionary event, 

a miracle of creation. Someone wjth this latter view 
I 

could equally well turn the argumcr:.t of CuJ.J.rnann round and 

say that to state that the whble man has to die is simply a 

negative assertion and that immortality is a positive 

assertion as the soul never dies but really lives on. 

Cullmann is dramatic in his statements when emphasising how 

Jesus conquered death and th~refore sin. 11 When one wishes 

to overcome someone else, one must enter his territory. 

Whoever wants to conquer death must die; he must really cease 

to live - not simply live on as an immortal ~cul, but die 

in body and soul, lose life itself, the most precious good 

which God has given 

Is Cu 1 lro"'nn qni·-~·e i--.r,:,.-., 1·n. t·ne ;.,i')c,·,;·e q;·ta··+·n•r·1eni:?. - ....... •C ~ '-•· '-- 'J_:j··c~o~. • ~; __ . ~ ~"'-' •·- Whc are 
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the 'us' who have been given 'life' as 'the most precious good'? 

Can 'we' at all be discussed apart from that 'life'? If 

'we' can be given life, then 'we~ must be identical with the 

Qpdy__Qf du2t. CulL11.a.nn seems to be giving the impress.ion 

, that there is an entity who has died in body and soul, but 

who is~ all the same, entering the territory of death. 

Clearly this is not at all what Cullmann wants to say, but it 

is a good indication of the difficulties involved in talking 

about the 'real us', our identity, THE LIVING SOUL. 

We find another paradoxical statement in Cullmann's essay. 

On page 13 he says that for Socrates 9 i.n the Phaedo, "our 

body is only an outer garment which •••• prevents our soul 

from moving freely", and on page 23 we read: "To be sure 

the Jewish and Christian points of view also see something 

else besides corporealityo 

corrupted by sin and death. 

For the whole creation is 

The creation which we see is 

not as God willed it, as he created ~t; nor is the body 

which we wear". ·It appears one may well ask: who is the 

'we' who 'wear' th(~ body? And if we 'wear' · the body, then 

it seems it must be something like an outer garmentc 

Cullmann seems almost to imply, as he is using the same 

language as did Socrates, that it is the soul which 'wears' 

the body .. 

Another example of the difficulties experienced in wording 

this type of resurrection statement is found in an essay by 

Althaus, who writes, "In the question of death and the new 

life we do not distinguish du~listically between soul (or 

spirit) and body. But we are concerned with i.b.~_pE~r-~on 

and his individual form of being. To die means that God 

destroys totally the earthly form of the person; .to be 

resurrected means that God gives to the person a new~ eternal 

form of being of body and soul. Thus the resurrection will 

be a transformation of the whole human being but will maintain 

at the same time the identity of the person and his history 

with God 111-9 • H<.?re \'Je may ask: Who is the 'person' who is 

being given a 'new, eternal form of being of body and soul'? 

When 'the earthly fo.rmf is totally destroyed 1 what is then 
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left? Apparent1y··1 the pers6n' without 'soul' and 'body'. 

What kind of 1 thing' i.s t:hat '.tery , person 1 7 

Cullmannvs interpretation of early Christian beliefs has no 

. doubt prompted many Christians to rethink their own attitudes~ 

As is pointed out in the editorial of f.Q.!lfiliul}l, December, 

1970, "For many Christians life after death has been for 

centuries a matter of course •••••• granted by a prevailing 

dualistic anthropology. That man has an immortal soul 

was for many in actual fact one of the pillars that supported 

their life of faith tt •. The editors continue, 11 :For a number 

of reasons this notion is no longer self-evident with the 

result that this kind of experience of the faith has become 

J t . .bl 1120 a.mos 1mposs1 _e .• 

In this connection Evans asks a pertinent question. "Did 

the resurrection create the lordship and messiahship of 

Jesus, or simply esta.blish from God wha.t was already there?i~ 

Perhaps there has recently been too much emphasis on the 

resurrection of Christ as the one pillar on which Christian5_ty 

was built? 

Considering the centrality of the resurrection in apostolic 

Christianity, nit is a puzzling fact" 1 says Evans 1 that '~very 

little is said about it by Jesus himself as he is represented 
I . 

in the synoptic gospels, even though these are written from 

the standpoint of a belief in his resurrection and in 

resurrection in general ••••• This notable scarcity in the 

recorded teaching of Jesus of reference to resurrection~~·· 

presents a·prqblcm both in relaticn to the supposed currency 

of the doctrine in Judaism and to its dominant place in.sarly 

C~ris tia~i t~ 112 2 • Evans here r:wkes us a.ware of th€: d:U' fere~1t 
aspects from which the concept of resurrection can be discussed~ 

and also of the general uncertainty about the resurrection 

tradition. We discussed earlier t:o what degree thi::> 

doctrine was a common belief in Judaism a.t the time of Jesus. 

Gn:U.ka points cut.: that. when the !'-lew Testament especiaJ .. ly 

mentions the resurrection "as the ultimate destiny of the 
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faithful, it is invariably the 'resurrection of the dead• that 

is meant~ or 'from the dead• not the resurrection of the 

bodye- With the exception of St John's gospel, all such 

statements naturally presuppose ~n identity between the 

resurrection of the dead and the resurrection of the body, 

in which light the concept of the resurrection of the body 

can be seen to contribute to an interpretation of what is 

meant by resurrection of the deado Other interpretations 

are possible~ even if rejected by the New 'l'estament. writers 023 • 

The question of resurrection as such comes up for discussion 

once only in the Synoptic Gospels, namely Mark XII 18--27 (and 

parallels): "Then some Sadducees - who deny that there Js 

a resurrection - came to him and they put this question to him~ 

'Now at the resurrection, when they rise again, whose wife will 

she be, since she had been married to all seven?' 

Jesus said to them~ 'Is not the reason why you go wrongt that 

you understand neither the scripture~ nor the power of God? 

For when they rise from the dead, men and women do not marry; 

no, they are like the angels in heaven~ Now about the dead 

rising again, have you never read in the Book of MoEes, in 

the passage about the Bush, how God spoke to him and said: 

I am the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac o.nd the God of 

Jacob? He is God, not of the dead, but of the living. 

You are very t:tuch mistaken' n 24 ., 

With referenc~ to this passage~ Charles points out that even 

the Legalistic Pharisees n=.dnterpreted the Old Testament books 

in the light of the higher theology of the apocalyptic school 

and the significance which our Lord read into the words, 'I 

am the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob', as a proof of the 

resurrection of the dead~ is essentially a reinterpretation 
. ) . . u25 after the manner of the apocalyptic school of fharisaism u 

The same interpretation is to be seen in 4 Maccabees 16 : 25: 

!!Inasmuch as they know that these, who have died on behalf 

of God 1 live unto God, as Abraham, Isaac, and JacobT and all 
+· t .. 1126 
~ne pa riarcns & 

We quoted Charles earlier with regard to the above quotation 

from 4 Maccabees, wtere he emphasises that this passage clearly 
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advocates an immortal.i tv of th · ] .. e. sou .. c 

and we shall <~un~L.~.- ~1--l·n "'l ._,. ~ c ..... i~a.. in more dc=ta.i 1: 

He says in fact 1 

"There can of course 
be no· resurrection of the body. Thi~ is all the more 

remarkable since this discourse is founded on II Maccabees, 

which takes a very material view of the resurrection. 
26 a blessed imrr.orta.'ii t y of the soul is tau·;rht" - .. 

Only 

With regard to Mark XII 27 1 however~ Charles points out that 

in this passage 1 life 1 stands for ''a true existence in the 

enjoyment of the divine fellowship - an existence of which 

the resurrection is the natural outcome; for this is the 

question at issue. Such a life, which is in essence the 

life eternal, the blessed now enjoy, a.nd this ltfe leads of 

• . t ti.- t • ) .. ~! .. +.,.··."".- II 27 • necess:i..ty -o ue resurrec ion ::: 

Now why should the same phrasE-~ as we find it in 4 Maccabees 

16 : 25 and in Mark XII 27 on the one hand "necessarily lead 

to the resurrection l:Lfe' 1
, and on th~ other hand lead to the 

conclusion that Hthere can of coun::.e be no resurrection of the 

body 11 ? It seems that Charles bases his conclusion in the 

first case on t~-.e fact that resurrection "is the question e..t 

issue". But certainly it is nothing but a trap question 

and as such deserves an answer in kind. 

When Evans discusses the fate of the woman with seven husbands, 
I 

he calls it 11 the somewhat ridiculous conur1drum posed by the 

Sadducees ••.• as a reductio ad absurdum Cit) is hardly a 

promising basis for the elucidation of a great matter, and 

the· answer is of necessity confined by th<:~ terms of the 

question to the assertion that re·s ur rection, which is l:ere hot 

argued but simply assumed, involves the creative power of God 

to transform hurean life into a non-physical form like that 

of the 

F'erguson goes stlll further and e::npni3.SJ..ses that "the teach.in•;; 

of Jesus is not a~out the resurrection of the body, either 

:i.n:mec'iiate1y or: c1t the last day~ 

li. fe wherever Gcd reiqns".,, Wl:cn 3esus calls God the God 

not of the dead but of the li vim:; "tt10s e l.i ving include? be 
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it noted, not merely Abraham, the type of faith, but the 

scoundrelly Jacob". .t·erguson ccmcludes, 11 I do not know 

whether or not to call this the immortality of the soul. 

It is closer to what I understand by the immortality of the 

soul to what I understand by the resurrection of the body; 

there may b€ no Hebrew viord for immortality, but ath~sl-.11 

is inescapably in the New Testament:" 29
s 

In Schep we get the totally opposite point of view represented. 

He advocates a bodily resurrection, tin the flesh'\ and has 

scrutinised much of what has been written in this connection. 

He writes, "Some conclude from these passages that 'in the 

life hereafter' we will have no body and consequently will 

be 'freed fr~m' the limitations which necessarily belong to 

bodily existence. Others suggest that Jesus ascribes to 

those tha.t enter the resurrection life 1 angelic bodies! made 

from the light and glory of God'. There are also some who 

interpret Jesus' words as implying that the sexual difference 

between male and female will cease to exist. Schleiermacher 

even went S(> far as to declare that Jesus teaches here the 

future cancellation of the dif~erence between male and female 
30 souls" • 

Schep is qui t.e ad;.:imant that "not a vJOrd is sa.id about a future 

cancellation of the ~ifference in sex, either in body or in 

soul and he finds this statement proved in Luke XX 34-36: 

"Jesus replied, 'The chiJ_dren of this world take wives and 

husbands, but those who are judged worthy of a place in the 

other world and in the resurrection from the dead, do not 

marry because.they can no longer die, for they are the same 

as the ange!s, and being children of the resurrection they 
. . 31 

a.re sons of God" ··., HJ.,uke irmnecUate1y subjoins the reason 

for there being no marriagett ., says Schep, and the reason is~ 

'For they can no longer d:Le', not "they will be sexless like 

the angels~ Only then do we read that they are 1 angel-like' 

which in the 1ight of what follows means that they are 
~ ... , ·1 C' n 3 2 :Lmmor ta.l like the dl1gE...;.0 • 

It seems tc the present '...v:.::·:i.ter that Evans Cind Ferguso.c. ~ ar:10ng 
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others, are justified in emphasising that the above passage 

Ca-11not be t'-''K 0 n ·t·o prr-,1.r" ~·nan",,~,.-• •' ·'-'·"""· - ••'"-"·'-~ -'·· ·.'t :ro.1, that Jesus preached 

a physica.l resur rectj_on eis Schep, for ej(ample, suggests. 

It would appear that Jesus clearly says you are very much 

mistaken when you think that there are any dead at all. 

All and sundry live on as angels, that is, as spiritual beings. 

Evans points out that Mk XII 18-27 and parallels, cannot be 

taken as "proof of resurrection i.n general, but rather the 

opposite., It says of certain special persons, to \vhom 

could be added f::om J'ew.i~-::h tradition such other special 

figures as ~lijahi Enoch and Moses himself~ that they are in 
3 -~ 

some sense alive with Gcd apart from and without resurrection° .) • 

With regard to the parable of Dives and Lazarus, Evan~ finds, 

what he calls, "a similar ambiguity •• ~.The rich man~s requ2st 

that Lazarus should return from the dead to warn his brethren 

is interpreted as an instance of resurrection, but this cannot 

be so by reference to what came to be the normal ,Jewish 

doctrine of resurrection, since this concerns all men 

together at the end 1 while in the parable the brethren are 
. 1 . d . . d 1 t . 1 ., 1 . . . ,. 34 singe in 1v1 ua s s.1-~ a ive on ear~n· • 

"Now the poor man died and was carried away by the angels to 

the bosom of Abraham. The rich man also died and was buried. 

In his torment in Ha~es he looked up and saw Abraham a long 
.C:f 'th I . i.~i·s r..-..~.0m, 11 1\T·k v:\TI 2~.·-2_'J,) 35 • .,., . .;~ wa.y O.l-. wi ,azarus in , ~,,,_ ~. -- .r. _.. ~ kn ..... ::. 

parable affirms, according to Mussner, that Jesus shared the 

beliefs "peculiar to the eschatoJ.ogical outlook of late 

Judaism" in a resurrection at the end of time~ The text 

seems howe,ier. to inGicate that 11 th:i.s otb-~r life begins 

immediatel~.after death, perhaps in the form cf an 'inter-

d • 't t- I •! 36 "'" t -- • t • • 1 , r , t me la~e S t.ige '. e .i.l1Ci" veSUS lS ·:n..lll.KJ..ng OJ:' an J.n·er·-

mediate stage has often been suggested to be imµlied in His 

answer to the this-f on th(~ cross: 0 1 J·esus 1 
1 he 3 a.id 7 'remrnnb12r 

me when you come into your kingdom'. 'Indeed, I promise 

you' i he replied~ 'toe: o.y ycu. wi. l J. be:: with me in paradise t n 

(T - vx--TT A'· ·3\ 35 ,. . ' ' d' t ' . ..... de~ L' -.J_ ___ .._ 4.:.'.-11 , " ... •esus · answer mus1: De l.in ers coo J.n 

its context, and Cullmann suggcs ts that ·"1Ii1.:m the thief rr:.ake::; 

his request 1 'tbe kinqcbm r he is thinking of, can 9 in o.ccordc:~nce 



with the .Jewish view of the 'Messiah 1 llonly refer to the tim~~ 

when the Messiah will cc;mt:=: arid · er.:,ct his kingdom. Jesus 

does not grant the request"t says Cullmann, "but instead gives 

the thief more than he asked for: he will be united with 

Jesus even before the coming of the kingdom''~ Cullrnann 

concludes that what is really stressed here .is 11 the fact that 

the thief will be with ,Jesus 1137 • 

It is interesting to note that Wolfson, on the contrary, 

assumes that if "Jesus tells the penitent thief, 9 'I'oday you 

will be with me in paradise', the accent is en the place or 
~8 

time, not the company''~ • It seems to the present writer 

that Cullmann's interpretation is certainly more in accordance 

with that which is of importance in Jesus' messageG As 

Wright states, "Heaven is where Christ is, and in one sense 

even on earth we are qin the heavenly places in Christ Jesus'n 

Whether or not we call the intermediate state Hades, with 

Paradise as the sphere of the saved, it is where Christ 

radiates His presence in a fuller way than we have known on 
39 earth" ., 

Charles, who does not hesitate to u.se 'scul' whenever ~hg_ 

is used in the Greek text, assumes that nthe soul surviving 

death (Mt X 28) passes first to a.n intermediate abode of the 

departede 'fhis ab9de is either the blessed department of 

Hades (AA II 27), called Abraham's bosom (Lk XVI 23) or j_n 

the unblest part of Hades (Lk XVI 23). According to 

Revelations VI 9 the souls of martyrs are beneath the altar 
40 in heaven" • 

"· •• o.fear hj.m rather who can destroy both body and soul in. 

hell 11 (Mt X 28) 3o 0 

"""~omy body, too, will rest in hope that you will not abandon 

my soul to Hades nor allow your holy one to experience 

corruption" (AA II (?.6, cf Ps XVI 201 41 .. 

"When he broke the fifth seal; I saw under!1eath the al tar 

the souls of all the p-c-~ople who h.2:..d been killed on acr::oi.mt 

of the Word of God" (Rev VI 9). 



It ilppears that we find in these passages as well as in the 

Laza.rus--·Dives story 0 a cscrtain cyc::i.0: of thought" refE:rring 

to the souls in Hades awaiting the final judgment and possible 

resurrection o That we have the same type of thinking in 

Jesus 1 answer to the thief does not seem tc' foJ..lo1tJ' from the 

text. It woulc rathex· seem tha.t ,Jesus implies the next 

life in its fullness to begin immediately after death. In 

this connection, Cadbury draws some interesting conclusions 

from Luke XVI 27-31: 11 The rich man replied, 'Father, I beg 

you then to send Lazarus to my father's house, since I have 

five brothers, to give them warning so that they do not come 

to this place of torment, too'. 1 They hav~ Moses and the 

prophets,' said Abraham, 'let them listen to them'. 'Ah no!, 

father Abraham', said the rich man, 'But if someone comes to 

them from the dead, they will repent'. Then Abraham said 

to him, 'If they will not listen 0ither to Moses or to the 

prophets, they ~ill not be convinced even if someone should 
Ll 1 rise from the dead' i:" • 

Referring to Ab.raham's answer, Cadbury finds h.:Ls words 0 so 

surprising for any early Christian document, (i~e- that) 

reformed conduct in this life would not be promoted by more 

convincing evidence of the future life or judgment. 

Jesus omits to emphasise in his teaching about the future i_s 
'l.2 

no great loss~ It would add no useful information 11 ~ - • 
I 

11 They will not be convinced even if someone should J:ise from 

the dead" says Abraha.m~ c.;_nd .it seems that Cadbury may be 

right when pointing out that these words are surprising 

considering "the .!"ocklike post--E2"ster conviction of the 

first disciples 1143 , that Jesus had in fact risen~ But 

en the other hands th.:~ v-wrds I!lay ha·ve been appropriatq in 

a.n ear. ly Christ.i..2.n document among disc1.ples who strongly 

believed in the resurrection as a warning to those who, even 

then, did not want to be convinced, who denied or rejected 

the resurrection. of ,Je::>ut·., 11 the crucial issue for belief!' 9 

Perhaps Allegro i.s r.iczht when he s uqgests, with re<:7ard to 

the details in the New Testament record of Jesus' life 9 "tha.t 
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the scrolls give added ground for believing that many incidents 

are merely projections into Jesus' own history of what was 
~ t . -F . h 1\h .. - • 114 4 . 1 t• h t ·1 • 1 ~xpec.ed o~ t, e i1ess1dn As we Know 9 ne esc.a.o-ogica 

outlook of intertestamental Judaism was concentrated on 

speculations about what form the •resurrection' would take 

and what role the Messiah would play. 

There is a further refe~ence to the resurrectiony and this 

is found in the most 'spiritual' of the gospels, the FourthQ 

"Do not be surpris~d at this, for the hour is coming when 

the dead will leave their graves at the sound of his vo~ce; 

those who did good will rise again to life; and those who 

did evil, to condemnation'' (Jn V 28-29) 45 • Charles writes 

of this passage that "in fact, it would be hard to find a 

more unspiritual description of the resuriection in the whole 

literature of the first century AD". According to Charles, 

Wendt has succeeded in showing that ''not only is the t.eachir.g 

of these vers~s at variance with that of the rest of the 

Gospel, but they ar~ also at variance with their actual 

contf)Xt 1146 ~ Painter remarks that "Bultmann attri.butes the 

future eschatological emphasis (here) to an eschatological 

redactor"~ The former finds, however, that there is no 

evidence for this conclusion but that it "appears to arise 
47 from Bul trnann 1 s own theological views 11 

Gnilka finds the above passage to be nthe most important 

witness to belief in the resurrection of the body in the 

fourth gospel!!, but he too admits that it mlght be regarded 

a.s "a product of the later ecclesiastical edi.tingtt and n-:>t 
].-, • 1 • 48 typical of wha.t could be assumed to be St John's own t.iirLctng • 

It iS very difficult to assess these different views but it 

certainly appears that John V 28f differs from most of Jesu~' 

other sayings. This passage is more typical of the 

apoclayptic literature in general. Perhaps we may here, 

with Greeley, point 01;t that "most cf St ,John is not included 

in the certainly historical category because methods have not 

yet been discovered by which the scholars can confidently 

separate the vari.ous layers of tr.'1cl:5 tion to be found in that 
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Cadbury makes an interesting summa.i:-y of· "all the many beliefs 

which were 'current' in Jesus' time, beliefs which we·have 

discussed in earlier chapters. As we have pointed ou,t:, 

the most contrasting views wer:e held in the intertentamental 

period; there were no uniform intellectual beliefs on the 

nature of a resurrection. Different an~wers were possible 

on every question put forward as to the 'life beyond the 

grave'. If we accept the actual fact of the risen Christ 

we can say with Evans that "the difficulty is not, as Barth 

seems to think, whether to believe 

wha.t is to be believed 1150 • And 

irt 

we 

the resurtections but 

can further say with 

Cadbury that "all these beliefs could arise in any order o.nd 

would tend in the end to c~nfirm one another 1151
o 

One aspect of Juda.ism which~ according to Cadbury, Chrh;tians $ 

both before and after the events of Easter, may have shared 

was quite different from any resurrection belief: this was 

"the belief that: :i.n :Lt1di vidual instances men ho.d ~§Cf!.12..€..9_ 

death altogether. They were quite literally immortal -

not in the sense that having once died they would live 

forever - but in the sense that they had not died and perhaps 

would not die 11
o We discussed earlier the Greek belief in 

what they called 'trµnslation'. Cadbury explains that 

some of the names theology have used a::::e 11 rEmoval, ascensionj 

assumption, rapture'', and that the instance first noted by 

the Jews and Chris~ians, though differently describedf are 

Enoch, Elijah and probably Moses 52 • 

Cadbury now suggests that, even if in the case of Jesus his 

real death was i::aKen for 9rantE::d 9 somehow 11 t:he c.scension 
5':1 

belief was added to the resurrection bel~!..ef"~...) ~ and that 

probably the early Christians read this out of Jesus' own 

teaching. "If .Jesus sometimes emphasises the nearness 

of the Kingdom he is sho~tening the interval not so much 

for the dead as for the many living who wo~ld 'not taste 

death'.. Obviously this diffc~rs a good c!eal from a.ny 
·1 . -. ~ .c ,. .. " .., c:· ~ J.. ' "'..> ~ ... .; ~~ -:: ~- ~ ;i . ;'} -. +. ~ ft 5 ,4 nodc:.:::r:n concern .1.or trH:: ~~·-'·•-U<. .... .J..Ou a:i ... , ... r <:1eo .... .o • 
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In this connection, Cullmann assurnes that a "widespread 

misunderstanding - that the New Testament teaches the 

immortality of the soul - was actually ~ncouraged by the 

rocklike post-Easter conviction 6f the first disciples that 

the bodily resurrection of Christ had robbed death of all its 

horror and that~ from the moment of Easter onward, the Holy 

Spirit had awakened the souls of believers into the life of 
55 the resurrection" • As we said earlier the 'hereafter' 

seemed very close and very near to the early Christians. 

It must have been a shrJck to "the little congregation of, 

the end of days 1156 to find that there were those amongst 

the~ who still died, and their concern would b~ that their 

brothers would be at a disadvantage at the Lord's return. 

In the First Letter to the Thessalonians, the oldest document 

of the New Testament, Paul comforts his fellow Christians 

by affirming that these dead brothers would certainly not be 

left out but would rise and take part, with those who had 

remained alive, in the Lord's Last Comingo "We can tell 

you this from the Lbrd's own teaching, that any of us who ere 

left alive until the Lord rs coming will not have any advantage 

over those who have diedo ..... .,.Those who have died in Christ 

will be the first_ to rise and then those of us who are still 

alive will be taken up in the clouds, together with themto 

meet the Lord in the airQ So 

for ever" {I Thess IV '15-17) 57 • 

of you are weak and ill and some 

shall stay with the Lord 

"In fact that is why many 

of you hav.e died~ :tf only 

we recollected ourse1 ves v.Je should not be punished like 
c; 7 

that" (I Cor XI 30-3'1)- • 

As we said earl:i..e;: there was a strong feeling that 

sickness and death should not occur any longer. Chad\vick 

assum(:::S that for Paul this expecf-.al::ion 0£ the first Christians; 

that Christ would return in glory very shortly and that thus 

the end of the world could be expected in the immanent future 

was a "liability 1-·ather than an A.sset in evangelis:Lng the 

Greek world where the dominant speculative interest was in 

the beginning of things". Chctdwicic suq·~E:sts that Po.ul 

gradua11y changed the~ emphasis from "Christ a.s the end to 

Christ as the ·~<Vi.sdcm of God in c.reation, premexistent:: from 



eternity and the imman~nt cower by.which the manifold 

diversity of the cosmos :Ls saved fro:n disintegraticnu
58 

2.93 

However, with regard to the earliest Church, "by des igna.ti l'lg 

itself co·ngregat ion n ~ says Bul tm?..nn, .it d<~clared "that i. t 

itself was the fulfilment of the hopes of the apocalyptists. 

Its membe~accordingly bear the eschatological titles 'the 

chosen', or 'the elect', and 'the saints'o~~G.It·is 9 the 

little flock 1 to whom God will give His Reign~-~vit is 

represented by 'the Twelve' who, when God's Reign has 

appeared, will sit upon twelve thrones to rule.the tribes 

of Israel u o Bultmann points out that "the less likely 

it is that the twelve were called by Jesus himself, the more 

characteristic they are for the eschatological consciousness 

of the Church; for they are 'the Twelve' not as Apostles 
co 

b t th \.. . ~ 1 . 1 .J- Ii~'_, u as e esc11a~o ogica_ regen~s 

Perhaps modern believers do not generally realise "the 

dependence of these Christian beliefs on the primitive Jewish

Christian eschatology'', that is, how historically conditicn2d 

they are, and says Cadbury~ "insofar as the pr.irnit.i.ve 

eschatology is outgrown or abandoned as myth, we must admit.~. 

that the significance of Jesus and beliefs in his or our 

afterlife are byproducts or survivals or developments of 
60 

the archaic and outmoded dreams of the apocalyptic dreamers'' • 
' 

Pannenberg, on the contrary~ does not find the 'apocalyptic 

dreams' outmoded, but stresses 1'that the Easter event is not 

to be separated from apocalyptic categories of thought (the 

last judgment, the general resurrections the parcusia, ~tc.) 

which remain valid and may not be exchang2d for others 1161 ., 

The si9nificance directly inhE::rent in th(:: ruis:Lng of ,Iest<s 9 

that is, the influence from his late Jewish apocalyptic 

envir.onment, is summed up by Parmenberg as follows: 
11 1 .. If ~Jesus is raised~ then the end cf the 1r:orld ha.s begun" 

2. If Jesus is raised, then for a Jew it can only mean that 

God Himself has confirmed the pre-resurrection minist~y of 

Jesus. 

3. Being raised from the dead, Jesus was so closely associated 
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of Man is none other i.::h<:!n ~Tesu.s whc j_s to come again. 

4o If Jesus being raised from the dead, has been exalted to 

God~ and if the end of the world has thereby begun, then God 

is finally revealed in Jesus 1161
c 

t'rom these typical apocalyptic visions in circulation at 

Jesus' time we shall turn back to the development of the view 

we began discussing earlier, which was the view that some 

people had been 'removed 1 from earthly l:Lfe into another 

dimensionG Evans discusses the theme .b~tliatio~l tati.£.n. 

and, referring to Schweizer, finds that the latter sees this 

theme as to "a great extent determining the Church's ecirJ.y 

d t .. f Ch . t 1162 S .h . th un ers anaing o. . r1s ~ • c we1zer ~ - us, assumes 

that "the humiliation could take various forms, including 

suffering and death, and the exaltation could be represented 

as a transfiguration, an ascension or assumption into heaven, 

or as being taken by the angels at death~ but nots apparently, 

as a resurrection 1 though in the Wisdom of Solomon it is 

represented as the gift of immortality". 11 It may well 

be asked", n.ccoJ::-ding t:o Scl:rneiz(:~r ~ "if the reports of the 

first appearances have been lost because they told of Jesus' 

exaltation to God ands on account of that, were not sufficiently 

realistic in the eyes of a later generation. A~ any rate 1 

this would explain that Paul plcices his appearance on the 

road to Damascus entire1y on the .sarne lev2l a.s the: appearanc:::..::s 
. 63 I 

to the twelve" • 

According to Evans we shall :find a. firmly estci.bl:L~.~l:ed relat3 .. on 

between resurrection and exaltation only in the Lukan writ:lnqs 

where the resurrection period is limited to fcrty days, in 

which inter}m time "'Tesus gives visible and tangible proofs 

that he is alive., Exal tat.ion then follows H.:J..n the form 

of a further visible and descri.b::1.blE:' E~vent:, the ascE~nsion '' .. 

Evans finds it possible that the concept of exaltation to the 

right hand of God was prior to the idea of resurrection in 

establishing belief in Jesus' lordship and messiahshipt for 

it leads directly to it 9 while rc:~~;)rrcc.tio:i::-i from the dead, as 

'h d t 1"
64 

sue ~ oes no · • 

That the tradition ~l __ )r·I~~-- t~iP E•rn~~,. ar-••n m-v 1~~v-• " - ~ ·~ - - l -- :: · t•' , • • l . :j - CJ Ii \;.'.; .1, 0. ..l i co. €~ a.risen. at: 
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"a comparatively J.at.c· .st.ager as. o. ~:Jay~ simply, of affirming 

agaLafit dccetism 1 the u:ca.1 · deaU: and 'the rt:~al aliveness of 

one and the same Jr:sus" is sug9ested also by Lampe. 

notion that the body actually emerged from the tomb was the 

only way at that time available of stressing the continuity 

and the identity between the. Jesus who was crucified and the 

Jesus who -lived; and the use of Psalm XVI ".J.0 - as a testimon:Lum 

- added momentum to the ide~ that the body of Jesus did not 
65 see 'corruption 111
• .. 

In presenting the four essays in the book 'Immortality and 

Resurrection' which he edited, Ste·ndahl remarks. that 11both 

immortality and resurrection in their original settirigs are 

ideas which require creative interpretation and demythologising 

if they are to fit into any pattern of 20th century thought. n•• 

To many of us, both concepts are equally suspect from the 

point of view of what is reasonable in accordance with 

common sense or experience. Once both· concepts are 

recognised as mythological there is a new possibility of 

assessing the role and significance and truth of such 
. 66 

linguistic symbols" ,, 

When exploring different possibilities with regard to the 

empty tomb 1 "empty for non-external .re2sons 11
, \.;e should have 

an open mind and rather allow aqnostic thm1 dogmatic r:eason.ing, 
I • 

according to J A T Rohinson, who stresses that he would not 

wish categorically to rule out anything 11 except wha.t is 

excessively improbable on historic~! or psychological grounds. 

I certainly would not deny the possibility of total molecular 

transformation", he says, "but equally I do not think that 

the doctrine requires it - let a.lonE-~ substantiates it"., 

Where paranormal phenomena are concerned, Robinson points 

out that we must remember that "the power of spirit over matter 

is still so marginally und~rstood that it would be dogmatic 

to discount the possibility that 'the next development in man' 

might be in the direction of the transformation of material 

en(~J~gy t and th er ef or«;:;; material subs tE>nce ~ into spirit uaJ. 11 

Robinson concludes~ 11.;\n t::·mpty tomb would thus be the 1cgica1 

conclusion and symbol of the comolete victory of spirit over 
r7 

r"1a·I-~· '-'rub u: ·'-I... c..... . ~ 
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It is interesting to ccmpare Robihsonts assessment with the 

results of Pryke's research.into the beliefs of the Qumran 

secto Hi~ conc~usions were, and we repeat the quotation 

here, "The bliss of the elect as described :i.n the Manuale ... e 

is much nearer to the 'immortality of ·the soul' than to the 

resurrection of the flesh (and) on the whole, the community's 

belief in the future life seems to have been tra.nsmutation 

of matter into ' ·~ "68 s pJ. r l .... e 0 0 • • • 

When we try to understand what the rising of Christ meant 

to the.early Christians we may acknowledge with Benoit that 

they had "received from Judaism the expectati9n of the Day 

of Yahweh with its cosmic upheaval but were obliqed to combine 
- "'O 

it. with the ;experiE:nce of Christ's victory over death 110
"" ... 

Benoit emphasises that one must not sacrific<2 i
1what is 

fundamental in the very noVelty of Christianity, namely, 

the vital union of the believer in the risen Christ obtained 

even now ~y faith and baptism to the traditional belief 

received from Judaism of a final accounting put off until 

the end of .. this worldl!
69 ~ Here we rrn..:st turn back to the 

two lines of thought which we traced earlier in Hebrew 

rel:i.gious thinking and which can be compared w.i th the above 

two aspects of Christianity. crhe £!2..~ line is the 

assurance of eternity in the human spirit's communication 

with the Spirit of God; a feeling of 'living in the now for 
I 

a soul/spirit attuned to God - or as here: to God through 

Chri~::t, a knowledge of God's and Ci1ri.st's presence which 

can almost be called 'mystical'. The ottie£ line is the 

belief in the messianic kingdom, and here we find many 

different developments. The first line of thought has 

much affinity with the Greek side of Hellenism expressed in 

Neo-Pythagoreanism, Gnosticism, the Mystery Cults, and even 

in Essenism (Qurnr~n Sect). The other line is often 

expressed in the apocalyptic literature and seems to take 

many details from the Babylonian and Iranian religions, as 

well as from Eastern Hellenism in general. 

Cadbury finds that among the ±irst Christians the need for 

the demythologising of their futuristic hopes was evidently 
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felt, if not expressed,. at an eq.rly stage, and "much of it 

was translated to otho:. forms of e~~p.r2ssion; if one rnf.i.y 

use the word, it was re~ythologised. · Something like the 

Greek Platonic view of immortality unconsciously modified 

t . . f' . . J. . . J • b 1 . f " 70 ne expressJ .. on o .. norma:cive ew:Lsn resurrecc.ion e ie .s • 

No doubt, we must acknowledge Greek influence on the origin 

of Christianity from the very beginning. 

Owing to their different backgrounds, the Christian Jew would 

understand the resurrection either as the restitution of the 

old man, or as 'a fresh act of creation 1
, whereas the Christian 

Greek, if he did not reject the resurrection altogether~ 

would believe in a restoration of the soul, which had naturally 

survived death? into a new spiritual body - the soul being 

quite capable of independent life before being dressed in 

'garments of glory'. 

In a.ny case~ accord:in9 to Cadbury, "the old and new continued 

side by side in uneasy juxtaposition, and without the thorough 

supremacy of either view. The gradual incrense of the 

immortality concept can no doubt be traced, and its reasons 

understood o The parallel persistence of the doctrine of 

bodily resurrection~ not merely because of the authority of 

the New 1'estamenl and the Creeds but also beca.us e of human 

nature's craving for the fami lia:r assurance of sensory ' . 

phenomena, is also intelligible 1i
70. 

HTh<::: real issue is the kin9dom and not the resurrection 11 

says Greeleyo "The resurrection is the supreme:' vindication 

of the kingdom and the promise that the kingdom will be 

f i}f·-:~I) ~ .c - -11 ·F ·cll71 L .. ~- .eo ~qz d o_ ti~ • The Kingdom of God 7 says 
I ,t 1 

'l'.Lllich, is however 11 a. kingdom not only of men; :i. t invol ve.r:. 

the :fulfillment of li :fe under a.11 di mens ions n .. And he 

continues, "This agrees with the mulfidimensional unity of 

li.fe; f1.;lfiJ.1.ment under one dimension implies fulf:i.llment 

in all dimensions 1172 • The hope for man includes alsc the 

hope for the natural worl.d. And we can add that, accordingly, 

the~c is a personal and a universal and a cosmic dimGnsion 

to the salvation history~ 
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"The whole creation is eagerly waitin9 for God to reveal 

his sons. It was not for any fault on the part cf 

creation that it was rnacJe unable to attain its pu:cpose, it 

was made so by God; but creation still retains the hope of 

being freed~ like us~ from its slavery to decadence, to enjoy 

the same freedom and glory as the children of God. From 

the beginning till now the entire creation, as we know, has 

been groaning in one great act of giving birth; and not only 

creation, but all of us who possess the first-fruits of the 

Spirit, we too groan inwardly as ~~ wait for our bodies to 

be set free" (Rom VIII 19-23) 73 • 

What is at stake is indeed the kingdom, but it is hardly 

sufficient to say this. We are concerned with what does 

or will comprise the kingdom.· The question in the end 

is one of ethics, of the true relationship between God, man 

and the non-human creation~ To over emphasise the human 

soul to the detriment of the human body in a manner which 

suggests that man is significant only in that aspect in 

which he differs from the rest of creation (e.g. in the 

belief that only man has an immortal soul) can lead to that 

dualism which many modern writers, rightly or wrongly, have 

attributed to our Greek heritage, in which men are encoc~aged 

to relegate the material to a lower, if not an evil~ status 

and to believe that the soul is best improved by detachment 

from, perhaps even the deliberate hardship towards, the body. 

The alternative to this dualism is a monism whj.ch, while 

uni~ing mankind with the rest of creation, tends to reduce 

man to all that is associated in the dualistic view with 

the material aspecto Clearly this is not what the New 

Testament was about. The ernphasis 1 particularly clearly 

expounded in the above quotation f.r.orr; H.om2ms VTII r is that 

the resurrection is not simply abo<.J.t the survival of individual 

men, but as a break through for the whole of creation. This 

could only be so if rna.n shared in a 1tnity with the rest of 

creation and that in the end that uni~y is characterised by 

what in a dualistic view would be ascribed to the spirit. 

Je~us Christ may be said ~o be the spiritual principle oi 
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that unity; HE:~ is the uni t:ing force of the whole of creation: 

en its visible as well as on it~ invisible levels, of the old 

as well as of the new creation~ as is expressed in Colcssians 

I 13-20 .. Verse 17 is especially relevant in this connection: 

"and he holds all things in unity"., 
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Pau1•s message was primarily eschatological and fitted the 

end-of-the-world atmosphere which had for a long time been 

permeating Judaism through the propheci~s of the Apocalypses. 

Jewish thinking at these times seems to havr2 been concentrated 

on speculations about the destruction of the kingdoms of man 

and the raising up of the Kingdom of God. Cerfaux points 

out tha.t 11·everybody war:> wa.i ting for someth:i.ng or someone: a 

king sent from heaven .. o~.or a divine interventic.n •••• 11
, some

thing which was to oe the ilbeginning of the final era of the 

world" 1 .. 

The Pharisees especially fostered hopes for a royal Messiah, 

a son of David, and for the resurrection of the dead~ And 

so Paul could say: nBrothers, I am a Pharisee a.nd the son of 

Pharisees. It is for our hope in the resurrection of the 

dead that I am on trial" (AA XXII'.I 6) 2 • 

We have also traced the deep religious trends in the Greek 

world which kept step with a gradual understanding of the 

One Supreme Power behind all worldly changes~ vie found the 

same thoughts developing in Pythagoreanism, in Orphism, in 

Socrates, and in Platonism; and in Hellenism, among the 

followers of the above philosophies, as well as among the 

Stoics and the earliest Gnostics; and these thoughts came 

to be more and more ~irected towards a future life, towards 

beliefs in the immortality of the soul and the possibility of 

future rewards and punishments~ 

Cerfa.ux affirms that "the times were as productive of despr.i.r 

as of faith in world renewal, but influences from the ancient 

Babylonian and Persian religions and from the contemporary 

myst.er:ies e::nd religion~:; of the Bast ·~ Judaism among them -
-;, 

were active in the Jatt12r direction n -' .. Paul becc.me the 

great eschatological ·,.;orker who took it upon himself to brin9 

the joyful Christian message to the Gentile world. In ~o 

doing he fu.lfl.ll0d tit:he d.rea.m that Juda.ism saw happening at.: 

the lasi: tiays.,_,o.the Gentiles join:Ln9 :i.n the worship of tlh: 

one The nearness of the next world, the New Aqe, 

no doubt felt very strongly wi~hi.n the early Christian 
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Church~ As was pointed out 9 it was at first even believed 

that death had lost its power and that no Christian would die 

before the Second Coming of Christ. 

In the meantime, however, the believers had to be on their 

guard. They could not have and keep the Spirit ~nless they 

completely denied 'the flesh'. "The demonic reaches out 

for man objectively from cosmic breadth and depth (in 

Hellenistic terms it reaches out from the stars with the force 

of ananke) in order to enslave him and even continues to 

threaten the Christian community 11
, says Kasemann 5 • 

Because Paul's cosmos is alive, filled with good and evil 

forces, his cosmology and his anthropology can be descr5.bed 

in the same terms on macrocosmic and microcosmic levels. 

The believers must fight th~ir battle both individually and 

as an involvement in the universal struggle between civitas 

dei and civitas terrenae 

In very general outlines it seems Paul has the following 

views on the constitution of a human being. Man consists 

of §..Q1!12_, body, which is neutral matter 1 and of QP.Y~J2e, souls 

which is the life-fluid, the living force, giving life to the 

physical body. Body and soul are both originally good and 

form together the liying being~ an easily influenced entity 

constantly pulled and pushed in different directions - good 

and evil .. Since the 'fall' of man tflesh' is 'the evil 

principle~ in man~ it is an active demonic power and endangers 

not-only ma.n but the whole cosmosc Through Christ the 

picture has changed. 'In Christi and with the help of the 

Holy Spirit the believers will eventually conquer the deadly 

power of the flesh. Through baptism they are already 

filled with the quickening power of the Holy Spirit which, 

to a certain degree~ takes the plc<ce of J2SY.c.b.e.~ they have 

thus, now and here, a 'new life~ lived ~in the Spirit' and in 

the hope of the return in the very near future of Christ Jesus. 

In the resurrection th0y will receive 11cw glorious bodies, in 

the likeness of the risen body of Christ, and these bodies 
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will be rheavenly' and deathless, quickened by the Spirit in 

all eterni t:y ~ 

In the above we recognise many conceptsi ideas and imagery 

current in apocalyptic and also in Hellenistic sects and 

philosophies. Selby finds in this connection that even 

if "Paul on occasion expressed ideas similar to theirs, we 

cannot infer that he had abandoned Judaism in favour of 

Stoicism or the Mysteries, or that he attempted to graft 

pagan branches on the Judaeo-Christian stalk. The language 

of religion and philosophy was common currency; Paul must 

use it if he was to be understoodn 6 • "In his ovm mlnd and 

in the minds of those about him, Jewish and Greek anthropo-
7 

logical terms were mixed together in carefree confusion 11
'. 

No doubt Paul's terminology is used loos~ly ar..d imprecisely 

and the different terms may overlap, sometimes being ~.;ynonyrnol.:.s T 

sometimes contrasted, but adjusted to their new usage. 

Stacey affirms that there is "conclusive evidence of the 

Semi tic cast of Paul; s mind 11 in his synthetical rather th<;in 

analytical approach to anthropology, that is, in his use of 
1112§ ... Y_che_, .12:...11:_.~um~, §.§12!'::. 9 .§...C?!£i..§... and }':af.c1L~ to describe man a6 a 

unity under various aspects 118 .. 

l:.!2§..Y.:!!@. seems to be the key word for Paul a.r,d to take the plac.?. 
I 

which Qsyche had in common usagec As Stacey a.sserts: 11 A 

new view of man .. ~.carises with a new view of Godn; God had 

now been experienced in Christ and 11 in this new relationship, 

.£~~ the term that began and ended 1J11itb rnan ~ was plainly 

inadequate~ P~I!a supplied the 
9 need" .. 

Pne1f!I§. is used in many different ways o It c::nn r·efer to 

God's ?_t}.fil!.f.!:!il or to the human 2nel:ll.!1:..'!' as weJ.1 as to 'somethin9i 

linking the two together. WhE:n .2 .. D~~1l2. is used in i.ts 

divine aspect it may indicate: 

1. An invading personal force, a force which can fall upon 

a man from the outside and take possession of him. 

2~ nA spi.ritual powe.r. creating a ne1;; atmosphere 9 a neh1 
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environment in which life of a new quality could be 

lived 1110 , or as Bultmann expresses it, uan impersonal 

force which filJ.s ma.n J.ike a fluid'' 11 • 

3a "A 'person' with whom the believer lives in constant 

communion and through whom all the spiritual needs 
'10 of both man and communion might be supplied" • 

3b The special gift of 'the spirit' in redeemed man, a 

spirit which can communicate with God's Spirit and 

which has been crea~ed for the sole purpose of this 

comrnunica.ticn .~ This is not the orci1nary human 

12neurn.Q_.. Wha.t Paul is stressing here is that r if 

the Holy Spirit is really communicati.ng with the 

spirit within man, then that man has already received 

an eschatological gift. 

"The spirit who is central to Paul's theology is the same 

being whom the Old Testament knew as the Spirit, or Breath 

of God 11
, as Taylor stresses, and therefore the "symbolism of 

the Pentecost experience - rushing wind, fire and ecstasy -

linked the new experience with the farn:i..l:I.ar j rn.::lg•~s of the 

Old Testament, as did the Johannine account of Christ's 
1 '' breathing the Spirit upon his discip:Lesn c.. 

We shall look more closely at Ro~ans VIII 1-11 where we find 

the expression 'Spirit of God' c~nd 'Spir:l.t-. cf Christ' 

a.pparent ly as synonyms. To possess the 'pneu~ of Christ' 

is equivalent to having 'Christ in you 1
; so too the 'We in 

Christ' corresponds to the 'Christ in us 113 • 

In Romans VIII 1-11 we read: 
1'1" There is therefore now no condemnat.:i.on for those who are 

in Chrj_st Jesus" 

2. For the law of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus has set 

me free from the law of sin and death. 

3. For God has done what the law, weakened by the flesh 9 could 

not do: sending his own Son in lhe likeness of sinful flesh 

and for sin, he condemned sin in the flesh, 

4. in order that the just requirement of the law might be 
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fulfil led in us, who walk not according to the flesh but 

according to the Spirit .. 

live according to the flesh set their minds 

on the things of the flesh, but those who live according to 

the Spirit set their minds on the things of the Spirit~ 

5 .. For those who 

6. To set the mind on the flesh is death~ but to set the mind 

on the Spirit is life and peaceo 

7. For the mind that is set on the flesh is hostile to God; 

it does not submit to God's law, indeed it cannot; 

8. and those who are in the flesh cannot please Godo 

9. But you are not in th~ flesh, you are in the Spirit, if 

the Spirit of God really dwells in you.. Anyone who does 

not have the Spirit of Christ does not belong to him5 

10. But if Christ is in you, although your bodies are dead 

because of sin, ycur spirits are alive· because of righteousness. 

11. If the Spirit of him who raised Jesus from the dead dwells 

in you, he who raised Christ Jesus from the dea.d will give 

life to your mortal bodies also through his Spirit which 
J ~ 

dwells in you" _'"t., 

The phrases 'in the Spirit' and 1 the Spirit in you', in Romans 

VIII 9 clearly indicate, according to Stewart, that Paul 

"thinks of the Christian as living and moving and having 

his be1ng in a J?De~ element which is the very breath of 

life .. Just as it might be said that the h0man body is in 
I 

the atmosphere which surrounds it on every side, and yet 

that atmosphere is also within it 7 filling it and vitalising 

it~ so it may be said of the ChrJ.stian soul that it both 

exists in the Spirit and has the Spirit within Here 

then is -the ~ey to the phrase 'in Christ'. Christ is 

the redeemed . ~-5 man's .new env1ronment 11 
.. 

When explaining ·what P~.uJ. means by 'in Chl'."ist ~ s Grundmann 

suggests that 0 the best image ls one drawn from physlcs, 

that of a field of force, for e:xump1t3 a.n eJ.ectro·-magnetic 

field" .. Grundmann refers to G R Heyer, who 11 has transferred 

this concept to the 2Ell'.l, and has r:,scertained that the J21LY:Che. 

no less than the external world is organised as a field of 
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force. To be in Christ.means to be.in Jesus Christ's 

field of forcee.~.The invisible power of this field of 

force is the Holy Spir.it1116 

Hunter 1 too, calls the Holy Spirit "the divine energy or 

dynamic of the new life", he adds, "And always the Spirit 

stands for what we call the supernatural: not only God as 

a presence in man but God as a power transcending human 

experience1117 • 

In Romans VIII 16 a meeting occurs between the Divine Spirit 

and that spirit in man which can communicate with God: "The 

Spirit himself and our spirit bear united witness that we 
. 18 

are the children of God" • "The whole message of 

Christianity is contained in this statement'', says Tillich. 

"For although we are in the flesh and under the law and in 

the cleavage of our existence, we are at the same time in the 

Spirit and in the fulfilment and unity with the ultimate 

meaning of our life"19 • This "unity of our spirit with 

the Divine Spirit" 1 as well as the phrases 'in the Spirit', 

'in Christ', 'in God' and vice versa ('the Spirit in you', etc.) 

have often been taken to have mystical connotations. We 

shall come back to this aspect presently. 

'Our spirit' in the 9-bove passage is used in a sense which is 

essentially Pauline. In this sense it should be distinguished 

from w mind' or 'reason'~ However j a.t other times £D..~l!lS!. 

stands for 'mind 1 or 'rea.son' o When trying to explain 

the complex nature of man as an experiencing being, Paul 

has to nresort to popular Palestinian Judaism, or else to 

He11cnistic, for his concepti.ons and terminology", according 

to Charles, who refers to the concepts 'inner man' 7 tnou~' 

and 1 .J2Lleuma 1
• The phrase 'inner man• ( o, eso anthro2os) 

is taken from Hellenistic Judais~ and "has no reference to 

man as created anew or otherwise but denotes him simply as 

an intellectual and morci.l personc-;lity", says Charles. Nous ----
is taken from the same source and adopted by Paul to signify 
11 man 1 s higher natu:re- 0

, and is generaJ.ly translated 'min.d t or 
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'reason' in English. At other times Paul uses the term 

~I?D .. ~..!r:~' in what seer:-is to be exactly the same sense "after 

C . ., c11"'"·ren. t f l? 1 · · · ,. d · 11 20 1 -b- Usage 0 .a estinian vU aism ~ 

'fhe fol lowing examples are taken from Charles's book 'Es cha to-

logy I : "In my inmost self <.~ a.n.trirof2os) I dearly love 

God's Law" {Rom VII 22). "I can see that my body follows 

a different law that battles against the law which my reason 

(,r,,&g§_) dictates II (Hom VII 2 3). n ... , 0 • In short' it is I 

who with my rc::ason <n9~) serve the Law of God, and no less 

I - . . . t 1 , f . h l f . H ( R ~1T1· '? t;) wno serve in my unspir:t ·ua se~ t .. e aw o sin . om "·- .. "" - " 

"I was so continually uneasy in my mindo.e.,.(ouk QSCheka 

(I hc.d no relief in my spi.rit)n 

The commentator of the Jerusalem Dible finds with regard to 
1 the inner man~ that there are texts {e.g. II Car IV 16) 

where this term is spoken of hin the.Christian sense of the 

'new self"' 22 ,, 11 That is why th.ere i.s no weakening on our 

part, and instead, though this outer man cf ours may be 

falling into d(~cay s the inner man is renewe:d day by dayn ,, ~./. 

(II Cor IV 16)'-. 

Bultmann asks, "What does Paul call man, and how does he 

reoard him, when he is the sub1ect of his own willing and 
J I -

doing 9 when he is his real self who can distinguish himself 

from his soma-self7 11 ~ and the answer is, "the inner man 11 ~ 

Referring to Romans VII 22 and.to II Corinthians IV 16, 

Bultmann points cut that they convey two different things~ 

It must be admitted that Bultmann's description is somewhat 

unclear at this point (or the translator's), but it seems 

tha.t he understandH tt.e ~inn.er man' in Romans VII 22 to st.and 

for: the real self in contrast to the physical body; unredeemed 

man under the Law; the nous (mind) which belongs to me.n 1 ~., 

essenceu ''l:he inner manv in II Corinthians IV :1.6 1 and 

here Bultmann and the Jerusalem Bible agree, is: mants real 

self in contrast to th2 self that has come under the isway 

of sin 1 ; the Chzist1an ir1 whom .God's power .is at work <:.\nd 
,- A 

in whom the Spil:"it d;,.s~lln; the self t.ra.nsfcn:med by th0 Spir:li.:L'.'·1 
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Bultmann's explanations with r~gard to Romans VII 23 are 

interesting. He finds that fl..9~.5- here takes up the meaning 

behind '~..Q anth.£.Q.Q.Q.§_', thus becoming ·aualistically 

distinguished from ~II@_. It is the self, he says, r:which 

has become objectivised in relation to himself •••••• In the 

n_.qus which affirms God's demand in the Law lurks the. human 

n,ou~ whose innate inclination is toward 'what is good', but 

as 'depraved inclination' may factually be striving toward 

the bad, having in itself, as ~' the possibility of heeding 

or rejecting God's demand 1125 • 

Charles suggests that there is one more sense in which Paul 

uses 12neuma, and this is "to denote ma.n as a.n immaterial 

personality surviving death'i· Pneuma here is a translation 

of Ruah from Palestinian psychology and is in this sense 

found in I Corinthians V 5: 26 "Though I am far away in body, 

I am with you in spirit, and have already condemned the man 

who did this thing as if I were actually presento When 

you are assembled together in the name of the Lord Jesus, 

and I am spiritually present with you, then with the power 

of our Lord Jesus he is to be handed ever to Satan so that 

his sensual body may be destroyed an~ his spirit saved on the 
27 day of the Lordn ~ .E!lfillma is here used to denote 'some-

thing' which is left when a man's sensual body has been 

destroyedo A note in the Jerusalem Bible points out that 
I 

the punishment "is intended to convert the man: his 'spirit'~ 

that is his soul, is to be save1jt1
28 

0 

It is inteiesting to note that the above commentator finds 

it necessary to point out tha.t when using 'spirit• .!i.,OUl is 

meant. This no doubt shows the different terminology 

used by Paul compared with Christian writings in general. 

It appears that Paul .is using 12!.l~l.Hn§l;_ here in the same wc:.y as 

~e was generally used in Greek : dua.listic 1 thinking. 

Stacey, keeping .r~~!.2. and psyche wel 1 apart; t suggests that 

from I Corinthians V 5 might have been deduced a doctrine 

of the immortality of the spirit were it not that I Thessaloniar~ 

V 23 offers a similar prayer that spirit, soul and body might 

be preserved at the parousia29 "~ ••• may you all be kept 

safe and blameless, sp:i.:::·l.t.t soul 
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The above is the only place where Paul depicts a tripartite 

division, but ev~1 so the commentator of the Swedish Standard 

Bible suggests that this passage gives ~the right Pauline 

understanding of a man's being, i.e. his threefold division. 

Bultmann, on the contrary, would suggest the word 'unity• to 
30 be the natural one in Pauline usage, and not 1 divislon 111 ,, 

"Man does riot consist of two partsj much less of three", he 

says; "nor are l?~ and J?..Il.El.~ special fac:ul ties or 

principles, (within) the S0!!,1..Q.., of cl. mental life higher than 

his animal life. Rather, man is a living unity. He 

is a person having a relat:i..onship to himself (2_Q.!l§). He 

is a person who lives in his intentionality, his pursuit of 

some purpose, his v..rilling and knowirlCJ C.R.:?.Yci~f.~l?neuma).,.,.~" 31 .. 

How is psyche used in the Pauline epistles? What place 

does is occupy in his anthropology? We said earlier 

that it is the life of the physical body~ 
•') ., 

u.o •• who risked death to save my lif~ (.Q..UCh.§_).,~e 11 {Rom 2(VI 4).:.i"·~ 
11 I am perfectly: willinq to spend what I have, and to be:; 

expended, in the interests of your souls (J.?.ILY.f.hai_).. Because 

I love you more, must I be loved the less?" (II Cor XII 15) 32 .. 

It stands also for the person, in a general sense: 

"Pain and suffering will come to every human being 
' - 11 (.,. ~·~· C) 32 who employs himself in evil.... ~om i~ 3 • 

Ps_yche, for Paul, is never the bearer of a higher spirituc>.l 

life. Charles remarks that Has t.he supreme function of tl"..e 

body~ it would, logically conceived, embrace all the intel.lec

tual powers, like the J2§..Y.£.b_is_ of the Greek philosophers~ 

But St Paul does not so accept it. To him it is 0ssenti2lly 
3 ') 

the transitory element in man" J. Stacey compares the use 

made of QSY.~~l_e_ i.n Pauline and in the Rabbi 1 s w.ri tings and 

finds that 11 the Rabbis fostered Greek ideas of the moral 

nature of 2syche~ and cf its pre:...exist:encen .. On the oth:~r 

hand, their conception of Qpe1.~I'2.£. H:Lacked vigcyu.r 11 ae. it h2.c1 
34 become almost a synoi:ym for 12§..Yf.b..£ ., 

Christ as l:::.2Si2§_ in ,John~ s Gospel links together the vL';ib1.s 

and the invisible worJ.d ~ .P..:;~yd~ hu.d this function 1 in 
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general, in the Gospels. Gr~ek thinking in the Orphic 

tradition had long seen in the ~.s the real 'immorta.l' 

self, the link with the divine~ When .l?P-2£1!!.~ seems to 

be Paul's term for this very same conception we may perhaps 

conclude that it is to a large extent a question of 

terminology. The understanding of the concept .PJleUma/ 

.Q§_yche was changing .in the Hellenistic world, and in the 

changes which occurred 7 the bounda.ries between terms like 

J2_syche, ~-uma and pous we.re very fluctuating. 

When we look at the adjectives derived from ~ma and from 

12svche 9 and used by PauJ.~ we find 9 as Sta,c2y points out, 

that "the adjectives themselves have no Hebrew counterparts, 

so that it cannot be properly said of J2§..1J..Chik.os as it was 

said of I?§Uche that it reproduced, in a measuret the Old 

Testament equivalent. It may be possible to trace a 

connection between these adjectives and Jewish thought through 

their nouns, but that is not t:he samG th:Lng 1135 .. 

We find 1.2.§_Uct~ four times in Paul's first letter to i:he 

Corinthians: in II 14; twice in XV 44; and in XV 46; but 

nowhere else in his writings. Each time the term is used 

it is in contrast to gp.el;J.ma.tikos, a word tha.t is used more 

often - more than twenty times~ 

The Revised Standard Version renders I Corinthian~ XV 42-46 

a.s follows: 

"42~ So it is with the resurrection of the dead~ What is 

sown is perishable, but what is raised is imperishablee 

43. It is sown in dishonour, it is raised in glory~ 

sown in weakness, it is raised in pow2r~ 

It is 

44. It is sown a physical body, it is raised a spiritual body. 

If there is a physical body~ there is also a spiritual body. 

450 Thus it is wrj_tten, 'The first man Adam became a liv.ing 

being'; the last Adam became a life-giving spirit. 

46. But it is not the . . . 1 h. 1. 5pJ.rl.1.:Uct W . .l.C11 .is :Cir.st but the 

physical, and then the • 0;... ~' 36 
SplrJ.dlO.l ~ 
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The Jerusalem Bible trcnslat2s the same. passage as follows: 

"42 ~ It i,s the same with th1~ resurrection of the df;ad: the 

thing that is sown is pe~ishable hut wh~t is raised is 

imperisho.ble; 

43e the thing that is sown is weak but what is raised is 

powerful; 

44. when it is sown it embodies the soul,, when it is raised 

it embodies the spirit. If the soul has its own embodiment, 

so does the spirit have its ovm embodimE:nt. 

450 The first manj Adam, as scripture says, became a living 

soul; but the last AdDrn has become a life-giving spirit. 

46. That is, first the one with the soul, not the spirit, 

and after that, the one with the spirit':~7 • 

The word .Q.§..Y.~hi}s;_g~§.. has always been a problem for tre.nslators 1 

and we see arove h-:>w the Revised Standard Version and the 

Jerusalem Bible each give their own version. The Swedish 

Bible uses §.Jal.~ (literally soulish) ~Jhich is not an 

acknowledged Swedish adjective at all, not any more than 

'soulish' would be English 1 but the commentators find that 

_?ja)i.sk is better than using physical or natural, or any 

other word 38 • 

There have been endless. speculations with regard to .Q~l~9i.?. 

and ,R_neumati]SQ;~ and j:he two 'bodies: ttade so decisively 

different from one another through the character of those 

two adjectives .. At first it does not appear to be so 

VE!r:y difficult to under.st.=:,nd what Paul is saying: the one 

body is the old, 'dishonourable' and weak creation, made 

of flesh and blood which gets its life fi.·om the .12.s.ych~ 1 and 

the other i~ a heavenly, glorious creation, powerfully 
' ' 

anim;;ited by the £;11.eUmij.e The one is perishables meant fer 

this life only 9 the other is imperishable and will live for 

evero Snaith a.ffl_.::-ms that 11 genE:ralJ.y, in the writings of 

St P2ul .Q§_ycl1:.§. belongs to this side of the grave, and .!2!!.?_1:~~. 
"O 

t , h '-r · .- •1 -'i""' ,.0 C e 01.-, 18.'- SlGC' " But as different scholars try to 

get beyond the surface, they all give their own versions and 

their own ex~lanations, and there is nuch disagreement. 

1\ccorci~-:9 to Bul tx;1an:1 there .is a. terminological cc;nfu,.:d.on 
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the bas.ic $en.se 0 -r: .... 

that whi.ch characterises human existence and 'soma' as the 

phenomenon of the material body". T~is is the reason why 

Paul connects "somatic existence" at the end of the Age with 

_'_som{l_ 1 "as a thing of material substance or as the form of 

such a thing". Bultmann further points to the fact that 

"since the substa.nce of the resurrection·-body cannot be 'flesh 

and blood' (I Cor XV 50) 1 the unfortunate consequence is that 

12neum'! must :be conceived as a substance of which tha.t -~~ 

consists. In distinction from this mythology the real 

intention of Paul must be made clear. It is that he 

asserts specific human existence, both before and beyond 

de.a th' to be a somatic existence •• ., e "

40 
0 

Stacey too speculates on the material of the new body. He 

maintains, however, and this seems to be a more logical 

conclusion, than the Bultmann one that :'there is no more 

reason to suggest that the '~-P...:."L~.'d:J~..at.ikQE' was made of 

'Qneuma' than tha.t the 1 §.S:ma._ 12suchil_s~:n' was made of 1 .J?.~~~cr!..~ ~., 
4"1 

In fact, the latter was made of flesh and blood'1 
·'· ~ Along 

the same lines, the Jerusalem Bible comments with regard to 

I Corinthians XV 44 that the resurrection body here is no 

longer "subject to the laws of matter~ it does not even 
tl2 

answer the description of matter" - ., 

Owen, quite on the contrary, indignantly protests against the 

views of "some theologia.ns '' who maintain that 1tthe resurrect:i.on 

body cannot be regarded as a 'body' in the ordinary sense at 

all". Referring to verses 44. and 50 he quotes theologians 

who attempt to prove that "the resurrection body is an 

entirely new body and bears no relation to the old whatever; 

it can be called a 'body' only i~ the sense that it is an 

instrument and expression of the 'spirit', and not in any 

'crudely materialistic' sense'~. Cwen cone hides that if 

these scholars were right "the material factors of our 
tl ~ 

present existence would have no eternal .si9r~i ficance 11 
• ~ v 

It seems difficult to understand exacC.1~! what Ow<'-::ns means 

when iffipl.ying that 'material factors' should have •eternal 
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means by 'matter 1
• 
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And of course it all depends on what he 

Accor.ding to Dahl, "St Paul is not 

saying that we are to have 'material bodies' in the 

resurrection, because he does not say· that they are 'materiali 

now.~ ••• Cin fact) the idea thaf our bodies are 1 material' in 

the modern sense of the word •••• (was) unknown to Paul and 

many of his contemporaries" who were steeped in the "Semitic 
44 totality concept 0 

• There were, as we know, no real 

borderlines between the 'mater :Lal' a.nd the 'immat.erial 1 
, even 

in Hellenistic thinking. It seems safe to says however: 

that there is much more implied in the words 'imperishable 

body' than the fact that there would be a 'body' ~hich could 

Jnot be destroyed~ The promise to the followers of Jesus 

is that they are going to share not only his resurrection but 

the exaltation in Glory; they will be glorified with him. 

11 Yes, the~ troubles which are soon ow-..'!r, though they weigh 

little, train us for the carrying of _a weight 0£ eternal 

glory which is out of all proporti.on to them'' (II Cor IV 17; 
. ,, c 

cf II Cor IV 16)~Jo Earlier it was pointed out that 'when~ 

in the apocalyptic literature, the term of 'my glory 1 is 

l!sed, it is aJ.\vc.1ys in. Ct'Jn11ectl.on ·~li th the next vjorl<i, as, 

for instance~ in the case of Enoch who was going to be 

ndressed in garments of 'my glo:::y•H (2 En.och 22 ': 8). We 

find the term 'g 1ory; 3.n tl)e Nev.; Testament a.ppJ. yinc:~ to Christ 
. - 46 

11 as the perfect revelation of the glory of God" .. 

Klausner expla.ins that 11 ,Jesus 1 heavenly body" has for Paul. 

"a supreme radiance 
-F th h k' h 1147 

o _ • e s e ...!.!:@.;.:. o 

like the brightness of deity or the glow 

The first Christians conceived of 

this 1 glory~ "as a sort of light~substance:", says Cullmann 5 

who fi~ds it impossible to find words to describe it~ 

~rilne~ald 1 s painting of the Resurrection may be the closest 

vision of what "Paul understands as the spiritual body 1148 • 

The plant, in its fullnessi has a glory that the seed had notm 

This seems to be implied in Paul 1 s reply on 'the stupid 

question' about the raising of the dead and the sort 0£ body 

they will ha.VE: o 
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ground has to die before it is.given new life and the thing 

that you sow is not what is going to come; you sow a bare 

grain, sa;1 of wheat or something' like that, and then God 

gives it the sort of body that he has chosen; each sort of 

seed gets its own sort of body" (I Cor XV 36-38) 49 • 

We must remember that Paul's message was, above all, eschato-

logical and that he had grown up as a Pharisee. He was 

conditioned by his background and had the assumptjons of his 

timese Dahl affirms that "the conceptions of the nature 

of matter~ 1 • ,&: ... 1.;.e, time~ the world, etc., held by the bibli.cal 

writers may have been ver~ different from what we have been 
50 inclined to assume they were" • 

"It does not appear 11
, says Dahl, 11 that any evidence has yet 

been adduced to the effect that St Paul had abandoned this 
r: 1 

totality-concept when he wrote I Cori,nthians 11 ::i • 

According to Dahl, Paul and his fellow Christians, felt that 

they were living in a time of great tension, in a time 

belonging "to the generation of Adam as well as to the 

generation of Christ". They were waiting for the Second 

Coming of Christ when they would enter with him into Eternal 

Glory. What Paul:is saying about the next life is the 

following: "Though Ch:r.:ist has completely changed :J..s, we an"? 

yet the same people as we were before we believed; so we 

shall be the saoe people in the final resurrection, though 

wonderfully altered in accordance with the regeneration 

that ha.s taken pla.cE~ in us" .. The accepted exegesis 

(with reference to I Corinthians XV) has misunderstood Paul 

when he tallrn about a ne\·.r existence "so that i.t comes to 

impJ.y a completely new nature altogether 1152 .. 

Kasemann is onP of those who finds that the 0 notion of an 

inherent continuity of life is alisn to Paul's thinking. 

In places wheri;:; vie wou] c'l sp€;ar: of d(•velopment, the idea of 

miracle takes hold in Paul, the mL~2.cle which bridges the 

gap between different. thinqsi:e Kgsemann stresses that 
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11 the point of the a~~lo9y is not the g:cc\'Jt.h through change 

but the breach which dying makes between the old and the 
It 5 3 new .. 

It is not easy to give an opinion on who has the right 

emphasis for what Paul wanted to say, Dahl or K~sernannn 

It might ~erhaps be assumed however that the use of a plant 

in analogy with the raising of the dead would indicate that 

Dahl has drawn the right conclusions. No miracle has 

occurred when an oak grows out of the acorn; there is a 

continuity between the 'old creation', the seed in the 

ground, and the t new creation', the oak~ Though, in 

fairness to Kaser.:iann, they are not the same thing and i:he 

one has to disappear before the other can appear. 

Onians 0 s research may throw some light on our problem. 

Having proved the importance of the head in ancient thinking, 

this scholar explains that the tail-end of the spine Cat 
the other end of the important marrow) also had its role, 

It was regarded as the 'holy bone' for the Greeks and was 

thought to be 11 the seed that grew into a new body ac:cordJ.ng 
~ . . .54 

to ..Jews and Mohammed.:u1s '· • Onians explains the interesting 

fact that f'Rabbinic tradition taught that i.n the grave, while 

the rest of the body perj.shes, the lower end of the spine 

remains (J~nown as '1.V~')s which when the dev.r falls u:)on J.t 

will become a. complete body again and live"o . And this, 

says Onians, is how "the mystery of the Resurrect.:i.on of the 

Body" is solved 55
Q 

Whatever Paul thought about this ancient myth, lie clearly 

appreciated that "each sort of seed gets its own ldnd of 

body" ... A faithful follower of Christ might well have 

expected that according to God's promise after his old 

body had died and "been sown" into the grave, a new 

glorious 0 hody' would germinate snd grow in heaven, and 

that it would still be the same person who would enjoy 

eternal 15.feo 

It seems as if almost every word in I Corinthians XV has 
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become a bone of contention among scholars. . 'rhus ~ the 

word ~it' (or 'the thing' o~ 1 what 1
), which is found in 

verses 42, 43 and 44, has been the subj~ct of much discussion$ 

Dahl calls it "the mysterious it" and suggests that for Paul 

this word stood for the "human totality". "God's 

eschatological plan demands that if man is a body-animate, 

he can and will be body-spiritual ••••• The first man is 

simply 'dust of the earth' •••• but the second man derives 

his glory and power direct from heaven. He is eschatological 

man living under the final dispensation of the Spirit 1156 • 

"47 .. The. first manf being from the earth, is earthly by 

. nature; the second man is from heaven. 

48. As this earthly man was, so are we on earth; and as the 

heavenly ma.n is, so we are in heaven. 

49. And we, who have been modelled on the earthly man, will 

be modelled on the heavenly mano 

50e Or else, brothers, put it this way: flesh arid blood 

cannot inherit the kingdom of God: and the perishable cannot 
57 

inherit what lasts forever" (I Cor XV 4 7-50) o 

When explaining the meaning concealed in the first and the 

last Adam~ or the earthly and the heavenly man, J AT-Robinson, 

like Dahl, emphasises the human totality rather than the 

individual~ The former finds that these expressions stand 

for the human condition in general, that is for what he calls 

"the form of our humanity or manhood". Thus Paul is here 

referring not to the two individuals~ Adam and Christ 9 but 

to "two different 1 bodies' or conditions of humanity i .£9_ed!,!. 

and _§.ntl~ being ways in Hebrew and Greek of referring 

to 'man' with a capital M". Whenever Paul uses terms 

like 'inner ~an', 1 outer ~an', 'the new man', 'the old man', 

he refers to 11 collecti ves in which the indi vi.dual participa.tes 11
• 

"In the same way, 'the man from heaven' corresponds to 'the 
. . 58 

habitation from heaven~ - the new corporeity" • 

Robinson further assumes that II Corinthians III-V have 

much in common with I Corinthians XV as they are also 

"concerned with er.try upon the new corporeity, the new man. 
·which is the body of Chri.st 11 ., (OtheJ.'.' themes in cornmon ar:-e: 
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on that which is from heaven'; 'the mortal being swallowed 
. , , , ss~ 

up'; and, 1 death being vanquished in life J It appears 

that those conclusions which Rob.ir1son dra·,.,rs may well be 

deducted from the text of I Corinthiarts XV. With reference 

to II Corinthians V 1-10, howev~r, it does not seem necessary 

to conclude that Paul is thinking of 'the human condition' 

in general, but rather of individuals. 

11 1 .. For we know that when the tent that we live in on earth 

is folded up, there is a house built by God for us, an ever

lasting home not made by human hands, in the heavens. 

2. In this present state, it is true we groan as we wait 

with longing to put our heavenly home over the other; 

3. we should like to be fo~nd wearing clothes and not 

without them. 

4o Yes we groan and find it a burden being still in this 

tent, not that we want to strip it off, but to put the 

second garment over it and to have what must die taken up 

into lifeo 

5. This is the purpose for which God made us, and he has 

given us the pledge of the Spirit~ 

6~ We are always full of confidence, then 1 ~~en we remember 

that to live in the body means to be exiled from the Lord. 

7~ Going as we do by, faith and not by sight - we are full 

of confidence, l say, and actually want to be exiled from 

the body 

8. and make our home with the Lord. 

9. Whether we are living in th~ body or exiled ftom it, 

we are intent on pleasing him. 

10. For all the truth about us will be brought out in the 

law court of Christ, and each of us will get what he 

deserves for the things he did i.n the body~ good or bad" 

(II Cor V 1-10) 60Q 

It is interesting to follow the summa~y which Schmithals 

made of some of the many different views which have been 

read out of the above verses. 
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1... a) 11 Paul is he.re no longer. counting on the Parousia; 

b) he regarded the,death of the believer to be the normal 

thing; 

c) he is thinking only of th~ Parousia .. 

2~ a) Paul had the conception that the departed one 

received the heavenly body immediately after dying; 

b) he must first endure a state of nakedness; 

c) he is clothed at the Parousia. 

3. a) The old garment will first be taken off before the new 

is put on} 

b) the new will be put on over the old and will swallow 

it up; 

c) after putting off the old robe man still has a 

pneumatic garment over which the new.will be placed, 

and so 1161 on. Cl • e • 

It seems most astonishing that the difference in the many 

propositions about the real meaning behirid Paul's words can 

be so great. With regard to this passage it appears to 

the present writer that the text lends itself quite naturally 

to the following interpretation. It should however be 

kept in mind that_ the translators of the text in the 

Jerusalem Bible may have already turned it in this particular 

di1:ect.ion o 

What Paul appears to he saying is that he and the other 

followers of Christ are certain that God has prepared a 

home in heaven for each and all 0£ (Perhaps it 

can·be assumed, when compared with Pauline thinking in 

general, that this habitation would be like "the garments 

of gloryi;, ·so often mentioned) Q '.rhey would all of them 

have preferred the change from earthly to heavenly life to 

happen seen, now, when they are still alive; it would mean 

a great disappointment for them to die before the Parousia, 

death being described, as it ~eems quite objectively, as 

a sta.te when the 'we' = 'they;, the real persons, have 

their bodies behind, th21 t ls~ when the 'soul' is naked o 

'1 c ...... ;Lex.1.-

No doubt 9 they do groan about being in the:i.r present be-dies i 
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"yes, we find j_ t a burden to be s ti 11 in the terd:", but 

the reason is net that fhey want to die~ {thus long to 

leave their bodies in the way it generally happens when one 

dies), no, the reason is that they are experiencing this 

great disappointment with regard to the delay in the Parou~ia, 

and thus also with regard to their firm hope and faith in 

not having to die at all. They had hoped to be transferred 

into eternal lifet into the h~avensy body and all. Pru1l 

is describing expectations which seem to have been along the 

lines of an ascension or translation, a conception which was 

among the many beliefs current in the Judaism of those days 1 

as we have discussed earlier. Enoch was one of those who 

had been transferred into the heavens in his earthly form 

and was there taken out of his body and put into garments of 

gloryc 

"Full of confidence 1
·
1

, Paul then strE!SSes his complete faith 

in God's promise that He has made man for Eternal LifeG 

Thus, if the Parousia is indeed to be an event very far in 

the future, then they must accept the fact that none of them 

will be transferred directly from their earthly bodies into 

the 'divine garments'. Once this is understood and 

accepted, they will gladly die, that is, leave their earthly 

bodies, because this will mean that they can make their 

home with the Lord. They must always remember, however, 

that whatever will happen in the future, they have to live 

in accordance with the wishes of the Lord, now and here, 

as their future eternal life will depend on how they live 

on earth~ 

Of particul-.ar interest in V 5~-10 i.s the Pauline use of the 

pronouns 'we' and 'us'. If the above is, in any way, 

an acceptable interpretation of the passage then the pronouns 

will be seen as standing for the conceptions ! inner mcu1 1 
t 

'the true personality• or 'our real selves', in fact, what 

was commonly, among the people of those times, thought of 

Schmithals explains II Corinthians V 1-10 according to his 
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particular assumptions, and begins by strGssing that in 

spite of the many different opinions there is agreement on 

one thing t that most exegetes believe tha.t Pa.ul changed bis 

views after having written I Thessalonians and I Corinthians, 

and had just "begun to think in Hellenistic fashionn when 

writing II Corinthians. Schmithals, on the contrary, 

points to "the polemical aim" of this epistle which is 

directed against Paul!s Corinthian adversaries. Schmithals 

firmly asserts these opponents to be Gnostics who nreject 

·the celestial corporeali.ty and hence wish to remain 1 naked 111 ~ 

In his arguments Pa.ul clearly shows that he misunderstands 

his opponents' views. He thinics 1 sc:.ys Schmi thals, th8.t 

"the people in Corinth surely must see that one ~annot at 

the same time hold to an eternal life and a bodiless state 

in that life". Paul attempts to meet the "Gnostic 

justification of a disembodied state worth striving for by 

pointing to the higher, unearthly and divine quality of the 

h 1 h b •t ,_. f h 0 h .. tl . 116 2 eaven y a i aLion or w.ic we rign y yearn • 

Thus, according to Schmithals, there are no specific changes 

in Paul's thinking, but a new attempt is made to make his 

opponents understand his view on some form of corporeality 

in the Beyond, an attempt which fails because he himself 

does not understand what the 'gnostic 1 bel.iefs are. The 

conclusion that the 9pponents in Corinth were necessarily 

gnostics have been much criticised~ Scholars~ in general, 

seem to find that the delay in the Parou~ia was causing a 

change·d attitude, which is traceable in Paul 1 s epistles~ 

but there i.s no agreement on the qv.esti.on whether this 

a.ctually caused him to 11 think in Hel:i_en.istic fashion': or not~ 

No doubt the Pauline texts compel us continuously to ask 

questions .. "Does biblical anthropology allow us to holrl 

that there. is real life without tht? body?", asks B2noi t. 

"How are we to regard man's state during this long perioc1 

of waiting? 1163 • The comment..:::tor of the .Jt:::rusalem BlbJ e 

suggests that Philippiam; I 21ff as well t1s II Ccrinth.La.ns 

V 8ff imply that 11 the (good) Christian whc dies is with 

Christ at once without any temporal gap between death and 
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the last 
6li 1 judgrru?nt '" : .. We discussed possible answers 

earlier: i11 connection with ·apocalyptic literature in the 

intertestamental period, as well as in connection with the 

soul in the New Testament in general •. 

"Life to me, of course, is Christ 1 but then death would 

bring something more; but then again, if living in this body 

means doing work which is having good results - I do not 

know what I should choose. I am caught in this dilemma; 

I want to be gone and be with Christ, which would be very 

much the better, but for me to stay alive in this body is a 

t d - k ,. ( T'h. 1 I ?1-24) 64 -. more urgen nee ror your sa e· ~ .1 ~ _ 

Sevenster gives a non-commi.tal answer to the above questions., 

"It cannot even be established with certainty from his letters'', 

he says, "whether he visualised death as the detachment of 

the soul from the body, and it is most noteworthy that Paul 

never even mentions the word 'soul' in those passages in 

which he speaks of his expectations. He probably believed 

that after death the soul would continue to live 011 separately 
65 

for a time", that is, until the general resurrection • 

We said earlier t!12:.t in the Pauline view ~.E~. was neutral 

matter which, together with £.ilih~, formed the livina beino. 
-' -~ 

The Gnostic, on the Githc.::r hand, res12rded tri~ body as a prison 

for the 'light-sparks'. The attitude of Gnosticism leads 

to mysticism and asceticism, as Bultmann also affirms, that 

is, to 11 a turning a.side from bodily 2Xistence".~ 'I' here 

are, however, passages in which we must assume 1 says Bultmann, 

that Paul "so keenly feels the plight of the man who loses 

his grip upon hiraself and falls victim to outside powers, 

that he comes close to Gnostic dualisms That is indic~ted 

by the fact tha i: he oc:ca.s ion al 1 y usc-:.s li.Q@.2. synonymously 
w:i.th ~1166. 

There are also pc;.ssage:-:1 .i.n which it seems tha.t Paul :Ls 

"clearly reckoninq w:i.·~:h the possibil.::.t;/ t:h<.=tt the sel:f can 

.separate from tl1e .:l.2.l.ll~. even in t.h:l.s pr.ssent: life, and this 

.f..:~12.Cl.:. ca.n only be the physical body';; accord.:Ln9 to Bultmann 1 
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who is here referring "l:o II Corinthia.ns XII 2-4? "where Paul 

is speaking of a pneumatic experience of his, doubtless an 
67 ecstasy as mysticism usii.::s the worci 11 

• 

11 Must I go on boa.sting 9 though there is nothing to be gc.ined 

by it? But I will move on to the visicns and revelations 

which I have had from the Lord. I know a man in Christ 

who, fourteen years ago, was caught up - wheth~r still in the 

body or out of the body, I do not know; God knows - right 

into the third heaven. I do know, however, that this 

same person - whether in the body or out of the body~ T 

do not know; God knows - was caught up into paradise and 

heard things which must not and cannot be put into human 

language~ I will boast about a man like that, but not 

about anything of my ovm. except my weaknesses 11 (II Cor XII 

1-5)68. 

Schmithals assumes the above passage .also to be polemical 

and motivated by Paul's debate with the Gnostics who 

"emphasised that during their rapture they we.re -~kt,o~ to,.Q 
69 

S'?ma_t.os, out of the body" .. 1'hur; 1 when P~Jlll twice 

declares that .b~ does not know whether :1e h.ad b~en i.n t.he 

body or out of the body during his vision, it appears that 
11 PauJ. at least cons:Lders it possible th9t he dld not leave 

the bodyo Therewithi however, th~ central concern pursued 
I 

by the Gnostic dualist with the practice of his celestial 

journey, namely, the liberation from the body, is directly 

.! .... , 'l"l t] d . ·•· 1·
70 anu a.pparen ... J.y oe l '.)era ·e .. y en.:te1,.· • 

It may seem~ that even if the passage is polemical, its 

main importance lies in the fact that it implies some form 

of ecstatic experience, a divine revelation, on the part of 

Paul, either in the Greek-Orphic manner or in the Jewish 

prophetic tradition~ Klausner several times emphasises 

that Paul was a man of profound religious insight and R 

mystic 9 and also that he was "infl.uenced by pagans and 
t. . • -t 71 ... iel ler.tisrn· ~ \VJ.-1i t E.:·n1a.r1!1 t.r: a.f..:es "thJ:ee phas '~s .i.n t:t'le 

development of Christ:Lan th(~ology and finds that ntlh":') se2::1s 

lie in the mysticism of two of the world's greatest mystics, 
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St Paul and St Johntt. Howe~er, any attempt to abstract 
11 a clear theological :systi:,~m" fr.om these write.rs meets with 

great difficulties because, a:cco.nHng to Whi temann) 11 the.ir 

writings are packed with obvious or obscure references to the 

mysteries of Greece, Egypt, and Asia Minor~ and to Hebrew 

prophetism and mysticism, with use of gnostic terms, and 

both authors make important use of Dionysian~·Orphic symbolism 

and myth 1172 

We said earlier that the apocalyptic writers claimed divine 

inspiration for their works and that it seems possible that 

this inspiration had taken place as part of experience of 

psychical, ecstatic and/or visionary art. Faul, as a 

Pharisee, most probably in the apocalyptic tradition, would 

have been sensible to his ecstatic gifts and visionary 

experiences long before his meeting with Christ on the 

Damascus road. Underhill, the popular writer on mysticisms 

proposes that 0 not only the epistles of St Paul and the 

Johannine writings, but also the earliest liturgic fragments 

which we possessQ•••cshow how congenia.1 was mystical expression 

to the mind of the Church; how easily that Church could 

absorb and transmute the mystical elements of Essene, Orphic 
·1 3 

and Neoplatonic thought"' o 

The following passag~ from Romans VI uses language which 

strongly indicates not only affinities with the mystery 

tradition but also seems to imply a tendency to mysticism 

in Paul's thinking. Also Romans VIII 1-11 and several 

other passages where we h.::i.ve expressions like 'Christ in you; 

or 'You in-Christ' appe<ir to indicate a rnysti.caJ. union 

between man~_and the Godhead. 

"You have been taught that when we were baptised in Christ 

Jesus we were baptised in his death, in other words~ when 

we were baptised we went into the tomb with him and joined 

him in death, so that as Christ was raised from the dead by 

F \. ' l . h - ' ' . r ., ' R '·1· 3 , ' 711 
the :ati1er s g cry, we too mig.t lJ.ve a new .i.i:re' \ olf1 v .. ~-1..:;,1 • 

nrf 1 according to the classical ph5.lcscpliical and re:Ugious 
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definitions, mysti~ism consists in a contact, experienced as 

such, with the beyond, Paul is the greatest of the Christian 

mystics", says Cerfa.ux~ "The vision.of the Damascus · 

road was never dimmed and remained with him as the light 
71:· 

and power by which the pagan world was evangelis~d".~. 

Painter very decidedly rejects the assumption that St Paul 

or St John would have been mystics; on the contrary, they 

were both occupied with fighting on 11 two frontsn, ago.inst 

·legalism and against mysticism by wh5.ch "the Chu.rch down 

the ages has been plagued". Painter finds that 0 John 

gives a clearer and more consistent rejection of the threat 

of mysticism than Paul, because of the manner in which the 

Jesus of history and the Christ of faith are united in 

the Gospel. e ••• Paul has not given a. clear treatment cf this 
76 aspectn • 

It may be suggested that Painter is only seeing the one side 

of Paul's teaching, the one concerned with the practical 

problems of thE: young church, but there is another one as 

well .. We shall discuss the two aspects further in the 

conclusion in connection with Scholem 1 s views. However? 

both Happold and Cerfaux see two sides, the former remarking 

that intwerwoven with the practical work which Paul is 

administering there <;lre "superb passages of mystical 
• 11 • t • d ' : t J...•l 

77 l • c - 0 t t .J,..l L i umina ion an_ insiq h.' • \.n<."1 er raux poin s ou .... 1ac 

St Paul would reserve 11 the term mystical for the privileges 

of his visions, for the 'wisdom' that brought him into 

contact with the mystery of God, for the trials, the 

consolations 9 and the miraculous power of his apostolic life, 

and for the spiritual gj_fts of his cha..rismatic·knowledge1178
& 

For the present writer it is impossible to read St JohnQs 

Gospel and many passages from St Paul's Epistles without 

sensing that undercurrent of mysticism which spiritualises 

the text. In this connection we may point out that for 

Paul~ Christ took the plc:ce of th(:; Tora!}_ anci that the 

"cosm.ic understanding n:f the To.:..·ah 11 was "the gateway to 

J . h t . . " -" . t '.J ' • 7 9 ewis. mys .icisrn , accoruing o 1.,eflgel. ~ 
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It is interest:Lng to r:iot.ice the influence e;{erted on 

Rabbinic thir..king abo:.1t: the !£ .. £.s.L!. by Platonic interpretation 

of the .Log.£..~· Her:.9el points out tha.t · "lil::-.e the h9.g.Q2_ in 

Plato, the .'.f'o£.s.h i.s understood as a living organism, 

comparable to the work of a weaver. Dialectical discussion 

of it raises the learned man into a higher world" .. The Law 

is looked upon as "the di vine pla.n of creation", as a 

spiritual principle. "Therefore, uninterrupted occupation 

with the _!or'?h····brought the highest reward in the other 

world" and the scribes, because they were the only authoritat

ive exponents of the same had the key "to the mysteries of 

the present and the future world''· The terms used in 

connection with the scribes and their occupation were almost 

like those which are found i.n "the thought-world of Hellenistic 

t . . ,,79 mys .J..C1SITI 

Christ 1 for P~ul, is the 'divine plan of creation'. In Him 

all things unite, all things were made. He took the place 

of the !.S?..f.§..b. which was weakened 'by the flesh' and showed a 

new way of living, a life in the SpiritD Fu1.1 of hope 

and faith, Paul could proclaim: . "Everyone moved by the 

Spirit is a son of God. The spirit you received is not 

the spirit of· slaves bringing fear into ~our lives again; it 

is the spirit of sons, and it makes us cry out, 'A~ba, Father!' 

The Spirit himself aljd our sp.:Li;it bear united witness that we 

are children of God. And if we are children we are heirs 

as well: heirs cf God and coheirs with Christf sharing his 

sufferings so a.s to share his glory" (Rom VIII '14ff) 80 • 
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THE JOHANNINE CONCEPTS: 

ETERNAL LIFE, LOGOS~ ETC. 
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t'Yes s God loved the.world so much tlia.t he gave his only Son~ 

so that everyone who believes in him may not..: be lost but may 

have eternal life" (.Jn III 16) 1 
o 

"I have come so tha.t they may have life and have it to the 

full" (Jn X 10) 1·• 

"And eternal life is this: to know you, the only true God, 

a.nd Jesus Christ whom you have sent" (Jn XVII 2) 1
0 

"It is the spirit that gives life, the flesh has nothing to 

offer. The words I have spoken to you are spirit and 

they are life" (Jn VI 63) 1 • 

0 In the beginning was the Word: the Word was with God and 

the Word was God. He was with God in the beginning. 

Through him all things came to be, not one thing had its 

being but through him. All that came to be had life in 

him and that life was the light of menf a light that shines 

in the dark, a light that darkne~;.;s could not overpower" 

(Jn I 1-S)j_o 

These are words which speak to the soul of man, deep 9 

penetratingr awe-inspiring, sacred words. They still 

that longing that has always been within mankind. These 

words justify the assertion, says Rorra.niuk~ 11 that everythlng 

that Jesus said, did~ felt, all his joys and sadness, 

whole life, his death and entrance into glory were to obtain 

for us eternal life112 • 

Jesus gives us life because he is the Life; he brings us 

words because he is the Word. In John's Gospel, according 

to Bultmann f "Jesus 1 words commurd.c:z.:.te no dcfini te content 
'.i. 

at all, except that they are words of life, words of God'1
·•• 

The real content is to be found at a deeper level and is 

contained in the relationship between the words 'speak' and 

When the 'Word' of Life takes 

flesh~ its 'work' is to lead men to possess true life. And 
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Jesus can give life because He expresses the total victory 

of life over death;·because He IS the.resurrection. 

In the paragraphs quoted above 'life' (~E-~) stands for 'eternal 

lifet. Romaniuk maintains that when John implies earthly, 

physical life he uses .12,§LY.£h.§. and never ~4 .. Some typical 

examples would be: "I am the good shepherd: the good shepherd 
r: 

is one who lays down hi.s life <QE:..'lf.:._h..£) for his sheep" (Jn X 11).::i< 

"Anyone who loves his life (Q.S,.Y,Fbe) loses it; anyone who hates 

his life (.P.1LY.fhe) in this world, will keep it for ever in 

the eternal 11 fe (.?!..oe) '! C.Jn XII 25) 5 .. No doubt, ~Y£11..El 
is often used in this meaning in the Fourth Gospel, but we 

must keep in mind that this concept stood for the unity 

life-soul-self$ It was earlier suggested that Q§.Y£h~ 

binds this world and the world of eternal life together 

and that therefore? as the believer already has p~;b§., the 

awakening to eterna.l life will not be "a ma9ical change 1
' ~ 

If the soul can be said to bihd the two worlds together it 

cannot be merely tearthly life'. 

It has often been suggested that John~s Gospel conveys 

spiritual knowledge. Already Clement of Alexandria made 

the remark that "having otiserved that th1= bodily things had 

been exhibited in the other gospels John, inspired by the 

Spirit, produced a spiritual gospe1:16 ~ Perhaps this 
·' 

gospel .should rather be seen as work.ing on two levels 5 thereby 

spelling out the spiritual implications of the historical 

happeningso It has also been said that it is 

explicit what is implicit in the other gospels. 

'Ir .• ma .. ~ing 

R.§_~he has from earliest times conveyed a.s one of 1ts meanings 

that of being the life force within man on, what we wovld-, 

call~ the 'ma.terial s leveJ..., Analogically, on the li.mma.te:ri2J ~ 

level, in the spiritual world within the physical$ the Word 

gives Life .. When Hultma.nn sugge~ts that one of sev0n:-al 

possible meanings behind John I 3·-4 could be 11 In that wl:ich 

was created the Word was 

Christ as the life-force within the 7 whole creation A 

O
.;: ,, 

him the resurrection int~ life will take place - IS already 
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tak.ing place .. ~The resurrection' in John XI 25ff was not 

discussed in Chapter XVIII bec~use it seems to be on a 

different level from the doctrine of the resurrection in 

general, that is, it may be assumed that thE! whole story 

cf the ra.ising of Laz21rus emphasises that w~., our real selves, 

can never die if we truly believe in Jesus, the Christ. 

"On receiving the messa.ge 9 Jesus said, '.l'his sickness will 

end not.in death but in God's glory and through it the Son 

of God will be alorifiede 
-' ' 

'Your brother', said Jesus to her~ 'will rise again'e 

Martha said, '! know he will rise again at the resurrection 

on the last day'. Jesus said: 'I am the resurrection (and 

the life). If anyone believes in mef even though he dies 

he will live, and whoever lives and believes in me will never 

Do you believe this? 
1 Yes, Lord~, she said, 'I believe that you are the Christ, 

the Son of God, the one who was sent to come into this 

world 111 (Jn XI 4~ 25-27) 8 • 

Martha had never thought of any other 'resurrection' than the 

resurrection at the end of time~ But in a flash of insight 

a new understanding came to her; through the presence of the 

Son of God, who had come into this world and brought salvation 

to all who believed in him 7 life and death took on a new 

dimension .. Eternity had entered time, "because eternity 

is not. simply long tinH.': but a timeless modality of existence", 

J II , t :J. t • 1 ,, k t • It 9 T.lih says ones, i pervaces ·1me L1~e an a mospnere • n en 

becoming flesh ~.§.. acc<::pted the li.mitations of life and 

death within time. We have thus the paradox of God Gs 
eterqal lif-e-giving Word in the finite human form of Jesus. 

J A T Robinson discusses at some length the dilemma we today 

cannot avoid feeling with regard to the contradictions involved 

in the 'pre-existence' and the 'humanity 1 of Christ~ especially 

when both concepts are equally emphasisedQ Possibly "our 

dilemma did not exist for New Testament writers 11 like Paul or 

John or the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews~ Robinson 

suggests that they would not have felt this contradiction 



if something like the Buddhist conception of incarnation were 

present in their thinking~ In Buddhism t~e individual soul 

and the individual body are destroyed by deatho "Yet the 

spirit is no more destroyed than the matter~ it is reunited 

with its source, emanations of it are released into all the 

world to reappear in new configurations or individualso•o~o 

Thus, the Buddha can be incarnate in, and the source of 

1 . ht t t tl th . d" "d l ·~ 10 en 19 enmen o, coun. ess o er in iv1 ua So•o~· ~ 

·One may speculate on the possibility that "this ls how Paul 

and John see the spirit of Christ released by the death of 

the individual Jesus to become incorporate, as his alter ego, 

in the body of his followers", according to Robinson. The 

latter emphasises that the intention is not to discuss the 

likenesses and differences between the Christian and the 

Buddhistic reli9ions, but only to exfamine ua way of thinklng 

about incarnation which finds expre3sion ln Buddhisrn"10., 

To recapitulate the two possibilities with regard to "that 

which is pre-existent and takes flE;sh", we have on. the on~::: 

hand "an individual substance of a rational nature", and on 

the other hand 11 a life, power or ac·C.ivity (whether divine or 

spiritual) which is not as such a person (and which) comes 

to embodiment and expression (whether partial or total) in an 

individual human bei9g". Robinson is of the opinion that 

the latter possibility bas more in common 11 with · thE'! under

standing of pre-existence in late Judaism and early Christ

:i.ani ty" tha.n has the former 10 • 

In the thinking of the patristic period~ howev.-er, the concept 

'pre-existence r was used to affirm the position of the I;;Qgo~. 

as a person of the Trinity in the fullest sense. ~n this 

view, Jesus became human like the rest of us only by sharing 

our life and this assumption make~ it very difficult to 

visualise him as being with the .rest: of us "a qenu.ine product 

of the evolutionary process". Robinson maintains that 

al though the co:n.ception of the Loqc,;,,.:;;_ grc:1dua.1ly charv;:ied du:cin.g 

the 1st century AD, the New Testament writers had not yet 

looked upon the concept of pre-existence as necessarily 
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involving nthe hypostatisation of an. :i.ndi vidual heavenly 

p.ersontr10 • 

The development of the personification of not: only the Word 

of God 9 but also His \v.isdom, His Spirit an.d the 'I'q£§.h. in the 

last centuries BC were discussed earlier~ There seem to 
be many facts which prove Robinson right when he points out 

that these personifications were regarded more like spiritual 

powers than independent individuals until the time of the 

Church fathers who then, all too literally, interpreted John's 

vision of the fiogos as a real person in existence from all 

eternity. 

In this co~nection we referred to the possibility that the 

Church was responsible for drawing too sharp a distinction 

between the Word and the Holy Spirit~ According to Painter 

"John more than any other writer in the New Testa.ment, presents 

us with the evidence which forced the Early Church, almost 
1" against its will to formulate the doctrine of the T'rinityn J. ~ 

In the following we shall notice thnt John speaks of fthe 

Spirit', 'the Spirit of Truth 1 and 'the Holy Spirit', and that 

he speaks of the :spirit' as 'he'~ 

"-John also declared~ t I saw the .Spirit corning down on him 

h .. n (J T 32'12 from heaven like a dove a.nd :resting on un . n .. . / • 

"I shall ask the Fatherj and he will aive vcu another Advocate 
I ~ ~ 

Cparakletos) to be with you for ever, that Spirit of truth whore 

the world can never receive since it neither sees nor knows 

him; but you kno\:~ him becauGe he is with you, he is in ycun 

(Jn XIV 16-17) 12 • 

ir .. ooobut the Advocates the Holy Spirit, whom the Father will 

send in my name~ will tea.ch you ev2rythin9 and remind you 
-r . • .._ . 11 ( v-r•r ~, - } ·J. 2 of all ..... have saJ.d 1..0 y0u Jn .,,,.,,.,. ~b ., 

The author of John 1 s gospel acknowledges the immense importance 

of spiritual change by placing Jesus~ discussion with Nicodemus 

at the very beginning of his account of the public ministry 

of Jesus .. This spiritual change could only be likened to 

a new birth .. 

"Ni.cod emus said 1 ~How can a grown ma::i be born'? Can he go 
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back into his mother's womb and be born again?~ 

Jesus replied: tI tell you most solemnly, unless a man is 

born through water and.the Spirit~ he cannot enter the kingdom 

of God: what is born of the flesh is flesh; what :Ls born of 

the Spirit is spir~t. Do not be surprised when I say: 

You must be born from above. 'l'he wind (.P.!l.s!d.!!!2) blows 

wherever it pleases; you hear its sound, but you cannot tell 

where it comes from or where it is going. That is how it 

is with all who are born of the Spirit" (Jn III 5-8) 13 • 

Jesus knew that only through a complete change_ from a. life 

in the flesh to a Jife in the spi~it could a man see the 

Kingdom of God who IS 3pirit. There is here a stress on 

the return to the womb, according to Taylor, who points out 

that a "birth 9f water <rnd Spirit was to be the sta.rt of a 

new life 1..!2.. water and Spirit as :U-.:s perma.nent cond.ition" .. 

It appears as if the church has forgotten to perceive in the 

'waters of ba.ptism' 11 the symbol of that element in wh:i_ch the 

Christian lives and moves and has his being, na.n1eJ.y the 

Spirit himselfn, says Taylor~ 11 The point about: the 

Christian's baptism is that he remains in tha.t element into 

h . h h . b t . d It 
14 It . . t t ~ t h w i.c e is ap :1.se • . . :i.s in ;er es· ..1.ng o compare t e 

a.bove with the dynamics in the element of the Spirit., 

Taylor stresses the role of these 'waters' as an archetypal 

symbol representing 'the lift~ in the Spirit' and finds that 

what has been sadly lacking in Christian thought through the 

centuries has been the boJ.dnes s "to a.ccept the pri t'1i ti. ve 

meanings in the symbols in our religion' 1 
i the symbols which 

are clearly brought out: in I .John V 8: "'There are three 

witnesses, the Spirit, the water, and the blood, and these 

three. are re.ally one" (Bishop Wand's translat.:Lon) 1.4~ 

It is interesting to note how Taylor's reference to the 

importance of ancient symbols fits in with Onians's studies 

and with what we have traced throughout this thesis with 

regard to the identification of the 'soul' with the l~fe-

liquids: water <.Q.i.0:1) ~ breath and ;)locd •. Ho doubt, syrr.bcls 

and myths reveal important psychological truths. The 
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emphasis on water and the Spirit and the relationship between 

these conceptions are very much stressed in the follow~ng 

passage: "If any man is thirsty, let·him come to me! Let 
the man come and drink who believes in me! As scr:Lpture 

says: From his breast shall flow fountains of living water. 

He was speaking of the Spirit which those who believed in him 

were to receive; for there was no Spirit as yet because Jesus 

had not yet been glorified'' (Jn VII 38-39) 15 • 

Onians's research, as we have seen, was not limited to the 

concepts watert breath or spirit,and blood, but included aiso 

'seed' and 'oil' _and 1 blessin9 1
• The belief that when 

anointing the head with holy oil the Spirit -0f Yahweh was 

transmitted can, according to Onians, be traced back to 

ancient thinking about th<.? seed as an oil stored in the heado 

Oil and water, spirit and 'ble~sings 1 can all be seen as 

related to the soul as the life-force, the liquid of l~fe 

and strength. They were accordingly assumed to be 'poured 

t '".'t6 OU e 

When a king of Old Testament times was anoihted with the 

holy oil he literally became the son of Yahweh. In 

accordance with this ancj.ent thinking Acts X 38 certifies: 

"how God anointed Jesus ot Nazareth ~,,i th thF'! Ho1 y Spiri. t and 

wl.th powern 17 , and .John proclaims .Jesus as "the only bi::gott(:=.:n 
I 

Sc.n of God n., 

Onians points out that. ''the occasional visiting of a woman 

by Yahweh to bring to birth a son seems to be implicit ~n 

Paulis interpretation of the story of Yahweh's promised visit 

to Sarah and ~he consequent birth of Isaact son not of the 

flesh_ (of Abraham) but of 'the promise"'. It is reported 

that Philo of Alexandria explained sucr.1 passages to indicate 

the actual begetting by Goct 18 • It thus seems that the 

idea of Divine Fatherhood was part of existing thought. 

For Johnf Christ was un~quely the Son of God, but, in another 

way 7 a.11 Chrj_s ti ans "are already the children of God H.. 11.:-;o 

one who has been begotten by God sins; because God gs seed 
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reinains inside him 1 he ca.nnot si:i when he has been beg oi:ten 

b ~ :i" (I Jr IIT <;1) 1·9 • F l' - n ~Y ~o( • - - ·o ~owing ~nians's explanations 

we would here see God's '~eed 1 as the c~use of the spiritual 

birth of a new ma.n, a. man who would literally have become one 

of the child1~en of God~ - . And anyone who has been born 

again through a b.:Lrth 'from above 1 , 'through water and t:>e 

Spirit', and lives accordingly has been made deathless -already 

in thi.s life. 

Cullmann points to the stress on the continuity of the 'inner' 

man of converted people before and after death which we find 

especially in the Gospel of John, "where death: is presented 

fo~ all practical purposes only as a natural transi.tion". 

However, according to Cullmann, even if this shows a "certain 

analogy to the immortality of the sou.Jn, we must not forget 

the fact tha.t 0 living with Chr.ist does not correspond to , . 
r.ne 

natural essence of the soul. Ra thei: it ~-s the result of 

a divine intervention from the outside, through the Holy 

SpiFit, who must already have quickened the inner man in 
. 20 

earthly life by his miraculous power!• • As was just 

saidf a man had to be bo~n again. 

The first Christians feltr as we have seen~ that the 'next 

world' was almost as near and real as this ~orld. 

Jesus' resurrection the new age has already come into being 

and the old world would very soon come to an end. The 

'otherworldliness' of the early Christians appears to be 

strongly emphasised in the following pa.ssage: "You must 

not love this passing world or anything thnt Ls in thE~ · .. iorlj. 

The love of the Father cannot be in any man who loves the 

world, because nothing the world has to offer the s enst.:i.al 

body, the lustful eye, prid~ in possessions - could ever come 

from the Father but only ircm the world; and the world w~th 

all it craves for, is coming to an end; b'-lt anyone wl10 does 
,_. ·-1 f G . . ·- "r-- 1· II 5 ·7) 21 
~ne wiL. o: ca remains ror ever .i. n 1 -1 _ • 

Just as the affirmation of the essential s~gnificance of the 

things of this world i.s made in Jchn I 1-·5; ":-1ot one thing 

ha.d its being but through Him.~ •• ", the question, as we have 

said before, is one of e~phasis, not of a d~vision between 
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this world a.nd the ether wcrld, bet.ween spirlt. and matter. 

Given th;;;.t the spirituc.>.J. and natural aspects .have a common 

source :Ln God, the question i.s i,dll r:ian ·get absorbed .in the 

material itself to the exclusion of God~ or will he~ having 

in himself that "mind which was also in Christ Jesus" (Phil 

II 5), vie~ the world with God's eyes. 
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Begin~ing with primitive man, it is generally accepteds as 

we have pointed out in this thesis, that people of all races 

and times have held siffiilar beliefs aboGt a 'something' which 

was the life, or gave lifet to the visible body and which was 

connected with blood-breath-vapour. There was also a 

'something' which was able to lead an independent life, 'out-of' 

the visible body, in dreams, trances and ecstasy, and after 

death. Parallel with the above, we have encountered, what 

has been called, the primary, religious experience, the 

religious Ur-E:r.f'..ahrenh.eit.. This is a numinous, psychical 

experience which, from earliest tim•O!S, has been attributed 

to the soul (or spirit), that is, the inner man, being 

literally 'inspired', or possessed, by gods or goddessess 

or by the Spirit of God. 

Because primitive man does not distinguish between the 

material and the immaterial, the living body and the living 

soul is for him a unity. We noted the fact that neither 

Homer's Greeks nor the- Old Testament•s Hebrews had need of 

a specific term for 1 bodyt. However, in spite of the 

apparent unity of the :iving body/soul, beliefs about that 

independent 'something' within the 'body' have been firmly 

held from the earliest times. Primal man interprets some 

of the phenomena occurring within and around him as indicating 

the existence of thi~ independent entity, the 'little man' 

within. 

With regard to the me~tal acts of thinking, feeling and willing 5 

primitive man, at one l~vel, interprets these as a divine~ 

almost concrete, interf~rence frora the outside but working 

within his heart, lun~s, liver, that is, within his 'physical' 

s oul-·as-1 i .fe. At other levels, these acts are interpreted 

a:; divine comrnunicatior.. w:i.thy or possession of, t.:1('! in"'lisible 

'spiritual' soul-as-self. As primal man's reasoning develops 

he assumes the soul {or spirit) to be the seat of his own 

thoughtsy fee:ings and sens~tions; divine possession or 

inspir~tion is reserved for certain memorable excpetions only. 

The overlappi~g of terms and concepts and the indeterrn~nate 

I 
I 

( 
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and irregular use of the same are typical fe~tures in all 
I 

primitive thinking. The difficulties in doing justice 

to all this variety has caused the outr~ach and circumference 

of the concept soul to become very wide. In fact, in 

English for example, 'soul' has sometimes to express the 

meaning not only of neohesh but also of ruah and leb(ab), 

not only of 2syche, but of rmeu!!:'.£. and !!.Ql~.2.. as well. Cn 

the other hand, the scope of the English word 'soul' is not 

felt to be wi.de enough, or is felt to have unduly 'spiritual' 

implications, and so the words 'life' and 'self' or an 

appropriate pronoun are often used in a more idiomatic 

rendering. 

There is much disagreement among scholars when interpreting 

primitive thinking. For example, we have the question 

whether 11 the idea of an indepeJ.!dent soul 0
, or uthe idea of 

life", came first in ti.me. Onians answers that at a later 

stage psx._che came to mean ttnot the concrete soul but the lif·e 

which it confex:s" 1 Nyman finds that "a condition for life 

was confused with life and later with the sou1 112 .. 

The evidence shows that from earliest times man has had 

dream~ and seen apparitions of the living and the dead which 

contributed 

also always 

to his beliefs in a •concrete soul'. 

taken notice of physical phenomena and, 
I . 

Man has 

when 

pondering the facts of birth, death; breathing, ~our~shment; 

growths ageing; he drew con~lusions about a force of life 

working within all creatures. To primitive man both 

kinds of phenomena were equally 'concrete' and real. 

As we trace ancient thinking towards and during Hellenistic times 

we find tha~ on the one hand, the concept soul k~pt its 

basic' meaning as the principle of life, the life-forces in 

all living beings; on the other hand, the particular 

expressions of human life were discovered to be so various, 

so full of contradictions and so complex that the opinions 

and views concerning the true nature of the human soul 

became more and more diverse. 
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A new development has set in with the Platonic disco~ery that 

man's a.bi.lity to thir.k in abstract terms~ a.bout subjects , . ' 
.i..l:Ce 

mathematical formulae, was indeed a mysterious phenomenon 

displaying w~at seemed to be an inherent knowledge in the 

human soul independent of the physical world. It was 

assumed to have been collected during th& soul's earlier 

dwelling in the spiritual world of the Forms. PlatoQs 

interpretation of abstract knowledge a£ a memory within the 

·immortal hun1an soul has hardly ever ceased to influence 

religious thinkinge 

The Platonic view was easily combined with those common 

experiences interpreted as involvir.c; surviving souls (or 

spirits), experiences which have been found on all levels 

of the population and at all times. As Cicero said, 

"faith in immortality v:as su.s tained by tf'l•~ fa.cts of s p.iri ts 

returning to the world of 
.,, 

senseH-. 'l'he 01.d Te stamen'!:: 

and the Greek writings from Homer onwards give clear indications 

of professed communicc.~tions between the living <.md bein9s frcm 

another world, both in waking states and in dreams. 

apparitions ~ere firmly believed to be real; 

and heardt sometimes by many witnesses simultaneously~ I:-1 

the Old Testament messages were delivered by angels; seers 

and prophets had visions of past, present and future even~s 

providing guidance and giving warnings. Out-0£-the-bcdy 

experiences, objects moving (what is today called Poltergeist 

phenomena), have been rf~port:ed from earJ.iest: timE:S ~ Anci 

th~re w~re the Mystics. Ind:Lvidua.ls hzve sought; and 

apparently gained, union with the Divine whether through 

the wild ecstasies of the Dionys.:"La,n <.:10.cshippcrs or tb::ough 

the ardent, silent worshipping of the participants in the 

Mysteries. The Old Testament also reports conversations 

with Yahweh, in the course of which, voices were heard and 

physical phenomena occurred. 

We referred earlier to the episode in I Samuel when Saul 

consults the necromancer at En-Doc who 1 according to Saulis 

wishes, conjures up Samuel. It seems evident that the 

passage is written in the belief tl1~Jt S2.rr:ue1 really dppe<:~rec! 
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and talked to Saulo Typical the general outlook today 

is the comment about this event in the Jerusalem Bible. It 

is categorically stated that in the abo~e case, as well as 
11 in other seances, credulity and trickery were at work".. One 

may ask whether this is a fair judgment, but we shall come 

back to this _question presently. 

The concept soul, as used in the last centuries BC retains, 

to our logical minds, its earlier incongruity in using the 

same word for a 'something' whlch can live consc:tously on 

its own, either within or apart from the 'living unity' of 

a human being and for the principle of life, the life-force, 

ensouling this same living unity. 

Plato, ~ith the assumptions of his time, did not find it 

difficult to explain the relationship between the individuals 

independent soul and the soul as the principle of life in the 

whole of the universe 1 in macrocosm as well as in microcosm. 

The human soul was an incli vidual concentration cf the 1 stuf"'f 1 

of the universal soul and brought life and intelligence to 

the body it occupied and ensouled. 

The point is that not bnly is it paradoxical for 20th century 

thinking to use 2sycb~ as Plato does for an independent 

'something' as well 9s for the 'something' running the machine 

of the entity 'man', but also the latter 'something' is 

characterised by two ~ncongruous sides. On the one hand, 

psY.che retains~ as one of its character istlcs ~ that of being 

a gaseous vapour, the basic breath-bleed-vapour-souls thus 

something 

the other 

apparently quasi-physical, a concrete force. On 

hand. it is something spiritual, mental, connected 

with thinking, an abstract principle. 

To the ancients this duality was not felt to be incongruous. 

All matter was somehow alive, adapted to its purpose and 

displaying 'soul'. At the same time, all abstract and 

spiritual conceptions, as reasoning for example, were 

connected with and were manifestations of the 'breath' of the 

living uni.verse~ 
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., 
Pneuma (ruai2) literally stood :fer· "''ind~ breath and spirit, 

and thus, what for us are three different concepts, were 

originally an inseparable concept. We must also remember 

that breath, words and thoughts were intimately and firmly 

related, almost part of one single mental-physical act. 

In his commentary to "The Secrets of the Golden Flower'', Jung 

points to something very similar in Chinese thinking. "The 

ideas in this book"! be says, "all deal with this 'in-between' 

world which seems unclear and confused to us because the 

concept of psychic reality is not yet current among us, 

although it defines o~r sphere of life. Without soulr 

mind is as dead as matter, because both are artificial 

abstractions; whereas man origindlly regarded mind as a 

1 ~-, b d d ~+- t 1 k' . 1 tt
4 

VO. a ... J.~.e 0 y 1 an. ma._ .. er as no . ac 1.ng in SOU ... ., c e ., 

'Blood' is a good example of this apparently physical as well 

as spiritual aspect of 1 sou1• which seems to be so paradoxical 

in today 1 s thinking. In early G~eek, as well as in early 

Hebrewt thinking, the 'blood 1 may be said to be the 'soul', 

or one of several 'souls 1
• The blood is 'alive' and must 

therefore be given to Yahweh. The blood is the power of 

thought; thinking occurs in the heart where the blood is 

concentrated. Eating the raw 1 bleeding meat was felt to 

unite the ecstatic, worshipping women with the god Dionysius. 
I 

For Aristotle~ too, the heart, with the blood, is the point 

at which the body is actuated by the soul and therefore the 

centre of thin~ing. The Hebrews, too, regarded }eb(ab), 

the heart, where the blood is pulsating, as the seat of 

intellectual activity. 

In some forms of Gnosticism the soul ~s described as the 

Hworl'dly ·vital urge" connected w3.th. the blood and the cause 

of false thinking. Stoicism, too, stresses the heart 

region, where breath and blood are concentrated. F'or them 

the breath is the soul and the thi.nking part of the soul, 

1092~, is situated in the heart. In Mithraismt bloodbaths 

are the means of att.?ining union "i-:it.h. the god,, In Holy 

Commun~on, the Christians drink ~he blood of Christ. 
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the wine is the blood 1 or becomes the blood, has, of course, 

been a much discussed question. 

Many of the seeming contradictions in early views seem to 

arise not so much from the views themselves as from the 

contemporary person's inability to get inside the world-view 

cf earlier man. Most Westerners are so firmly steeped in 

a materialistic outlook, so conditioned in the view which 

splits apart the material and the immaterial sides of life~ 

that they cannot easily accept the Platonic description of 

the Universe as "a living being wit:h a soul 11
•· They are 

apt to say with the scientist "we know already what is 

possible and what is impossible in the physical world. 

These things must be false because they strike at the 

fou.ndations of our outlook"S .. 

No doubt, the unbelievably rapid development of our scientific 

knowledge puts the use of the word 'impossible' out of 

place. There have been clear indications fr.om the '.l.960 's 

onwards that the 'old' attitude among scientists, especially 

among physicists 7 is changing and that a new way of looking 

at the universe is emerging. Tbday 1 we have the "modern 

versus the post-modern scientific world view'', says Schilling 

in the following explanation of these attitudes. 11AccorcUns 

to the former view (the modern) the world was closed, 
I 

e~sentially completed and unchanging, basically substantive, 

simple and shall.ow, and fundamentally unmysterious - a rigidly 

programmed machine. The second (post-modern) regards it 

increasingly as unbounded, uncompleted, and changingv st~ll 

becoming, basically relational and complex, with great depth. 

unlimited qualitative variety, and truly mysterious - a 

restless, vibrant, living, growing organism forever pregnant 

with possibilities for novel emergences and developments in 

the futuret1 6 • 

Not only Plato~ but also St Paul, would have agreed with 

SchJ.113-ng when the latt<:::r po:Lnts out that "to be consci.ous 

of the wcrld in our time means to realise that the world is 

a unitary 1 integrated whole and to be aware of the systemat~c 

interdependence, solidarity and ccrnmon destiny of all its 
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We come now to the world of the New Testament writers and in 

order to understand their concept of soul Ca conception which 

made possible not only the vision of a resurrection which 

would include the entire creation and change it from a state 

of corruptibility into incorruptibility, but also the belief 

in the possibility of the soul's spiritual relationship with 

God, somehow beyond the limits of space and time as we conceive 

of the same), it is necessary to grasp the fact that, in the 

thinking of those days, "matter was not lacking in soul" 8 

In the same way as birth, life and death were for _the Hebrews 

points on the one scaJ..e, so it appears that more··-or-less 

soulless matter and more-er-less matterless soul (or apirit) 

are two points on the matter-spirit scale. We may see 

these assumptions as influenced by Greekj especially 

Aristotelian~ thinking but they were, in a more primal form, 

inherent in Hebrew thinking as well. 

Dahl points out that those scholars who today stress that, 

according to Paul our resurrecticn bodies will be material, 

are neglectins the fa.ct that tithe Semitic totality concept 

precludes the 5.dea that our bodi8s are 1 material' in 

modern sense of the word 118 ~ Paul never says that 

the 

our 

earthly bodies are irnaterialv and neither would the 'post-

modern scientist'~ It is interesting to note that 

according to Chauvin the word tmatter' is meaningless for 

today's physicist~ as he "is concerned only with protons, 
a 

electrons, elementary particles, waves and trajectories'1 J. 

11As science has explcred the micro-world within the atcm it 

has not found there anything to which the traditional notion 

of substance might be applied usefully" says Schilling, who 

also points out tha.t "it would seem that neither matter hor 

energy is 'the basic stuff' or physical. reality. 

matter-energy that plays the fundamental role" 10 • 

It is 

By analogy with the 'modern' versus the 'post-modern' world 

view discernable in the changing attitudes among 20th century 

scient~sts, it appears that in relig~ous thinking, too, there 
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are visible changes fr:orn the ·'modern r, materialistic, 

pragmatic interpretation of the Christian message to a 'post

modern' , charismati.c, spiritual interpretation of the same o 

w"hen attempting to distinguish the original, true meaning, 

which the evangelists wanted to share with the world, from 

later understanding of the same, the 'modern' approach 

introduced a sharp demarcat~on line between the apparently 

unbiblical Greek elements and the truly Hebrew biblical ones. 

However, as Stendahl admits, "it is now obvious that such a 

model requires many modifications''. Having looked at 

the background to the New Testament vie~s of the soul it 
becomes clear from our study that the patterns of interrelated 

views were in some sense much more complex thari the rather 

simplistic contrasts between the so-called Hellenistic and 

the so-called Hebraic views which were posited during the 

1950's and the 1960 1 s. 

As an example of the changing views apparent during the 1970's 

we may look at the report in the Swedish newspaper 'Svenska 

Dagbladetr of the 27th May 1973, concerning a conference at 

the Sigtuna Foundation where 'the immortal soul' was under 

discussi6n. The organiser, U S5derlund, pointed out that 

"this ancient enigmatic question is now frequently coming into 

the light again, and is perhaps the actual background cause 

of today's interest jn spiritualj.sm, parapsychology,medita~ion, 

etc& Ult1mately the questj_on is of great importance in 

spiritual guidance, especially in ccnfrontation with the riddle 

of deathu o 

Whether the new interest in the conception of soul created 

the great interest in the phenomena or vice versa is not 

important. Important is that we today are in a position 

of seeing the Christian message from what we called a post

modern 1 • c1-1arismatics spiritual point. of view a:r-.d, in so doin,0, 

we may well be approaching the true world of Jesus and his 

contemporaries a 

We discussed the extra-sensory or paranormal experiences in 

the ancient Greek and Hebrew world. No doubt i.:i the 
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.. 
opinion of those days such experiences were not distrusted 

Hbut rather were received as being from God 1111 • It is 

easily assumed today that in al:i. seances "credulity and 

trickery were at v-,·ork~ 1 and we are as 11 suspicious of a 

message purportedly transmitted by an a~gel, or of a 

prophetic vision or dream, or 

the Lord" as we would be of a 

of a revelation directly from 
1'1 

cornmunicati on through o. medium .... 

People of those ti.mes were credulous, after our standards, but 

perhaps we are the losers in our incredulity. 

We quoted the scientist who said that things "which strike 

at the foundation of our outlook" must be falseo The 

Bishop of Southwark quotes Dr Joad as saying~ "If these 

things are true then the universe must in 

totally other than what one is nccust0med 

some respects be 
12 to suppose" .. 

'Things' in both cases being e~tra-sensory phenomena of 

different kinds. 

Returning now to the period in quest.ion, that to the 

beginning of Christianity, we have noted that there was a 

strong Greek-Hebrew interchange in thought during the 

Hellenistic period and one cannot, without doing damage to 

the very fcundation of Chr.istianity 1 attempt to loosen the 

one element from the other. It is a fact that. "U10 two 

cultures affec~ed 

had hitherto been 

one another to 
I 13 

SUp()05ed 11 
• 

a much greater extent than 

We earlier referred to 

this interrelationshi? in great detRil, but shall here oucte 

Bl_enki.ns opp 1 as the fol. lowing pass aqe is to th.e point. 
11 Platonic thinking about the destiny of the soul began to 

influence Judaism during the Hellenistic period at the same 

tir;;e that fait;h in an .<:'Schatological resurr.-2ction was w:l.dely 

cherished in apocalyp~ic circles~ Both forms can be found 

in Je~ish writings from the intertestamental period, sometimes 

in the same book, and the reconciliation of the two which 

has been widely accepb::d :i.n Christj.anity was alrea.dy being 
·1 Li 

attempted in J·uda.ism befo;:-e the time of Christn ... ·~ 

We di.scussed earlier tr1e 1'carefi:-ee confus:i.on" o-;: terms and 

conceptions, views and beliefs, whi.ch are indeed to be fou~d 
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in the writings of this period •. The attempts by theologians 

to neglect the some 330 years of Hellenism in the his~ory of 

the Jews before the times of Jesus and to concentrate on a 

direct link between the Old Testament and the New Testament 

with regard to beliefs in a. resurrection of the body mus·c 

be regarded as totally unrealistic. 

As just pointed out, at the time of the Gospel writers and 

earlier, the concept 'immortality•, especially when standing 

for deathlessness in generals was often found in the same 

text as the concept 'resurrectionf and both terms were applied 

in a vague, indistinct manner indicating some form of 

coritinuous life in the 'Beyond'. 

The concept t irnwort al;_ ty ~ s when di5t:!nct fr()[T) the concept 

'resurrection' 9 implied, generally speaking, a) that man in 

his essence was an immortal soul, independent of the body, 

destined for eternal life, with the will and ability to 

choose, here as well as in the 'other world', between the 

good and the evil, and subjected to divine judgment and 

punishment or rewards. Beliefs in some form of reincarnatio~ 

often accompanied this type of conception. 

The concept 'immortality' could also be used in a sense b) 

which indicated this, state as a re\•Jard for the faithful only, 

the chosen ones o There v-rns also the related vievi c) imply.i .. ng 

an immortal, spiritual, inmost part of man which wcu1d not 

die because it always rema~ned in a pure, loving relationship 

with God. Views b) and c) could compleme~t each other, 

but view c) could also be an expression of psychical or 

even mystical experiences, as sugge3ted by Psalm XXXIV 8: 

"Oh taste and see that the Lord is God 11
" 'rhes e arC:! the 

experiences of the type ·,.:c; called religious ~2~££..Qhe.:. t 1 

which have a deeply stirring, emotional effect and lead to 

a strong feeling of the soul (or spirit), withins having 

achieved true 'knowledge' of God. 

With regard to the concept 'resurrectiontt this indicated an 

act of God concernc:d v.:i th ;::-e-cr E:a.ti.on. We encounter the 
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conceptions: restn::recticn o:f 1) th,2 fle!".h; 2) the body; 

3) the dead; 4) the soul* Admittedly, 4) is questionable, 

but the soul seems in some cases to have been the object of 

an act of resurrection on its own. 

No doubt the soul is not only the real object of any 

thoughts concerned with im~ortality) but is very much involved 

in all the different forms of resurrection. We discussed 

earlier the ma~y different attempts at explaining the manner 

in which the soul was eventually joined with the bodyt or 

managed simply to sli~ in at.the general resurrection. 

The same kind of imagL1c.t:ive speculations were applied to 

the actual timing of the resurrection event; suggestions 

vary from the soul (or spirit) being dressed in 'garments of 

glory' immediately after its arrival in the 'Beyond{ to an 

interim period when the soul either 'sleeps' or somehow 

exists 'naked' until the final event at the end of the Age. 

been taken over from current usag~. The Gospel writers 

were not tal.ki.n.g about something which WclS new to their 

audienc.~ when they p1 aced f:B:.S~ in a. Chr- is tia.n cont ext .. 

As White points out, "they announced its imrriorta.lity, its 

rebirth and sanctification throu;h Gcd 1 s love 1 the conquest 

of its final destruction at the death of the body, even its 

eventual reunion with the body typified and effected through 

t ;.... ... . f- ~"' ' + It 1 5 •. e resurrec~1on o .. ~~ris~ • 

How.ever, besides this concept of the 12.§..Y_ci:.£ a.s an en ti t:y 

which could be the object of the above transmutaticns, the 

~ still retained t.hos e aspects of i) h::.:ing the physica.1 

life-force, and ii) being the seat of the mental acts of 

feelingj willing and thi~king. 

We discussed Jesus' an~we£ to the sc~ewhat ridiculous question 

about tlle fn.te of the woman with seven husbands at the 

resurrec.:tiono Jesus clearly irn;lies that s~eculations about 

earthly detai!s in ths next life see~ ~onsensical when one ~s 

faced with the grea.t inr•("Jrt::.r::;.nt t.1~•1th that Eternal Li.fe IS 
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wherever God rules. \
11fr1en pict:urin9 a resurrection in 

bodily terms the huma.n ideas of retribution, rewards c-.nd 

punishment, judgement and condemnation ~ingle into the scene 

and the Justice of Gcd is looked upon and stated according 

to human standards. Against this stands the 'knowledge' 

we just mentioned, the experience of the Living God within 

where the spirit of man can meet the Spirit of God. 

The soul, in one of its aspects, is thus seen in the New 

Testament as the link betw~en the spiritual and the 'material', 

between the visible and the invisible. Jesus has been 

described as the divine counterpart of the soul as he, too, 

is a link between the two worlds~ between man and God. 

For Jung, Christ~ as a mythical symbol of the human soul, 

exempli.fies 11 the archetype of the self~~Q·~a totality o:f 

d . · h "'l k" -~ tt J r">y s'nu16 • a ivine or .. eave.; y ino ....... ul)~.po·- ··ec .._ 

We have many times during this study come across the 'deep 

longing' within the human soul to be idrawn; ~nto relationship 

with the spiritual world. But even here and now we can, 

through a complete change, a new birth, become part of the 

spiritual world within this apparently materi?l world. For 

Jung, this change 'within' is 11 a change also known to us 

through the testimony cf the Apostle Paul: 'Not I live, but 

Christ liveth in me'~. Jung explains the change as 

somehow giving the feeling of having been 1 replaced 1 without 

having been 'de;iosed', t:nat is, ••.::'> higher spiritual being 

of human form is invisibly born in the individua1u17
c 

In Chapter XIX we disc~ssed, among other subjects, Paul's 

stand to myst~cisrn. ~-le c..gree with Stewart that wha,c P;;i.ul 

ex~erienced~was a mystical union with Christ. Stewart is 

one of the many scholars who find that the term mysticism 

stands for something "indispensable and essential in religionu, 

and he stresses that for Paul true mysticism which is "the 

inmost nature of Christian.ity,. la.y in the "daily ever-renewed 

communion, rather than in the transient rapture" .. Through 

this almost continuous reJ.ationsh:Lp with the Lord, life would 

be ex;;erienced in a t!ne·,,; pitch of zest and gladness a.nd powS"r", 
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Ch=istian would be 

~~Mysticism"~ says Scholem, "works on a place where the world 

of mythology and that of revelation meet in the soul of rr.ann 19 ., 

It is inteiesting, and applicable to the development of the 

concept ~soul', to follow Scholemus reasoning an~ explanations 

about the role of mysticism in the history of religions and 

because the structure of his thought sc para1lel.s our own~. 

we shall summarise his position below. Scholem divides 

the historical development of religion into three stages 

which all display certain well-defined conditions. In 

the same way as Plato saw the State as "man writ large", we 

may see Schole:n's three stages i.n analogy with the spiritual 

growth of the individual. 

The first stage is the mythological epoch, the childhood 

of mankind. At this stage there is no feeling of an 

alienation between man u.nd the di vine, man is placed fir:nl.y 

in and as part of Nature which is felt to be "full of gods<;.a« 

whose presence can be experienced without ~ecourse to 
20 ecstatic meditc:ition 11 
·-' ~ A man's soul is attuned to, and 

part of~ the soul of the \-.rorld and his relationship to the 

divine is not mystical but mythical - the scene of religion 

is Nature. 

As mankind grows up the 1 creative epoch' follows; the 
1 classical stage' ~n the history of religiono 'I'his i.s 

where religion, BS such, emerges and becomes institutional. 

According to SchoJ.em, 11 .:CE~ligion 1 ~; supreme function is to 

destroy the drea~-harmony of Man 1 Universe and God, to isolate 

man from the other elements of the dream stage of his mythica: 

and primitive consciousne.:::.s" 20 In fact~ religion now 

creates an absolute abyss between man and God by making man 

aware of the duality which is fundamental in a universe where 

Gcd is infinite and ma~ finite. Only the vcice links the 

t-;,,.ro wor: lds together: "i:he voice of God, dir.r:::cting and law~

·=.:ri ving ir. Eis revelation~ and the voice of man in prayer 11
• 

To the monotheistic religions Nature has played out its role; 
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the scene religion is now "the moral a.nd religious 

action of man and the community of men, whose interplay 

brings about history as, in a sense, the stage on which tf-1.e 

drama of man 1 s relation to God unfolds" 19 • 

The third, the Mystical epoch, coincides with what Scholem 

calls the 11 romantic period of religion 11 ~ At this stage, 

man may be said to be concerned above all with finding the 

secret knowledge which wil.l close the gulf between man and 

God. Viysticisrn °strives to piece together the fragments 

broken by the religious cataclysm, to bring back the old 

which religion had destroyed 1119 • 'l'he emphasis is now 

unity 

on 

the soul and the main preoccupation of the soul.is to find a 

path from multiplicity to "the prir.iordial unity of all things" 

that is~ to Divine Reality. 

Historically, there is another factor which is connected with 

"the appearance of mystical tendencies 1', says Schol em, 

referring to, what may be called, the creative power of the 

religious consciousness. Within almost all religious 

systems the time comes when "new J:eligious impulses may and 

do arise ~hich threaten to conflict with the scale of values 

es tabl is hed by his.tor ical religion". Scholem finds that 

what encourages the ~mergence of ~ysticism is a situation 

in which 11 these ne·,: imDulses do not break throu9h the shell 
I • 

of the old religious system and create a new one, but tend 
'.)~ 

to remain confined within its bordersir""l.~ 

-. .\-
01...,.. In order to stay within the old established religion, but 

the same time to satisfy the longing ''for new religious 

values corresponding to the new religious experiencen, the 

mystic will reinterpret the old values and often to such a 

degree that they do not on.l y become "more pr..·ofound and 

personal'1 ~ but that th€ir meaning becomes completely trans-

formed. Scholem points out that when this happens, important 

religious conceptions like Creation, Revelat~on~ and Redem?tion 

"are given new and different meaning.s reflecting the 

characteristic feature of mystical experience, the direct 

t . . , .._. . - .. - "l rl r .,.21 con ace be-..:ween ,_.ne 1.nc)_v2.cua.J. 2:-L '-°''->C · " 
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Scholem himself does rot refer to the emergence of 

Christianity in this connection but, if one does apply his 

views to actual birth of Christianity, we may perhaps 

draw the conciusicn that if Jesus' teaching had been limited 

to the foundation of a new Jewish sect within Judaism, Jesus 

and his disciples would have been known as myst:tcs and as 

partakers in the long develop:T:ent of Jewish mysticism ( ttwhich 

was later crystallised in the medievB.l Kabbalah 1122 ). Instead~ 
Jesus 1 life, death and tsaching became the foundations for 

a new religion .. 'I'here would thus have been two possibilities 

inherent in Christianity from the very beginning: a) to develop 

into a mystical sect within Judaism ~ith Jesus as the 

reinterpreter of the ~sdcred text of old", or b) to cut loose 

from the old and become a new indep2ndent religion with Jesus 

himself s not onl::::' his tea.ching ~ as part of its historical 

messa.ge .• 

Scholem writes about the mystical religion that it. "seeks 

to transform the God whom it encounters in the peculiar 
1 • • reJ. J..g l.OUS consciousness of its own social environ~ent from 

an object of dogmatic knowledge into a novel and living 

experience and intuJtion"e T1icrf~ i.s c~lso .a tht~ory, c)i.-

id eol cc; y, of t'1yst 3_cism and this i~; ·~a theory both cf the 

mystical cognition of God and His revelation, and of the path 
' . h 1 , ~ u • ' tt 2 3 wnic. eacs .... o ... 1 .. n • 

~.. " ~ ·1 ne ques ..:.ion 1t:hetr1er or not there are mystical tendencies 

in the New Testament, especially in the writings of John 

and Paul has, as we have pointed out~ long been a bone of 

contention among scholar~. Both sides are equally 

convinced tbat the Bible reinforces their particular state

ments and so we are left with two completely opposite vie~s. 

On th~ orie hand, the New Testament is interpreted to be 

concerned with speculations and wcr~ies about death and sin 

and a resurrection according to merit - certainly there are 

no mystical trends in this kind of teaching. Cu the other 

hand, there is the promise that by becoming one of Jesus' 

'brethren'~ of Jesus :,,ho spoke of "the F'ather and I" as Cne, 

we should all of us enjoy the sa~e true and full relationship 

.. 
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to the Living God~ Our Father, ~ho is Pure Love and beyond 

all human understanding of rewards and punishments, a 

relationship which is, to all appearanc~s, described in 

the language of mysticism. 

Men like J.-ohn and Paul may well be called rr.ystics, seers, 

prophets. They had a new insight, ~ flas~ of knowledge, 

a mystical understanding through the contact, in flesh and/or 

spirit, with Jesusr their Lord and Messiah. But they had 

been placed in a situation where they had to build the 

practical foundation for a new-born rel~gion. The spiritual 

experiences within and the emphasis on, and nearness to, the 

wdrld Beyond had to serve the day-to-day life in the Christian 

communities in this world. There had to be a mystical 

'now' as well as a practical 'not-yet'. 

Cur concern is not of mysticism as such but with the soul as 

conceived in the New Testament. But one cannot completely 

divorce the two for withi.n the mystical tradition the soul 

is the seat of man's direct intuitive knowledge of God and 

therefore the soul's most important ~unction. 

'Knowledge of God' is Life itself. 

For the 

Thus for the mystical approach the language of th~ •immortal 

soul' was the natura~ one. For practical purposes and as 

one of the foundation dogmas for what was to become a new 

religion, resurrection of the body would have seeffied 

appropriate and understandable to those of Jewish origin. 

Both beliefs were 'in the air' at the time; i.n :fact t a.s 

we have noted 9 there were very many different beliefs in 

circulation. Undoubtedly each Christian neophyte must 

have listened to the joyful messa9e from out of his own frame-

work of beliefs and thus given :i. t: J-1.is own interpretat:i.cn .. 

However, whatever those contemporary men's understandlng 

regarding the teachings of, and happenings around~ tne 

figi.lre of Jesus Chx:i.st might have been, one may be ~:\·::r':?. 

that their understanding was on a very different nl.ane from 

the generally accepted understanding of today. 
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No doubt, the apocalyptic expectancy among the Jewish people 

of those times was directed towards the happenings at the 

End of the Age and as they were sure that this End of Time 

would come very soon, their thoughts were concentrated on 

survival. There was general agree~ent on the fact that 

there would be survival (at least for the faithful) but as 

to the details of the same there were the most various 

answers .. 

The emphasis was no longer, · a.s in Old Testament times~ 

concentrated on the survival of the nation but on the 

ccntinuity of the individual essential 'selves' from a life 

here.and now to a life in the 'new' world~ 

That there was an 'inner something' which could.survive 

death (depending on the Grace of God) was hardly even 

doubted, (even if only as a shade in Hades)~ Neither 

was there any doubt about an iouter spmething' which existed 

in the visible world as the outmost layer of the human entity; 

the soul was the l~fe of the body and the body the expression 

of the soul. 

We discussed the differences and varities which arose with 

speculations about matter, space and time and their place 

and iffiportance in the Next World. In popular thought 

t':'1e 'inner sor;-:<?thin·.;;' >·JaS called I:_:~.Sb.£ (or !..1..§:..:ib.£?':'0)0 Faul 

uses other worcs: p:Je'...-'Z:~s., ~' inner man &Ed o:"'te:. 'vJe' a!'ld 

'us' when ~alkin~ about the same entity. 

Gospels we find t~e personal pronouns used for the essential 

'you• or 'yourselves'. However, when we say it is the 

'essential self' and thus think of this 'somethj.ng' as the 

personality we must acknowledge that our personality has a 

different connotation to the 'personality' the New Testam~nt 

is talking about. 

We have earlier quoted several Gc,.spel passages where .2§.Y£h§. 

is used. Am8ng others the following: 11 f-.nyone w:-10 tr .:Les 

to pr es er v e b .is l.i f e ( _p_~~'l.5";: he ) w i l 1 1 o s e it ; and a.!'""1'".:/or1e v1lio 

:Loses .it -w:.11 }~eep it safe 11 (Lk: XVLC 33); 0 Wha.t g2.:.n, then 1 
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is :Lt for a man to vJ:tn the whole world an~) ruin his life C1~ .. :-x-;:::._t• . .s) ·: 

And indeed what can a r.ian offer in exchange for his life?'' 

(Lk VII.I 36-37)~ 

\'lhen we try to grasp what .P~ stands for here we :find that 

it was som~thing concrete and tangible, (the force in the 

breath, blood, seed and in the water and sweat of the body) 1 

as well as an extension of a person's own self; 

his name, in his children, in his reputation. 

it was in 

This 

'something' is the essential person both here and in the 

Beyond and can even in this life, a.t times? leave the body 

and move round independently. For the Hebrew, as for the 

Greek t .neQ.b.~'sh/.J.2.2..Y.£,he had gradually become the seat. of the 

whole complicated soul-as-self-aspect of man even though 

was still, to a very important degree, soul-as-life. 

...... 
l. L. 

The body forms the outer layer of this entity~ man; it is 

said ~~ 'wears 1 the body as a. garment; it is dressed in 

the body. Enoch is a typical example of this thinking: 

God tells the Angel ~ichael to take Enoch out of his earthly 

garr;:ents ancl put hir.:i into the garments •of my glory'; also., 

Adam is said to have 'gone out of his hody'. As we 

remarked in connection with II Corinthians V 1-10, Paul 

seems there to identify 'being alive' with 'wearing of 

clothes 1 and death a~ a state of nakedness for t.he essenti2.l 

self, that is, the soul. 

In the same passage, Paul also emphasises the most important 

truth of all: that God ha.s made us :f':c,i:- Eterna.l Life~ Thr::: 

whole of the New Testaffient affirms this truth. All h;;..s 

been leading U? to this; a.11 the soluticns positec by Gree): 

philosophers, Hebrew ~ise Men and Hellenistic thinkers, all 

the a.nswers g:i.ven to still the longing within the so~ll of 

mankind, are the same: man in his essence is made for eternal 

life and the 'essential man', his soul ~s the bridge between 

the two 'worlds' 1 the visible and the invisible. ,Jesus 

on ~he cosmic level, is the symbol of the human soul. He 

too is the bridge between two 1 worl~s' 1 the ~uman and the 

Divineg 
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"The Bible is +-"nr.:· ho,~i~ ,"bo"+- +-he, <.::0 1 1, "
24 

._ "...... - ·...J "'-- - ' ~ \,.. ...... " • ._.. \..,. ....... ' said Soderblor.1 i 

the soul in ccmmunication with God. Man is not merely 

dust of the ea.i::th, he is a1so of God's brea.th. God's 

breath-spirit ensouled the dust. The whole creat5_on is 

not merely dust; it is-The Creation because God ensouled it. 

Without God's Spirit~ God's Presence, there would be only 

'dead' dust. 

Jesus 1 whole teaching emphasised that he had come to bring 

the message of Life and Light; God is God of the living; 

for those who believe there is no death. When Jesus died 

and the world became dark there was a time of doubt and 

terror for his disciples. He, who was the Lj_fe and the 

Light, who proclaimed a God of Love and Eternal Life, was 

he really dead? 

He was alive, He is alive. And so his promises of Eternal 

Life are true and we are in fact, what the earlier 

renderings of the Old Testament called all creatures, 

LIVING SOULSo 

And the debate concerning immortality or resurrection is a 

debate within ethics and never ha.s a.ffectr::d SC~JL 5-:·1 :"c.ts 

essence .. 
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